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FOREWORD

Allen Rubin, Geophysics Laboratory

Since the earliest spaceflights, spacecraft have been
plagued with problems caused by the harsh space energetic
particle and hot plasma environments. Some of the sources of
spacecraft anomalies have been discovered after years of
;nvestig..tion, and engineering solutions for mitigating the
effects of environmental anomalies have been developed. Among the
causes o, spacecraft anomalies are surface charging and
di..harges (ESD), internal charging and discharges (ID), and
single c€ ent upsets (SEU). The present publication brings
tolcther information about these three anomaly mechanisms and
methods which have been developed to date for avoiding or
rinimizing their harmful effects.

Space systems are increasingly large and complex, and a
greater variety of spacecraft systems are proposed as time goes
on. The spacecraft engineer needs to consider these anomaly
mechanisms in the design phase, that the increased utilization of
space is not unduly hampered by anomalies.

This publication is a contribution to spacecraft engineering
which can serve as an introduction to these three anomaly
mechanisms.
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There is an old adage which says, "Fool me once shame on you, fool me twice shame on me."
For some time now the satellite community has been surprised, if not fooled, by the anomalous behavior
satellites have experienced from electrostatic discharge (ESD), internal discharge (ID), and single event upset
(SEU) phenomena. Both the frequency and severity of these upsets have been much more troublesome than
had been anticipated. Chapter 5 covers but a few of the operational impact problems which have resulted in
everything from a mere nuisance to the loss of a multimillion dollar satellite.

For those who design, fabricate, and operate these complex and expensive satellite systems it is
time to say, "Yes, we were fooled, but we shall not be shamed, because we are going to design and build
our next generation of space assets to be immune to ESD, ID, and SEU upset phenomena."

This will require a dedicated effort on the part of everyone associated with the program. Systems
architects, specification writers, mission planners, operations personnel, and all systems contractors must
dedicate themselves to the idea that hardness assurance against ESD, ID, and SEU will be an integral part of
their efforts. The timeliness of such a commitment is also important, for unless these principles are
subscribed to at the outset of a program (with no thought to retrofits), the desired immunity is not likely to
be achieved at least not in a cost-effective way.

Robert Pruett
Radiation Consultants Inc.
October 14, 1987
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ABSTRACT

Anomalies on spacecraft can be avoided by understanding their mechanisms and causes. This
handbook discusses single event upsets (SEUs),. surface charging and discharging, and internal or deep
dielectric charging along with methods available for the reduction or elinmination of the effects they can
cause in spacecraft.
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Chapter

1
Introduction

1.1. Importance of Engineering for Immunity

"This is an endeavor to alert space system programs to the dangers of three specific sourccs which have
caused anomalies in space systems. These three are: (I) sutfae charging and discharges (ESD), (2) internal charging
and discharges (ID), and (3) single event upsets (SE)). Each of these, in its own way, has been crucial in one or
more programs. A well-thought-out program will deal with each of these environmentally induced effects. This
publicadon is based on the experience of many programs. Some wisely considered environmental concerns from the
beginning of their planning and design: others learned the lesmons of history the hard way. Some wero forced to
pioneer new ways of building in immunity; others proved the merit of techniques developed on prior programs.

Integrating spece environmental support into a program benefits the design, implementation, test, and
operation ofi space system. In the eonly phases ofa program, consideration of the environment results in good
design trades for the system and a sound strategy for dealing with each effecL During implementation and test,
proper environmental consideration results in realistic tests (as compared to und-er or over-testing) and insures that
all of the details included in the original planning are actually carried out in practice. Finally, in the operational
phases of the s e system, environmental operational support alers the system to the local conditions the system is
experiencing and makes planning easier and more effective. Reporting the results of each system, especially any
anomalous behavior, benefits future designs and helps develop operational procedures for use by the system(s)
experiencing trouble with similar environments.

As technology advances, r environmental ffects may become important souces of anomalias, In the
future, the experience used in developing this publication may not be directly appi*cable. but the general losson of
attention to the environment and alertness to its effects will, we believe, still be valid.

1.1.1. How a Satellite Failure Leads to SCATIIA

One of the rust DSCS satellites -- a military communications satellite -- failed. When that occuticd, a
massive effort was made to understand the source of the anomaly. Were enemy satellites degrading our satellite's
perfonnance, was them a basic flaw in the electronics, or were as yet unknown physics involved in producing these
anomalies? While suppositions ran from one extreme to another, Shennan DeForbmt observed a curious
phenomon on ATS-5 and 6. During times when the magnctosphr was disturbed, his particle spectrmocter
observed that the eAtire satellite charged (DeForest. 1972). Environmental data from ATS-5 (Sharp ct al.. 1970)
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showed that the environment could be characterized by plasmas with electron densities - 0.1 to 1.0 cm3 and
tempertures characterized by kT- I to 20 keV. It was readily concluded from this that the spacecraft potential
could reach minus 10 kilovolts. At potentials of 10 kilovolts, discharges could easily be imagined, and the source of
the anomalies was uspected to be those discharges. A number of investigators began piecing together parts of the
puzzle. Engineers examined what effect discharges would have on satellite electronics. Space physicists investigated
the environment. Material scientists examined typical spacecraft materials to determine their charging characteristics.
Physicists calculated charging as a function of geometry, sunlight, and materials. By 1973 both the Air Force and
NASA were aware that they had many common technology problems when operating in a space environment. In
1975 a joint program to investigate spacecraft charging was begun which included a spacecraft devoted particularly to
measuring the environment and its effects. The P78.2 spacecraft (launched 30 January 1979) had two initial
objectives: to measure the charging and to measure material effects (Shane, 1977). Other parts of the spacecraft
charging at high altitudes (SCATHA) program included ground experiments and the development of a computer
model for charging of spacecraft surfaces -- NASCAP (NASA Charging/Analyzing Program). From this effort a
number of environmental interawtion studies have evolved, Guidelines, rules of thumb, and specifications have
resulted from some of the data collected. Other investigations have grown out of the original SCATHA effort. The
Combined Release Radiation Effects satellite (CRRES) is an example of a spacecraft, like P78-2, which is designed
to measure and quantify environmental interactions so that anomalous behavior of spacecraft can be understood and
controlled,

Failures of complete spacecraft, such as the early DSCS failure, are unpleasant. Long investigations are
costly. As George lnouye stated in a summary of his experience with DSCS, "Our experience on the DSCS
satellites has been that a great deal of effort was required to identify the sources of anomalous behavior, whether
internal or due to the ambient environment. In the final analysis, in spite of concentrated 'detective work.' xsmc of
the conclusions that the environment was the most likely causative source were arrived at by an elimination procems
rather than by a more direct approach because of the lack of diagnostic data." It is important then not only to design
immunity into each new space system but to prepare for future systems by monitoring and reporting on anoomlics
that do develop.

M.2. Costs of a Hardening Program

Viewed as a whole the cost of a well integrated environmental program as part of the total system progr, in
more than offsets its cost in terms of retrofit costs, downtime, ease of use and reliability. It is estimated that to
harden the shuttle would have cost about 5% of the total system cost If its threat environment had clearly defined and
there was a commitment to design for Immunity from the start of the program. To retrofit the shuttle after the
design was complete would have cost 35% of the total system costs. A large pan of the increased cost is the
redesign needed to accommodate improvements required for hadening. Real cost savings can result frotm careful
planning which includes environmental considerations from the beginning of the program.

1.1.3. System Test Plans

System test plans amr approval documents required early in the program by the SPO (system program
office). Figure I-I shows the relation of space environmental observations/forecasts to the system plans. At the
sta of a program the likely environmental conditions are specified as an input in the system requirements. Hlow
well the system will respond to these predicted environments or worst cawe environments is assesd during tht
preliminary and critical design reviews. Reviews by environmental specialists of •ctual hardware as well as dsignsi
during the implementation phase insure that design trades are carried out and problems avoided prior to testing.
Environmental tests prior to launch uncover any environmental prt*iems which were not correctly addres.ed, A
final review of environmwntal requirements specified at the start of the program provides cnvironmental upxhttc.Mlcrtq
which occurred during the program. Following launch, on-otbit checkout uses envirounmental predictioti% and real
time data to qualify the system and as input to anomaly scenario planning as noede. During the usceul life of the
system, environmental forecasts are used, an aomalies reported. Flight experience and cnviromcnntal ntmiloriw1
of the real sysutm make an important wrbuion to the next generation of space systems.
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1.1.4. Successful Teits

The success of tests (both ground and operationally on orbit) is aided, or even hinges on, timely, accurate
(to the extent possible) space environmental observations/forecasts. Appendix 3 lists both measured and predicted
environmental databases available for the system developer/user. The functior•l effectiveness of the entire system is
enhanced by the timeliness and ac.uracy of environmental specifications, predictiens, and measurements.

1The ground processing function, where output data consist of or contribute to decisions, is enhanced by
factoring in (or factoring out) the known, measured, or predicted state of i•-e environment. AppeKidix 3 lists sources
of this kind of environmental data. By correlating certain classes of anomalies with the environment and having up
to date environmental information, unexpected anomalies can be quickly categorized and resolved.

1.2. Structure of this Book

This text deals with three kinds of anomaly producing effects of a charged particle environment: surface
discharges, internal discharges, and single event upsets. Various names have been given to the effects we wish to
talk about: surface discharges or electrostatic discharges (ESDs), internal discharges, and single event upsets (SEUs).

Surface discwarges am sometimes referred to as electrostatic discharges (ESDs) although there is not much
static about ESDs. At other times surface charging is what is meant by spacecraft charging; however, space At
charging is many times useed as a much wider term in which all phenomena involving charging arm referred to.
Spacecrnft charging in the widest sense includes surface as well as bulk charging and discharing phenomena. FNr
clarity in this text we have divided spacecraft charging into two panls: charge buildup and discharge on the surface of
the spacec'afta and charge buildup and discharge interior to the spacecraft This is a convenient engineering definition
because it separates the environment of concern into those particles initially at low energy in the spectrum, and those
with sufficient energy to penetrA the skin of the spacecraft and deposit charge inside the spacecraft. It is not a c'eOn
division from the point of view of the charge buildup and discharge prvOCess involved because paiticles which
penetrate the skn of the fwnt may help buildup charge on the surfacc of materials interior to the spact ýraft, in
exactly the same mana as charges build up and discharge on the surface of the scecraft. However, one does not
need to consife charged particle tansport, to first order, to calculate charge buildup on the surface of the saccmft,
while one does In consdering charge buildup Intei to the spacecraft.

Internal discharges ae also referred to as electron caused electromagnedc pulses (ECEMP) and arc the result
of inlenal charging, deep dielectric charging, or spacocraft charging.

Single event upsets or SEUs amc also called bit flips especially when soft efors are meant. By soft errors
one usually mean error in the sense of wrong bit values, but not with damage to the hrdware. Single event upset
as uted in this book refers to the chap of a bit in an integraed circuit (IC) by a single tatirle during which no
damage was done to the IC. Rmnt research suggests that a mom descriptive amne would be single panticle
phenomena, with single event upset, or soft error upset as a subclass of the larger phenomena. In fact certain
latchups of ICs have been attributed to single heavy Ions passing through a sensitive region of in IC. Thsc,
developments ame not included In the present text, but the reader should be aware that this field like any other
dynamic amea of researct will change as progress is made in exploring and understanding these effectx. We have tried
to be consislent with outr terminology, but the radr should recognize that various namn will continue to k, used to
refer to these effect and that new names a well as new aspocts of these efT•ts will continue to be introduced into
the Utatur

1.2.1, Electrostatic Surface Dlsc targes (ESD) - Chapter 2

Chapter 2 Is concerni with surtfe discharge. Electroisc discharges occuw when differential clarging of
adjact puts of a space system exceeds the rNvAdown powetial of those parts. Charging is produced when a solid
object is Immersed in a plma (Figure 1-2). Typically potetial differences on the order f 500 voits arc ncedcd to
prodmce IEIs that are significant t, an operating system (Figume 1-3). The cnviroment which causes surface
charging Wnd evenually ESL is piinvily the plasma environment which is charartefised by the electron and ion
temperature and density. Near earth the ultraviolet flux from the aun plays a key role by relasing electrons from the
materia through a process called pho.oessm. "ematerial chrteri•tks o buik conductivity.s-irface
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conductivity, secondary emission properties, and photeemission properties play important roles in the charge state
of the surface. In steady smate, the potential of a uniform surface is determined by requiring that the net current to the
surface be zero.

A number of design, assessment, test, and monitoring techniques are available to control a space system's
ESDs. In some caes detailed specifications and procedures have been established which are applied to almost all
systems through MIL specs; however, it is almost always wise to customize these specs to the particular threat
imposed on a system. If nothing else, this insures that the effect is understood by the program affected, and that
unrealistic demands are not usurping progmm resources.
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1.2.2. Internal Discharges -- Chapier 3
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dependent on the environment, the shielding provided by the spacecraft, the material which is charging, and the
geometry of the charged materials. System response to internal charging de- nds on the location of the discharge and
the sensitivity of the circuits. Since internal discharge can occur within the circuits themselves, discharges that
would go unnoticed on the exterior of a space system can be significant when they occur internally (Figure 1-5).
This is an ana of current research; nonetheless, various options are available for testing and circumventing the effects
of internal charging. For specific missions. criteria can be geerwaed which will eliminate or reduce internal
discharge oncerns.

30 V i Typical ID pulse

I,)

0
> 1V circuit

sensitivity
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1 100
Pulse width (nanoseconds)

Figure 1-5. ID Cftristicsi T)lTAW ID pulzss arc psa d on mr.wo.My smWit surface
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hundrcd millivolus with puke width In Pnawocds.
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1.2.3. Singi. Zvent Upsets (SEU) -- Chapter 4

Chapter 4 is concerned with single event upsets. Single event upsets occur in microelectronics when a
single particle, usually a heavy ion or proton, deposits enough charge at a sensitive node in the circuit to cause that
circuit to change state. The feature size of the electro~ics helps determine the sensitivity as well as the probability
of a single event upset occurring. In its most simplified description, hn SEU is a threshold phenomenon. If a
particle deposits sufficient charge along a sensitive path in a device the event will occur. This is illustrated in Figure
1-6. In the frst part a single heavy ion which is losing energy by ionizing the atoms of the material it is passing
through happzned to pass through a depletion region of an off transistor in a flip-flop circuit. Depending on the
charge collection efficiency of the device and the response time of the flip-flop, this can cause the flip-flop to change
state. In the second example in Figure 1-7, a proton causes the same reaction in the circuit by means of first causing
a nuclear reaction in or very close to the sensitive region. In extreme cases, it is possible for the proton to cause the
SEU directly. However, parts which am sensitiv,; 0 protons directly are probably unsuitable for space applications.

Single Ever.. Upset Mechanism
Direct lc ization

•. ~ ~sensitive region`-••

- Charge collected in this
region during paroticle

itransist can trigger a
Schange of state of the induced ionization alottg the

Smemory particle track

Figure 1-•. Direct Ionization SI3U. Sensitlvc region is typically the depletion region.
although carge can be co~cct'•.d a condrl ditac from the depletian rugion,



Singie Event Upset Mechanism
Proton Induced

proton track

N -S
.es tv re.o . .,-.. .. ..... ..... X

Charge i hsA nuclear reaction of theSCharge collected in this icdn rtni rna_1reglon during particle incidenmt proton in or near
transis cn trigg r p art e the sensitive region createsStransist can trigger a ahayinwihdpst
change of state of the a heavy ion which depositsSmemory enough charge In the

y sensitive region to cause
the SEU.

Figurt 1-7. Prown Induced SEU. Sensitive region is IypIcaly the depletion rogion.
ulthough charge can be collcted a considerable distance [ran the
depletion rgon

Thdetnnation of the SEU rate is ctnuu to the develope•nt of tochniques remssary to circumvent the
effects of an SEU. For exarnplc if the SEU rate I sall, a sk•ple watchdog timer nay be all ta is requird to

. fhet iabily requirements of th rison. On the er han anSEU rt which is large cpard Wu the data
qwuisition time of the mis4on may require a complc'L redesign of the electronics to meet the mission requircirm•ns.

Current pogress in the design of smler and fastr ICs is, in the opinion of some tehnologims, leadhig to
the use of pans whIch rwe moa nd more sensitive to SEUs. A considerable effort has b•en spent in discovering
ways in .wvhich, &de the small size and fgst electronics, the SEU rate can be minimized. These techniques am
"touched on In bte chapters as a sl'ioicnt possibility exiss that the right ystem eagincezing s-.uuon i4.ý J
pnm etm of radiir and SEU a pros fbu Wu spr fic q=•*A wx
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Them are a multitude of environments which must be considered in assessing the SEU rate (Table I-1).
Not only are cosmic rays, specifically the heavy ion component, to be considered, but protons and heavy ions from
solar flares or in trapped radiation belts can contribute significantly to the rate during critical times of the mission.
Even electrons through a nuclear reaction have been postulated as causing SEUs. Therefore it is even more
important to recognize the spatial dependence of the phenomenon when considering system engineering options.
The heavy ions in the earth's radiation belts are most likely ameti.able to a simple mass shielding solution, whereas
many times it is "impossible" to shield against cosmic heavy ions. Recognizing the complexity and richness of the
environment as well as the effect goes a long way in leading a program to effective and practical solutions to a
possible SEU concern. Nonetheless, there are workable and effective solutions possible for many SEU concerns.
Again the key is an early understanding of the problem so that intelligent solutions can be found.

Table 1-. SEU Causing Ernvronments

Particles Environment Remarks

Heavy ions Galactic Cosmic Rays very high energy
Solar Flares large flux
Trapped Belts large flux; lower energy

Protons Galactic Cosmic Rays smaller than belLs
Solar Flares large flux
Trapped Belts large flux; lower energy

Alpha pa*iictes Packaging Material radioactive decay
Trapped Belts see heavy ions
Flares see heavy ions

1.2.4. Anoht.lles - Chapter 5

No single word hides its significance and impact as well as anomaly. Perhaps it is useful and used so often
simply becau.e it conveys so little information. It could result in the troal loss of a mission or could be a curious,
but nonconseuential occurrence. In this book we are dealing with anomalies ihat occur because: a surface charged
-and then discharged (ESD); charge was buried Inside the system (Internal Discharge); or a single particle hits a device
in just the right manner to ke noticed. It is certainly possible that any one of these occurtnces could have swrious
consequences. It is also possible that nothing of significance would flow from such an occurrmncc. Fch syslem
individually needs to determine the impact of these environmental intuactions. Chapter 5 describes ýo=c of the
experience the community has gleaned in dealing with antmalies. To dtose pioneers who have gone bc&re us, we
give praise and thanks.

1he rate. seriousness, and other characteristics of each or the anomalies described in this book will vary
com ,erably from one program to another. What is important to all programs is that each of these plhenomena can
and d,-s occur, and that dcsign. test. and operational techniques exist which can mitigate the consequences of these
phcno, ;'" This text hopes u) inspire programs to deal intelligtntly with the issue of environmentally prohced
anomalies, wi to diligently report the anoniali-s which do occur. Significant reduction in the anomalies prnxuced
by ESD, ID, a.W SEU is achievable by the tectmiques desctibed in this text. The dilficulty of dealing with a given
anomaly depends in part on the rate of its occurrence. This is illustrated in Figure 1-8 introduced by Gentry lx.e
when dealing with the single event upset problem which occurred on Galileo. The point is that the difficul:y of
dealing with a problem is a function of the rate at which it occurs and the risk one is willing to take. In this case, if
the rate were low enough it could be ignored; if it were significatit but small, timers or e'ror correcting techniques
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could be used; if it were high enough, none of the known techniques could be used within the constraints of power.
weight, and schedule.

i3 Impossible

-F
4)
.0

C .@ Hard
CL

N

0z

Rate at which anomaly occurs

Figure 1-8. How Much Trouble an Anomaly Will Cause a Program Depends on How Often it
Happens, and How Significant the Impact is. Each potential anomaly needs to be
evaluated in tems of its rate of occurrence. Tho;c which do not often occur are
in general easily fixed (Gentry Lee, private communication. 1987).

1.2.5 Engineering for Immunity -- Chapter 6

Sometimes it seems that the anomaly is the center of attention. However, the reader should not lose sight
of the fact that the elimination of anomalies is what is desired. Chapter 6 deals with methods used to control or
eliminate the anomaly. A system that doesnit respond adversely to the environment is what is desired, no mauter
how interesting the phenomenon which causes anomalies may be.

In Chapter 6, methods which either eliminate or reduce surface and internal charging (prinmarily by:
providing conductive paths and Increasing the conductivity of insulating materials, decreasing the coupling from dhe
discharge sites to the sensitive circuits through the use of a Faraday shield and filtering, reducing the flux of partices
incident on the volume or area of concern through the use of shielding, or reducing the sensitivity of the victim
circuit susceptibility through good EMC practice and careful part selection) arm discussed. In addition some methods
of actively influencing the cnvironment to control absolute charging of the spacecraft, by plasma colitters arc
discussed. As with all system engineering problems, care needs to be exercised to include the most appropriate
engineering response for a given situation. Monitors ate described in the appendix which can be used to gather
information on the cnvironment, as well as determine the health of the sacocraft and help determine the cause of any
unforeseen anomalies. With the. ultimate goal of engineering for immunity let's examine in detail the s•ecific
environmental interauions of concern here -- surface charging/discharging, intcnal discharging, and single event
upsets.

It is the hope of AFGL, the authors, editors, and the SEAREC committee that this book will enable space
systiem designers. engineers, users, and pxogranm offices to take advantage of the knowledge of the space environment
and its elTects on space systems in the "conmmunity." We hope this book will lead to a better understanding of the
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* :surface charging/discharging, internal discharging, and SEU anomalies and their solutions. A complete system
design depends on the independent sciences which are central to these effects, i.e., space physics, material science,
device physics, and system engineering. In the limited space of this text we will not cover each area in depth, nor
provide an answer book for all situations, but hope to point out the areas involved and give the readers a running
stait on understanding thý basic issues. In fact, many areas touched on in this book are under active investigation.

In general, anomalies such as the ones we have been discussing have three distinct levels. A system
approach allowýs the program to attack the problem on each level. No matter where the problem occurs, it must be
transmitted to its victim through some medium. This is illustrated in Figure 1-9. To attack the problem at its
source, one needs to modify or avoid the situation which causes the event. To attack the problem while it is being

Environmental Like any other system
Problem

Environmental
Requirements,
Mission Goals medium of transmission

Systems Engineering,

Configuration Management

Victim

Electronic Design

Figure 1-9. Systems Appr•oach

transmitted to the victim, one needs to modify or eliminate the transmission path. To attack the problem at the
victim, one needs to modify the sensitivity of the victim to the signal which could disrupt it.

By distributing the responsibility for finding solutions to the problems of environmentally induced
anomalies across all responsible groups. a program can eliminte in a cost-effevtive manner the effects of thec
anomalies (Figure 1-10). When implemented with a suppining environmental program and provision for reporting
any anomalies that do occur the result will be more reliable and cost-effective space systems,
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Figure 1-10. Program Organization

1.3. The Bottom Line

Ultimately, the cost of performing a mission determines whether or not the mission will be done.
Ultimately the quality of the system determines whether or not the system will be used. Eliminating anomalies
tends to save operational costs, make the system more user friendly, and make the system more reliable. A program
which is alert to the effects and causes of anomalies from the beginning can design in immunity to those anomalies.
Even a program which discovers an anomaly late in its development can deal intelligently with it and produce a
system with some immunity. The costs of this effort need to be weighed against the cost of operating with the
anomaly, and the usefulness of the system with or without the anomaly. Useful systems depend on doing
everything possible to produce a reliable design. In the long run, environmental anomaly control is worth the added
cost and effort demanded of programs in the design, implementation, and operational phases,
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Chapter

2
SURFACE DISCHARGES

2.1. Surface Charging

By the occurrence of the first Spacecraft Charging Technology Conference in October 1976, there had been a
number of indications that the charging of spacecraft surfaces could lead to anomalous spacecraft behavior.
Operational solutions had been found for many of these anomalies once the spacecraft design deficiency was
understood. Correlation of the anomaly with conditions in the magnetos represented a useful clue for
"detectivo" work used to discover the cause of die anomaly . sptcecraft charging. That conference also announced to
the rest of the world the SCATHA (Spaceraft Charging at High Altitudes) program which would investigate
spacecraft.charging. As a result of the commercial and military Importance of spacecraft charging on spacecraft
operations, much work has been done in understanding the causes and cures of spacecraft charging. Spacecraft
charging brought togetikr space physicists, engineers, and scientists to discuss and review their work on the charging
of spacecraft surfaces. The SCATHA pogram, commercial, and military interests have resulted in several guidelines
on spacecraft charging. Two of the most popular ones are Purvis et al., 1984, and Vampola et al., 1985,

Spacecraft charging is the accumulation of charge on a spacecraft due to its interaction with a plasma,
radiation, and particle environments. The figure below from chapter I illustrates some of the considerations involved
in spacecraft charging. The cartoon in the left corner illustrates that the net current through a surface in the plasma
is zero. This idea will be used to calculate equilibrium charge configurations for spacecraft. The upper right hand
corner of the cartoon illustrates the influence of the spacecraft on the plasm. The sheath region that forns around
the spacecraft Is a volume strongly effected by the spacecraft, In this region the plasma is distorted by electric fields
due to the charge on the spacecraft. The sheath region is easily distorted by activity on the spacecraft such as thruster
firings which carry the Influence of the spacecraft farther into the plasma. This region can be quite complex and
depends on the motion of the spacecraft through the plasma as well as the plasma properties and the surface materials
of the spacecraft. The bottom pan of the cartoon focuses attention on the actual interaction at the surface of the
spacecraft. The detailed atomic properties of the surface material are of prime concern locally.
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In this chapter our attention is directed to surface charging, that is charging of the surface of the spacecraft by its
interaction with the space plasma, magnetic field, and solar radiation. In many situations this analysis is sufficient
because the preponderance of particles effecting the charging state are low energy particles in the plasma
environment. In this context low energy means particles that do not penetrate further than the first layer of the
spacecraft, that is electrons up to about 50 keV and protons up to about .5 MeV. As illustrated in Figure 2-1, the
net current across a surface in the plasma must be zero to maintain the overall charge neutrality of the plasma. If the
net charge flow across a surface is not zero then charge must be building up on one side of the surface and decreasing
on the other. Although this can happen for some period of time eventually a equilibrium value is reached. In a
plasma charge neutrality is maintained because of strong, long range electromagnetic forces. Across an imaginary
closed surface which is large enough to hold a significant amount of plasma the net current will be zero. This only
requires that the there are an equal number of charges flowing across the surface in opposite directions. Any
isotropic flow will met this condition of zero net current. There are many other configurations which will produce a
zero net current across a surface in the plasma. However, when a solid surface (such as a spacecraft) is inserted
suddenly, compensating currents are now radically changed, and for a time charge buildups on the spacecraft until the
net current across the surface of the spacecraft is zero. During this period the spacecraft accumulates charge, forms a
sheath, and if no discharges occur eventually reaches a equilibrium with the space plasma and radiation so that a
surface drawn around the spacecraft will not have any net current flowing through it. Depending on the geometry
and material properties of the spacecraft, different charge levels may occur on different surfaces. The whole potential
distribution on and around the spacecraft can be quite complex. The mechanism involved in charging spacecraft will
be discussed in more detail in section 2-3

Two types of surface charging can be identified. The first, absolute charging, occurs when the entire
spacecraft potential is changed relative to the ambient space plasma by the encounter with the environment. For
absolute charging the spacecraft potential changes as a whole -- the dielectric surface voltages are 'locked" to the
ground reference voltage. This type of charging occurs very rapidly (in fractions of a second), typical of the time
required to charge the spacecraft to frme space capacitance.

The second type, called differential charging, occurs when parls of the spacecraft are charged to different
potentials relative to each other. This type of charging is more significant from an engineering point of view. In
this type of charging, strong local electric fields may exist. Differential charging usually occurs slowly (in minutes)
and results in one part or surface being charged to a potential different from those of other parts of the spacecraft.
Differential charging can also change the absolute charging level of the spacecraft.

2.2. Concerns

The kinds of things that can go wrong when charging is allowed to go unchecked am electrical discharges
that couple into sensitive circuits, noise In data and on spacecraft systems' wiring, accelerated aging of surfaces,
increased contamination of spacraft sufaces due to the reattraction of outgased and ambimnt material, and the
contamination of scientific and engineering charged particle data by electric fields induced by the presence of the

Whether or not charging/discharging is important to a given system depends on the system's objectives and
constraints. The buildup of large pontials on a spacecraft relative to the ambient plasma when the spacecraft is not
actively measuring an undisturbed plasma environment is not, of Itself, a serious engineering concern. Spaccraft
elect•onic systems referenced to a structura ground ae not affected by a unifornly charged sqaecraft. However,
scentific missions, seeking to measure properties of the space environment. can be severeiy impacted by
uncontrolled or unknown potenals on the surfac of the spacraft The sheath formed around even a uniformed
charged body influences the umjectrles of particles near the body. Since the instruments we use to measure the
particles and fields ae mounted on the specocraft body, the environment they are sampling is distomcd by any fields
induced by the prescnce of the spacecraft body. Here even uniform fields may represent a serious concern. For
example the placement of particle sensms on the Galileo mission was influenced by small unavoidable potentials on
the spacecraft surface (Leung and Robinson, 1982). Uniform charging must also been considered as a means of
increasing the contamination of charged surfaces in space. Here the concern I that a charged surface will attract
oppositely charged particulate mauer which can then stick to the surface. Optical surfaces ame particularly sensitive
to contamination and raise questions for both charging and contamination analyslis
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Spacecraft surfaces are not uniform in their material properties or exposure to the environment, so one
would not necessarily expect to seen a uniform charge distribution over the entire spacecraft surface. Nonuniform
charging can influence the measurement of the ambient plasma distribution even more severely than uniform
charging (Olsen, 1980). However from an engineering point of view, differential charging that can Iead to discharges
is the major concern. Discharges introduce noise into the system. Occasionally this noise interrupts normal
spacecraft operation, or represents a false command. This spacecraft charging effect was the r.totivation for the
SCATHA program and needs to be included in electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) design practices in system
design. In the process of breakdown it is possible to cause physical damage where the discharge occurred. Thus it is
possiible to change the physical characteristic (thermal properties, conductivity, optical parameters, chemical
properties, etc.) where the discharge occurred. In addition the release of material from the discharge site has been
suggested as a contamination source for the remainder of the spacecraft (Hall 1977).

Charging and discharging due to the interaction of the system with the natural environment raises concerns
in the areas of electromagnetic compatibility, contamination control, thermal control, reliability, and science
analysis.

2.3 Charging Mechanism

In most environments of engineering interest, the largest current to the the spacecraft surface is the plasma.
Consider for example a plasma in "thermal equilibrium." Such a plasma easily satisfies the zero net current
condition of a plasma. Even through the electrons and ions have very different velocities, for every electron traveling
in one direction there is another electron traveling in the opposite direction on the average. The same is true of the
protons. So an imagined volume will on the average contain equal numbers of positive and negative charge carriers.
Now imagine a material which completely absorbs every charged particle that impacts iL When that solid object is
inserted into the plasma, half of the electrons and protons are prevented from reaching the opposite side of the object
(that is they intercept the other side of the object.). The average velocities of the electrons and protons can be
calculated from the equipartition theorem,

ikT= IV 2 I1 2
2 2 tne = 2m~vP (2.1)

where the subscripts refer to either electrons (e) or protons (p), k is Boltzmann's constant, v is the average velocity
and m is the mass. Clearly the average electron velocity is much larger than the average proton velocity. Since the
current is proportional to the average velocity times the density (assumed to be the same for electrons and proton in
this plasma), the electron current hitting the absorber will be higher than the proton current. Thus a negative charge
will build up on the material. This will continue until the electric field produced by the accumulation of charge is
sufficient to repeal electrons and attract positive ions. Thus there Is a charge build up until the equilibrium condition
of zero net current Is reached. Real spacecraft, of course are more complex. Real plasmas may not be describable as
a Maxwcllian plasma. The surface of a spacecraft is made of a number of materials with different electrical
properties. One of the key properties being the number of electrons released from the material whcn impacted by an
electron or Ion. This secondary emission coefficient is tabulated for a number of popular spacecraft materials later in
this chapter. For real materials the secondary emission coefficient, backscauering and geometry of the material all
play a role in determining the net current to the surface. In addition the electrical interconnection and gemeutrical
relations of one part of the surface to another can play a key role.

Consider a spacecraft with two basic materials on its surface -- one a conductor, the second an insulator (for
example the insulator might be the solar cell cover glass (silicon), while the antenna and exposed structure might IV
aluminum). The zero current balance condition needs to be applied at each surface point for the insulator. Solar cell
covers at one location may se larger fluxes than another location due to distmtions in the environment or produced
by differential charging about the spacecraft.. While the conductors integrate currents from all surfaces that are
electrically connected. Clearly with complex three dimensional geometries the dectermination of curtens to each patn
of the spacecraft can be quite complex. This problem has been studied for a number of years. The computer code
NASCAP (NASA Charging Analysis Program) was originally developed in support of the SCATHA (Spacecraft
Charging AT High Altitudes - a joint Air Force NASA project) program to ham-dlc the geomnwtic and matcriul
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complications inherent in realistic charging calculations. NASCAP is described in more detail in the appendix.
Simplified codes based on NASCAP results also exist (N. .. Stevens, private communication, 1989)

2.3.1 Sheath Formation

When the spacecraft is at a high altitude (for example geosynchronous) the mean free path of b"th electronsand ions is very large compared to the dimer.sions of the spacecraft and individual particle trajectories are controlled
mainly by the electric and magnetic fields near the spacecraft. NASCAP was written to handle spacecraft chargingcalculaticas in this regime. While at low altitudes, or when the spacecraft is moving at a velocity which is high
compared to plasma velocities, particle trajectories are influenced by the presence of other plasma particles. In this
case sheath formation, ram, and wake effects are very important. A second three dimensional computer code called
NASCAP-LEO has been constructed to handle this situation.

In plasma physics the parameter which describes the length over which an electric field exists in a plasma
(which is essentially a conducting gas) is the Debye length. In gaussian units the Debye length is

)LD - -2 = 743Vf cm.4nne (2-2)

where T is the plawna temperature in electron volts, n is the density in particles per cubic centimeters, e is theelectron churge and k is Boltzmann's constanit. At gyrosynchronous orbit the Debyc length is long compared to thespacecraft dimensions for typical 1980's communications satellites and so the NASCAP code is a good choice. Atlow altiti ides, the Debye length is short compared to the size of the Shuttle or the space station or even weather
satellites, and consequently the LEO code is the more realistic choice.

2.3.2 Plasma Currents

The environment plays a key role in determining the electron and ion currents to and front the spacecraft
surface. If the surface is insulating, the net current to each point on the surface in equilibrium is zero. If the surfaceis conducting, the sum of all currents to the connected conducting surfaces sums to zero. The net current to a surface
is the sum of currents due to ambient electrons and ions, secondary electrons, and phowecktrons.

The density of the plasma determines the primary currncs,

J = nq (v) (2-3)

where n is the density of dte plasma, q is the charge on a particle, (v) is the average velocity of thel pairtice. and J is
the current density of particles of charge q. A "thin" or tenuous plasma of less than I particle/cm 3 will charge the
spacecraft and its surfaces more slowly than a "dense* plasmna of thousands of particles per cubic centimeter with thesame velocity distribution. The current density can also affect the cooductivity of the material through an effect
(alled radiation induced conductivity. The conductivity helps dwetrmine the leakage current throughout the materiai.
and hence the likelihood ot' differential charging.

2.3.3 Current Balance

The equation for current balance (to calculate the equilibrium spacecraft pantial, V) including secondary
emission processes is

'total " Ic + Ii + le/e + le/i + lbac + 1hv ± 'other (2-4)
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Each of these currents is a function of the potential. The potential enters the equations through the dependence of the
velocity on the potential. I is the total current (which will go to zero in equilibrium).

The first term is the electron current from the plasma to the surface.

= n e (v) =f et f dev tqv,r,t) e v cos 0
(2-5)

where n is the electron density, e is the charge on the electron, (v) is the average electron velocity, f is the
distribution function, and theta is the angle between the normal to the surface and the velocity. This term is
integrated over whatever surface "sees" any plasma. For conductors in space the appropriate surface is all of the
conducting surface. For insulators each point of the surface is done individually. If f is the distribution function for
electrons the next integral is over all electrons which reach the surface with a velocity of zero or greater. This will
of course depend on the potential of the surface. The cosine factor accounts for the projection of the actual surface to
the distribution function. The charge on the electron is e. The second current in the total current equation (2-4) is a
similar integral for the ion current.

When electrons impact on a surface there is a finite probability that they will release one or more electrons
from the surface. This effect, called secondary electron emission, is accounted for in the next two terms of equation
2-4. The first is the secondary emission due to incoming electrons. The second is the emitted elections for
incoming ions. The integral for electrons is

Ic=f dr d3v f(r.v,t) *v) + O) cos 0 (2-6)

The integrul is over the appropriate surface, but now the distribution function is weighted by a probability of
emission delta that is a function of the velocity,v. In addition there is a distribution of velocities for the emitted
electrons represented in this equation by h. The resulting secondary emission current is still a function of the
potential of the surface. A similar expression could be written for ion secondary electron production. The total
number of electrons with energy less than 50 eV, callod the sco•oday electron yield, as a function of the incidem
electron energy is shown in figure 2-2. The important parwoeters. experimentally, awe the maximum yield, the
incoming electron energy at the maximum yield (E2), and the electron enetgecs at which the sconWay yield is
exactly one which are E3 and El in Figure 2-2.
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Accurate measurements of the secondary yield for dielctrics which chuirge am difficult wln a full
dc.cripLion is dcs=.. Katz et al. (1986) dcricsbe sconduary ec•cto" emission with the following cquatiwu

Y(E)= 
L

whoim the range of elomcts In the matclimi is pi" it onal to the cnergy to ihe power p. The e.xpme•nt, p. istypically between 1.5 =and 2; E3• is thk ¢ietgy awhich the secondar yIeWd ex•qk to unity. SAWe typicavahlu ate lIc" below in table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 SecondarL Emission Parameters

-- E3
MATERIAL p (kiV) Refew=nce

Aluminum 1.76 1.8 NASCAP
Aqw=g 1.55 1.2 NASCAP
Gold 1.73 4.6 NASCAP
KaptOR 1.725 1.53 Burke 1980
Lucite 1.725 3.02 Burke 1980
Magnesium 1.75 0.7 NASCAP
Mylar 1.725 2.07 Burke 1980
Nylon 1.725 3.15 Burke 1980
Polyethylne I .725 4.02 Burke 1980
Polystyrene 1.725 2.27 Burke 1980
Polyvinyl alcohol 1.725 3.51 Burke 1980
Silver 1.74 4.0 NASCAP
SiO2  1.86 4.8 NASCAP
SOLA 1.73 4.63 NASCAP
Teflon 1.725 4.75 Burke 1980

Charctriz itng the. scodAUY emission by the two panierts in the tabit abovIe can be dooe crudty and
quickly by macswing the eqluilbium po•ntial of the surface for a sample of the mutwerial wom (he Ibca kag cuswtvt
is kept as tow as possible, fhe sIU fiu e of the materia in ftch a sitkuati tonds to be the dckatwi hewn w mwgy
mninus3 E. the mtgy at which the scondar yidd extuaplae•s to on•e

-Ano populw fa to hec iO w exalWl dw 6 Ste'iglas$ (1957):

4E) 7.4S(1 ezX{2
"-j- . (2-8)

whmre 81 is the masimum ,xodaryv yield, and F- is the cn y at whch the sconudary ykeld is at a maximum. 1k-rc
&(U) is the number of .scondwy el•mts emitted as a functi or Ow coergy. U, of the incoming clectors.

The nest term in the total curmet srties (c=uation 2.4) is the currmt of eloctmos leaving tbc sufac- due to
be lctuam TWs tam looks kidical to the plasma iAc-ren except for a ftwr, B.

-L = B=n )e == dAr L v Bd(v) v.r,t)c v cos 0
(2.9)

When dectton impact the surface electuons of all cer=is are ocbwnvd leaving the surface. The eloctr•os kaving
the surface fall into two major energy groups. The low cnergy ones (below 50 eV) are usually lumped into the
secondy • cmi•on calmgowy. Thee is also a group which has only had one ottwo collisiOns with atoms in the
surface and leave the Ruface at almost tk incident cwgy. Them are the backw ou elkwtoas chaewnxt-d by the
(unction B.
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If the surface is exposed to photons, there will be a photocurrent contribution to the total current. This
current is represented by

"hv- =f d rf dvF(v)g(v,r)S--! ( 2 -1 0 )

In this term the second integral is over the frequency distribution function, f, for the photons ane the photoelectric
yield g. For materials in orbit around the earth, this is probably the most important surface charging current.
Photoemission has been characterized in a manner similar to secondary emission. Photoemission also depends on
the surface condition of the material. Grard (1973b) characterized some materials of interest to spacecraft with the
following parameters for solar fluxes (table 2-2).

Table 2-2 Photoemission Saturation Currents

Average Energy
Saturation Current Leaving the

Material Density, i.pA/m 2  Surface, eV

Aluminum Oxide 42 .94

Indium Oxide 30 1.19

Gold 29 1.02

Stainless Steel 20 1.06

Graphite 4 1.02

Purely empirical, monoenergetic, or Maxwellian distributions have beer. used to characterize the spectra of
photoelectrons. The relatively low energy (on the order of I eV) of most photoomitted electrons makes them
particularly susceptible to the barrier effect. (The barrier effect is when the potential in front of a phot(nititting
surface is slightly repulsive due to a highly charged region nearby. Thus, photoemitted electrons will be repelled to
the photoemitting surface, and consequently the effect of photocemission .vill be nullified.)

The last term in our current balance equation (equr'ion 2.4) is mneant to cover ary other current we haven't
mentioned. This might include any ohm's law current from the spacecraft, currents due to thruster tmxrutioin., iRr
engine currents, ram (current collected by the spacecraft because of its motion through the plasma) or wake(the
shock-like structure formed about a moving spacecraft) effects that distort the distribution futctlo4ms. or anything
else. One current that may play a role and is sometimes overlooked is radiatin inductd conductivity,

The conductive current, j 1, can be expressed in terms of mn.ilitics and charge &nsities as

j2 = [g IP+ lp14+ p2 p2-1 E (2-11)

The conductivity of the dielectric, g, is

g = c(n I gI + n2 pQ2) (2.12)

where nt is the density of intrinsic positive carriers -- both trapped and free, and n.2 is the intrinsic density for
electrons. The total charge density for posit*ve carriers is c nl + PI+ and for ncgative cariers is c n2 + P2-.
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The trap-modulated mobilities for positive and negative carriers are fl+ and g7,-, respectively, and p is the generally
space-dependent excess charge carrier density. The internal charge decay in dielectrics is governed by this conduction
phenomenon. When exposed to a radiation field (UiV, charged particle, or neutrons), the excess c!arge carrier density
is usually increased, increasing the measured conductivity of the material. The current density can now be written as

J=(fo+ 1 D) E (2-13)

if the excess carrier density is assumed to be proportional to the dose rate. Frederickson (1974), in studying
photocurrents, added a term not proportional to E. Wilkenfeld et al. (1981) express the radiation induced conductivity
due to electrons as a coefficient and the dose rate to a power ý so that the combined current might be written as

J = JO+ 0 + O1 (D) ) (2-14)

Some suggested values are listed below (Table 2-3)

Table 2-3 Radiation Induced Conductivity
ill Dose Rate Range

Matcrial s(Q-cm-md)- 1  rads/s in Material

I mil FEP 3.5E-17 .70 103 to 105 (Wilkenfeld ct al., 1981)

Kapton H 5.9E-18 to .85 to i0 to 105 (Wilkenfeld eA al., 1981)
5.6E- 17 I too

8.0E.17 to A6 to (Riddel and Passenheim, 1982)
7E-16 .8

Type S Mylar i,0E. 17 to .81 10 to 105 (Wilkenfeld et al., 1981)
_ 4.,z18

8E-17 to .8 (Rid&el anvd Pamiheim, 1982)
i.4E.16

Set•o~surfce mirroli 4E.-16 .8 (Ritel W kas.cnheim, 1982)

In additioa, there i4 a dependence on temperature, thickness of the sample. and type of radiatio. hi high do.e rate
situttions radiation induced conductivity can be very significanL,

2.3.4 Distribution functions

A gr. at deal of e.ffon is still needed to adequtacly describe the le-ctron and ion envirwonment around the exrth.
Although well behaved in limited regions of energy space, the actual distribution functions hold within them detailed
desciiptions of the dynamics and comnplexities of tho magnezosphere. Simple apjxoximations arm generally
inadetuate to describe such richnes,. Nonetheless single or double maxwellian iunctions have been fit to mcasured

-data to help engineers and scientists deal with this complexity, but care is always nee4ed not to puish the
approximation to far. Even comparisons with measureencw may be misleading, as the natural binning of Owe
instrument making th* measurement may hile some itpotant details of the physics, and make the final
aitoxinuation m leading. Nonewtless. great progress has been made using doublc or single maxwcllian
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approximations to the real environments and these will probably continue as our first order approximation because of
the simplifying concept of a single temperature for a distribution.

2.3.5 A Simple Analytic Approximation

For a spherical body and a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, the first-order current densities (the current
divided by the area over which the current is collected) can be shown (Garrett. 1981) to be given by

Electrons

Ji=Jloexp (kl-, V <0 (repulsive)
\kTl/

113 [I I+ k(rl I V>0 (attractive) (2-15)

Ions

J2=J2Oxp ( V > 0 (repulsive)
J2 = J20 1-P kT2/

S2 =J 20 [ I - ykT4J) V <0 (attractive) (2-16)

where the incident (zero potential) electron and ion currents are:

j 10 (un I Primary incident
Sand electron and ion

J20 N2) W-)currents
-J20

where N1 is die electron density and N2 is the ion density, ml and m2 arc masses of electrons and ions, res.wctively,
and q is the magnitude of the electronic charge.

"Given these expxessions and paraneterizing the 9econdary and backcatter emissions, Garrett hULs reduced tie
current Ialance equation to an analytic expression in terns of the potential at a point. This model, calld an analytic
probe model, can be stated as follows:

I = 0 = AI J1lo( -SE(V.TIN1)- BSE(V.TIN1)) cxp (kT)

-A2 J20 I1 + SI(V.T2.N 2)1 [1- ( ] - A4 J40. I (2-17)

for V < 0 where AI is the electron collection area, A2 is the ion collection area, A4 is the photoelectron emission
area, J40, i4 the saturation photoelectron flux, BSE the parameterization of the backscattered electrons, SE the
patametetization of secondary electrons, SI the pimmterizatlon of socondary electrons from ion impact on the
surface, and 0 the solar EUV flux at the spacecraft. This equation is aWprouiate for a small (<10 i), uniformly
conducting spacecraft at geosynchronous orbit in the absence of magnetic field effects. To solve the equation. V is
varied until I-.0, Typical values of SI. SE. and BSE are 3,0.4. ard 0.2, respectively, for aluminum. The EUV-
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created photoelectron emissions usually dominate near earth and prevent the spacecraft potential from being very
negative during sunlit portions of the mission. However, in and near geosynchronous orbit during geomagnetic
substorms the ambient hot electron current can control the charging process. For geosynchronous orbit, the ratio of
the electron to ion current density is about 30 du'itig a geomagnetic storm. When the spacecraft is in eclipse, these
values give

V - -TI (2-18)

where Tl is in electron volts. That is, to first ordei in eclipse, the approximate spacecraft potential is numerically
equal to the plasma temperature expressed in electron volts. Note, however, that T1 must exceed some critical value
(Olsen, 1983; Garrett, 1981), usually of the order of 1000 eV, before charging will occur bacause secondary electron
production exceeds ambient current for low T1.

2.3.6 System Charging Characteristics

There is much more to understanding the charge buildup on a complicated spacecraft system, than the
simple calculation of the charge flowing to a surface. All of the surfaces, their interconnections and geometry play a
role in the current flow to and around a spacecraft. The very simple analytic probe model just covered emphasized
the plasma conditions for the current flow, Just as important are the magnetic field, the geometry, and the
interconnection of the areas involved. A simple engineering approximation which begins to consider these
interconnections and the geometry of the surfaces is to view the spacecraft as a collection of capacitors. The
capacitance of the spacecraft body to space, for example, determines the time required for the spacecraft as a whole to
reach a potential. Thermal blankets, instruments, and other parts of the system, each have a distributed capacitance,
and impedance to other parts of the system. Differential chaiging is governed by these capacitances. Computer
codes like NASCAP must consider these in calculating the charge buildup as a function of time. When circuit codes
are used to simulate this process, all of the appropriate capacitances need to be modeled. What is not modeled is not
simulated.

2.3.6.1 Lumped.Element Modeling

Lumped-element models have been used to define the surface charging response to environmental fluxes
(Robinson and Holman, 1977; lnouyc, 1976; Massaro et al., 1977; Massaro and Ling, 1979), and are currently used
to predict interior struetuial currents resulting fromn surface discharges and system generated electromagnetic pulses.
The basic idea of a lumped-clement model is to repremnt spacecraft surfaces, boxes, elements, and structures as
electrical circuit elements. These models can be made as simple or as complex as desired. The circuit simulation
code SPICE and its clones and derivatives can be used to '.alculate circuit elcment responses. SEMCAP
(Specification and Electromagnetic Covapatibility Program', is a code developed by TRW specifically to calculate the
effects of discharges on the Voyager spacecraft. SEMCAP is based on modeling the intcrbox harness cabling and
input/output interface boxes and calculates the peak voltage at designated receptors.

2.4. ESD Causing Environments

Surface charging and discharging results when the environment is rich in kilovolt electrons and ixxpr in
lower energy particlos. Plasmas of that Jistribution usually occur only during periods of dynamic chanige such as
magnetic substorm-s or solar particle events. This is why spacecraft charging effects are so strongly correlated with
geonmgnctic indices. In addition, other nituations which somehow manage to remove low eneigy elecirons,
accelerate electrons or ions in beams or other structures, create a hot plasma with a temperature on the order of
kilovolts, or hi some other way creme a distortnd plasma condition can result in charging spacecraft surfaces. This
section describe, some of the beter known enviroaments which should be considered in spacecraft charging analysis.
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2.4.1 The Regions of the Earth's Magnetosphere

When a plasma is heated and accelerated towards the earth from the geomagnetic tail region, it rushes into
synchronous orbit and bathes a spacecraft in a hot plasma, causing charging. The early observations of spacecraft
charging occurred in this way. The SCATHA program was organized to investigate this effect, and many research
and engineering papers have resulted from this work. Purvis et al. (1984), Garrett (1979), Whipple (1981), and
others have published review ePoicies on this subject. Most regions of the magnetosphere that are in thermal
equilibrium tend to be at relatively low temperature and consequently not of concern for charging.

A full description of the magnetosphere is the goal of a great deal of current research and thought. Every
four years a summary of research in the United States is given in "Contributions in Solar-Planetary Relationships,
U. S. National Report to International Union of Cevodesy and Geophysics." To describe the "shape" of the
magnetosphere we need either the motion el all the particles near the earth or the currents and fields surrounding the
earth. Tracing magnetic field lines, for example, gives u.s some insight into the general flow patterns of particles
because individual charged particle trajectories are determintd in part by the magnetic forces on the particle, but the
magnetic field configuration is also the result of particle flows. So if the final magnetic field is known, it indicates
the currents and flows which are both formed by the magnetic field 3nd help to form it.

The volume around the earth called the magnetosphere can be roughly divided into the regions. Sometimes
these regions overlay, or become ill-defined, but it is still useful to attempt to describe regions of the magnetosphere
i.•I, the interrelations of these regions.
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2.4.1.1. Bow Shock

Figure 2-3 is a cartoon of the near-earth region of space. The first black line coming from the left hland
edgc of the figure is the "bow shock."' This is the boundary formed when the supersonic solar wind with its
magrttic ficld encounters the earth's magnetic field. The solar wind is made up of plasma from the sun and a
magnetic field trapped within the plasma because of fth high conductivity of the plasma. Thc magnetic field in
regions between planets Is called the interplanetary magnetic field or IMF. The solar wind is supersonic (that is, the
velocity of the particles in the solar wind is greater than the sound velocity in the medium) and super Alfvcnic as
well (that is the particles are moving faster tha disturbances, Olven waves, which propagate in magnetic fields).
The magnetosphetre acts like a blunt object Inserted in the supersonic flow of the solar wind. The bow shock formned
is much like the aerodynamic shock wave formed by a blunt object in the supersonic flow of a wind tuncel. The
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2.4.1.1. Bow Shock

Figure 2-3 is a cartoorn of the ncar-carth region or space. The first black line coming from the left hand
edge of the figure is the "bow shock." This is the boundary formed when the supersonic solar wind with its
magriteic field encounters the earth's magnetic fbied. The solar wind is made up of plasma from the sun and a
magnetic field trapped within the plasma because of the high conductivity of the plasma, The magnetic field in
regions between planets is called the interplanetary magnetic field or IMF. The solar wind is supersonic (that is, tile
velocity of the particles in the solar wind is greater than the sound velocity in the medium) and super Alfvenic as
well (that is the particls are moving faster than disturbances, Alfven waves, which propagate in magnetic fields).
The magnetosphere acts; likc a blunt object inserted in the supersonic flow of the solar wind. The bow shocxk formed
is much like the aerodynamic shock wave formied by a blunt object in the supersonic flow of a wind tunnel. Thle
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shock is detached (separated) from the magnetosphere. The solar wind coming from the sun cannot pass through the
earth, and is forced around the earth. So the solar wind "piles up" in front of the earth, and ,reates a bow shock in
front of and around the earth. The particle density and field strength of the solar wind increase in front of the earth.
In this region, solar wind speeds fall into the subsonic range.

2.4.1.2. Magnetosheath

The region between the undisturbed solar wind and the magnetopause (to be defined in a following
paragraph) is called the magnetosheath and is characterized by considerable plasma tL1 oulencc. The IMF still
dominates in the magnetosheath, but it is disturbed. The solar wind may be deflected by as much as 201, and slowed
to about 250 km/sec (subsonic) with a concurrent increase in density to as much as a factor of four. Electron and ion
temperatures as high as 106 K (.100 eV) have been measured. The detailed stru.cture of the :.agnetosheath depends
on the relative orientation of the magnetic field of the solar wind and that of the tarth. In Figure 2-3, the IMF is
parallel to the earth's dipole in the sense that the component of the IMF in the crirection o':
the earth's magnetic field above the north pole of the earth is Ui the same direction as the earth's field there. This
allows the IMF and the earth's magnetic field to coincide above the poles of the earth. Magnetic field lines which
pass directly into the IMF are called "open." Thus solar particles gyrating abtat these lines haw direct access to
regions very near the earth. If the IMF reversed, the field !fnes shown in this figure above the earth's poles would be
oppositely directed to the IMF. In the case where there is/no connection beween the IMF and the earth's field over
the poles and the lines are said to be "closed," that is the 1iMF and the elrth's magnetc field are counter to each other/
over the poles. The magnetic field lines at the equator~yard edge of Ott;. auroral oval, no matter what the IMF is
doing, are closed. At the poleward edge, the magnetic field lines trace back to the neutral sheet (to be defined later in
this section). The noontime section of the auroral oval is indicated by the magne .dic field lines which continue from
the earth's magnetic field through the magnetopause and the bow shock into the undisturbed solar wind. This region
is referred to as the "polar cusp."

As the plasma moves around the earth toward the tail region, the bulk velocity of the solar wind plasma in
the magnetosheath increases due to the adiabatic expansion of the plasma as it expands into the region behind the
earth.

2.4.1.3. Magnetopau-e

The major boundary separating the earth from the solar wind is the magnetopause. This boundary is where
the pressure of the solar wind (primarily particle pwessure, but including the "trapped magnetic field") is equal to the
pressure of the earth's magnetic field and a small component of part.icle pressure from the earth. In the sunward
direction the magnetopause occurs at approximately 10- 12 earth tadii (10- 12 R•). This distance varies, depending
on the IMF, between 7 end 14 k.. Experimentally, the point at which the pressure from the solar wind, primarily
particles, is exactly balanced by the pressure due to the earth, primarily magnetic field, is not determined exactly.
The magnetopause has a thickness, a region o, -r which the preasures approximately balance. The magnetopause is
normally 100 to 200 km thick. Jitst as the bo., shocK extunds a very long distance beside and behind the earth, the
magnetopause extends in a rougl.y cylindrical shape beh.nd the earth, The nmgnotopause extends well past the orbit
of the moon (60 Re), and may -atend to more than 1000 Re.

2.4.1.3.1 Magnelopause Currents

The magnetopau•.e allows some diffusion of bolar wind particles across the boundary fromn the
magnetosheath. This diffu1 sion can be c mwidcred perpendicular to the magnetopause at all points. The perpinlicular
diffusive velocity and the orientation or the geomagnetic field determine the clcctric currents produced through the
Lorentz force, F a q V x B. This is illustrated in figure 2-4. In the case of the magnctopause. there is In) local
plasma to speak of and strong electric fWtds can develop to influence the penetration depths of the electrons and ions
into the earth's magnetic field. Depending on the plasma densities and generated electric fields either the ions or the
electrons will be the main current carriers. In the case of the solar wind with an electron velocity of 108 cm/s
varimis instabilities arise producing waves, two stream instabilities, the growth of electric space charge clouds, and a
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scattering or thermalizing of particles within the boundary layer instead of reflection of solar wind particles from the
boundary. Interplanetary electric fields further complicate the picture. On the sunward side of the earth, the diffusive
velocities and the northward oriented geomagnetic field cause a current flowing from left to right (as viewed from the

; Tail Current

diffusion across

r anetopause

SNorth Lob6

Dawn Plasmasheet

••.• •.•"/, ~ Cross Tail Cur"'-'--rent

Magnetosheath

, The solar wind plasma diffuses across the
boundary.

Figure 2.4. LobWd Strcturo ein Gomagnet.c Tail

2.4.1.3.2 Deep Mainelospherlc Convection

On the inner surface of the magnetopause is a boundary layer of plasma which flows away from the sun.
jugt as the plasma in the magnetonieath. but its velocity and density are less dtn those of tho magnetosheath
plasma. Both electrm nstd proton drift in the same direction. The orientation of the geomagneic tail field lines
(toward tM eanh in ft nwth lobe, and away in Lhe south lobe) c4as escltrons and protons to drift toward the ce•nwr
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of the magnetotail, providing a source of particles for maintaining the plasma sheet. Once the particles arm near the
middle rx the plasma sheet, they feel the influence of both the weak net northward magnetic field in the neutral sheet
and the large scale electric field across the tail. The result is a drift of electrons and protons up the center of the
magnettail toward the earth (the drift is strongest near the plane of the neutral sheet). This large scale
magnetosp=eric circulation is called the "deep magnetospheric convection." Plasma flow in the equatorial plane is
illustrated below (figure 2-5).

Dawn side
magnetosheath . . . . . . .

convecting plasma
-- 44

Solar Wind @ th

-4

Dusk side

Figure 2-5. Plasma Flow In Equatorial Plane

2.4.1.4 Auroral Oval

The auroral oval is the area where electrons and ions focused by the earth's magnetic field encounter the
upper atmosphere and produce aurora. The electric fields, accelerating and decelerating mechanisms in the auroral
regions arc still the subject of Intense investigation and speculation. [Auroral injection of ionospheric particles into
the magnetosphere is one mechanism under consideration when investigators consider the source of particles in the
ring current and radiation belts.) The auroral oval is a transition region including both open and closed field lines.
Some researchers object to using magnetic field lines In describing dynamic situations like this where the magnetic
field lines are thought of as moving and twisting in a time-dependent manner. It is not always clear how fully time-
dependent field lines are to be described; nonetheless, it is common to speak of open and closed field lines in dynan ic
situations like those in the auroral oval.

The current flow in the auroral region is quite complex. In the upper regions electrons and ions flow along
the field lines. As the charged particles descend lower into the atmosphere, collisions with neutrals increase and the
transport mechanisms change, Table 2-4 indicates regions where collisional effects are becoming more important.
Electric fields caused by charge sepiration or other effects induce cu-rents through out the auroral region.. A current
called the auroral clecirojet flows from east to west at heights of 80 to 100 km in what is called the E layer.
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Table 2.4 Electron and proton collision frequencies

Altitude Electrons Ions Comments

-300 km i << 0o << (0 Both electrons and ions move
along field lines.

140 km U < 0) A) > (0 Electrons move along field lines
Ioi.s dominated by collisions.

80 km U > 0 A) > 0o Both electrons and Ions motion
dominated by collisions

- 60 km U» >> ) A) >> (o Collisions dominate motion

(o is the gyration frequency; ij is the collision frequency.

2.4.1.4.1 Aurorai Morphology -. contributed by Captain Robert Frederick, Air Weather
Service

Visual auroras are faint, luminous phenomena seen in the night sky at high geomagnetic latitude (auroral
zones). The principal source of energy for auroras is the dissipation of the kinetic energy carried by charged particles
that bombard the earth's upper atmosphere. Collisions with these particles ionize and/or excite atmospheric atoms
and molecules. During do-excitation or recombination, electromagnetic energy is emitted. Auroras occur
simultaneously in both hemispheres with nearly identical temporal and spatial variations. The lower altitude limit
of visual auroras is usually between 90 and 120 kin, and they may extend hundreds of kilometers upward.

The energy emitted in the non-visible part of the spectrum greatly exceeds that in the visible range. The
term "optical aurora" is used for auroral emissions from the infrared to the ultraviolet. Auroras may also emit radio
noise in the VLF band (less than 30 kHz) and on rare occasions in the HF-VHF bands (3-300 MHz). However, the
term "radio or radar aurora" Is reserved for the auroral tackscaUe' of radio waves from field-aligned inregularities.

Auroras also emit x-ray radiation. A continuous x-my spectrum is produced as fast, energetic electrons are
slowed by encounters with atmospheric particles (bremsstmhlung). In addition, x-rays are produced by excitation of
inner shell electrons caused by collisions with those fast particles.

The visual form and intensity of auroras change rapidly. There are two general classes of auroral forms:
diffuse and discrete.

(1) Diffuse nurp - usually faint, ill-defined, broad suroral luminosity with a width of at least several tens
of kilometers. Diffuse auroras include the following forms:
(a) Veil - an extensive, usually uniform luminosity covering a large fraction of the sky. A veil is

frequently red and may occur as a background for other forms.
(b) Patches -a region of luminosity with no particular shape, and no skarp, continuous lower border

as found in bands and arcs.
(2) D -curtain-like structures with a typical horizontal width of 0.2 to 10 kin. a horizoaual

extent of 100 to several thousand kilometers, and extending from a more or less continuous lower
boundary upward (along local magnetic field lines) in height soveral tons to hundreds of kilometers.
The curtains can occur singularly or in sets separated by darK spaces of the order of a few tens of
kilometers wide. Discrete awra include the following forms:
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(a) Bands - -urtains showing folds or kinks along their length; frequently quite active (especially if
rayed).

(b) Arcs - curtains showing only slight curvature; usually a quiet, less bright form than the band.
(c) Rays - shafts of luminosity aligned along magnetic field lines, with a horizontal width of a few

tr's of meters to several kilometers and a height of a few tens to several hundred kilometers. Rays
occur alone, but are most often found within arcs or bands.

2.4.1.4.2 At., oral Substorms -- contributed by Captain Robert Frederick, Air Weather
Service

Auroras in the quiet auroral oval occasionally become active. The activation originates, in general, in the
midnight sector and rapidly spreads into other local time sectors. A typical auroral substorm has two phases:
expansive and recovery.

.3=aiyjphnbL: The first indication of a substorm is usually the sudden brightening of the midnight
sector quiet arcs of the sudden fornvttion of a bright arc in the midnight sector. This is normally followed by a rapid
poleward motion of the arc, causing an rxpanding bulge in the midnight sctor. The evening side of the bulge
contains a large-scale fold which travels westward along a quiet arc, and is called the "westward traveling surge." In
the morning sector, the quiet arcs and diffuse auroras disintegrate into *patches" which drift rapidly eastward at nearly
constant magnetic latitude.

ReB jpas:e The westward traveling surge continues into the afternoon sector and eventually
degenerates into irregular bands. The patches continue to dtift eastward tmd imach the noon setor in the late recovery
phase. At the end of the substorm conditions have returned to those before the onset. After about 2-3 hours the
entire substorm pattern may be repeated.

Qualitatively the intensity of the substorm is directly related to:
(1) The brightness of the aurora.
(2) The complexity of the auroral forms,
(3) The areal coverage of the auroral bulge, and
(4) The duration of the substorm.

Equipment or systems required to operate in the auroral zone will experience quite high elecoton fluxes. Figure 2.6
shows a typical auroral electron spectrum.
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Figure 2-6 Auroral Electron Intensity at Center of an Arc

2.4. 1.5. Magnelotail

The earth's magwetc field towards the sun is compressed, while the region away from the sun is stretched
out. The. stretched out region is called the magnetotail and extends at least 1000 earthi adii, eventually becoming
indistinguishable from the IMF. Beyond 8 to 10 Rt.. the magnetic field lines ame essentially parallel to the solar
wind flow, regardless of the inclination of the geomagnectic equawm to the ecliptilc planc, !n order to sustain this
structure, the tall itself has a two lobed structure where "mag ic field lines fto)ln the earth are divided by a thin
plasmia sheet which carries a large curretit.sepanting the two regions of oppositely directed mnaguetic fields, l1ins
lobed structure (shown In cross section In Figure 2-4) exists for many earth radii along the geomnagnetic tail.

Plasma [rom the solar wind can diff[use across the solar wind geomagnetic boudWAry into the lObed structUre
of the tail . The prevailing Waru flow pas the earth, coupled via the Wonet? forcc with the miagnetic field which
contiects atcro the magnetopause, causes the tail cuffent shown in figure 2.4. The sum of the northern and sWoltern
lobes' tail current flows in the ctoss-tail current, which flows between the two lobes in the pla-aia sheet area.

In the magnetotail the diffusive velocities and the orientation of the geomagnetic field (towards earth it)
no"t lobe. and away in fth south lobe) set up currnts along the outside of the magncopause which flow from right
to leM in both lobes (as viewed from the sun) (Figure 2.4).

1.4.1.6. Neutral Sheet

The neutral sheet is the highly conductive plassma withn the plasm sheet which exi~ts betwcen the earth
directed field line in the nonhern lobe of the magnetowil and the anti-earth directed Field lines in the southern lobe.
Pie neutral sheet has electron and proton densitie-s of 0. 1 to 3 cm-3. Eloctroo energies range fromi 200) cV to ovcer 12
keY; proton energies range from I to 20 keV. The neutra sheet begins about 10 Re fromn the carth's ccuter and
extends along the taIl in an antisolar direction.

The tail current builds up positive charge on the dawn side and negative charge on the dusk side of the
magnctotalL The chage buildup on the dawa and d"s side of the magncotouil runs nearly its full length aid causCi
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a "large scale magnetospheric electric field" across the tail. The circuit is completed by current flow from dawn to
dusk across the neutral sheet.

2.4.1.7. Plasma Sheet

The plasma sheet is a large region of high energy plasma with mean energies ranging from 0.5 to 2 keV,
and mean proton energies ranging from 2 to 10 keV with number densities ranging from 0.3 to I cm"3 . The distat
plasma she begins about 30 Re from the earth and contains the neutral sheet. It is typically 4 to 6 Re thick. The
inner plasmuabsc extends inward from the distant plasma sheet (30 Re) to about 8 Re in the antisolar direction.
The inner plasma sheet also includes the region equatorward of the auroral zone in the anti-sun direction.

2.4.1.8. Plasmasphere

The plasmasphere is a region of high energy trapped protons which corotate with the earth. (The inner Van
Allen Radiation belt is included within the plasmasphere.) The plasmasphere extends from the top of the ionosphere
(about 1000 kilometers altitude) to about 4 Re (about 26000 kin). Plasma densities range from 103 to 10t ions/cm 3

(se Figure 2-7).

Plasmapauso

68 .

Plasmasphere Plasma Trough

--lelC(

Figure 2-7.
The PlHasmasphre Configuration of the Magmntosphric Plaum

as Deduce by Whistler MNcasanmentis (Carpentwr. 1966)
sc.ale L indu d by L shell nambes

The plasm&ashmr is a sble region of ruipped radWion. The mnagonos*.he plama distributin dewnts
on local time and the an of geomagnetic activity. When there is only noderate activity or less the plamasiahire
in the sunward direction is nady conjncd within a shell bounded hy L-.- Ouside of the L shell is a region
known as the plasma uough. Plasma densities in the plasma trough region vary from I to MO/Wm3 . fhe boundary
btween these two regions is caled the plasný . The asiaispa is abou 0.l5 R thic The pUL;a density
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decreases rapidly outward. The location of the plasmapause varies with local time (see figure 2-8)-- there is a
pronounced bulge shortly after dusk extending out to perhaps 5 Re. The plasmasphere corotates with the earth, and
is largely populated with particles of terrestrial origin; although above 10,000 km some particles arc thought to be
of solar origin. The particles of solar origin are thought to have diffused across the magnetopause, found their way
into the ring current, and finally been accelerated into the plasmasphere. Other particles may arise from the
interaction of cosmic rays with atoms in the atmosphere.

sun

magnetic cavity Plasma trough
boundary I - 1cc

100 e/cc

Magnetic cavity tail

Figue 2-8. EvenIng' Bulge i1 PlaUrsMaSre., Schematic view of equata p•We
distibutixo of tkmh l ions dedaed by Carpnt (1966) (rmm Whiulas
data. Kp -2to4

.4.1,9. Ring Current

Ai chaigod particles dexp in the mt•• re diffuse toward the earth iy ewcounter n i'rcwaing
magnetic fidl sUmng tt, comned with the LSesale eecti field, acceler t paunclW, TUhS pct'ks we
cventually tpped in th• Outer Van Allen Ra•diaion betL Oce InWide the tiwplf)l region they drift arund the eath
due to the grdittnt and cwvtwue ot the geomagnetic fied. Protmn will drift wtuzwwd md electus will drift
eastw*d. cusing net westward aur cled the Ring CurntL This current rnduces a ragnetic field which
o Xos the toma fd an its u an wwd side, ad enhm the field on the side away from the earthu On the
earth side. the h iolal componen of geoagnetic field at the tu.r's surface will be somewhat es dian it would
be in the absencc of 6 ring cuenat, eecially x low and middle latitudes. DuWing the main phase of a gevognetic
storm, the ring curt is iraeased. The reulwtat drease in dhe horizontal geoa•gnetic fiWld an be mezsured at the
cans sudnce by mannelomtcn Enha.cing the ring current shifu it slightly euathward iuing the innes f•dius of
the 1tf4)ing nmgion and shifting the aurora ovl equatorwad.

The ring currn is inherxey a gktai phonome Williams, 1987, and the articles therein), and bdetefore
requi•res an ud&e d of the l behavior of the magwnetosp e. In it si t terms the riAg curten is just
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the drift of charged particles about the earth. The particle drift due to a particle gyrating about a field line at the

eq~utor is

H u 1 4. Cos 2a B)xVB}

[qB] (2-19)

where E is the particle energy, B is the majnetic field, a is the pitch angle, and q is the charge on the particle. The
symbols ) denote the average value. To get a notion of the magnitude of this effect, consider the case of a partile

with Cc= 900 at the equator. The magnetic field for an ideal dipole will be

B=M
* (2-20)

where 0 is the unit vector in t&'e theta direction. When a = 90 (pitch angle) the drift velocity due to the gradient
in B is

-3Er2 -
(90) qM (2-21)

where (D) is the unit vector in thc phi direction. The current duo to the particle's drift around the earth at the position
r is

q vg\n

27cr (2-22)

where n is the number of particles. The change in Cie ma~;i'tic; field at fthe renter of the earth due to this current is

B1 =i L=L = -.L
f M (2M3)

'Uiere is another magnetic effect at the center of the tarth due to the gyrating particlo. nou particle has a
magnetic moment due to its gyration ji which is E/B where E Is the kinetic energy of the particlc. The contribution
this makes to the field at the center of the earth is:

B2  Li
r3  M (2.24)

As the particles surrounding the earth distort due to inhomogenities and gradients lin the local field these
simple calculations lose accuracy, but still show the influence that the ting current can have on fields mecasured at the
surface of the earth. Although it is possible to understand the perturbations of the magnetic field of the earth on the
surface of the earth in terms nf the distribution of particles moving in the earth's magnetic field through the equation
relating current density and magnetic field, thore is still "much more quantitative work ... required" (Williams. 1983)
to understand the source of the ring current, and to isolate fth scurc(s) of ring current particles.
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2.4.1.10. Radiation Belts

Inside the magnetopause the earth's magnetic field dominates. Here the magnetc field lines are "closed" in
the sens that they "begin and end" on the earth, as contrasted with some of the magnetic field lines we have been
discussing which lead far beyond the earth. Inside the relatively undistorted region of the earth's magnetic field are
the radiation belts and the plasmasphere. The radiation belts are regions of intense electron and proton fluxes trapped
by the shape and magnitude of the earth's magnetic field. Actually these regions are not exclusive. The inner
electron radiation belts lie within the plasmasphere.

Magnetic field lines which intersect the earth's surface below about 650 latitude are generally closed and
reasonably symmetric about the earth. Charged particles injected into this region are trapped, at least briefly, by
their interaction with the geomagnetic field. Electrons with eergies greater than 40 keV tend to be found
throughout the trapping region. Protons, however, are concentrated in two stable radiatior belts. The outer Van
Allen fl has a maximum proton density at about 4 or 5 Re (16000 to 20000 kin). The protons and electrons in
this belt are presumed to be of solar origin. Electrons circle the earth eastward, protons westward. The ring current
is colocated with the outer Van Allen Belt.

The inner belt is part of the plasmasphere. It is more stable than the outer belt. The inner belt's peak
proton intensity occurs at about 1.5 Re (3000 kIn). The protons ame thought to be prin'arily of terrestrial origin .
created by the collisiops of cosmic rays with upper atmospheric air particles. Inner beit protons are high energy
(McV range). Unlike trapped particles in the outer Van Allen belt. many plasmasphere particles in the inner belt
corotate with die earth.

2.4.1.11. Currents in the Ionosphere -- contributed by Captain Robert Frederick, Air Weather
Service

Current flows in the ionosphere seem to be divided into two parts: the equatorial clectrojet, and the auroral
electrojeL The equatorial clectrojet is wte result of charged particles being moved along with the neutral atmosphere.
The auroral electrojet is thought to be due to electric fields in response to the cross tail and field aligned currents
flowing in the magnetosphere.

Charged particlus in the ionosphere which are dragged along with the neutral atmosphcre result in a small E-
W curmt. This cwrent generates very wed magnetic fields which can be detected by earth based magnetograns.
The neutral atmosplie moves in respwn to lunar attraction, solar attrution and heating. Periodic fluctuations in
magnetograms have been identified with thoe atmospheric motions. Lunar gravitational tides cause variations in
tnagnetograms of only a few nanowslas (I nT = 10 -5 gauss) with a period of 1/2 lunar day. These are called L.
currents. Both solar gravitational tides (St) and solar thermotides (92) have a period of I day. The effect of solar
heating (S2) is mucil greater than gravitational tides (S1). Collectively these two are referred to as Sq ("solar
goomagnetically quiet day"). Solar effects cause variations of abou 20 nT at midlatitudes. Chnges in the
ionization of the onosph•t affect the solar and lunar currents and therefore influence the mea•ured magnetic field o%
tiu earttW Particle prcipitation during geomnagnetic storms, UV. and x-zry radiation frnxn solar flares can
significanty increase ionization in the ionospher. The amospheric dynamo cutrents vary in magnitude with
co;Wducivity, which in turn depewls on latitude, altitude .,,,degree of ionization.

The atmospheric dynamo" current is gr&Mtest within ±50 of the magnetic equator in a narmow altitude band
(around 20 km thick) at a height of 110 kni. The current locatkio is determined by local plasma dynamics. The
collsion fque~ncy incwAses as the density increases. When the collision frequtecy is much greater than the
gyrofrequency there im't much mod•in of the chargod particles. When the gyrofrequency is much greater than the
collision frequetcy, charged particles move along the magnetic field lines.

The equatorial clocurojet cument flows toward the east by day (westward motion of electrons) and produces
varations of up to 100 to 200 nT in magnetograms. T`he westward flow at night is nearly utdetectable because of
the smal electron concentrntior, at night in the E layer.

At high laitudes there is a current system cotiected to the magnetosphere in the. auroral region. These
cufnm can vary greatiy depending on ft day and dusk sides, alttude cols frequencies, and meospheric
conditions
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2.4.2 Geomagnetic Storms -- contributed by Captain Robert Frederick, Air Weather Service

Geomagnetic substorm bath spacecraft in a widely varying, complex and very interesting environment.
There are two types of geomagnetic storms:

(1) 5pg1 - caused by mass ejections from large flares of eruptive prominences (or disappearing
filaments), and

(2) Recurrent L, orms - caused by high speed streams in the solar wind associated with solar sector
boundaries (SSBF) or coronal holes (with open magnetic field lines). Recurrent storms show a 27 dAy periodicity
associated with solar rotation. ",hey are similar in morphology to sporadic storms, except they tend to have a more
gradual but weaker onset, and last longer.

Both sporadic and recurrent storms ultimately depend on particle emissions from the sun, which in turn
depend on the overall level of solar activity. As a result, a plot of geomagnetic activity with respect to time closely
follows the solar cycle. However, the peak of geomagnetic activity tends to lag that of the sunspot cycle by about 2
years, because coronal holes are larger, stronger, and more common in the period between solar max and min.

Geomagnetic storms are identified by disturbances in magnetometer readings. In general, Kp Ž 5 or Ap
30 indicates a geomagnetic storm. Magnetic index is explained in more detail later in this chapter and in Appendix
2. Geomagnetic storms seem to go through four phases.

(1) Sudden Storm Commencement (SSC) - Also known as a 'sudden commencement" (SC). A
geomagnetic storm begins with a sharp increase in the H component at all latitudes, almost simultaneously observed
at all stations.

(2) Initial Phase (IP) - For about 1/2 hour to several hours the H component remains above pro-storm
values.

(3) Main Phase (M. - Begins with a decrease in the H component, and lasts for several hours to more than
a day. Decreases of 100 to several hundred nanoteslas (nT) may occur (I nT = 10- gauss).

(A) Recovery 4hase -A slow recovery of the H component to pre-storm levels over a period of hours to
several days.

2.4.2.1 Geomagnetic Indices

Geomagnetic indices wert developed to monitor the variation in the magnetic field of the carth. Locally the
magnotic field at any pewltion on the earth will be characlerized by three vector %wipoan ts. so the variation in the
local magnetic field consists of three "magnetogmrais" which show the variation of those thre, componctis as a
fwtction of time. A number of indices have been developed whith tend to emphasize one or another aspet of dh
magnetic activity.

For example, the "D)st index was developed to reflect the 1perturtalion in the magntic field due to
variations in the ring curr.nt. To do this, Dst or "Equatorial Dst" uses an average of the changes in dhe data of a
number of low latitude stations. Pies mefr to Appendix 2 .- definitions undier A index, a index, Dst, etc. -- for
brief descriptions of the indices commonly in ux. A few indices am deo ,Wi below.

Figure 2-9 shows how some of the indicexs usd by the Air Weather Service of the US. Air Force are
calculat. This also iktica=e how th4 indics an iterlatd Table 25 provdes a quick swummary.
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Table 2-5. Indices 1: Summary of Some Geomagnetic Indices (Frederick, 1985)

INDEX RESOLUTION ORIGIN RANGE UNIT

3 hourly
a single station Range of the
Amplitude itangl Lngita d largest disturbance linear gammas

deendengt of any sensor

K 3 hourly Computcd from "a"
logarithmic Single station using a conversion

amplitude factor that varies log
with observatory - 0-9 none

longitude designed to remove
dependent latitude dqpedence

a k 3 .hourly
single sltatiou Computed from linear
longitude either a or K 0 - 400 gammas

equivalent depet
amplitude

Ak 24 hour Averge of eight ak
single station valms for a Zulu day linear gammas
longitude (Notw: k is often 0-400
dqcrnt replaced by a station

id

ap 3 howly Aveage of the a k

planery inear gam; as
equivalent valics for all 0 - 400
plwtwaIy repwting stations
amplitude

A p 24 hour Avrage ofeight ap

paety vlues for a Zulu day 0-400
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Table 2-5. Indices 1: Summary of Some Geomagnetic Indices (Frederick, 1985) - (contd)

INDEX RESOLUTION ORIGIN RANGE UNIT

K 3 hourly computed from a a-9in none

28 steps

1K 24 hour sum of eight K quasi-log
planetary p0 - 9 in none

values for a Zulu (4ay 28 steps

Running 12 or 24 hour average of last 4 or linear
A p planetary 8 ap values 0-400 gammas

2.4.2.1.1. Dst Index

The Dst, aso known as "equatorial Dst" or "storm time variation," index was developed to reflect the H
component perturbation arising from the ring current alone. Only low latitude stations are used, Since auroral
latitude stations are not included, the Dst index does not include any contribution from the Auroral Electrojet. As a
result, the Dst index is not sensitive to substorms. but it is an excellent indicator for the start and end of the main
phase of geoniagnetic storms. The Uto resolution of the index is one hour.

14.2.1.2. Q Index

The Q. or "polar range,* index is a nvoasurc of the size of the polar cap and the auroral oval surrounding it.
()is a comparison between instantaneous adl quiet day neasurements. Classical Q is the maximuin. within any 15
minute inwrval. In principle, since this is a direct current index, an instantaneous Q prinx could be continually
generated. Increase ih Q prime sigAls the onset of a disurbance. Q is based on the relation between location of
visible aurora and the magnetic fUld. It varies with the intensity of Ionospheric currents which flow acmus the polar
cap, and reacts strongly to geotugntic distwhces. It is a quasi-logarithmic index compuAtd only far obServatories
located polward of 58 fgres geonagnedc latitude.

AtGWC ume a "QE (equivalent Q) index* to monitor auroral and polar disturbane Using the formula for
die relation between the auroral edge, geomagnetic local Owe, and Q, AWS calculates Q from auroral locadoos.
This can be exutapc4azd to predun locations of the rest of the auroral oval and polar cVp. Since an optical aurora Is
the consequence of aurocal precipitation, the precipitating pa&tcles themslves can be used to estimato Q. DMSP
imagery is used to specify the time and location of the equawrwud boundary of the diffuse auwon. Aff DMSP
imeaurements of precipitating particles can be used to compute the time and location of the =ao. These timeS and

locations are used to esin=ue the Q value which would have caused the observed awwoal oval extet.

2.4.2.1.3. The A and K Iadkies

The A and k indices aue alternating current indics and present the hilhest and lowest values of the change in
the magnetic field in the given direction. An ac index cannot be instanareoms. bocause it represems a span of values
within a time interval, typically three hours. The scond ter indicates the specific point of view of the index, for
example, Ap -- plntary, or AE .- electrqje-
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2.4.2.1.3.1. AE Index

The AE index was developed to reflect the H component perturbation arising from the auroral electrojet
alone. Only auroral latitude stations (60-70 degrees) are used. When the H component magnetograrns are
superimposed, the maximum or most positive value, called "AU," represents the perturbation due to the eastward
electrojet (afternoon sector). The minimum or most negative value is called "AL" and represents the perturbation due
to the westward electrojet (midnight/morning sectors). The AE index is then given by: AE = AU AL. The time
resolution of the index is 2.5 minutes, but it is available as an hourly average. Years of AE data have been
determined and are available from the world data center. Hourly averages have been published.

2.4.2.1.3.2. Ap Index

Ap is a daily index that represents the general state of planetary geomagnetic activity rather well. It
includes contributions from both the ring current and auroral electrojet since the latitude range of the 13 stations used
is 46 to 63 degrees geomagnetic latitude (the Gottingen index). The Gottingen Ap index is not available in real
time, so AWS calculates azid distributes an approximation of Ap, based on 5 real time reporting stations located
between 49 and 65 degrees geomagnetic latitude. (Thule is not used due to its high geomagnetic latitude, 88
degrees.) AWS also uses a running 24 hour Ap index which equals the daily Ap only at 2400Z.

The basic index is the "amplitude (a)" index, which is a three hourly, single station index that represents the
range of the largest disturbance of any magnetogram component. From this basic index a whole family of indices
can be computed: 3 hourly or daily, single station or planetary, linear or logarithmic, or any combination.

2.4.2.1.3.3. K, Kp Index

K, Kp. Km - A 3-hour dimensionless quasi-logarithmic index that provides a measure of the level of
disturbance of the geomagnetic field. Without a subscript, the index refers to the deviation of the most disturbed
horizontal component relative to an assumed quiet day curve for the recording site. The K index ranges from 0 (Very
Quiet) to 9 (Violently Disturbed). The "p" subscript denotes a planetary. as opposed to a single station, index. Kp
is generated in Gottingen, West Germany, based an the K index from 12 or 13 stations distributed around the world.
The Kp Index has been derived routinely since 1932. GWC estimates Kp and Ap indes using data from six North
Ametican stations. The K index ranges from 00 U, 90, with 27 one-third unit steps (00, 0+, 1-, 10, 1+. 2-, etc.),
(Also see ap in Appendix 2.) Km is sirailar to Kp but based on a more symmetric global array o" stations.

2.4.2.2 The Use of Indkes

There are a tzrgt number of indices which am used and available. They come in either ac or dc variibles.
and ame linear, logarithmic or smI--ogarithmic. One or moe may corrlate well with surace charging. None is

0 probably ideal for all cn rontnentally produced anomalies. Since they indicate activity in the magnetosphere and
,Once •soetimes the activty of the mtagnmso.pher causes an envimnment at the spaccraft which causve the
anomaly, indices can be ugeful in determining the cause of an anomaly. However, care needs to be tkcen in
interpreting correlaionsw of the indicem d the occurrence of the saomaly, especially the. non-occurrcnce when the
index repemts its s&eqtrec and the awory doe• not occur. Tbeem is no substitute for a detailed wuL'udincg of the
resns of the spcecat systOM to the environmct.
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2.4.2.3 The Substorm Mechanism

The description below contributed by Hones is not the only model of substorms (see for example Smith
1986). Observationally based models of the substorm seem to fall into at least two classes. One (as given below)
concentrate on the formation of a neutral line, and reconnection. Another class dwells on the dynamics of the plasma
sheet boundary layer between the lobe region of the tail and the central plasma sheet. Although the approaches and
descriptions are conceptually quite different, it is possible they are related, and represent different aspects of the
complex energy storage and release. in the magnetotail. In this area of active observation and theoretical research
much remains to be done 'or a complete understanding and verification of a substorm model.

2.4.2.3.1 Substorms -- contributed by E. Hones, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Most descriptions of magnetospheric substorm activity picture a "classic" substorm process as one in which
the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) turns southward making it easier for energy to flow into the tail region of the
earth's magnetotail. Earlier it was noted that the solar wind, leaving the sun, drags the solar magnetic field lines out
like rubber bands into the shape of an Archimedean spiral. In a like manner, when the solar wind flows past the
earth it distorts the geomagnetic field, compressing it on the day side of earth and stretching field lines far
downstream on the night side. The resulting comet-like magnetic structure is called the earth's magnetosphere and
its night-side magnetotail is several million kilometers long and about 250,000 kilometers in diameter. A large
quantity of energy that has been acquired directly from the solar wind plasma, and thus indirectly from the sun itself,
is stored in this huge magneootail.

The solar wind has its own magne•tic field, called the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), which is actually
the stretched-out solar magnet field. The IMF strongly influences the efficiency with which the solar wind energy
is coupled into the carth's magnetos . When the IMF has a southward component so that it is directed opposite
to the earth's northward field at the subsolar surface of the magnetosphere, magnetic reconnection occurs at this
surface, causing IMF field lines to become connected to earth field lines (and thus to the solid earth itself). Then, the
flowing solar wind plasma is slowed, its kinctic energy being transformed into the magnetic energy of the field Ines,
which then Uvcome part of the magnemoxail and add to the magnetic energy stored there.

IEnergy cunot be stored within the magnetotal indefinitely, but must be dissipated somehow. The
magn-tosphere achitv.s this dissipation of tnergy simply by reeasing part of its magnetotail to the on-flowing solar
wind. Such releases occur intcnnlttently, at few-hour intemvals, and amc manifested at earth by auornal substorms.
Figur 2.10 illustates what hapens in the magnotowll during this process of energy release. This figure is a cross
section in ft p1we of this solar vwind velocity vector and the earth's magnetic dipol. The shaded region is the plasma
sheet which extends complekly across the magneoamil's midpl•ne (i.e., out of the paper). It contains largely solar
wind plsna that has been carried into the magneotml with the magnetic field lines. The prcess of energy release
begins (in panel 2) with the formatioa of-a magnetic neutral ltne, N, about 100,000 kilometers behind the earth. This
coincides with the onset of the auorul subaorm at earth. Magnetic reconnection then prooeds, severing the closed
nmgnetic field luies of the plansi shect until, in panel 5 (about 5 minutes after the substorm onset), all o( the closed
fd lines have hemn sexve (Pigure 2- 10),, Waving a configutatio closhd magnetic loops. This procss continues
(Ott dark shading in ipaies 6, 7, and 3) "11 the le k s ar no longer magnetically connected to eath. The closed loop
configura•k, calk a "pla.m id." lows downstream and eventually out of the magneotxail, carrying with it a large
hftion (prhaps ot-t-alt) of tne pjviougy sotrd envey. 'I. great auroral and gcomagnetic disturbances that

chVr*WAU l subsIonM at =rth AM ge&CrMa4 by MetegY Piven up by ft *Arthward ptons of the sCve"d field lines As

"Aboit a# how after the szzuuncw begins, the u"mmonn neutral line, N'% suddenly race downtail. Magnetic
rconnection prodicng at this retmrtiug Aeural line accraoes cold plasma from the tail regions above and below
"the midpranc, jetting it earthward on ncwly closd magnetic field lnes, to 0,fomn the plasma shecL This is the
concludirig phae oa tf stibthom during which AUrrWus at earth seem to execute a final activaion and polcward
movement. Pane 10 is es vw ially the same as panel I: the cycle begins again.
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Figure 2-10. Plasma Sheet Configuration Changes During a Substorms
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2.4.2.4 Engineering Models

No matter what the actual mechanism, there is ample proof that spacecraft are occasionally immersed in a
hot plasma. This environment results in high potentials around the spacecraft, and that, as has already been
discussed, can lead to engineering anomalies and perturbations of science measurements. Surface charging results
"from the encounter of spacecraft surfaces with a plasma environment of particles up to 50 keV. Energies above 50
keV usually penetrate beneath the surface of the spacecraft and consequently do not play a major role in surface
charging. Although a full spacecraft charging analysis would include charge trapped inside the spacecraft as part of
the total charge effecting the spacecraft. From an anomaly prevention and analysis point of view, the important
thing is to describe the environment and how fiequently it occurs so that the space systems reaction can be
understood. One such useful model is described by Stevens (1982)

2.4.2.4.1 Stevens' Model

Stevens (1982) suggests a specification which does not have the characteristics of a real geomagnetic
substorm but will produce a maximum stress within dielectrics. His specification is given in terms of a single
Maxwellian temperature for severe and moderate substorms (Table 2-6). This temperature description was chosen
because the previous analysis of satellite surface charging showed that single Maxwellian environments, although
not as realistic as the double Maxwellian descriptions, produced more severe charging. He also attempted to indicate
how frequently the most severe charging conditions persist. His curves are shown below (Figure 2-11). The time
curve runs out to only 4000 hours since beyond that time particle temperatures drop below levels that produce
charging. The ion temperature (in I-.1V) was found to be numerically equal to 10 times the electron density (in cm- 3).
To account for the ion composition of the substorm environment, which indicates a substantial oxygen ion
population in addition to hydrogen ions, tbe ion density is set to be one-third of the electron density.

Stevens also recommends that both sunlight (at an angle of incidence to maximize differential charging) and
eclipse charging be evaluated. He .hoses to describe geosynchronous orbits charging environments in terms to two
simple looking curves, figure 2-11. One describes the temperature of a Maxwellian plasma, and the second describes
the density of the plasma. Both curves arm a function of hours per year that such a description is valid. TIis
approach provides Insight into the engineering design required for the system. The darker curves arc for moderate
cnvimments, while the lighter curves arm for severe environmemts.

Table 2-6 Design Environments (Single Maxwellian Description)

Elcctrons lofs

Temp. Density, Temp. Density.
Environmental conditkio keV ca- 3  keV cm"3

Modcru= 8.0 2.1 21.0 0.7

Sevcre 11.0 1.1 11.0 0.4
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2.4.2.4.2 Worst case Models

For many design considerations, it is not a detailed knowledge of the day by day environment that is the
design driver, instead it is the occasional situation which results in the highest charging. If the system will survive
such an environment, the assumption is that any lesser environment will not be a problem. Thus in the literature
there is a great deal of attention placed on criteria for a worst case environment as well as determining what the actual
worst case environment is. The charging of a surface can be simply represented if a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
for both electrons and ions is assumed. The values given in Table 2-7 are a 90th percentile single-Maxwellian
representation of the environment as proposed by Purvis et al., 1984.

Table 2-7 Worst-Case Geosynchronous Plasma Environment (Purvis et al., 1984)

Electron number density, Ni ............................................................................... 1.12/cm 3

Electron tempera re, Ti .................................................................................... 1.2 x 104 eV
Ion number density, N2  ................................................. . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . ..  2.36 x 10- 1/cm 3
Ion temperature, T2 ...................................................... . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . ..  2.95 x 104 cV

Gussenhoven and Mullen (1982) suggest using a real case from data taken on the SCATHA (Spacecraft
Charging AT High Altitudes) ,atellite on 24 April 1979. Their "worst case" is chosen from sunlit charging events.
In eclipse the satellite potential severely affects the ion and electron spectra inhibiting an accurate measurement of
the ambient paricles. In sunlight the satellite potential is much smaller since photoelectrons provide a significant
amount of the current balance, and therefore thd particle spectra are affected to a much lesser degree. They choose to
use t double Maxwellian fit to the spectril data because it is reasonably accurate and highly usable.

The table below (Table 2.8) gives the first four moments of the Ion and electron distribution function,
together with Tl(average) and T2(nns), during the "worst case" charging at -0650 UTon 24 April. Measurements
over the 100 eV to 400 keV energy rnu were used to construct the distribution functions. Integrations over pitch
angle were used for all moments; thicrfore, the number and energy flux are average directlonai quantities. The
moments for ions were calculated assuming hydrogen as the only species.

Table 2-8. Moments ad Temperatures Integrated Over Pitch Aqgle

Electrons Iols

n: (cm"3) 0.9 2.3

NF: (-0c -21 srI) 4.7 x 109 2.0 x 109

L (eV/csn 3) 9.6 x 103 1.9 x 10,

EF: (eV/fCm' 2s) 8.4 x l013 5,4 x tO12

TAVE: (kcV) 7.7 5.5

TRN-S: (kev) 9.0 14
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The same moments assuming isotropic particle distributions and using particle fluxes at 900 pitch angle are
given in Table 2-9. The difference between the corresponding quantities in the two tables gives a measure of the
anisotropy of the plasma.

Table 2-9. Moments and Temperatures Usinb Perpendicular Particles Only

Electrons Ions

(n:( 3) 1.5 1.4

NF: (cn=2s-1sr1 ) 9.2 x 109 2.1 x l0o

E: (eV/cm 3) 2.1 x 104 2.4 x 104

EF: (eVlcm2 ssr) 1.9 x 1014 7.2 x 1012

(kTAVS eV) 10.4 12.6

TRMS: (aW) 11,3 16.8

The electron vni ion dcnslues and temperatures that vhardtorizc the double Maxwelians dt rpse
distribution fVctioas a the time of the sunlit charging peak am ILstd in TabIU 2-10.

Table 2-10. Wot.Cutc Lt.m Squares Particl Eanrmamw!t Fit (-0650 UT 24 April 79)

"fi na T1  .
(cur) (ur 3  leV) 00u~)

1.) 1.3 0.3 28.2,
pal11.6 0.6 0.3 26.0

Pqndrmwar 0,2 2,3 0.4 24.8
P M0.2 0.6 0.4 24.0

Guýýenho~'cn Wrt Nulk-n (1982) comment that '... the high energy elctron cuwit or den,1ity is the drivecr
in charging qvw ~aft to high k wvls- The dmerae(anti-corrlation) ofr~ ...aund thx n7 incrc.zst tggest that the low
enegy pantick~ awe Weng accelemaed to hfighet energies during injoakmo tv4,-U.. 81kc thilltiv i~rnbdw~im ofA a new
1highr eneWg ;kVubtio is n" necc-Asly nrequred. The high arA.- o-g'y im 5nirmukS res~n~te acuy ronsm"*
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each between 1 and 2 particles/cm3 during the entire period. The high energy ion temperature stays near 28 kcN' and
the low energy temperature, near 300 eV. (Again, caution is advised in using the low energy values)" (pp. 7-8).

2.4.3 Spacecraft Role

The critical factor determining the extent to which charging interactions must be considered in the d-sign of
a spacecraft is the mission of the spacecraft. In all spacecraft, differential charging is undesirable. For scientific
spacecraft, absolute charging usually is not desired. For shet missions which are repeated again and again, an
average charging environment may be more appropriate than the worst case. For each spacecraft the effort should be
directed toward controlling those charging effects that ate detrimental to the particular mission.

Spacecraft can be divided into spinners and three axis stabilized. Both designs are concerned with stability
for pointing (communications and/or observations), and getting energy from solar cells. "The spinners arc basically
cylinders with their axis perpendicular to the line to the sun. The spinning helps provide the stability through its
large angular momentum along the spin axis. Solar cells typically cover the outer surface and roughly 1/•i• am
producing useful current at any instanL Throe axis stabilized systems forego the simplicity of spin stabilization
(although they may accomplish the same thing with momentum wheels), but make full use of every solar cell by
pointing their 'wings" directly at the sun at all times. Three axis spacecraft are much like a controlled platform in
which various parts can be oriented with respect to the sun or earth, whatever is desired. Purvis et al., 1984, pmovide
the following useful generalizations regarding the overall charging charateristics of these two species of spacecraft.
(1) A spin-stabilized spacecraft usually has a low spacccraft ground potential (a few hundred volts negative). On
some shaded diekctric surfaces during sunlit charging events, differential voltages of several thousand volts can
ocur. (2) A three-axis-stabilized spacecraft can have a mather large negative stmoture potCnial (a few thousand volts)
in sunlit charging events. The dominant aras controlling charging in this ca=e are the bawks of ft solar array
wings. Diffcrential charging will likely w4 be as laWe as in the spivne caw.

2.S System Discharglng Characteristics

Breakdowns, or diwhrgcs. prohby occur bcaux a "iffercnrtal charp buildup geaw an e clectlic Fied
that exceds a breakdown threshold at some point. Who a discharge occurs charge is rele,,d fAm onue pX of the
spacecAt to •no•*t or to ibce. This charge releas will continue until the diffrenotial drivilt foromC no longC
exist. lence, the airount (t charge relesed will be controlld by the total charge stow in or on tle dicharge ite.
The chage loss orcurrn to spc drivem the local surfaic v0ltage to XCo. Since the dielctric is cap•iti'cty
couplW to the structure., the char- e las will also cause. the strcum potendal to becmne less nvgativ,, In fact the
tocal Mstuctuu •,,Ud becone positive with reqc tU) the space plawma potrntiail and begin to collect elocuons fromi
the env-ionmnwt (or attract back the u'niued ones) to restMblish the mucture loxi•ial rquimd by the svulormi
avuitidons. The whole piroces can take microseonds. Multiple dixcharges can result as various partu of the s-ystcin

re*| ne wwg differential potmtia)s as vmurious des ar dischrged. This is espcily true when the sawbort
plasna intensities remai,- >igh, long enough to sectublish thek, cxditions twe•sary for a di&.arget.

|o a long tirne it was blievtd ft thaee could be a charge lorutv an cixternkd w.-, of the dielecif c. ThIs
phenomnonM would hiave Ixoduced areqa-depndn charge lozes capable of generating currents (, lhumtrVUi of amp=%e.
This concept was bawed on tsing of .ground -wbswcsamn which produced. .xctacular ligliting-,tnikc
photogras. The differatial ,altage necssary to pruode this lage chavge.clran off 1) pot of dIharge wce
"typically in excs of 10 kV. Since Swacroraft modeling and curent sace fRight dau incat difloxetial v•ltargs of
only 3 to 4 kV. it niust be ass'umed tht actual dixharges are much milder and limited in charge lo,%. Without the
stog diffetential voltagts on the dieletris,. th large-are. charge clean off probably will not -ccur.

Since bgcakdoww; am believod to be due to differential charging. dt-y can occur dunng ,•nlit chwagisg
events at I AU. Becae SUnlight 10d% to keep all illuminated ,urfaces near plasna poAcatial. wh1erat shAded
dielectric urfa(wes may charge •srongly negailvely. unlight cnhances diffetrcntia! charg4aig. Eclipuc charging cvwnts,
in cotriur. result in a change in aWslute charging for all surfaces except thoe weakly coupted to ihz srmture
(ca;,ola c to structtire is ls 1a40 ta of s ccraft to ,pace, nomally <0.2 nmawnofwad). Differential c•a•ging in
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eclipse develops slowly and depends on differences in secondary yield or other material or configurational parameters.
Transitions from full eclipse to sunlight are probably the most critical times for developing large potential
differences between one part of the spacecraft and another.

2.5.1 Discharge Models

The physics of discharges on the surface of spacecraft is complex. Three types of discharges have been identified: a)
punch through, b) flash-over, and c) particle emission. Punchthrough is a discharge through the material. It usually
occurs at a weak point in the material and many times results in physical damage to the dielectric. Flash-over
describes the situation when charge on the surface is removed due to the collapse of potential gradients across the
surface. G. T. Inouye's "Brush -Fire model" attempts to describe this type of discharge. Particle emission refers to
the actual ejcction of a plasma from the surface of the dielectric. This has been observed by Nanevicz and others.
Other models and concepts abound. Table 2-11 lists some of the current discharge inodels.

Table 2-11. Discharge Models

Model Authors References

First Principles Beers et al. NASA-Lewis CR159560

Brush Fire G. T. Inouye TRW document M2-142.80

Stetmer Stettner AFGL-88-34

Longmire Longmire AFGL-TR.87-32

Figure 2-12 shows the various modes and regions of arch discharge formation in a "simple" gas.
Discharges in or on a dielectric could be just as complex. In general discharges seem to have some kind of threshold
When a breakdown threshold is exceeded a discharge is possible. The transient generated by this discharge ct.n couple
with te spacecraft electronics and cause problems ranging from logic switching to complete system failure.
Discharges can also cause long-term deradation of exterior surface coatings and enhance contamination of surfaces
by cauqing the release of contaminating particles.
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Figure 2-12. Gascou Discharges

2.5.2. Criteria for B-eakdown

The exat mechanism for bnr-kdowns is not clearly undersoud. However, currem thought is thit if either
of tie [-lowing criteria is excccd. disclhges cm occur:
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(1) Dielectric surface voltages are greater than 500 V positive relative to an adjacent exposed conductor, or
(2) The interface between a dielectric and an exposed conductor has an electric field >105 V/cm.

Edges, points, gaps, seams, and imperfections in surface materials tend to occasion high local electric fields
and hence promote the probability of discharges. These must be found by close inspection of the exterior surface of
a system.

The first criterion is important in considering solar arrays in which the high secondary yield of the cover
slide can result in surface voltages that are positive with respect to the metalized interconnects. This criterion can
also apply to metalized dielectrics in which the metralized film, either by accident or design, is isolated from structure
ground by a resistance value great enough to allow a five hundred volt potential difference. For example with an
ambient space current of 1-10 nanoamperes/cm 2 a resistivity on the order of 10 MfO-cm (essentially only
capacitively coupled) yields a maximum potential difference of concern using criterion one.

The second criterion applies to those areas of a spacecraft where a strong negative voltage gradient could
exist. This is usually associated with metal edges or with cracks in the dielectric exposing a conductor underneath
when the charge stored on or in the dielectric is relatively unstable and could be lost.

When a discharge occurs, stored charge is redistributed. This produces a transient that couples into the
spacecraft structure and possibly into the electronic systems. The computaktion of charge lost in any discharge is
highly speculative at this time. The charge loss depends on the voltages on the spacecraft at the time that discharges
occur, the path(s) the current takes, and the final state of the system after the discharge.

From an engineering point of view, Purvis et aW., 1984, categorize discharges according to the amount of
charge lost to a local area as follows:

Qlost < 0.5 gC--minor discharge

0.5 g C < Qlost < 1.0 jiC--moderate discharge

Qlost > 1.0 p±C--severc discharge

The current in a discharge pulse can be approximated by square, triangular, or double exponenttial pulses or
by a resisw;nce-inductance.capciutace (RLC) seties circuit. Purvis et aW., 1984, use as an exanmple, an RLC model:

(v p C0 X - explh)- (2-25)

wlere

d (, R) 1 (2-26)

and V0 is tlh surface voltage just before the dixhatgp. T7he change with time of ihe voltage can be computed frou

I -= C dv (2,27)(dL

By integrating this expression the charge los can be dcwtcr.incd. The resislance, inductance, wnd capacitatwce values
can be adjusted to r•oduce a dettiw(d charge loss.

Robiscoe, and co-workcrs (Damas and Robiseoe, 1988. Robiscoe and Sui, 1988, aid Rolbi%,o et at. 1988)
movdel the dýcharge with a LCR circuit in which the arc resistance is taken to be constant divided by the arc curreat.
This constant alone determine the arc theshold, aWd the model is able to reprduwc a nwnber of experimcntatly
known facts.
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The size of the arc has been determined experimentaly ( Balmain and Dubous, 1979, Stettner et al., 1 "80)
to vary as simple powers of the charged area. The total charge is proportional to the area that is charged. The pulse
duration scales as a characteristic length of the charged area or as the square root of the area. The rise time of the
pulse scales as the square root of the area and the current peak also scales as the square root of the area (i.e. the total
charge divided by the pulse duration).

2.6 Other Plasma Interactions

Plasma interactions with a space system involve many aspects of system design. In addition to the
basic charging and discharging of th system described above, there are other effects which may or may not play an
important role in a given space system. The basic charging of the system can be strongly influenced by the
motion of the system through the plasma. This influences the current collection and adds yet another asymetry to
the prob1lem. Spacecraft motion also allows the formation of a wake about the spacecraft. These and other effects
are discussed below.

2.6.1. Ram and Wake Effects

Spacecraft in low altitude orbits (<1000 km) have orbital velocities on the order of 7 km•/s. The thermal
velocities of the ambient ions at 1000 km is 3 km/sec for H+, 0.8 km/sec for 0+. The movement of a spacecraft
through the ionosphere produces a wake. It takes a finite time for the ions to fill in the void created behind the
passing spacecraft. The electron thermal velocity at 1000 km is 180 kmisee),. The electrons tend to fill in the void
behind the spacecraft but are retarded by the electrostatic field that results from charge separation at the wake. The
plasma distribution around a moving spacecraft will be very complex, most likely three dimensional, and probably
nonlinear. These effects awe seen in plasma measurements as shifting of the spectra in energy, preferential focusing
or exclusion of particles of a particular energy or direction. The spacecraft itself further coataminates mcasuremenis
by electric and magnetic fields, secondaries, backscattered electrons, and photoelctcons.

!The plasma sheath around objects can also trap contaminant tons, due to thrusters (ionic or chemical) or
oulgassing of satellite materials, znd cause preferential deposition on negatively charged surfaces. Cauffman (1973)
(see also Jerniola (1978) and Jemiola (1980)) has estimated that as much as 50 A of material can be deposited on
charged optical surfaces in as little as ooc hwrdr;l days. Adamo and Nwievica, k1980) found that the heating rate of
sensors on a geosynchronous satellite apparently row with increased charging. Such deposition may also alter
secondary emission and photoelectron properties. Long duration exposures of surfaces or exposed potentials (i.e.,
solar az-rys) may greatly enhance contamintion effccts over the life of a mission, Labor y and in-situ
measuremetis by Soop (1972 and 1973), Samir and Jew (1972), and others have delineated thc main featurcs of the
plasiia wake and sheath around small (a few metrrs in diatmter) bodies under a variety of conditions. Models of the
wake and sheath for small bodies have hv.n aevelopWd by Gurevich and Dinwit (1975), Parker (1978), and others for
realistic conditions and simple geowetries, T1e PDP (PMama Diagoisties PAckage: Shawhan, 1982) way 1wovide
data to confiri prcictdons.

Magnetic field induced effects which are mysrally ignor*1 in saoczcri'.ft ram/wake clculations tnny turn (wt
to be a particularly imporutnt. It has bern suggeeted that this constraint of charged articles to motioe may become
of rMal concern for structures latger than partickl gym"adii. The rnagtwtio field also induccsý.wsouoljics in the
particle fluxes. Ambient fluxes, s.contkuits, Lbant fluxes, and charged Ix*kicla wakes am all xoitrolled to a g-,ýcwr or
tc.r exant by the magnetic field, Whippe (0965) and Parkera a Muphy (1967) have anatyb.4d tiie of the effect.
of these magnetic fieJd induced anisoroples on sacecraft clhaging (see also reviews by Braunin (1963) and Gurevich
e. al. (1970)) and found tbat the electron flux mit be reduced by as much s a factor of two on some srifaes.

"Th1e low energy plasma that would eMornaly lead to low ahsolute vehicle poentials6 is ab,.ent or dis-ortod in
the depletion region behind a n object or inside the wake.. Autoral fluxes. artificial plzwaa bLe.ms. or thc beams
produced by the wake itself cowd induce high potentials on is.lated suofcces within ihe depletion region. Potentials
on tie owde- of 10() volts were observed on DMSP during p|ssge through an aurral arc. Ilhc distotions of the
ranu/wakc dusing stxh charging Cvents are being studied as they may ultinatcly limit the poutizuia to which an
isolated body can charge (Kau et aW. 1984).
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2.6.2 Radio Distortion in the Sheath

Reflectio: Electron density irregularities in the vicinity of an antenna and antenna feed system can distort
the farfield antenna patterns, reducing the main beam efficiency and increasing the sidelobe levels. This effect is
undesirable for either receiving or transmitting antennas. Severe destruction of the beam pattern occurs if the plasma
density leads to a plasma frequency comparable to the wave frequency:

fp(MHz) = 9 (2-28)

where N is electron number density in cu- 3. Densities of 108 to 1012 cm- 3 are necessary to severely affect the 100
MHz to 10 GHz range. Although natural polar electron densities range only up to 105 cm- 3 , local ionization in the
vicinity of a large space structure may be significantly higher in the ram direction or enhanced due to auroral particle
bombardment.

*P j jn: At lower densities, the nearfield phase pattern is modified, distorting the farfield pattern. Since
the ram/wake densities are expected to be widely varying function of location and time, the farfield pattern will
change with time. Ram/wake densities were observed to vary over 105 near the Orbiter on STS-3 and STS-4.
Naturally occurring variations in the electron densities in the ionosphere due to auroral particle precipitation and
auroral current systems distort radio transmission in the ionosphere.

ilMonic Distortion: The presence of plasma and plasma irregularities in the vicinity of high power
transmitters could cause nonlinear effects on ihc signals. The nonlinear effects come about in a number of ways. If
the plasma tends to rectify the signals or if irregularities cause wave energy to become trapped in a localized volume
then hamnonic distortions or other nonlinear effects can occur.

One of the most insidious ways in which to get high plasma densities in the region of an antenna is from a
process called multipacting. If the time required for a charged particle to transit the gap between two elements of the
antenna correspons to the time required for the voltage on those elements to change sign, secondary emission front
those elemntes rrmay release sufficient clecuots to cause onw or moe of the distortkins described above.

2.6.3 Collision Induced Ionization

Two different type, of plasma sheath formation processes are postulated for the environment above 100 kmi,
lirst there are the collisional models of Medved amd otders that assune the dominant process is basically the result
of collisions between ambient particles (nearly) elOsticity scatting off the vChlelC surfCe and the incoming agnbiet.
flux. In the center of mass frame this reprcsents a collisional velocity twice the velocity of the Qehicle relative to
the ga,%s. Since the velocity of a typical low altitude vehicle is 7-8 km/s. the kinetic energy available per particle in
the center of mass frame varies from about 4.6 eV for N to 10 eV for (2. There is close to sufficient energy
therefore to ionilz, the ambient constitucnts in the vicinity of a low altitude spacecraft through collisions. At Space
Station altitudes, however, this process alone will likely not accoxnt for the prronoced plamna enluinccsuctts

* observed.
The second mechanism, proposed by Papadopoulos (1914), invokes a plasma instability to grewrate the

enhanced plasma sheath. Neutral paricles reflected fromn a saellite surface at low altitudes have. as already noted,
neal•y elotIgh energy to ionize the incoming flux. 1Te high velocity of the neutrals and ions relative to the Earth's
magnetic field is also ,ufficiefnt to evoke the plasma critical velocity effct. Given this kiration, Pa;4doioulos
(l9t4) tropos.d a plamna process that involves a two stream instability between the inconing tar% and refkctcd
ions.. TIh kml in* sbility ets. up electrostatic waves which in turn heat the ambient electrons. Thes. ifi turn excite
the in situ and ram neutral and kio constituents. If the electrons ame excited to 20 eV or higher, they allow e+X
rwactions. P1" poulos propo.e that this proce could produce both *Shuttle Glow' nid die observed chalumced
ionization and itapra[•tw in die ram diretion.
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2.6.4 Biased Surfaces

Parker (1979), Parker (1980), Stevens (1980), McCoy, et aL (1980), and Reiff et al. (1980) have all carried
out calculations of the currents to biased surfaces for large high voltage structures. They find that a major effect is to
induce large voltage gradients in the plasma sheath. Negative pcientials may cause preferential deposition of
positively charged ion contaminants or sputtering. Chemicai effects in the presence of the accelerated ions may be
enhanced. Focusing or acceleration due to positive potential fields around exposed high voltage surfaces may greatly
enhance electron fluxes Exposed potentials such as high voltage solar arrays may cause a variety of environmental
interactions. Several of these are discussed in more detail below.

Positively c -' -,'A surfaces immersed in the dense Space Station plasma environment, even when insulated,
can lead to substant; s-20% at Space Station altitudes) power loss. Small pin holes in insulation covering
positive poventials. Alar array are able to attract large currents (the pinhole effect). Below about +100 V the
electron return flux is about what would be expected for the area of the exposed surfaces (typically the interconnect
wirr-3 between solar cells). Above about + 100 V, however, a curious phenomenon is observed that can greatly
enhance negative current collection for positive surfaces. When a small pinhole exists in the insulation, the flux of
incident electrons accelerated by the gradients around the pinhole is of sufficient energy and intensity to generate
enhanced fluxes of secondary electrons from the insulating surface. This cloud of secondaries greatly increases the
apparent size of the pinhole by creating a local enhancement in the plasma that effectively defeats the insulation.
Such pinholes are inevitable, except for exceptionally thick insulation, due to the flux of micrometeoroids and
surface erosion. Thus power loss can occur even for insulated surfaces! Fortunately, positive surface areas on a
vehicle are usually less than 1/40 of the negative surface areas. This follows because. for the same energy, the ions
arm 40 times or more slower than the electrons. Since the spacecraft as a whole floats with respect to the plasma, the
average potential of the craft will be negative. Thus, for current balance the factor (flux * area) is constant, implying
that ion collection area must be 39 times that of the electron collection area. Not discussed here, but very important
in a complete understanding of this phenomenon, is the effect of the Earth's magnetic field on the collection of
electrons.

Since most of the floating array surface will be negatively with respect to plasma ground most of tie
exposed array interconnects will collect ions. Since the solar cell coverglass is an insulator it will remain at a
potential near plasma ground creating a substantial differential potential with respect to the solar array conductors.
This differential has been observed to cause arcing both in laboratory experiments (Kennerud, 1974, Stevens, et al.,
1978) mid in space experiments (Grier and Stevens, 1979 and Grier, 1985) at relatively low potentials (-255 V in
tie high density plasmas asociatcd with the Space Station). The arcing thres old is inversely related to plasma
density. The susceptibility of modem space systems to such phenomena is not known, and the relative sensitivities
of two different array designs to the same environment has never been studied. In particular, the variation of arcing
threshold ror negatively biased surfaces with ran/wake conditions, solar illumination, mnd high energy auroral
electrons has not been determiied. Since recent studies indicate that surface effects on cotductors and othersurface
conditions may be impxrtant in initiating arcs, it is nwe•,•,ay to examine discharge rates as a function of exposure to
atomic oxygen, and similar proces.es which could significantly alter surface properties. C. K. PNrvis, N. T. Grier,
and D. 13, Synder at NASA's lUwis Rese•ach Center, ais well as others, have perfornvd experiments and construc-td
models aimed at determining the res'pone of materials and configurations to charging effects.

Very high potential differences between closely spaced electrodes exposed to dte pla:,ma environmenit are in
danger of shorting out through the plasma through the normal gascous breakdown phenomena, The brmakdowQ
voltage in these situatas is, usually expressed in terms of a Paschen curve (figure 2-13 below).
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Figwu 2-13 Paschen curve.
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When high frequency electrodes are exposed to a plasma it is possible to generate dense electron plasmas by
multiple impacts of electrons with the surfaces of the electrodes (multipacting). When the time required for a
secondary electrons generated at the surface of the electrode to transit the gap between the electrodes is in resonance
with the frequency of the applied voltage, secondary particles arrive at the opposing electrode just in time to create
new electrons for the return trip. Under the right conditions this leads to a a rapid rise of plasma density in between
the electrodes. The effects of a dense plasma in this region can be dramatic, shorting out the electrodes or blocking rf
transmission.

2.6.S Torques and Induced Fields

Torques produced by the interaction of current flows in spacecraft with the earth's magnetic field can degrade
pointing accuracy. In fact, some spacecraft use this effect in their attitude control systems. The torque on the
spacecraft is produced by the attempt of the magnetic moment to align itself with the ambient magnetic field. The
torque is given by

N i x J X × 3dx (2-29)

where N is the torque (gaussian units), c is the speed of light, x is the position vector, J is the current density vector,
and B is the exterrW magnotic field. This integral can for many itcrestings cases be expressed by the simpler
expr•ssion,

N=mxB (2.30)

where m is the magnetic moment. The magnetic moi.ent of the spacecraft is calculated by integrating over all of
the current looPS.

m =,Lf x x dl

nj 4 (A M, of loop) (3)

where in is the riwgnetic mnment in gaussiui wilts. The second exprsion Is useful whm the current lies in a
plane,

The nmgnetic field alA) plays a role when there is noove rnt across the magnetic field inducing ctrrnttis and
electric fields in the same rnauix as an Clectric gese,¢uor. Thte. effects could be significant frx larg object or
tethe.d operation In thcS caws both the charging, induced currcnts and fieWds wwd tkh torques aw &ftrees on the
space sytem will need to accouit for the. Wee of the exth's magnei field mul the mo•ion of the space syst•'e
with res•ect to the magnetic field.

Por example a satellite at Vpace station altit(des will see an electric field of aixbut 0.3 volts per mnter
radially fromn the earth. The tetherew -•. Jk*-iys.m (TSS) %eeks to use or a teast undkr.tand this tftft by %tudying
gravity gradient stabilite wires tens of kilometers long gene•rali •ontiaJ differ-nacs or kilovolts. For suctur•s
this large and with voltages and field this big. many effects will bteonic important including the ability of the space
stucturct io collect and maintin the curr.nts implied in such a system.

2.7 Summary

Plasma inteMacdons with the ,uface of a spacecraft can and have lend to wurprising recation in ticccraft
systcms and need careful attca4ion fmm die bcginning of the design proces Ho*cver our w lerstduing of plaima
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prcesses is growing, spacecraft/plasma interactions are becoming understood, and there are engineering techniques
(see chapter 6) available for many of the known effects. Although studied for a long time, the physics of
breakdowns is not yet fully developed. Detailed description of plasma currents in the magnet.-sphere is an active
field of research. More subtle effects of the plasma of space systems are becoming important, and the inevitable
change in space system technology is focusing our attention of new aspects of charging. Spacecraft charging will
continue to be an important aspect of space system design for the foreseeable future. The hard learned lessons of the
past predict future progress and develc4nment as our ambitions in space grow.

2
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Chapter

"3

INTERNAL DISCHARGES

3.1 Internal Discharges

PFollo-oing the discovery of surface charging and discharging in spacecraft operations, moid the launch of the
SCATHA spacecr*A. Vampola at Aerospace, Whittlesey at al. at JPL and thers began to notice anomalies that
.swnied to be caused by diacharges but at umes when no surface charging should have been prcseni In some cases
ground simulations using large surface discharges reproduced the anomaly. In other cascs no reasonable surfnce
discharge was able to reprouce the anomaly. Finally a rough con'elation of the anomaly with the hi-gh energy
component of the electron spectrum was observed. This lead to a new subfield for spaccraft charging. lntena
discArgs result from charge stored in dkikctric rnawial or well insulated floating conductors inside the spcemt
Whewi these discharge they produce sall bix., w*1 Lupled signals in nearby eckcronis and are su.ý,Nctd of causing
a number of spacecraft observed .vnomalies. intmnWl dischages ame particularly difficult to siowlaw and are correlated
with markedly different environments than surface discharges just discumd in Chalur 2. In this text we arc calling
this phenomena inteml discharged, to ewphasine the idea that the charge build up in thee cases occurs inside the
spacecraft on floating conductos or in large volun•s of dielectric. Other workers roler to the same lwnoneuta as
deep dielectric charging, or electron caulked ekectrontgneric pulse (CE.MP). No matter what the name, good
s-acecr•.f design is needed to avoid vm lies due to charges which p=r the surfxc of the sac systw and
buildup within materials near scnsitiv electronics.

Internal discharges are diwham gs that -cur inside the lspaccraft due to charge buildup on and inside
materials. Of most concern are large volume. o, floaing conductors, although chuage buildup in bulk diclcctriks and
on the surface of good inslators can aMs produce unwanw1 effectM hi systems. The most graphic cxatr.lcs of bWlk
disc.hages in inulators ain the Lichtcilm pattrtc pmoduck in cOlWr platic sawnilps by bowhardmcin with
lectrons. Figure 3-1 enqgasizes the chargc ildup and discharge in a circuit board with floating lands.
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3.1.1. Penetration of Electrons to Interior of Spacecraft

The calculation of the passage of charged particles through materials involves energy loss to the primary
charged particle by ionizing or exciting particles in the materials along its track, by Bremsstrahlung and other
inelastic scattering processes, and by elastic nuclear scattering. Considerable effort has gone into accurately
describing these processes, and comparing these calculations to measured results. For electrons the process is
particularly complicated by the fact that the electron's mass is so small compared to the mass of the atom and
therefore it is easy for it to have very large angle scattering events.

3.1.1.1. Energy Loss by Electrons

The energy loss per unit path length decreascs with increasing electron energy with an inverse velocity
squared dependence until the velocity becomes relativistic. This is followed by a broad minimum (called the
"minimum ionization") with a very slow increase at higher energies. The energy loss of electrons as a result of
ionization as the electron travels a distance dz in a material is:

(CE) 4ixe 4 NZln 'c + In -Y 1) + Lln (Y+ 1)fi.1 mo v02

3,- + (3-1)

whc-c y is the relativistic factor. 1 /'fj-12 vo is the incident clecmon's velocity, i is the ionizati o nergy of the
material, m. the reM mass of the electron, .-"d 0 the charge on an electron (set van Lint etal.. 1980, p. 58).

The inemeas at very high energits is due to the relativistic shq•TWnng of the tmasn ue clectric field of the
moving electron. This relativistic effect approaches a value of 1.3 to 1.5 times the minimum value del$ading on
the naterial. Ito ionization loss in other materials ca be esWti d f(mm the emrgy loss in silicon by multiplying
by the ratio of ZIA. For example stopping power (dE/dx) in irn is 0.96 time- that in Wluminum.

For elmtrons of energy 10 MeV or less, ionization loss is the dominant mecha ism for slowing down and
stopping elkctrous. Above 10 MeV other rocesses becomw impw•tor. This is shown in Figures 3.2 and 3-3.
iter amre many wxts (for exampkn Evans. 1955. or F-rmi. 1950). which give detailed discussion and derivations of
the transpo-t of ela-trs (and od paicles) in matte.
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Of practical interest is the range of electrons in materials, Figta-e 3-4 shows the empirical range energy

relationship for electrons absorbed in Aluminum (Evans, 1955). Katz and Penfold. 1952, give an empirical fit.

-R = 412 (E)" ; n 1265-0.0954 In E (3-2)

for electrons with energies greater than 0.01 M-V but less than 3 MeV, and

R = 530 E - 106 (3-3)

for electrons between I and 20 MeV. The range, R, has units of mgim2 in these expressions, and E is in MeV.
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3.1.2 Cberge Buildup

The charge biuildup in or cm a niateri L ~ti be --ti-raWn by cons deing all of the cunmcnt,- which dc{xit
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expressions and discussion on surface charging already covered are still valid. For internal surfaces, the only
difference is to calculate the incident flux by considering the effects of the shielding the spacecraft mass provides
between the surface in question and the ambient environment. However, in addition one now needs to consider the
charge deposited in the bulk as well.

The currents which r. Ye to be considered in calculating the charge deposited in the bulk of an insulator or
isolated conductor are:

1. Incident electron and ion currents
2. Secondary emission from the surface
3. Diffusion of charge through the material
4. Charge flow due to electric fields inside the material (perhaps an Ohm's law tylic flow? See discussion

under material charging.)
Hopefully in estimating the charge buildup, some of the above considerations can be neglected. For

example in many cases the ions do not penetrate very far into the inte.rior of the spacecraft and only electrons need be
considered. If the surface of the insulator is covered with a conductor the boundary condition is established by the
potential of the metal surface. Suppose we have a planar piece of ungrounded metal which is collecting charge
rapidly, so that we can neglect the leakage from the plate through the insulator. The charge buildup will be
determined by the capacitance of the plate Q = C V, where C - icoKA/d, K is the dielectric constant of the material,
KO is the dielectric constant (8.8542 * 10-12 farads/meter), V is the voltage across the material, V = E x d, d is a
typical thickness of the material and E is the electric field across the material.

Typically, a good insulator will have a breakdown th,'eshold electric field on the order of 106 V/cm.
Specific geometries and dielectric properties will increase or decrease that value by factors of 3 or 4. The charge
required to cause a breakdown if none of the charge leaks off will be

_Q = to•e E = e 8.8 x 10-14 farads/cm x 106 V/cm (3-4)
A

where e is somewhere between I and 10, so that the fluence required will be

I = 5.5* 1011 C (3-5)
A cm2

3.1.2.1 Charge Leakage

Low flux laboratory tests have shown that dielectrics do not charge and discharge all the time. One
conclusion is that dielectrics ruside seaellites must charge to some steady state potential where the charging current is
balanced by leakage terms. Leaki,e terms can be included in the above analysis by considering the voltage as a
function of time including the leakage term.

V(t) f j dt - •- f i(leakage) dt (3-6)

In the case of a simple Ohm's law material, i(leakage) is the voltage divided by R, the resistance. R is proportional
to 1/conductivity. The conductivity is detennined by its ambient conductivity plus any radiation-induced teris and
field-induced terms. In general, acre can be a voltage dependence for &he conductivity. This formulation can be
expressed in a more pleasing fo. m mathematically as follows

dV A Vt) j(t) d_ V(t) a(j,V) (3-7)
= = ?F CR , eC to

The expression relates the change in voltage based on the incoming current and the leakage. For steady state, dV/dt =
0, the equations simplify.

Laboratory tests also show decharges long after the charging beam has been turned off. ti nis implies that a
simple Ohm's law behavior is inadequate.
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3.1.2.2 Material Charging

Charge buildup within a material such as Teflon can be viewed as follows. The charge on a surface due to
incident charges from outside the material is calculated by considering secondary emission, etc. (as outlined in the
discussion of surface charging). The electric fields inside the material will depend on any external fields, the surface
charge (as a boundary condition), the polarization of the dielectric, and any space charge left within the bulk of the
dielectric itself. The boundary conditions will play a significant role in determining the field across the dielectric.
A dielectric body which includes trapped charge is called an electret (Gerhard-Multhaupt, 1987). In some cases the
trapped charge in an electret is of opposite signs and the net charge is zero. In figure 3-5 Sessler (1980) points out
.some of the configurations of planar clectrets.

dipole charges surface charges

- 00 0 space charges

metal electrode
charges displaced within
domains (Maxwell-Wagner)

Schematic cross-section of some planar electrode and dielectric
configurations involving excess charge and polarization

_----- "-- +88888

~~~. . . .,..... .. 0 0 0 0 0+ +++ ++++

Figure 3-5. Electrets: Excess Charge and Polarization in a Dick'..trinc
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3.1.2.3. Currents in Electrets

Currents flow in an electret because of time and space variations in electric fields, and electret charges.
Following the discussion of Sessler (1980), the current is easily divided into conductive and displacement
components. Conductive currents are the physical motion of charges through the material. The conductive-current
density is related to the real charge density PI by the continuity equation:

ap(xt) = - ,t) for planar geometry (3-8)

at ax

The real charge density p is related to the electric field by Poisson's equation,

VeD = p1  (3-9)

The total charge density is made up of two parts, the real charge density, P1, and the dipole polarization or
microscopic charge displacement component, P2

P = PI +P2 and a = (1 +a 2  (3-10)

for surface charge densities. The dipole polarization component is related to that part of the polarization of the
material, the "frozen-in component due to ... microscopic charge displacement" (Sessler, 1980)

P2 = -V•P 2  (3-11)

where total polarization, P, is divided into two parts, the instantaneous, P1, and the quasi-permanent compocient, P2

P = P1 + P2  ; PI = eO(e-1)E (3-12)

Displacement currents are due to inductive effects.

aE a P2
j2-= E C + S- (3-13)

The total current density is j = J1+ J2. (3-14)

The conducti ý, current, j 1, is expressed in terms of mobilities and charge densities as

j2 = [g + Al PI + + 92 P21 E (3-15)

The conductivity of the dielectric, g, is

g = e(nl ,1 + n2 P2) (3-16)

where ni is the density of intrinsic pAsitive carriers -.. both trapped and free, and n2 is the intrinsic density for
electrons. The total charge density for positive carriers is

-e n1 + p1+
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and for negative carriers

e n2 + P2

The trap-modulated mobilities for positive and negative carriers are jl+ and 42- respectively. One reason to break
up the expressions in this way is to separate oin the physical components where g is the conductivity of the
dielectric, and p is the generally space dependent excess charge carrier density. The internal charge decay in
dielectrics is governed by this conduction phenomenon. la substances capable of quasi-permanent charge storage, the
mobilities are trap-modulated. If an elecooro is trapped near the bottom of the conduction band and moves between
extended states by quantum-mechanical hopping, the process requires no thermal activation and leads to relatively
high mobilities (10 cm2/(V.s)). If the electron is trapped below the "mobility edge" it needs thermal energy to
perform the hopping process and the mobilit' is typically four orders of magnitude less. So-nalled deep traps have
even smaller mobilities, IE-10 to IE-17 cm /(Vs).

3.1.3 Mixwell-Wagner Effect

In heterogeneous materials consisting of different components or phases, such as pailts, it is possible for
the components to have different dielectric constants and conductivities. In that %,uase charges can dccumulate near the
interfaces between components. When such a sample is heated and subjected to a field these charges can be frozen in
if the field is maintained during cooling. Subsequent thermally stimulated discharging (TSD) of the sample will
show an excess charge peak when the trapped charge is neutralized vy conducticrn across the interface. (See the
discussion by van Turnout ir. Sessler (1980) for comparison of a " model with -- perimental resulis)

Such an effect also appears in uniform samples when radiation-induced conductivity dissipates electrons
no•-uniformly, In irradiated dielectrics Maxwell-Wagner distributions can be implanted without temperature changes
and external electric fields by penctra.',g charged particles.

A3.,4 An Example .- Teflon Characteristics

Teflort refers to either PTFE (Polytetrafuoroethylene), PFA (Tetrafluoroethylene-perfluoromethoxylethylene
copolymer), -r FEP ('etraflouroethylcne.hexa-flouroprop71cne copolymer). It is a combination of crystalline and
amorphous regions, It has no piezoelectric or pyroelectric properties, and so is typical of many spacecraft dielectrics,
auid it has been extensively studied (see Sesslor, 1980, and the references therein). The intrinsic resistivity, 1/g, is very
high, _1022 ohmn-cm. This is because both the mobility is small and the density of intrinsic carriers, n, is small. The
dielectric trelaxation time, rt.ro/g, is approximately 109 s. In Teflon, transit time measurements over period; o1 the order
of one microsecond yield nmobilities of 5 E&5 cm 2fVs and hole mobilities an order of magnitude greater, Both of these
mobilities obey an exponential temperature dependence suggesting shallow trapping centers. The temperature
dependence of "free mobility" is typically -, 1 to T-2. The Schubweg, that is the disrance over which a carrier dhifts
under the influence of an electric field before it disappears by recombination, is about 0,.1 micron at a few 105 V/cm in
F0iP, and 6 microps in Mylar (PET -- Polyethylene terephthalate) for an electric field of 8 x 10• V/cm and is
proportional to the electric field. H..;les in FEP have a Schubweg of about 100 microns for electric ficlds en the order
of 105 V;/en.

3.2. Experimenltal Rates

Experimentally, dielectrics have been observed to charge to a steady state condition without discharge. This
condition is referred to as a saturation potential. Other materials have been observed to coatinue discharging after all
external fluxes have been ramovei. For those materials in which a saturation potential describes t1he material well,
no dischauges have bken observed below 0.3 pA/centimeter squared. At that current dea, sity it will Like 74 hoons to
reach a total deposited charge density of 5.5x 101I clectrons/cm 2.
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The time that dielectrics store charge is characteristic of the time constants for leakage. Typical spacecraft
dielectrics store charge for periods ranging between hours and days.

ceramic 0.5 hour
polyimide 2 hours
Teflon 12 hours
Fiberglass FR4 >24 hours

Whenever the time to accumulate 5.5x! 011 electron/cm2 is less than the typical decay period of the material
and configuration, internal discharges are possible. To be absolutely sure there will be no discharges, measurements
of the materials and configurations of interest are highly desirable. Variations in material and breakdown threshold
could decrease the fluence require4l by a fWtor of ten or more. T.,le 3-1 lists typical resistivides which can be used to
estimate charge buildup.
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Table 3-1. Resistivity Table

TITLE DESCRIPTION RESISTIVITY REFERENCE

ALUMINA -- 10 11 TO 1014 ohm-cm CRC, 1977
(23 dog C)

ALUMINUM - 2.6548 mlcrohm-cm CRC, 1977
(20 dog C)

AMBER - - CRC, 1977

BRASS (lED CAST) 11 mlcrohm-cm CRC, 1977
7 mlcrohms-cm (20 deg C)

CARBON - 1375.0 mlcrohm-cm CRC, 1977
(0 dog C)

COPPER - 1.6730 microhms-cm CRC, 1977

(20 dog C)

1.71 mlcrohms-cm
(20 dog C)

SCROSS- - 1016 ohm-cm COTTS AND REYES, 1985
S~LINKED

POQ.Y-
STYRENE

SDELRIN ACETAL POLY 1015 ohm-cm COTTS AND REYES, 1985
(OXYMETHY-
LENE)

EPOXY - 4 x 10 16 o-rcm COTTS AND REYES, 1985

GLASS SEE 1012 TO 1016

INDIVIDUAL
"DESCRIPTIONS

HARD -

RUBBER

IRON 9.71 mlcrohme-cm CRC, 1977
S_(20 dog C)

KAPTON POLYIMIDE 1014 TO 1016 ohm-cm COTTS AND REYES, 1985
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Table 3-1. Resistivity Table (Cont'd)

TITLE DESCRIPTION RESISTIVITY REFERENCE

KAPTON H POLYIMIDE 10 13 TO 1015 ohm-cm COTTS AND REYES, 1985

LEAD 20.6448 mlcrohm-cm CRC, 1977
(20 dog C)

MERCURY 96.4 mlcrohm-cm CRC, 1977
(50 dog C)

15i

MICA A) SHEET A) 1011 TO 101 5ohm-cm KAYE, 1986
B) MOULDED B) 10 13 ohm-cm

MYLAR HUMIDITY 6.4 x 109 TO COTTS AND REYES, 1985
SENSITIVE 101 8 ohm-cm
POLYETHY-
LENE TEREPH-
THALATE (PET)

NICHROME - 100 mlcrohms-cm CRC, 1977
(20 dog C)

NYLON (66) POLY - COTTS AND REYES, 1985
(HEXAMETHY-
LENE ADIPA-
MIDE) HUMID-
ITY SENSITIVE

PARAFFIN - COTTS AND REYES, 1985

1015 TOl10 1 9 ohmrcm CRC, 1977
(20 dog C)

POLYETHY- - 1015 TO 1020 ohm-cm COTTS AND REYES, 1985
LENE 1016_

-• 2 7
POLY- (PAN) 10 TO 10 COTTS AND REYES, 1985
ACRYLONI-
TRILE

POLYAMI- - 1 x 10 17 COTTS AND REYES, 1985
DEIMIDE
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Table 3-1. Resistivity Table (Cont'd)

TITLE DESCRIPTION RESISTIVITY REFERENCE

17
POLY- POLY (OXY- >10 ohm-cm COTTS AND REYES, 1985
CARBON- CARBONYLOXY
ATE -1, 4-PHENY-

LENE ISOPRO-
PYLIDENE-1,
4-PHENYLENE
(LEXAN)

POLY- POLY (ETh.Y- 1 x 1014 COTTS AND REYES, 1985
OLEFIN LENE-CROPY-

LENE) THER-
_ _ MOFIT)

S~17 '
POLY- 10 ohms-cm COTTS AND REYES, 1985
STYRENE

14
POLY- (SOLITHINE 2.5 x 10 ohms-cm COTTS AND REYES, 1985
URETHANE 113)

PVF-2 POLY (VINYL- 2 x 10 ohms-cm COTTS AND REYES, 1985
IDINE-FLUOR-
IDE) (KYNAR)

SILICA -4,000-30,000 mogohm-cm CRC, 1977
GLASS GE (350 dog C)
CLEAR

SILICA - 4 TO 2,500 mogohms-cm CRC, 1977
GLASS (350 dog C)
PYREX

SILICONES - 7 x 10 13 TO 10 COTTS AND REYES, 1985

SILVER - 1.59 mlcrohnai-cm CRC, 1977
(20 deog C)

SULPHUR YELLOW 2 x 1023 mlcrohms-cm CRC, 1977
(20 dog C)

TEFLON POLY TETRA- 8 x 10 16 ohms-cm COTTS AND REYES, 1985
FLUOROETHY- 1 3 17
LENE PTFE 10 TO 10 ohms-cm

TITANIUM 10 1 TO10 8 ohns-cm CRC, 1977

DIOXIDE (23 dog C)
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Table 3-1. Resistivity Table (Cont'd1)

TITLE DESCRIPTION RESISTIVITY REFERENCE

TUNGSTEN 5.65 mlcrohms-cm CRC, 1977
(300 K)

VITON POLY (VYNIL- 2 X 10 13 ohms-cm COTTS AND REYES, 1985

IDINE FLUOR-
IDE CO-HEXA-
FLUOROPRO-
PYLENE)

WOOD (PARAFFINED) 10 a TO1019 ohms-cm KAYE, 1986

3.3 Discharge Process

Without a discharge, mtw internal ccctronics and devices do not cxpcrience hInmful effects. When a
breakdown occurs, a shaip pulse of electromagnetic energy is released which can couple into the electronics and cause

malfunction, noise or even bum-out of the electronics. The discharge process is not understood precisely. It
involves the release of energy built up in an electric field due to charge separated in the insulutor. The simplest case
of a material experiencing a breakdown was originally thought to be that of a gas. The possible modes for
breakdown in a gas *ter shown in Figure 2-12. The breakdown can be manifested in any nume-,r of ways depending
on the voltage characteristics. For liquids and solids the situation can be just as complicated. For example, in solids
with voids, the voids break down as a small gas would under the applied voltage and the total behavior of the
material is a mixture of the solid behavior and the small gaseous portion. These are called partial discharges in

solids (Barnikas, 1987). In this case, the solid behaves perfectly linearly, but the gas in needle shhaped Joi•s breaks

down when the voltage across the gas is exceeded even though t stress in the solid material has not yet reached
breakdown. Depending on the density of the voids, this can lead to very complicated situations.

Tests are usually relied oa to provide some insight into the behavior of materials, various techniques have
been developed which take into consideration the unique properties of solid, liquid or gaseouo materials.

The fluence required for breakdown in an internal situation like we have just descrilwd will tx- dte minimum
fluence required, since we have assumod there is no leakage. So we do not typically expect intcrnal discharges unless
the fluence is > 5.5x01 1 e/cm 2. For materials with low breakdown voltage thresholds and with perverse geometries
and dielectric properties, discharges may be seen at lower fluences, Nonetheless, wC would not 0 cIVpCt internal
discharges unless the material was a good insulator or An isolat•d conductor which had expericnced a fluence grater
than 5.5x10 11 c/cm2.
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3.3.1. Buried Charge Breakdowns

In the situation where charges have sufficient energy to penetrate below the surface of a dielectric and
become trapped while the dielectric surface is maintained near zero, strong electric fields will exist in the material.
This can lead to electric fields inside the material large enough to cause breakdowns. The field can even change sign
inside the material. Breakdowns within and on the material can be avoided if the material is conductive enough.
There is some work currently pursuing conductive polymers (Conwell, 1987), but most commonly used dielectrics
on spacecraft are good insulators. An estimate of the conductivity required to eliminate the danger of buried charge
and surface discharges can be made as follows.

The differential equation relating currents and fields for a linear dielectric in one dimension is:

E d01 + g(x)E(x.t) = J(x) (3-17)dr

where e is the dielectric constant, *(x) is the conductivity at depth x, E(x,t) is the clectric field, and J(x) is the current
density. The solution to this equation, assuming J(x) and g(x) are independent of time, is

E~~t = E~x eF i xi-[ri i x -exp{1 cxpE Li}
E~x~) E(x) L t j g(x)j'

(3-18)

where E0(x) is the field at t--0. At long times this reduces to the form E=J/g -- a simple Otim's law response, Thus
the flux, J. into anid out of the dielotric can be used to estimate the conductivity, g. required to eliminate internal
discharges.

The current density, J, during substorms is typically in the range 0.1 to 1..1 nA~nm2 . giving a value of -1 x
10.15 mho/cm for the minimwtu allowable dark conductivity assuming the brmakdown ficl,' is 15 Vaill.

3.3.2 Minimum Discharge

In gaseous dlschtarge.s the breakdown depends on the product of the pressure of the gas, P, and the separation
of the electrodes, d. At values of Pd approaching a total vacuum the breakdown voltage. is fairly high, but as the
iuessure increases, the breakdown voltage drops. At some value of Pd the breakdown voltage reaches a minimum,
and begins to rise. Early rocket flights with exposed high voltages experienced breakdowns ws the rocket passed
through this minimum breakdown region. that is, for a fixed separation between the high voltage electrmles, as the
pressure dtcpied, the breakdown voltage fell until there w; a breakdown, The breakdown cw-urred at slon; high
altitude when the pressurr times the separation ol the elecuodtz. was above the lachen curve. Thiis depenwdente was
shown in Figure 3-6. The minitown is called the Paschen minimum and the curve is callcd the lýa.chcn curve,
Breakdowns would be expected when the voltage across the g)p between the metal electrdles cxcocds dte Pa,•hen
curve.
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1 0. . .. ... . . . . .
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Figure 3-6. Paschen Curve for Brakdown in Air (SesWe. 1980)

3,3.3 Elecmrode Gtetry

The details of a Paschen cumve fkv any gas depend oa the shape of the electrodes s1kartatcd by die gas. As
the elecmdes get sharper, the local elcctri. field gmls higher and the bmcakdown volLige drops. Similarly the
brAk-down in solid 4ieloctrics L influenced by the shape of nmarby conducmos alud the charge distribuition on mid
within the dicletric. rou many exp.rirenlW studies it is convenient to divide the configuratiu• into the simple
geometric cate.ories shown in Figure 3-7. The encrgy and peak voltage in the breakdown pulse even for die same
mo"rial are smiongly influemncd by the geometry. In generai. floating mewal cnfigurations give the largest antd
naitowet- puhr'. breakdowns in dielectrics surmrunded by metal give the s•mllst atAd bra•dIst pulsc";: cakdowns
involving fMe4 10 suwfice give intCrmWdIate results.
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Cable and Planar Symmetries

Free Surface

_. ~to sensitive circuit' ;

Enclosed Volume

-to sensitive circuit

Floating Conductor

-- 7-

to sensitive circuiEt-

Conductor Connected to Active Circuit

i Floating conductor 1: Dielectric

Figure 3-7. hhIumi Dischargc Configuradions Uc on Intrcina D~iwhavgc himitm

3.4. Calculation of Initrual Discharge Rates

If internal dixtuarges. cmunot be climinaitcd cntircly, thk cnginccring conciwn k "l)w oI'sn will the di.•ldgc
occur?" A feel for this nunber can be obtained by referring to Table 3-2 from Coakley. In dti. ublc the time
required in .,conds for the flux to cq"al 5 x 1011 ctcm2 ks c.irnatd for different q.wac civ~mmucnts. vid shiclding.
11Te are approximatcly 8.6x 104 scmonit in a day and approxinately ,x10 7 Secwd%& per ycar. 11The Aclding 6
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assumed to be aluminum with 2.7 g/cm3 density. One mil is one thousandth of an inch. The fission saturated
numbers ignore the first 12 hours after injection of fission electrons to allow the pumped up belts to equilibrate.
Typical pulse shapes are thought to be in the range shown in Figure 3-8.

30 V Typical ID pulse

(D3

> 1V circuit
sensitivity

t ~100--

Pulse widlh (nanoseconds)

Figure 3-8. Ihtcrnal Dixlwarge Cluiacteristics. Typical ID plbe, are genernucd ot f'•a&rnbiy
small surface areas or in small volumes of inulator, a-d so range froin 10 to
se-vera• huidre millivolts with pulse widths ti tuusecnds.

Tobtc 3-2, Time (Seconds) to Rcxh Minimum nitcral Dixhaire f-luence (Coakicy, 19,S1a)

Einvironment Sufice 20 mnI 100 rIn 250 MrI

Lowenath obit n/A1 2 x 10x
I/2 .•lnchromous Iva I x 106 2 z 10 I x 10lo
1.0•sychromt s n/a I x 106 71 lOs I x 1010

Low earth orbit n/a 2 x 10 S 106
1/2 qndcuh ,us I02 7 3 104 S A 10 1 x ItS
1.0 synchrc;nom, 3.102 1 i 105 3 x 106 1 A 10Q

Fizssion Saturated
Low .th orbit 7?? I A 12 1,5 x •to-
1/2 synchronous• I I !(oI 2 x K0- 411 1 At• 1011

1.0 .ynchr(M.IS I I Ito 7 I0x1 1.7 x 1 1.5 At
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3.4.1. Discharge Rate Depends on Incident Flux

Internal discharges occur on and in materials with very high resistivity. For those materials, the voltage
drop across the material to maintain currents on the order of those flowing in space is reasonably large. The larger
the current the greater the potential difference for ideal Ohm's law materials. From this alone one would expet a
flux dependence on the rate of discharge in insulating materials. Figure 3-9 shows how the assumption of an ideal
Ohm's law material is helpful in determining which materials are internal discharge concerns.

1019

4 IE-18-/4
* t~18 IE-i7

to'1S"• i oE7 /4
4.-

0c 10

•._Approximate Space Current/

1E-13 /

1015E-1

1E-11l

1014 ,
10 10 2 1 3 t 4 1 5

Electric Field

Electric Field (V/cm) Necessary to

Produce
Discharges

Figure 3-9. O(Rus Law •a•teris Vonus Space Cur•r•ws
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3.4.2. Experimental Discharge Rates

Figure 3-10 shows some data from Coakley (1986a) on circuit board materials which indicates a flux
dependence. After the initial sharp rise, the discharge rate appears to be almost linear with the flux.

1000

(for a printed circuit board
and a fission spectrum, see
Coakley, 1986a)

100

N
E

S10 (Notice that the discharge rate
is not linear with accumulated
charge)

I I I
0 20 40 60 80 100

Internal Discharge Rate/hr

Figure 3-10. Flux Vcess bichuhrge Ratw
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Some generic materials and configurations have been investigated for internal discharge characteristics.
Table 3-3 is taken from the work done in preparing the internal discharge monitor for the CRRES spacecraft
(Robinson, 1985).

Table 3-3 Measured Internal Discharge Pulses

Thickness Min Max
Material Shape Voltage Voltage

Fiberglass 125 mils 0.10 5.0
FR4 configuration 2

Fiberglass 125 mils 0.02 100
FR4 configuraioni 6

Fiberglass 125 mils 0.05 1.00
FR4 configuration 4

Fiberglass 47 mils 0.01 0.20
FR4 configumftion 2

SFEP 90 mils 1.00 100.
Teflon coafiguration 6

F-FP 90 mils 0.02 0.20
Teflon confgumrtion 4

FBP 90 mils 0.01 0.20
Won coUfguauton 2

PTFE 90 mitt 0.02 1.00
configuraton 4

PIFE 90 mils 0.03 0.20
conaigwutmo 2

Alumina 40 mils 0.02 40.0
conrigmution 6

3,5. CouplIng to Sessilive Circuits

Once a discharge occurs, the comtinB of energy ptucceds ocdy as decribcd in the discussion of surface
chaiging and discharging. The difference between in kama discharge and a surface dischurge = die, loer
anount of energy usually involved, the slightly famr iniWWal pulse., Wd the possibility of much Closer pmoxifty of
the dizuhoe site to a sensitive CiCUL
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3.6. ID Causing Environments

Internal discharges are caused when charged particles build up on a surface or in the bulk of a material inside
the spacecraft to the point where a discharge occurs. Internal discharging is of concern when the fluence received is
greater than approximately 1011 electrons per centimeter squared. For electrons to penetrate the skin of the spacecraft
and so cause internal discharge their energy must be in the range of 300 keV to 5 MeV. Below about 300 keV
electrons cannot penetrate the skin of a typical spacecraft. Above 5 MeV, electrons typically pass through a box of
electronics, and for elect-onics near earth, the natural population of electrons above 5 MeV is very small. No
laboratory exlriments to date have produced internal discharges with current density less than 0.3 pA/cm2. The
pc.puilation of electronm in most spectra is well below 0.3 pA/cm2 above 5 MeV. Some missions (for example those
to Jupiter) ma) hIwe 'o conmend with harsher environments but those tend to be specialized cases. Each mission
should '..aluate its mission flux independently. It is the peak flux which helps determine the likelihood of internal
discharges. Figure I- I I Aows a typical environment of concern (the predicted CRRES environment an eliptical
oibit from -,zhuUe altitude to geosynchronous).

Predicted and measured laboratory simulation spectrum
for IDM .(after Coakley).

2E-1 1
Laboratory
measure

2E-12

Am$0 SPedicted forcm 2 
11Pr~

2E-13

2E-14
IE-2 IE-1 1 10

Energy (MeV)

Figure 3-11 ID Space Maectron Envinximents; Predicted wd Mea.-turd Lb• army
Simulation Spectrum for IDM (Cakicy el at., 1995)

The evironment near the cath is shown in Figure 3.12. A fission saturated enviiron.,acnt is a good
eta= of the uppcr bond of the pereratg electron fluenc for inwrunal charging cak-ulatins.
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Space Electron Environments (ofter Coakley)

Fig=c 3-12. Space , cMciw Envitumrsws (fCoakky, WOW6azb)

Th time It takes for ma utoIitz to have Its tW aml dieWarics u-ar•l by a fluence of 5.5 9 101 letmc civ
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stare charge for an hour or so, polyimides and Teflon for several hours, and fiberglass composites (like FR4) for
several days. Resistivities of some spacecraft materials are given in Table 3-1.

Table 34. Charging Time for ID Near Earth

Fission

20 mi shielding Typical Storm saturated

Low Earth orbit 2.OE+7 2.0E+5 1.OE+2

One-half
synchronous 1.OE+6 7.OE+4 2.0E+3

Geosynchronous 1.OE+6 1.OE+5 7.OE+3

Fission

100 mi shielding Typical Storm saturated

Low Earth orbit 5-0E+8 5.OE+6 1.5E+3

One-half
synchronous 2.QE+8 8.OE+5 4.OE+4

Geosynchronous 7.OE+8 3.OE+6 1.7E+5

I. Fissioii
(250 m shielding Typical Storm saturated

One-half

synchronous 1.0E+10 1.OE+8 1.OE+6

Geosynchronous 1.OE+10 I10E+8 1 .5E+6
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3.7. Summary

Internal discharges occur when charged particles, primarily electrons, penetrate into floating metal or chunks
of dielectric within the spacecraft. Thus we are limited primarily to the radiation belts where there are significant
quantities of high energy penetrating particles. We are primarily interested in electrons because of their long mean
free paths at typical radiation belt energies in typical spacecraft structures.

Following geomagnetic storms the radiation belts can be emptied and refilled with high energy electrons.
During active times like that the fluxes can reach high enough levels to cause internal discharges. The GOES 4
failure was correlated with a buildup of the high energy electron population. At Jupiter, the quiet time radiation belt
is of sufficient intensity to cause ID's (see the POR in Chapter 5). Internal discharges are especially worrisome as
they occur very near sensitive circuits and do not benefit from Faraday cage design. Care in removing floating metal,
careful elecronic design, and adequate shielding can eliminate or reduce internal discharges.
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Chapter

4
SINGLE EVENT UPSETS

4.1. Single Event Upsets (SEUs) Due to Heavy Ions

Single event upsets am produced in an integrated circuit when a sinsic vanide produces a chwige in the
digital logic, Usually these changes occur in memories, however an SEU can occur in any type of digital logic
which requires informdton retation as pan of Its function. Memories cspeciaily those with a large number of bits
visibly demonstrateSUs, (A memory location is typically mad up of more than one actie devic and connecting
components.) This phenontenor ,en cami a concern In .v awo 1970%s, although It had been predicted eralier, SEUs
btcane a concern because advancin tchlnogy (both CMOS and bipolar) was evolving towards lower power and
higher speed and consequently a smAler amount of charge Involved in storing the Information in the circuit, Lower
power is desirod for mori d =lc energy use. Higher speed is needed for more sophistIcatod progmits and
opera•ional perfonrnano. Speed is a measure of the access time, the risetinte, the delay time or sAne other parameter
that neasures how fam the device can perform its fucicon. As tecMhology hIs advanecd, a bit in dhe device is
reprsented by smaller and smaller amounts of charge. This is Wluitted in Figure 4.1, which the Galileo P•joct
used to expltain to NASA management why this effect was not of concern for Voyager, but was for the Galileo
spacecrafl The y-axis reprswn a quality factor for the device. It is the energy in plcojoulas involved in each
operalon of the device ITe enrgy associated with acah operatioin is the power required to operate the kevice divided
by the time requirted to complete dta operation. For commerca reasoM, chip manufactures. want chips which a2e
(fster. use a mininium of power, wnd hold as much infW mation as possible. As one decreae along the y-axis. oe
Li eihr incrsing die speed of the device or dcrasdn the powcr (or both). The horizontal axis (x-axis) is the
threshold for single event upsets for a device. The smaller this value the larger the sensitivity of the device to SEUs
will be. Thus the spae rep .scted by tis grapth expresses two masurs of "goodness" for the device: its
commercial value, and its hardness to SEUL. The boxes labeled in the sce are the ctual perfomiance of classes of
chip wchnology in the recent past. Basd on past performance the Galileo program hoped to estimae where the
current developme in device technology were WrdnS with respect to SEU hardness. Since commercial forces were
pushing towards as low as poctible a value (or the energy per op don parameter it seemed clcar that devices were
going to becwo more and more sensitive to SEUs unless somethig was done to Wort manmufarrs to the danger.
and to find ways to circumvenz this aspect of smafll and fa•r dovice
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4.1.1. Early History -- (Contributed by E. Petersen, NRL)

Wallmark and Marcus first predicted upsets in 1962. They looked at the evolution of microcircuits and
pointed out that as the devices got smaller they would enter a region in which there would be upsets. This work was
more or less ignored because it was too far ahead of its time. Then in 1975 Binder, Smith, and Holman published a
paper in which they identified upsets in flip-flop circuits in the space environmenL. This work was again ignored.
In 1978 Pickl and Blandford performed an analysis of the upset in dynamic circuits in space. In 1979 May and
Woods showed that upset problems in newly developed 4k memory chips wem caused by alpha particles, and a team
from Aerospace, Hughes and JPL lead by Kolasinski used particle accelerators to test Binder et al.'s single event
upset supposition. Since that time there have been many upset tests and predictions as well as upsets on satellites
using sensitive pars. Upsets have occurred in all kinds of device types including TrL, CMOS, NMOS, and fast
bipolar.

4.1.2. Basic Mechanism

Early experiments with SEU sensitive parts showed that to zero order, the occurrence of an SEU was a step
- function process with a threshold detemnincd by the charge stored on the node in the IC representing the state of the

bit. The simple argument goes that when an ionizing particle passes through the depletion region of the off node in
the flip-flop circuit, the electron hole pairs left along the particle's path are separated by the electric field in the
depletion region, resulting in a short current pulse at that node. If that pulse is large enough and lasts long enough.
the feedback of the circuit will cause a change in the final sar of the circuit. This is interpreted by the rest of the
electronics as a *bit.flip" because that memory location now reads the opposite of what it did before the particle hit
it. Typical flip-flop circuits ore discussed later in this chapter. Figure 4-2 illustrates the paswge of a heavy ion

ed ctionre f the-off no
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0- simplest approximation

cross-section

0.

Threshold:

LET times path length

Figurc 4-3. Classical Experiment Cross-Section. The two key prameters for dewrmining
the SEU tate are ihe threshold Wa the cross-section at large LET times path
length. The actual cross-smcton as a function of LET t=4es path length will
give a more realistc. lower value of the SEU rate.

4.1.3. Linear EnerU Transfer (LET)

The likelihood of an SEU occurring in a I twcult situation is dqapWeca both upan tho churge d psotd by
the inclert Pmticle VW the se an c. -;tcriucs of the ederonk davice. Let us rust coMus-r the c-
depositii ability of the ncideot partice.

The Ma of vCrgy loss of a VX000i is wdnwily exiwesseU in Wrats of OtS stuA4i% pwel dL/dL d1~is the
negy to to the iemt p dcte in uaveoing a distance dx.

L =T Typi.a units am MoVMicmun (4-.)

'Many times this. quantity is divi&4 by the donissty offte tat&ot intateria. so Ulu~ tLk 110Fpin power ot linea Opogy
Uas-'df (LEI) bouxwa

LEIT 1.~&~~~~pdt

Figure 4-4 illuataws the typical behavior of vviros ions in sibh
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SFigure 4-5. Charge Deposited in One Micron

Assuming a one micron devietion region, figure 4-5 shows all ions except hydrogen can produce more than .0 1
picocoulombs in the collection region and hence are of concern. Fortunately, hydrogen is not able to deliver sucha
charge directly. If hydrogen were able to deposit 0.01 coulomb/micron, the upset4 rate of those parts on space

="•"--systerns would increase by 104 to 105 since there ire many mom protons than heavy ions in cosmic rays. In a latei
:• U section we will discuss the effect of non-normal incidence which has die effoct of increasing the distance over whict

__..•.=.an ion can deposit charge. Funnelling (discussed below) and charge diffusion can also Increase the distance over
- ,. whi-h a node can collect charge from an ion track.

SAs mentioned earlier charge separation takes place in the device in regions w here there is an -electric field
present to separate the electron-hole pairs generated along the pailclo's track. Electric fields in semiconductors are
discussed in solid state physics texa.s and circuit design texts (see for example-, Messenger and Ash, 1986, Mead and
Conway, 1980, or Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976) In Silicon technology devices =r made by doping the silicon
semiconductor with ions which either supply electrons or holes. Figure 4-6 is a caruvn of the junction area hich
is essentially free of free electrons nr free holes. Electric fields generaly exist only In these depletion regions
Figures 4-7 and 4-8 show the effect of "forward biasing" and "rever se biasing" on the dopletion region. Thwe mnshli
region in many devices is die reversed biased region, whom' the depleton thick,,ness is large and there are large olU

, fields.
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P-type Silicon n- type Silicon
positive charges (holes) are majority carers negative charges (electrons) are the majority carriers

doped with Acceptors (group III) doped with donors (Group V)
e.g. Boron eg hshrs reiNegative ions are f'xed in the silison e.g. phospno-us, Arsnic

lattice, holes are free to flow in the Positive ions become fixed in the silicon
Silicon lattice lattice, elcctrons are free to flow in the

Conduction band Conduction band conduction band

Femi level

Fermi level

Vale=ce Band Valence Band

When a junction is formed by bringing two differently doped silicons together (or doping different
regions differently) the charge density in the region between the p-type and the n-type region becomes a
depletion region, neither carrier type is majority. The charges rearrange themselves so there is an
electric field in that region. Since there is no external electric field, the Fermi level does not change
across the junction. dcEf = eE =0

. + Free. charges Q0 Q G rtxed charges

0 0. 0" ÷40 0 (D (D (D
+" + + 4. 4"

. 0 0O0 0 0 (0® G
00000 0 000 ( ( (

-I Depletion distane Ili
over which p(cnttal

Conduc tion - --t-d
.. k ii 1xiFeri ntial

Figure 4-6. P-N Junction
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FORWARD Bias: Positive bias on p type semiconductor, reduces the depletion region by forcing majority carriers tow
the boundary, allows current flow across junction easily.
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Figive 4-7. Forwad BMawd Juncton
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REVERSE Bias: negative bias on p type semiconductor, increases the depletion region by

forcing mnajcity ,anders away from the boundary, tends to restrict cunent flow across junction.
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Figure 4.8. Reverse Blac Jncion
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4.1.5. LET and Range

The LET of a particle is dependent on the target material, in this case silicon, and the energy of the incideni
particle. As the energy of the incident particle increases, the deposited energy increases to a broad peak at about I
MeV/nucleon - called the Bragg peak. Beyond that, the ability of the particle to deposit energy decreases to a very
broad minimum near the point at which particles become relativistic. At very high relativistic energies there is a
gentle rising in the stopping power with energy.

The range, R, of a particle is defined as the distance a particle will travel before stopping in a material.

dE dE (E
F = d3' or dx F-)
the'reore

dx =R= 0dEl (43)

where R is the range and E is the initial energy of the particle.
Since dE/dx is given as a function of energy one may integrate the stopping power curve to obtain the rangi

of a particle in a materiad. Northcliffe and Schilling (1970), Ziegler (1980), Litmark and Ziegler (1980) have
produced compilations of stopping powers and ranges for a number of ions and targets. Janni (1982) has listed
stopping powers and ranges for protons. The stopping power and range for protons in Silicon from Janni are
summarized in table 4.8 at the end of this chapter. Using the energy range relation, the effects of shields or
overlayes can easily be taken into account. Given an Initial particle of specified energy, the total range indicates
how far that particle will penetrate the target material. If the target material is thicker than the range, the incident
will not penetrate the target. If the material is thinner, the incident particle will degrade in energy by an amount
such that its rangfter exiting the material plus the distance it raveled in the thin target material is the range it had
at its original energy. If tl• stopping power were constant with energy the new energy would be just the fraction of
the total range left to the Incident particle, but the stopping power is a function of energy, and must be taken Into
ACCOunL

It is important to consider the effects of shielding and overlayers in SEU calculations. Degrading a
particle's energy will actually increase its LET if the Initial particle has an energy above the Bragg peak. Section
4.2.1.2.2 emphasizes the importance of including shielding in SBU calculations.

4.1.6. Funnelling

Without an electric field or differences In electron and hole mobility to separate the charge along an ion's
track, there would be no net cArge at a circuit node. A process called "funnelling" can add to the total charge
collected at a node in the circuit. Funnelling refers to the extension of the electric field which is usually confined to
the depletion layer into the silicon beyond the depletion region. This is Illustrated in figure 4-9. When this
the electrm-hole pairs which normally recombine or very slowly diffuse into the depletion region are rapidly
separatA by the electric field and add to the total charge collected after the ion passes through the chip.

Although the total charge collected when a funnel plays a role may be several times that expected from the
path in the depletion region alone, the pulse still ises and falls in fractions of a nanosecond as it did when no funne
formed. Recent work has shown additional complications. For very heavy ionizing particles leaving a dense track.
recombination becomes important, decreasing the collected charge. For some structures that have very high electric
fields, charge multiplication takes place, increasing the collected charge. For other devices the charge collected by
diffusion is imnportant.
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4.1.7. Current Pulse

The current injected at a node in the flip-flop circuit is the sum) of the prompt charge ,- that is the charge
deposited and separated in the depletion region, the charge "swee p up" in the funnel, and thle charge which diffumi
relatively slowly from the remainder of the ions' path Into the depletion region. The prompt and funnelled charges

are separatd and collected very quickly, on the order of a fraction of a nanosecond. The delayed diffusion component
takes from one to hundreds of nanoseconds to finally be collected. The total cosmic ray pulse injected at the node of
the circuit is then a sharply rising pulse with a rapid decay in a nanosecond or less, followed by a long, slow, small
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current representing the collection of charge which is diffusing from the ion track to the node. A realistic SEU
current pulse has a sharp rise and fairly fast fall time with most of the charge collected in less than a nanosecond (se,
Figure 4-10). So long as the pulse width is considerably less than the circuit response time, the critical charge is
independent of the shape of the pulse. For example, Pickel frequently uses a trapezoidal pulse with a rise time of .0
ns and a full width at half maximum of 0.09 ns (Pickel, 1983).

*M I

1 10 100
Time (nanoseconds)

Figur 4-10. lon Current Pulse

4.1.8. Advancing Technology

One of the important parameters in determining the speed and power used by a device on a chip is the
feature size, The smaller the feature size the faster the processing speed and the smaller the power required to
maintain the memory. Intuitively one would also guess the smaller the threshold for SEUs. The charge stored on:
node should behave like the capacitance of the node -A/d where A is the area of the device. For constant d, the dept
of the depletion region, the critical charge ought to go as the feature size to the second power.

Figure 4-1i shows the critical charge plotted as a function of a feature size for a number of different
technologies. The critical charge essentially follows the simple scaling rule Q - I/L2 over a wide range of device
technologies and feature sizes, L. This underlies the trends in technologies discussed earlier at the beginning of thi
chapter.
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Figure 4-11. Sensitivity Versus Feature Size (Petersen, privato communication, 1987)

4.1.9. Upset Mechanisms .. Circuit Analysis

A detailed consideration of the circuitry involved is always needed in evaluating the response of a circuit to
an ionizing particle. Simple experimental measurements are clouded by the existence of more than one sensitive
region, memory calls which have a sensitivity that depends on the state of the cell, complex shapes of the sensitive
volume, funnelling, and the inherent shielding of the chip when testing at non-normal angles of incidence.

Memory devices can be brwodly categorized as: (1) charge storage devices, (2) voltage storage devices, or
(3) current steering devices. Devices which store charge for their memory, e.g.. dynamic RAMs and charge coupled
devices, determine their memory state by the presence or absence of charge. Voltage storage devices e.g., static
RAMs or CMOS RAMs, detemine their memory state by the voltage which is present at certain nodes In a flip-flop
"circulL Bipolar devices determine their memory state by steering currents such that certain transistors are in an "on"
state, Common bipolar technologies for memory and processor applications include transistor-transistor logic,

and integrated injection logic, 12L All of these devices have some susceptibility to single event upsets
Nichols (1987) ranks curtent technologies as follows:
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least susceptible CMOS/SOS
CMOS
standard bipolar
Low power Schottky bipolar

most susceptible NMOS DRAMs
He also notes that PMOS is susceptible to SEUs. It is important to remember that single event upsets can occur i

any type of digital logic which involves state retention.

4.1.9.1. Charge Storage and Dynamic RAM

In a dynamic RAM (figure 4-12), the bit is stored as charge on the gate capacitance of the "storage
transistor," Q2. The read, Ql, and write, Q3, transistors are used to read, write and refresh the charge on the node
representing the bit. Normally the decay time for charge to leak off the gate capacitance is on the order of 2
milliseconds. If charge left along an iop track neutralizes enough of the charge on the storage capacitor, the refresh
circuit will replace the one with a zero and a bit error will have occurred. In this case the ion does not need to
interact solely with the depletion region and charges diffusing into the gate region may have enough time to
influence the response of the circuit.

00

Figure 4-12. A Dynamic RAM Stormg Cell, in Particular, an N-Channel 3-Trunsistor Cell Composed of a
Stoue Trxnsistr, Ql. and Write and Read Transistors. Positive charge is sutred on tho

gaecapacitance of the storage transistor, C. Electrons collected from ionization in fth
unction of the write transistor, Q3. are a loss of charge from the storage node. When the

charge loss extceeds some critical charge, a bit error occurs. The refresh circuitry reads
the stored charge to refresh it, but rereshes it to the wrong state.
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4.1.9.2. Voltage Storage

The storage mechanism for CMOS memory is the voltage state of the two cross-coupled inverters. This is
illustrated in figure 4-13. The sensitive junctions are the drains of the off transistors. In this case there are two
sensitive junctions, the drain at PI and the drain at N2. Ionization at these junctions will put a voltage disturbance on
the circuit node and can cause the other inverter to change state initialing the "bit flip" and single event upset.

+ V

1 2

Figure 4-13. CMOS Memory Ccl Circuit. P1 and N2 are on. Sensitive junctions are the off junctions

In this case there is a race condition which determines the final state. If there has been enough charge
deposited by the Ion track, the final state of the memory cell will be the opposite of what it was originally. Figures
4-14 and 4-15 show SPICE calculations by C. Cht at Caltech of the voltage on the node representing the bit in two
cases, first where there was notenough charge to cause a bit flip (figure 4.14), and second when there was (figure 4-
15). In both rsses the voltage on the node goes high, but only in the second case is the feedback strong enough to
drive the node tc the opposite state. The passage of a heavy Ion through the device is modeled in SPICE putting a
pulse on the node. The puLse height and pulse width arm varied to produce different total charges on the node. When
the charge is rapidly placed on the node the circuit changes sate. A pulse with a longer pulse but the same total
charge width might not cause a change of sma
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4.1.9.3. Current Steering and 12L

The 12L gate consists of a vertical npn transistor and a lateral pnp transistor which are merged such that the
collector of the lateral transistor and the base of the vertical transistor are a common region. The mechanism for an
error in these devices, bipolar 12L, is ionization within an "off" p-n junction which results in a current pulse being
applied to a circuit node. If the voltage on that node becomes sufficient to cause a change in the state transistor, then
an "off" transistor can go *on" resulting in a signal being applied to a feedback path and a flip-flop changing state.
Figure 4-16 shows the cosmic ray current source and lumped node capacitance and resistance.

S~ In (low)

RL_ I out (high)

NSingle ,~
particle
induced
current

Figure 4.16. 12L Gate Circuit (Picket. 0983)

4.2 Calculation of SEU Rate

Once the circuit sensitivity Is known the upset rate is calculated by evaluating an integral that conmbincs the
target size or cross section, the path length distribuiion through tht charge collecting region, the dLtribution of ions
as a function of LET and spatial parametes. ad the crifical charge of the device. A general formulation of the
problem might be represened as,

seu rat = I d dO dE f,(E.O,O)o(E,O,0)
(4.4)

Rere the summation of over all ion species, 3n& the integration is ovcr all aingles and all energies ( Et ,F), The
numbter of ons of atomic number a. energy E, and moving in the diecion indicated by the angles pet unit energy.is.
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fz(E,80,)

The probability that a particle in the given direction and with the energy E will cause an upset.is

o(E,O,•)

Experiments and experience in space have shown tfat the ability of the particle to deposit charge, rather than its
energy is the most important parameter in determining the SEU rate. Assuming that the cross section depends only
on the LET of the particle, and nothing else, we write the cross section as a function of LET rather than energy, and
rem.ve if from the energy integral, and the summation over ion species. This means that the integral representation
of the SEU rate can be simplified.

-- o- 2n Z=-92 -,

seu rate =f dO o(1etIO ) dE f,(E,0,O)

I0 (4-5)

Now the limits on the energy integral arc tOe range of energies for each ion over which the LET is equal to or greatce
than the LET of concern (let). With this simpliflcation the SEU rate integration can be broken up into independent
p__ s• representing the enviroament and the device characteisics. This simplifits the calculations considerably.
Some work (Criswell, eA W., 1987), however, indicates that this full separation is not accurate, and that there is a
dependeto of cross section on ion species. In the followirg discussion we will assume that the cros section does
riot depend on ft ion spweles, and that the notjn of a sensitive volume described below embodies the physics of
SEU formation. ImProvenitats to thki moudl may be fomod on us as both the technology of integrated circuits and
our, tett methods and u dstanding ,volvcs.

The second pW of the intqnd
z 92 F,

rowse-no the envirowment. Trh entgy range for each Ion species ts that portion of thet Du peak such that the
LET is greate Ow the given LET. This ithown in Figure 4-17. C-1 andoEz2 o eWgIes bctwmi which the
LET is rtaw the L ft uner consudrathon.
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Figure 4-17. LET lisuributiow

This separation allows a divasion of the final fate as a simple phodmto ilof theKoisuich flux and the crass s.ctiot2w*
ratwe dO f*~ dO O(LO.0) OP(L

(4-6)

whm we have lrt L•cprowa tw LET. to cutital ie, Itctnich fiux, (, is cakulawd by w•mistti on6W all cts•itg

&VA on Wot

L) = fluxoet>L) = I IE ff(E.O(-)

The energy limits of the inwegnl ace ukenw 0o4ht the ti' is aliovc the thteshod.
The simplification which flows fo unoita ning the bethviw f the ci(kS ciOn i4 ova Mtoe

signilarn. Etpelimeni' haveT qgesOWd thatthe cress wetion is in some casoes 4 suep iuncion, of I ZT, that is that
be-low a ceuin LET value no upts occur d tft abov thi t LET SEU.S do ccur. uuthn. as :ze angle of the
incoming flu% is varied thcse is a vMr simpleC scatio between the cross Waio, LET thresold nnd angle. It isfound fornic pans Iat ta thlt if ft n•k•cdnt LET i xdivkidd by tihe cosw of the anit: ot the N.4,1 with re.•.ct
to the surfce and the cro setion is tor.sho r;wmd by a fac•t. of the cosine of tbh xnk the rcsuU is 1w Sana Ui
you had normal inciit PaWLcs with•tho effctive L•T,

cOs 0 (44)

This allows fuwhier simpification in cculatinf an utpst rae. Since th g, guir d.WAdkocc is now ilcldwk in dth
effmcidc LET and a smpe cosine tWict.

Thus the Rate relatos can be a ned t.
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iate -+f <ýL)a(L.) U--92
Sf

• • ~L-

= cos 0

So- OoCOS 0

and

0=o0=mL+b

dQ = -dg dcos 0 (4-9)

In particular, a series of cross section and LET :r,-!rs from experimental measurements can be used to
describe the cross section. Using the above equations and expressing dcos 0 in therms of dL

dcos 0 - dL
L (4-10)

"The rate equation takes the fol' :zAing form

rate- -L)o( L )dQ = m(:(Z) + b CD(L)

JL1 IL 2 13 (4-11)

where the inizgral is carried out for each interval and evaluated at the end points of the interval in the usual manner,
This does not a-"ount for particles which hit the edge cf the sensitive region. For thin sensitive regions

one sometimes assumes that the cross section is proportional to the thickness times a typical dimension of the
measured cross sectionFCF and that the solid angle for hitting the edge is roughly proportional to t/k . This results
is an edge hitting coitribution that goes like t*t * the Heinrich flMx. To account for regions where the thickness is
longer than a typical dimension on the surface of the sensitive region, the Heinrich flux is scaled by taking the
Heinrich flux at the threshold LET times /V&T.

Alternatively one can "understand" the observation. irr.agining a volume which collects charge. If this
was a thin 'ectangular volume (such as one would suspect if the depletion region of a transistor on the chip would
be) then one would observe the same "cosine law" type behavior, Physically in the most simple cses this seems to
be what is going on. In that case the upset rate could be understood in terms of the distribution of pathlengths
through a parallelopiped. Thus the SEU rate is of the form:

rate -4 o L) D(d(l)) dQ(
Of (,4.12)

Here D is the distribution of pathlengths, d, throuý,.i the sensitive volume, The. "cross section" is now just a
number in front of the integral. In practice we make the same chaage of variable and integrate over L rather than
angle. For example Adams uscv the following in his popular SEU code CREME,
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rate = 22.5 x a Qrit D dL)flux(let> L

d.

(4-13)

where the flux is the Heinrich flux calculated in the code, the critical charge is based on the threshold LET and the
thickness of the sensitiv.e region, 22.5 is a number that keeps thing& vi the proper units assuming that it takes 3.6
cV to create dn electron-hole pair in Silicon, Qcrit is the critical charge (experimentally the. threshold LET times the
thickness of dho sensitive volume), Lmax is the largest LET for tfie particle environment, dmax is the longest
distance through the sensitive volume,and L is the LET of the particle causing the upset.

d~m= 42a + (4-14)

4.2.1. Integral for Heinrich Curve

The cumulative LET spectrum is the summation of each intearal for each ion species.

flux(let>L0) = X i dE f1(E,0,0)
z~l t(4-15)

where f, is the flux as a function of energy fo' each ion species. This dlstri. ,tion is sometimes referred to as a
Heinrich curve after the researcher who used it in investigating the effects of cosmic rays on genetics (Heinrlch,
1977).

Referring to figure 4-4 or 4.5, one can soe that hydrogen has by far the lowest LET, or deposited charge per
micron.particle among the ions. Experiments have fortunately shown that most pats are not sensitive to upsets
caused by protons passing through a sensitive part of the part. This is fortunate because protons are so numerous in
mos, radiation environments. For most pare today, protons when they are effective in causing rEUs, do so via a
nuclear reaction near a sensitive vo'urnm in the part. Pn-ton caused SEUs are discus.ed separately (see section 4.3) as
they involve a significantly different merhanism than other ions and therefore do not fit into formalism about to be
developed. In the most simple case, whae the cross section and LET threshold do not depend on the angle of
incidence of the incoming particle, the SEU rate is simply the cross section as a function of LET of the incomning
particle integrated over the flux of particles with that LET or greater, In the cas of a cross section that is a step
function, the SEU rate is just the product of the cross section tines the number of particles with LET greater than or
equal to t threshold LET.

4.2.1.1 Environments of Concern

Setting aside proton nuclear reactions for special treatment in .section 4.3, the environment which produces
SEUs is the high energy ion compmnent of the radiation environment. Althmugh not an important ctntributor in
most casn.s to the uilal radiation dose heavy ions wre pesemt in mosat radiatimo fields. Solar flares for exaople
usually conuuin some heavy (z equal to or greater than two) ions. Even planctary radiation belts contain ions.
Jupiter's radiation belts are thought to be rich in sulphur and oxygen. The eah's radiation belt included oxygen and
nitrogen ions. Galactic cosmic rays include a full spectrum of all elements at very high energies (the average cosmic
ray ion energy is .5 GeVlamu). SEU calculations should include heavy ions fromn all of these sources. The gaiatic
cosmic ray Ions arc prewsrnt in most missions, although they may not pencetrate deeply inside plaiutary magnetic
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fields. Solar particle events, although infrequent, produce large amounts of heavy ions at energies usually lower tha
galactic cosmic rays. Missions which spend considerable time in the radiation belts of a planet may also need to
consider the SEU rate produced by ions from the belts. The natural SEU causing environments are summarized in
Table 4-1, where it is noted whether they experience large variations with location or time or both.

Table 4-1. Natural SEU Causing Environments

Strong time Strong position Comment
Natural environments dqd'c dependence (see note)

Galactic cosmic rays no no -I GeV/amu Z > 1

Anomalous component yes no -20 MeV/amu He, N, 0, Ne

Planetary radiation belts yes yes protons; -50 MeV
some heavy ions

Solar particle events yes yes protons; -100 MeV;
some heavy ions

Note: Galactic cosmic rays, solar flares, and trapped radiation all include ions heavier than hydrogen.
"Both proton-caused and heavy-ion-caused SEUs should be considered. The anomalous component
refers to certain singly ionized ions which are seen occasionally at earth and increase the background
flux for those ions in the 10 to 100 MeV/amu range.

4.2.1.1.1 Cosmic Radiation

Although the total number of cosmic ray particles is vcry small compraed to the trapped radiation belts or
solar flares, these particles are at very high energy. Typically cosmic ray energies are measured in GeV/amu. (An
amu is an atomic mass unit; thus these particles have energies on the order of a GeV/nucleon.) Whenever a single
"high energy particle can influence the behavior of a spacecraft, cosmic rays will be imponrtnt. In our context,
cosmic rays - since they include particles of all known atomic weights and number - are of primary concern for
single event upsets.

The bulk of the description to follow is taken from models constructed for SEU evaluations from Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL) memoranda, "Cosmic Ray Effects on Microelectronics" Parts I through IV - N,'L
Reoixts 4506, 5099, 5402, and 5901. The reader in need of more detailed information on static cosmic radiation is
referred t these and the refeences therein. (Adams ct al.. 1981; Adams ct al., 1983; Tsao ct al., 1984; anl Adams,
1986).

4.2.1.1.1.1 Universal Abundance

A': nv' 'ble elements are represented in the cosnic ray .pictrum. T1e olcincotal composition of these
energetic pai;.. ..'s rimilar to 1he universal compL-sition of matter aw determined Itroem the study of meteorites, the
sun and the stats. F;,ufe 4-18 shows the relative abundances of the elements in nature (Cameron, 1980). The
major lements are hydrogen (93.6 percent) and helium (6.3 pertcet). T1e remaining 0.14 perccnt includes all the
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"rest of the elements. This is approximately the composition seen on average in galactic cosmic rays, although the
actual composition varies a lot from flare to flare.

10

8-

Silicon
C

6 iron peak
4-'

.0

- 4--

C 2--

0

-2.-

Atomic Number

Figure 4-18. Universal Abundance. The relative abundance of chemical elements in nature
relative to silicon. Based on studies of meteorites, our sun, and other stars
(Cameron, 1980).
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4.2.1.1.1.2 Cosmic Ray Abundance

As cosmic rays travel through the galaxy, they occasionally collide with nuclei of interstellar gas. The,
resulting nuclear reactions modify the initial composition of cosmic rays. Thus one would expect the observed
cosmic ray abundance, which may be assumed to be identical to the "universal abundances" initially, to differ from
the naturally occurring abundances because of the nuclear reactions with interstellar gas. Figure 4-19 shows the
resulting cosmic my composition at an energy of 2 GeV per nucleon relative to silicon (arbitrarily assigned a value
of 106) (MeWaldt, private communication, 1987). The differences are thought to be explainable by nuclear
reactions with interstellar gases.
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Figure 4-19 Cosmic Ray Abundance. The relative abundance of chcmical clemcnts in galactic
cosmic rays (OCR) relative to silicon for fluxes with 2 GeV per nucleon. For
z < 31 fluxes are for each element; for z between 30 and 60 they are for pairs of
elements; and for z > 60 they arc given for groups of clements (McWaldt, private
communication, 1987).
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4.2.1.1.1.3. Hydrogen Spectrum

The most abundant element in cosmic rays is hydrogen. Figure 4-20, from Adams. et al., 1981, shows
differential energy spectrum of hydrogen (for the most port protons) for solar max, solar m.L, and a "90% worst
case." At very high energies a simple power law with a spectral index of 2.75 is a good ft. A power law specm
of this kind could have been produced by particle acceleration in random moving magnetic fields (Fermi accelerati,
The deviation below about 5 GeV/amu is thought to be due to solar modulation. The amount of wolar moduladoi
depends on the general level of solar activity, thus one sees a variation from solar minimum to solar maximam. ,
very low (for cosmic rays) energies, there is a considerable difference between either solar min or max conditions a
the dashed line representing the "90% worst case." This worst case curve represents the highest
proton spectrum observed with a 90% confidence level including protons from solar flares. This includes most so

= C

0-0-

CL

Kinetic Energy (MeV/nucleon)

Fig=r 4.20. Proton Spectrum. T7he differential spectu~m of hydrogen (Adams et al., 198 1).

4.2.1.1.1.4. Helium Spectra

The diffiere•.tial energy spectrum of heliumn for solar max, solar rain and the Adams 90% worst case is
shown below. The cosmic-may He abundance is approximately 15 percent of the H abundance in die energy range
200-700 MeV/u, and 5 percent above 104 MeV/u. Cosmic ray helium is thought to be mostly primordial materia
that is only about 10% is thought to be secondary products from collisions of higher Z particles with interplanota
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gas. In Adams' model, helium is used for comparisons with other elements because it is distinct from all the singly
charged particles (i.e. protons, electrons, muons, and pions all have one charge); it is plentiful; and it has a charge to
mass ratio similar to the heavier elements (and hence has a similar rigidity). The Helium spectra is shown in figure
4-21

0 Helium

E

Ce

Kinetic Energy (MeV/nucleon)

Figure 4-21. Helium Spectrum. The differential spectrum of helium (Adams et al., 1981).

4.2.1.1.1.S. Extension to Other Elements

The nuclei of hydrogen, helium, carbon, oxygen, noon, magnesium, silicon, sulfur, calcium and iron are all
thought to be primarily pi ,nordial. Thus one might expect them all to have similar energy spectra. Adams in
constructing an easily used and yet accurate model which includes all of the important elements needed for single
event upset calculations has ratioed all elements to either helium or iron. A detailed fit to the hydrogen (Figure 4.
20), helium (Figure 4-21) and iron spectra (Figure 4-22) is provided along with a formula for scaling any other
element to those three basic spectra. From an engineering point of view this is a good technique.

Lithium, beryllium and boron are entirely composed of secondaries and hence have a different energy
dependence than helium. Nitrogen is mostly composed of secondaries but because of some surviving primaries has
an energy dependence different from both helium and lithium. Adams takes these variations in the energy spectra in
account by modifying the ratio to either helium or iron as a function of energy.
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Figure 4-22. Iron Spectrum. The differential spectrum of iron (Adams et al., 1981).

4.2.1.1.1.6. The Adams Model

In the Adams model the differential energy spectra of protons (fl), helium (f2), and iron ((26) nuclei are
given below for energies above 10 MeV/amu:

f(E) = A(E) sin[w(t - to)] + B(E) (4-16)

where w=0.576 radians per year, t0=1950.6 AD, t is the date of concern (in years), E is the particle energy in
MoV/nucleon, and A and B are enegy dependent functions given below.

A(E) = 0.5 [Fmin + Fmax] ; B(E) = 0.5 [Fmin - Fmax] (4.17)

The functions Fmin and Fmax refer to solar minimum and solar maximum conditions of the following e~quation an,
differ only by different constants in the basic equation:

F = (10)m E~l (4-18)
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Hem the exponent of ten, m, is defined by

m = C1 (e)-X 2 [Iog10E]2 - C2  (4-19)

The exponent of the energy ratio is the only factor that changes from solar min to solar max. It is

a-- a0 {1- ()-X 1(log01 E)b } (4-20)

Adams' best fit pamraeter values for hydrogen, helium and iron are given in Table 4-2 (Adams, 1986).

Table 4-2. Basic Spectra: Parameters for Adams' Model Hydrogen (fl), Helium (f2), and Iron (f26) Spectra

Panrmer Hydrogen Helium Iron

ao -2.20 -2.35 -2.14
E0 1,1775E5 8.27E4 1.175E5
b 2.685 2.070 2.64X1 for Fmin 0.117 0.241 0.140
X1 for Fmax 0.079 0.180 0.102
X2 0.80 0.83 0.65
C1  6.52 4.75 6.63
C2 4.0 5.10 7.69

Using these three spectra shapes, the remainder of the clemenis are modeled using the ratios in Tables 4-3
4and 44.0
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Table 4-3. Hydrogen to Nickel: Adams' Model for Galactic Cosmic Rays

Element Ratio: Energy dependence modeled by:

(z):
H(1) -

He (2) 42
Li (3) 0.330 helium spectra, f2, modified as
Be(4) 0.176 f= 0.021 x f2, for E < 3 GeV/u
B (5) 0.480 f = 0.729E-0.44 3 x f2, E > 3 GcV/u
C (6) 3.04 E-2 f0
N (7) 8.7x10 3  (exp[-0.04(logjoE-3.15) 2] + 7.6 x 10-3 cxp[-0.9(logjO,E-0.8)2 ] }f2
0(8) 2.84 E-2 f2
F (9) 6.06 E-4 f2
Ne (10) 4.63 E-3 f2
Na (11) 1.02 E-3 f2
Mg (12) 6.02 E-3 f2 S(E)
Al (13) 1.07 E-3 f2
Si (14) 4.63 E-3 f2 S(E)
P (15) 2.34 E-4 f2
S(16) 9.30 E-4 f2 S(E)
Cl (17) 0.070 Q(E)fr
Ar (18) 0.130 QE)f2
K (19) 0.090 Q(E)fC
Ca (20) 2.1 E-1 f2
Sc (21) 0.042 Q(E)C2
Ti (22) 0.147 Q(E)f26
V (23) 0.070 Q(E)f26
Cr (24) 0.140 Q(E)f26
Mn (25) 0.100 Q(E)f26
Fe (26) - f26
Co (27) 3.4 E-3 fs
Ni (28) 5.0 E-2 f2s

S(E) = f0 for E < 2200 McV/u
S(E) = f0 (l + 1.56x10- 5 (E-2200)) forE > 2200 MeV/u
Q(1) = 16 (1 - exp( -0.075 E0 .4] C,-0.33 (this is the so-called iron subgroup)
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Table 4-4. Copper to Uranium: Raio of Abundances to Iron for Adams' Model

Z Element RiPio to Iron Z Element Ratio to Iron

29 Cu 6.8 E-4 61 Pm 1.9 E-7
,30 Zn 8.8 E-4 62 m 8.7 E-7
31 Ga 6.5 E-5 63 Eu 1.5 E-7
32 Ge 1.4 E-4 64 Gd 7.0 E-7
33 As 9.9 E-6 65 Tb 1.7 E-7
34 Se 5.8 E-5 66 Dy 7.0 E-7
35 Br 8.3 E-6 67 Ho 2.6 E-7
36 Kr 2.3 E-5 68 Er 4.3 E-7
37 Rb 1.1 E-5 69 Tm 8.9 E-8
38 Sr 3.6 E-5 70 Yb 4.4 E-7
39 Y 6.8 E-6 71 Lu 6.4 E-8
40 Zr 0.7 E-5 72 Hf 4.0 E-7
41 Nb 2.6 E-6 73 Ta 3.6 E-8
42 Mo 7.1 E-6 74 W 3.8 E-7
43 Tc 1.6 E-6 75 Re 1.3 E-7
44 Ru 5.3 E-6 76 Os 5.6 E-7
45 Rh 1.5 E-6 77 Ir 3.7 E-7
46 Nd 4.5 E-6 78 Pt 7.2 E-7
47 Ag 1.3 E-6 79 Au 1.3 E-7
48 Cd 3.6 E-6 80 Hg 2.3 E-7
49 in 1.4 E.6 81 TI 1.8 E-7
50 Sn 7.5 E-6 82 Pb 1.7 E-6
51 Sb 9.9 E-7 83 Bi 9.0 E-8
52 To 5.7 E-6 84 PO 0
53 I 1.5 E-6 85 At 0
54 Xe 3.5 E-6 86 Rn 0
55 Cs 5.8 E-7 87 Fr 0
56 Ns 6.0 E.6 88 Ra 0
57 LA 5.3 E-7 89 OAc 0
58 Cc 1.6 E-6 90 Th 9.0 E.8
59 Pt 3.0 E-7 91 Pa 0
60 N1 1.1 B-6 92 U 5.4 E.8

4.2.1.1.1.7. Variation With Distance From the Sun

The flux of galactic cosmic rays varies with location in the solar system, with the largest observed
variations being in the radial direction. The radial gradient is always positive; fluxes increase exponentially with
radial disuce from the sun. The magnitude of the radial gradient varies with both ion species and energy. For
relativistic cosmic rays the radial gradient is expected to be just under 4 percent per AU while for cosmic ray particles
below 100 MeV per nucleon the gradknt is expected to be under 10 percent per AU. Figure 4-23 shows the flux of
four different ions for various hellocentric distancs. The latitudinal gradient is small, under ! percent per degree. and
is suspcd of changing signs each half suA cycle.
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Figum 423. Flux VesusIlehIoccnuic Dits•tn: The University of (.1k4io
(McKibbett. private comamwtia=io. 1987)

4.2.1.1.2 aeavy Ions In Planutary Radiation WIeis

Galactic cosmic rays come to our solar system from great disances wid imt.s pcwtrsw the outward-flowing
soLW wind u) rach the carth. TUe solar wind nmodluXl•tes the cosmic rays by deflecting paxnicles. Lower energy
partcle.s can be completely excluded by the solar magnetic field (see discussion of rigidity in the glossary). As a
result, the cosmic rays rching earth vary with the I I year cycle of Mlar activity. At the maximumn of Solar
activity, cosmic ray intensity is at a minimum and vice versa. The cosqic ray intenrkity, at 1od)etate eOnrgies, var,
by a fotor o[4 t 8 dcpending on the nergy and ion being consdero (see the mod or Adanu ctal.. 1981).

The anomalous componeni is a curious bump or flattening in the difi(w..iin e,"cSgy ,imta of certain ions
like helium, oxygen, nitroger and neon, This feture is stro•gly vf14ted by solar modulation varying in intesidty
by a factor of 100 to 1000 over the I 1 year solar cycl, ii a similar way it cosmic rays. The anomnalous coinpon m.
is mom i,•ense at grcae diances from die sun, so it is rot hought to be from solu Mum The olamtal and
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isotopic composition of the ions suggests th Ointese pmicles did not come from great distances. Fisk et al., 1974,
has suggested that the anomalous component may be interstellar gas accelerated by the solar wind. Such ions would
nrobably be singly icaized regardless of their energy, This would givc, ihem the ability to penetrate the earth's
magnetic field at much lower energies than fully-ionized particles.

The species, abundances, energies and time variations of particles that are trapped in radiation belts vary
greatly depending upon the planet. Planetary magnetic fields influence the particl spectrum that is observed near the
planets in two ways -- fist, the magnetic field of the planet shields the planet from the cosmic ray spectrum and
second, it allows particles to be trapped near the planet in radiaticn belts.

The earh' radiation belts are populated primarily by protons and elcctrons; however, heavy ions have been
observed around the earth and other planets, The possibility of trapped heavy ions raises a serious issue for single
event upset calculations (Adams arid Partridge, 1982).

4.2,1..2.!. Helium

Helium nuclei (mostly alpha parficles) have been detected through(ut die magnotosphere. TIe principal
source of these nuclei appears to be the solar wind (Blake, 1973, and Hovesuidt et at, 1978). The solar wind
particles ar transpo down into the magnelophere and acýelerated by radial diffusion This process was described
theortally by Cornwall (1972) and ha" recently bee shown to -. s'rzbe well the helium ion population in the
magnetosphere (Spieldvik and ritz, 1978, and Fritz and Spjeldvik. 1979). The bulk of the helitm nuclei are.
however, at energies tcM low to penetrate thO walls of a spacecraft. Assuming thaI the anomalous cOmpOnntt
(discuswd below) is singly ionized, Blakt and Friesen (1977) have uggested that anonmiloms nuclei &rntring the

tamospkher might be stripped in the lower georon. thts becoming =sly uapped for perious up to a year or nuor.
T could add heavy os. une.xpecdly, to the npped rdiati.

4.2.1.1.2.2. C, N, and 0

C, N, an 0 have been obseeved in soveai experimems, It is by no ;ncms cla4 dtia the pick-s in all
dies OtWvatios wmr woppe in dOe mzagncxcsphe, but in eah instAnce the, particlos woro forb~dde dioxet "4cc=
by 4he oom• ic cuolff, V the did no cotme in directly from outside,

7T1M is very litl data on .he rci tO Plux of tfpe hCliunm 0d havy Ion abov 10 MeVk. Ad 1 'svud
fthe avalble dat a thOW til estimae to d0•cVr•tin the hCaVy so flux AWvc 10 MOVJU WOU $mr OW thti is
appouely a smns! Auxa of beiw' nuclei and A smaler flux of hea viar nuclei In the ingwnp ton (4*% al I ke.
also oWUnd report of lon.Tastig ctec• -en o the low energy hdeawv fi aOLtr tewW 4tr1- m, puoAy
due to the anonl6ss c Pnonst:

4,.2.1,24. AIomalns Partliles

%oW pawicles hicdcr wn the eart do not Wp"a Wo origiozat outs&tesla ytm OMe coflnte

conUsit of high anergy (up to w20 MeV/AMU) partidle which apear wn be co-rotaing With tW-i% Nktb speed.%Ow
whid and Inwsplaneiay field sanwwres of she so. Another, fth Xaotrt opoet peews to it singly
ionized pi•nlae with an energy in th wgc of Ito AP McVamnu which is m. jalws* pRw.U (W.4 ft- ewa•h
(Adams• • al., 1981). Ihappeared between 1911 and 1972, d4gpated again in& VAW-iiiARiumo" 197$.
140il et al,. (1977). predict 1,i1 the aomalo" compon Wt rowr r th only one evry- oiler iola
minimum, Ie., in --1994. Fis e *I, 1974, Predict tha only Atoms with a first 'oniration r-vential bighwt than
hydroge witl display anomalous specr. and tha the iriw, will be :ingly ionized, If the anomalous Ctmwxtrt i.
singly ionie it will peMneUate much moe deeply into th eant;s mano frield. i1akc And kiw (197 s t$ d
that the pjwcles of the anmalos compotent become suipped ti-dly ne their gonmgetic cut•lf oo4..
consequeAdy tlrvel In the loWW mim-n pl f t•o pped M ticles. Once Utipped, they havea, Potud WStra
rigidity an becaus they are moving in the local minror plme, become more or I-s staly trapped. This leads to a
special cupped populaton o oayg. niu9ogen.4neon4 ad a few other *element which comwln- t•h•e w •,lo .
coMpon (wee T"ae 4-5).

A-malo cosmic rays have cadial gaiem Wa can be as la ge a 15 pe1rv cn per AU (is always positive)
and may dcreae with radia disnce. T7e ltitudinal gradient has a magnitude of 3 to 5 percet per degc an it
believed to change sign in alternate solnr cycles whea the soa magnetic red v.-nes There might also be a
I Percen per depee longWXin%1 -wa
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Table 4-5. Composition of Heavy Ions

Relative Composition (016 = 1.0)

Element Anomalous Comp. Magnetosphere Galactic CR

C .23 ± .09 .21 ±.019 1.13 +.03
N .22 ± .09 .21 ±.041 .27 +.02
0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Ne .07 ±.04 .08 ±.02 .18 ±.01
Mg .002 ± .002 .006 ±.004 .20 ±.01
Si < .02 .004 ± .002 .14 +.006
S ---- < .004 .035 ± .003

- Ar ---- <.003 .013 ± .002
Fe Group ---- .05 ± .02 .084 ± .001

4.2.1.1.2.4. Planetary Radiation Belt Temporal Variations

Planetary radiation belts are relatively stablc, but are influenced by solar and other activity. Solar flares and
other activity produce magnetic storms, aurora and other effects at the earth. This changes the boundary conditions
for diffusion into and out of the radiation belts, alters the geomagnetic cutoff of cosmic rays and influences the
energy distribution in the .eomagnetic tail. Some have suggested that the stable equilibrium population of the
radiation belts is no radiation belts at all. This implies that the belts we see require a source, to continually resupply
particles that are lost in the aurora and elsewhere. Studies of the Starfish nuclear explosion underlie the dynamic
nature of the radiation environment about fie earth. The outer belts are more rapidly influenced by changes in the
solar input than the inner magnetosphere as was seen in the examples discussed in this chapter. Most empirical
models for the radiation belt consequently are long time averages which are useful only for engineering application(s
when atpplied over a period of time comparable to the averaging period of the mode.l.

4.2.1.1.3 Solar Particle Events

"A large fraction of the total flux seen over a year as calculated by a model which avccages data accumulated
over the last solar cycle or two will be due to a few solar particle flares, The flux received at a given location will
depend on how well connected that location is with the solar event and tNe sizc of the event. It is easy to have

*• variations of 100 in fluenee at different points for the same flare. The "connection" between the flare and the point
depends on the conditions between the sun and the spacecraft at the time. For a quiet solar wind of v - 430 km/s a
solar flare at 1540 west of the center of the sun as viewed from the earth will connect to the earth. Of course the
time buildup and decay of the. flares' inmoasq.y will be a strong function c the details of the magnetic field and
currents between the flare and the satellite at the time.

At the present time it is not possible to predict the occurreice of large solar flares other than to state they
will occur. Yet they will continue to dominate the production of anomalies on spacecraft. Statistical models are
being developed to estimate the largest of these flaies (Feynman); however, the iiitensity and number of very large
solar flares seem to vary over many solar cycles and therefore statistical models require a very long time data base for
accurate reaults. Most data on large solar flares is from the very recent past.
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4.2.1.1.3.1. Solar Flare Particles

Adams et al., 1981, describe solar flares as follows:
"Solar flares are sudden outbursts on the visible surface (photosphere) of the sun which release huge

amounts of energy. Most of this energy is radiation in UV and X-rays. A part of this energy, mostly from hard X-
rays, goes into very rapid heating of the solar corona above the flare. This produces large currents and moving
magnetic fields in the corona that accelerate ambient coronal material to very high energies quickly. (For a review of
solar flare particle acceleration, see Ramaty et al., 1980.)

"Many of these coronal particles escape the sun and spray out into the interplanetary r.edium. As the
particles move into the interplanetary medium, they tend to be guided along the existing spiral magnetic field pattern
in the ecliptic plane. As a result, both the intensity and the spectrum observed at earth depend on the relative
positions of the earth and the flare on the sun. For example, a solar wind velocity of 430 km/sec produces a spiral
field that connects the earth directly to points on a solar longitude line - 540 west of the center of the sun as viewed
from earth. For flares at other positions the flux measured at earth will build up more slowly and may contain fewer
high energy particles. The actual degree of "well connectedness" between the earth and the flare site depends on
interplanetary conditions at the time of the flare. These conditions are highly variable and urpredictable. This may
lead to variations as large as 100 in the observed flux from the same flare at different points around the earth's orbit
(see Simnett, 1976)."

The maximum intensity falls off approximately as r-3 compared to the intensity at I AU (see Figure 4-24).
For engineering studies, the dependence inside I AU has been taken as r 2. This seems to be both reasonable and
conservative enough for engineering design.
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Below 400 MeV the total yearly solar flare proton fluence dominates the galactic cosmic ray contribution.
Galactic cosmic rays are, however always present, whereas a single large solar flare lasting only a few days may
account for half or more of the total solar fluence for the year. Figure 4-25 illustrates the typical situation.

I 01ý I• Solar Flare

0--- W

0 10

CL

2 106 SolaraM

.10 100 1000

lEnergy (MeV)

Figure 4-25. Proton differential fluernee for solar flares and cosmic rays at
solar minimum and solar maximum (Adams, 1987, private communication).

4.2.1 1.L3.3. Solar Proton FlIuxes

Ithe eveni-integrated proton fluxes above 30 MeV for the major solar particle events of the 19th an'i 20th
solar cycles are presented in Figure 4-26. Thvis illustrates both the high variability and significance of a single flare.
IVe peak proton flux used in Adamns' model (Adams et al., 198 1) for typical. worst-cawe, wid anomalously large
particle events as a functioni of energy is shown in Figure 4-27.
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Figure 4.26. Solar Flare Occurrences: protons/cm 2 Greater Than 30 MeV. Event
integrated proton fluxes above 30 MoV for major solar events (from JSC,
1987 and King, 1974).
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Figure 4-27. Solar Flares: Peak Proton Differential Energy Flux. Several flare spectra (from Adams ct al., 1981).

4.2.1.1.3.4. Solar Energetic Particle Composition

The elemental composition of particles from solar flares is highly variable. Some cases show enormous
enhancements in heavy elements. Table 4-6 gives the composition relative to hydrogen of the elements through
nickel. The elements above Ni follow in Table 4-7 for the mean composition. Both mean and worst-cases (90
percent confidence level) are given. Multiply the abundance ratio from the table by the appropriate proton spectrum
to get the flare spectrum of any element in the table.
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In the Adams' model, the worst-case compositions of the elements from copper to uranium are obtained by

multiplying the abundance ratios of Table 4-6 by:

1.92 exp 0)

Table 4-6. Mean and Worst-Case Solar Particle Event Composition - Low Z

Element Mean case Worst case Element Mean case Worst case

H 1 1 P 2.3 x 10-7  1.1 x 10-6
He 1.0 x 10- 2  3.3 x 10- 2  S 8.0 x 10-6 5.0 x 10-5
Li 0 0 CI 1.7 x 10- 7  8.0 x 10-7
Be 0 0 Ar 3.3 x 10-6 1.8 x 10-5
B 0 0 K 1.3 x 10 7  6.0 x 10-7
C 1.6 x 10-4  4.0 x 104 Ca 3.2 x 10 4  2.0 x l105

N 3.8 x 10- 5  1.1 x 10- 4  Sc 0 0
0 3.2 x 10-4 1.0 x 10-3  Ti 1.0 x 10-7  5.0 x 10-7
F 0 0 V 0 0
Ne 5.1 x 10-5  1.9 x 10-4  Cr 5.7 x 10-7 4.0 x 10-6
Na 3.2 x 10-5  1.3 x 10-5  Mn 4.2 x 10-7 2.3 x 10-6
Mg 6.4 x 10-5  2.5 x 10-4  Fe 4. x 10-5  4.0 x 10-4
Al 3.5 x 10-6  .4 x 10-5 Co 1.0 x 10-7  5.5 x 10-7
Si 5.8 x 10-5 1.9 x 104 Ni 2.2 x 10-6 2.0 x 10-5
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Table 4-7. Mean Solar Particle Event Compositions -- High Z

Element Mean case Element Mean case Element Mean case

Cu 2.0 x 104 Sn 2.0 x 10-1 0  Lu 2.0 x 10-12
Zn 6.0 x 10-8 Sb 1.4 x 10-1 1  Hf 8.0 x 10- 12

Ga 2.0 x 10-9 Te 3.0 x 10-10 Ta 9.0 x 10-13
Ge 5.0 x 10-9  I 6.0 x 10- 11  W 1.0 x l0-11

As 3.0 x 10-10 Xe 2.7 x 10-10 Re 2.0 x 10-12
Se 3.0x 10-9 Cs 2.0x 10-A1 Os 3.0x 10-11
Br 4.0x 10-10 Ba 2.0 x 10-10 Ir 3.0 x 10-11
Kr 2.0 x 10-9  La 2.0 x 10-1 1  Pt 6.0 x 10- 11

Rb 3.0x 10- 10  Ce 5.0x 10- 11  Au 1.0x 10- 11

Sr 1.0 x 10- 9  Pr 8.0 x 10, 12  Hg 1.o x l0-11

Y 2.0x 10- 10  N! 4.0x 10- 11  TI 9.0x 10- 12

Zr 5.0 x 10- 10  Pm 0 Pb 1.0 x l0-10

Nb 4.0 x 10- 11  Sm 1.0 x l0-11  Bi 6.0 x 10- 12

MO 2.0 x 10-10 Eu 4.0 x 10-12 Po 0
Tc 0 Gd 2.0x 10-11 At 0
Ru 9.0 x 10-11 Tb 3.0 x 10-12 Rn 0
Rh 2.0x 10- 1 1  Dy 2.0x 10- 11  Fr 0
Pd 6.0 x 10- 11  Ho 4.0 x l0-12  Ac 0
Ag 2.0x 10- 11  Er 1.0x 10- 11  Th 2.0x 10- 12

Cd 7.0x 10-11 Tm 2.0x 10-12 Pa 0
In 9.0 x 10- 12  Yb 9.0 x 10- 12  U 1.2 x 10- 12

4.2.1.1.3.5. Ionization State

In recent years, evidence has been accumulating that solar energetic heavy ions may not be fully ionized.
This is certainly the case in the 0.5 < E : 2.5 MeV/u energy rangt, as has been shown by A. Luhn et al. (1984).
At the higher energies of interest here solar energetic heavy ions may not be fully ionized (as has been generally
assumed up to now). Although heavy ions with energy >10 MeV/u would be fully ionized by passing through
sufficient matter, the available data place only an upper limit on their path length in matter (MeWaldt and Stone,
1983).

Fischer et al. (1984) report evidence that solar energetic heavy ions in the energy range 5 < E : 20 MeV/u
are not fully ionized. These authors report upper limits on the charge to mass ratio of heavy ions as low as 0.1 (this
ratio is -0.5 for fully ionized heavy ions). Breneman and Stone (1985) have obtained indirect evidence that solar
energetic heavy ions in the energy range 3.5 to 50 MeV/u have the same distribution of charge states as that
measured for 0.5 to 2.5 MeV/u ions by Luhn et al. (1984). These authors have shown that the systematic abundance
can be understood if the charge state distributions measured by Luhn et al. are assumed for these higher energy heavy
ions.

Most models assume that the SPE (solar particle event) heavy ions are fully ionized. This assumption may
be incorrect from the evidence discussed above. If this is the case, the SEU rates due to SPEs will be systematically
underestimated for spacecraft in low earth orbit, because geomagnetic shielding will not be as effective as the present
model assumes.

Under the present circumstances, the charge state of SPEs is uncertain, so it's not clear how the models for
SPEs should be altered to account for the SPE charge states. Therefore, Adams recommends continuing to use the
present models. A conservative calculation can always be made by neglecting the protection afforded by the
geomagnetic cutoff (i.e., assuming the geomagnetic cutoff transmission function is 1.0 for all energies).
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4.2.1.2. Environment at the Spacecraft Location

The next step in evaluating the environmental part of the SEU rate is to determine the environment at the
part location within the spacecraft. Planetary magnetic fields influence the number of charged particles reaching a
spacecraft. This "magnetic shielding" is very different from mass shielding which degrades a particle's energy. In a
magnetic field, the low energy portion of the spectra is removed, but the high energy particles are unattenuated evei
though they are now traveling in different directions. Inside a planet's magnetic field, one must consider both the
magnetic reflection of galactic and solar cosmic rays, and particles trapped by the magnetic field (Adams and
Partridge, 1982). The spacecraft's mass also influences the particle population at the part by degrading the energy c
the particles as they pass through the material (see discussion on LET in section 4.5.1.5)

4.2.1.2.1. Magnetic Shielding

Earth's magnetic field serves as an extremely effective shield of low to medium energy cosmic rays. The
earth's magnetic field must be penetrated by cosmic rays in order for them to reach a spacecraft in earth orbit. The
magnetic field a cosmic ray must cross to reach a given point within the magnetosphere approximately determines
the minimum energy it must possess. This penetrating ability is determined uniquely by the cosmic ray's
momentum divided by its charge -- a quantity called the particle's rigidity (Appendix 2). To penetrate the earth's
magnetic field, a particle must have sufficient magnetic rigidity (momentum per unit charge) to avoid being turned
away. There is a minimum magnetic rigidity a cosmic ray must possess to arrive from a given direction at a given
point in the magnetosphere. Regions in the outer magnetosphere and near the poles can be reached at much lower
magnetic rigidities than are required to reach points near the earth's equator. In general, for each point in the
magnetosphere and for each direction from that point, there exists a magnetic rigidity below which cosmic rays
cannot arrive. This value is the geomagnetic cutoff. For magnetic rigidities above this value, cosmic rays arrive
freely, almost as though no magnetic field were present.

To obtain the differential energy spectra for the various nuclei reaching the skin of a spacecraft from outsik
the magnetosphere, multiply the flux in the interplanetary medium (for example, from Adams, 1986) by the
transmission function. To do this, the magnetic rigidity, P (in GeV/ec) must be computed for each particle energy
E (in MeV/u), i.e.:

P (E) ) + (4-21)100 03 El

and then used to look up the geomagnetic cutoff transmission. Here A is the atomic mass and Z is the particle
charge (in electron charges). The geomagnetic transmission at any particle energy depends on the particle's charge
through its A/Z ratio. If an ion is fully stripped, then A/Z - 2; however, if the ion is only singly ionized, AiZ a.
Thus the rigidity of singly ionized particles will be much greater than fully ionized particles at the same energy.

4.2.1.2.2. Effect of Mass Shielding

As charged particles pass through material they lose (or gain) energy by interactions with the material.
This effect is dealt with in a number of texts (Evans 1955, Fermi 1950, van Lint et al., 1980, and others].
Computer codes from Oak Ridge National Laboratory's Radiation Shielding Information Center (RSIC) and varioum
commercial and government laboratories have been designed to calculate the flux and fluence of particles given the
shielding configuration. [RISC is a good place to start if you have no in-house shielding capability. Their addres
is ORNL, Box X, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37831-6362, Telephone 615-574-6176 or FTS 624-6176]. Quick one
dimensional estimates can be made from a knowledge of the range energy relations of particles given in the
discussion of LET earlier.
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4.2.2. The Sensitive Volume

The remaining part of the SEU rate integral focuses on the part sensitivity to SEUs. The cross section
information required for this part of the integration, is most easily understood by introducing the concept of a
sensitive volume. Imagine a box which can collect all the charge that is released inside it. When an ion passes
through that box with a constant LET the amount of charge to be collected in the box will depend on how long the
path of the ion was in the box. If the box is a very thin one, the charge deposited by a path which glances from one
end of the box to the other will be much greater than the charge if the ion passes straight through the thin dimension
of the box. All the popular models for calculating SEU rates use the notion of a sensitive volume as the way to
extrapolate from ground tests with low energy monodirectional ions to high energy omnidirectional ions.

This notion of a parallelepiped sensitive volume is the source of the so-called "cosine" law for relating the
LET threshold to the normal incidence LET when tests are done by rotating the angle of the device with respect to
the beam. This also allows the calculation of omnidirectional flux SEU rates, because now each angle has a unique
cross section -- obtained by foreshortening the front surface cross section, and a thickness which is related to the
normal thickness by 1/(cos 0). Shortly we will discuss the "path length distribution" in such a sensitive volume.
The path length distribution is the number of paths th-ough the volume as a function of the length of the path.
Since the LET required by the particle to cause an upset depends on the path length through the volume, the Heinrich
integral must be done for each threshold as appropriate and summed over all possible angles.

4.2.2.1. Determining the Path Length

Single particle effects including SEUs and latchups are highly dependent upon the path lengths of incidznt
particles within sensitive device regions. For example, a sensitive region that is cubical has path lengths that vary
from zero to the square root of three times the thickness of the sensitive volume, whereas a flat geometry can have
path lengths that vary from zero to many orders of magnitude times the thickness of the sensitive region. Since the
path length in the sensitive volume model determines the range of particles that can cause an upset, the shape of the
sensitive volume is a very important consideration in determining the upset rate. Sensitive volumes which admit
long path lengths will respond to lower Z particles at glancing angles while sensitive volumes which do Pot allow
long path lengths will not respond to low Z particles. For most devices in the early 80's the thickness of the
sensitive region was small compared to the linear dimensions of the cross section. This meant that the sensitive
volume was a parallelepiped. This shape for the sensitive volume gives the measured LET threshold an apparent
angular dependence. Most experimenters take advantage of this effect, by assuming a rectangular sensitive volume
and using the l/(cos 0) dependence to determine the threshold. When a normally incident particle does not cause an
upset, the chip is rotated in the beam. If upsets occur at the angle then the threshold is LET1 /cos 0, where LET1 is
the LET of the particle at the sensitive region, and 0 is the angle the chip makes with respect to the beam (see
Figure 4-28).
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Figure 4-28. The Cosine Law

Cdrrently, most single particle effect modeling assumes that all sensitive regions can be modeled as
parallelepipeds, and take the measured cross section as an approximation to the normal area of the sensitive region
parallelepiped. The actual thickness of the sensitive region of the device is then the thickness of the parallelepiped.
This thickness can be determined experimentally by varying the ion species and energy of the incident particles and
noting the SEU rate. Many times the depletion depth is taken as the thickness of the sensitive volume, when this i
known, or it can be determined from doping profiles. When the actual device sensitive thickness is unknown, the
thickness can be estimated by taking the thickness within the range of a likely thickness ftat produces the worst cas
upset rate,

For all single particle effects, the question of effective sensitive region as opposed to actual sensitive regior
must be considered. For example, a thin geometry might allow low LET-induced upsets but straggling might
counteract this by not allowing the particles to remain within the sensitive region long enough for adequate charge
collection. In addition, the slower charge collection from diffusion from outside the sensitive region might have to
be included depending upon the circuits' behavior. The "charge funnelling effect" can either increase the eftcctive siz
of the sensitive region or increase the rate and flux of outer charge collection. The actual geometries are noi
generally parallelepipeds as modeled and the LET will not remain constant. All of these effects can impact the actiui
path length distribution.

If the physical effects just mentioned can either be included in a simple geometrical model or shown to be
of minor Importance, then the path length distribution calculation reduces to a mathematical problem. The
mathematical portion of this problem has been investigated by a number of researchers in recent years. Petroff
derived the differential path length distribution for a parallelepiped. Shapiro, Petersen and Adams (1982) showed the
equivalence of Petroffs equations with the integral path length distribution used by Pickel and Blandford (1980),
calculated some examples for SEUs and discussed some of the approximations being used. Bendel (1984) greatly
simplified Petroff's equations and investigated the characteristics of the distribution. Various forms of the Petroff
equations along with other techniques are included in the current SEU models being used. Figvre 4.29 shows a
typical chord length distribution. In this case the spikes characteristic of a path through the volume in the director
of one of the sides of the box show up at 10 and 20 (the box dimensions).
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Figure 4-29. Path Lcngth Distribution Function (Ecader. 1984)

4.2.4. Part Data

The key component in predicting SELC rawes is obtaining infornnation about the part. The SEU rate is very
dependent upon the technology and design of the circuit. The best situation is when there is a complete analysis of
the part coupled with experimental SEU vcrlfica•loa, e.g. Zoutendyck et al.'s (1985) analysis of the AM2901B 8rt.,
Predictions of SEU rates are usually based upon Umit&d analysis: a simulation of the part and/or Pcccleator testing
to determine threshold LET and cross-section.

Tmnsient circuit analysis determlnes the critical chlge of the part if the equivalent circuit parameters are
known or can be estimated. The circuits ame modeled by compuu.r simulation using programs such as SYSCAP or
SPICE. The cosmic ray is simulated by application of a current pulse from a generator that is placed in parallel with
the appropriate junction in the circuit. The curnent pulse amplitude is thea varied to find the threshold for mencory
state change;. The critical charge is given by the time integral of the minimum.' current pulse to cause error.

Some only believe test results. Chapter 8 deals with SEU tests which determine the threshold(s), and cross
section for SEU. If the threshold is low enough, both proton and heavy ion test results are needed to determine the
SEU rate. A comprehensive SEU test plan will include if necessary temperature, fiquency, voltage, and particle
effects, and determine latch-up susceptibility.
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4.2.5. Available SEU Rate Calculations

The following sections present two of the most popular techniques for calculating the SEU rate. The first,
Petersen (1983) estimates the SEU rate based on the sensitive volume. The second, Adams (1981), includes a
number of the factors we have discussed in this section. In all of these calculations the effects of shielding both by
the mass surrounding the device, and by the magnetic field surrounding the spacecraft need to be included.

4.2.5.1. Petersen Approximation

If the critical charge and the dimensions of the sensitive region are known then the SEU rate can be
approximated by the following formula:

abc 2

(Q critical)2  (4-22)

where a and b are the dimensions of the sensitive region that are perlvcndicular to the normal and c is the depth of the
sensitive region. The proportionality constant will be dependent on the technology and the environment.

Since the zritical LET is simply the critical charge divided by the depth of the sensitive region, the
approximate rate can be given in terms of fth device area and the critical LET as:

R device area limitinn cross-section (4-2.)
(LET critical)2  (LET critical) 2

For geosynchronous galactic cosmic ray fluxes the error raw bec•ms,

R - 5 x 10-1' a omncrons 2 . (4-24)
LET g. micro J

where q is the limiting cross-section (ab). and LET is the threshold LET = Qc, Q is the critical cl hge mid c iS the

thickness of the sensitive region.

4.2.5.2. Waeltled Calculation - Adams, 1981

When upses are cauw-d by intensely ioni•ing particles originating outside the s•ncrakmt these purticles
gcnerally pass through the ensitive volume of the memory cell at a high velocity. w that their rate Of ioniiation or
linear energy transfer (LET) does not change over the dimensions of that ."iiive volume. This neans that the LLT
spcua can be used to estimame upset rams. One method for esinuiang the u;w rate is,

rate = 22.5 n a 2.5 Q o((L)]fux(L> L

(4-25)
where,

flux(let>'L is the integral LET spectrum in&ide the Vpaccaft in parices/m2 e s.

L is the LET in MeV cm2/g.
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the largest paihlength of the sensitive volume is dmax = + t

t is the thickness of the sensitive volume

S_-o . D(d(L)) is the diffrential path length distribuion of particles passing through the sensitive volume incm2 lg.

U is the surface area of the sensitive volume in m2,

Qcrit is the minimum ewcc'ial charge (in picacoulombs) that must be generated by the ionizing particle to
cause an upset,

L.a = 1.05 x 10 MeV cm 2/g, th high LET any s opping ion can deliver, and

22.5 is the constwat required to got die units right assuming 3.6 eV per electmon hole pzdr.

Th relaimship be•tcen LET and path length is p = 22.5 Qcd/L
To use the nrt equation given above for estimating upset rates, the LET spectrum inside the spacecrft

must be calculated from the particle fluxes in the natural spaw envirownmeL The consta t 22.5 is the conversion
Wifro, picocoulombs to MeV assuming 3.6 oV per hole-clectro pair.

Adams. 1986. presents detailed olsuits of SEU calcultions. Figumes 4-30 and 4-31 show some of his
,resu Notice ft tow critical charge devices can have very sinic SEU rates.
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Figure 4-31. SEU Rate for SBP9989 (Adams, 1986)

The calculated SEU rates are for an AMD2901B. The device is assumed to be unifoimly shielded by 0.1
inch of aluminum and in a 600 inclination circular orbit. The SEU rate is plotted versus orbital altitude, separately,
for upsets that result from nuclear reaction caused by protons and upsets that result from the direct ionization of
heavy ions (taken from Adams, 1986). The sensitive volume is taken to be 80x80x3 micrometers with a critical
charge of 0.25 pice zoulomb

Shown is a second example of calculated SEU rates. Conditions are identical to the 2901B calculation in
the previous figure. Noti,'e the large difference in the relative importance of proton induced SEUs und heavy ion
induced SEUs. The sensitive volumes/critical charges for the SBP9989 are: 10xlOxl.8,0.36(30%),
lOxlOxl.8/0.10(10%), lxlxl.8/0.02(70%). Each of the last two sensitive volumes is only sensitive 15% of the
time. I his reflects the reduced cross section with which these low values of critical charge are observed.

4.2.5.3. Comparative Part Technologies

Eac. etchnology will need to be investigated to determine Its SEU sensitivity. Nichols, 1987, has
presented his &sessment of today's technologies, Messenger and Ash, 1986, (p. 299. Table 7-3), give a very
interesting table of SEU rate calculations (geosynchronous error rates vary from 104 to almost 10-3 errors per day
bit). Guidelines arc useful, but cannot substitute for detailed know!edge of the parts used on your mission.

4.3. Single Event Upsets Due to Protons

4.3.1. Introduction

Protons can cause SEUs either by direct ionization or by nuclear reactions which prodluce energetic heavy
ions within the sensitive volume which cause the SEU. For that matter any particle which can produce recoi~ting
heavy ions can cause SEUs. Protons at glancing angles will produce SEUs if their LET is high enough, and they
are not deflected from the sensitive volume. No devices yet flown have been upseL in this nwnner. However, a
number of devices tested have proven susceptible to prowon upsets via nuclear reactiotis.

SEUs caused by proton nuclear reactions involve a two-step prxcess, first the proton must undergo a nucli
scattering. Second that scattering has to occur close enough to the sensitive region for the reaction products, alpha
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particles, silicon atoms, etc., to reach and deposit enough charge in the sensitive region to cause the SEU.
Assuming this mechanism is correct, proton caused SEUs will not be significant unless the heavy ion threshold is
below about 8 Mev-cmA2/gm. This is because silicon has a Bragg peak at 17 MeV-cmA2/gm.Since the likelihood of
producing Silicon knock-on ions at the Bragg peak is rare, an LET of 8 Mev-cmA2/gm is a re,-onable rule of thumb.
The probability (cross section) for proton collision is a strong function of energy -- rising rapidly as the energy
increases. The proton flux is usually also a strong function of energy -- falling rapidly as the energy increases. Thus
the proton SEU rate is a delicate function of energy.

Proton fluxes are discussed in more detail in the chapters on the environment (two and three). Typically,
the cumulative proton flux for both flares and trapped protons can be fitted with a power law or perhaps several
power laws for the energy region of interesL

_ = 4 0(E)-PI ; El > E > E2  etc. (4-26)

The proton flux at the part is based on the energy-range relations given in Table 4-8. Computer codes exist
which use proton cross sections to calculate proton fluxes behind one, two, or three dimensional configurations.

4.3.2. Semi-Empirical Proton SEU Cross-Section

Tle proton-induced upset cross-section is typically zero for proton energies below 15 to 20 MeV. Bendel
and Petersen (1983) have suggested a semiempirical proton upset cross section as a function of an experimentally
determined parameter A (E and A are in MeV),

-- 24 N t4 e-0.,18 1/ E A 12
( ) (7) (4-27)

where t is in 10412 upsets-cm 2 per proton (Bendel and Petersen, 1983). After measuring the cross-section for
proton upsets as a fLnction of energy, A is determined by fitting the experimental data to the above equation. A is
like a threshold, but is not strictly related to the threshold for nuclear reactions in the classical sense. If a great
number of measurements are available, other fits or even numerical integration could b used to calculate the proton.
induced upset rate.

4.3,3, Proton Upset Rate

Th total proton upset rate is

Raae , O(E) x tdiE (4-28)

The lower limit, A, is either the empirical parameter A given in the Bendel-Petersen formulatton above or the
threshold for the onset of proton-induced upsets.
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Table 4-8. Stopping Power and Range of Protons (Janni, 1982)

Proton
Energy LET Energy Loss Proton Range
MeV MeV/g/cm 2  mg/cm 2  Microns

.01 297.95 .034 .146

.0125 328.05 .048 .174

.02 412.5 .0579 .248

.025 456.2 .068 .293
..030 485.7 .0779 .334
.04 517.3 .0964 .414
.07 522.1 .151 .647
.1 491.7 .208 .894
.125 462.5 .259 1.113
.2 390.6 .433 1.86
.3 326.4 .711 3.05
.4 283.6 1.04 4.45
.7 211.1 2.27 9.74
1 . 171.5 3.85 16.5
1.25 150.6 5.40 23.2
2, 110.7 11.3 48.3
3. 84.0 21.7 93.1
4. 68.4 34.9 149.8
7. 45,3 89.9 386.
10. 34.5 156. 713.
12.5 29.1 245. 1052.
20. 20.2 559. 2400.
30. 14,7 1147. 4920.
40. 11.7 1912. 8240.
70. 7.62 5167. 22177.
100. 5.84 9703. 41643.
125. 4,97 14345. 61567.
200. 3.63 32.3 gm/ci 2  138.480 mm
300. 2.86 63.6 273.
400. 2.47 101.3 434.9
700. 1.99 239. 1026.
103 1.81 398. 1707.
104 1.84 5530. 23736.
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Chapter

5
The Lessons of History

5.1. Introduction

Perhaps the best argument for including the consideration of environmentally produced anomalies in the
design of a space system is a good example of how the anomaly affected the operation of a system that did not design
to exclude the environmental effect. In this chapter is a collection of reports on various systems that have been
affected by environmentally caused anomalies. Table 5-1 summarizes a number of the known anomalies and their
suspected causes. In almost every case, these space systems were pioneers which helped define the anomaly, and so
should be looked on with gratitude for their pioneering work rather than as examples of designs which neglected good
engineering practice. Technology is sometimes its own worst enemy in that environmentally produced effects that
were Insignificant for one tchaology are purfrmanchatening for an advanced technology.
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Table 5-1 Spacecraft and Anomalies

System Anomaly Comment

Voyager I Power-on Resets Internal Discharges (Leung, et al., 1980)

SCATHA 34 Pulses detected 4 attributed to ID; remainder to surface discharges

DSP False flag from star sensor Possible ID

DSCS II Spin up/Amplified gain Correlated with geomagnetic activity
change power switching
events

GPS Clock shift Made S/C non-operational in 1980, correlated with ID
False command ID suspected as cause

INTELSAT III and TV Spin up

Skynet 2B Telemetry Partially correlated with A index and eclipses

ANIK Power downs

CTS Short circuit noise bursts Moderate substorm several hours earlier
power inverter shutdown

Mea.osat Status changes Correlated with geomagnetic indices

GOES 4 and 5 Up=ets and failure Environmental cause suspected; Loss of GOES 4
thought to be due to ID

Solar Max mission 93LA22 part SEU 10 upsets/year in triply redundant majority vote RAM

S.2. GPS Operations -- contributed by Michael O'Brine, Air Force

During the past few years there appears to be a clear qualitative correlation between high solar activity and
repeatable upsets occurring on board GPS space vehicles. In general we have noted that 3 to S days following
sustained high solar activity certain upsets are possible, Most of these upsets have had serious consequences to
space vehicle health, mission accomplishnont, or both.

The first type of serious upset involves the space vehicle solar array drive electronics. This system
autonomnously steers thc solar arrays nomial to the sun to assure adequate power generation to support vehicle
electrical loads. In April 1983 both solar array drives on Navstar I went into hold mode (i.e. not tracking) without
being comnmnded to do so. Thi.s antomaly, which occurred while the vehicle was out of view, eventually caused the
solar arrays to drift far enough off the- sun to cause a negative power balance. "Tis in turn causcd protective timers
on board to turn off aUl non-esential electrical loads after one hour, leading to loss of vehicle attitude control. The
time required to saf the vehicle and retrrn it to proper three••xs stabilization was two months, during which time
the mission payload was non-functional.
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This same upset occurred again on 8 November 1986, when one solar array drive on Navstar 11 went into
hold mode without command. Fortunately, in this case the orbit conditions were more favorable, so the arrays did
not go very far off the sun and loadshed (that is the turning off of all the experiments so that the attitude control
electronics can be maintained in the face of a decreasing power source) did not occur. This type of upset remains a
potential threat to future GPS Block I operations. The solar array drive electronics on OPS Block II space vehicles
have been redesigned with latching relays to eliminate this problem.

Another serious upset related to high solar activity has been a series of uncommanded re-tunes of the on-
board atomic frequency standard on Navstar 6. This problem has also occurred to a lesser extent on Navstar 2. The
impact of this problem is to make the on-board navigation payload unusable until the frequency standard is brought
back to its original tuning value by ground command. Switching frequency standards on Navstar 6 have reduced this
problem.

High solar activity is also apparently related to upsets in the navigation signal baseband on all on-orbit
OPS vehicles. When this occurs the navigation ranging codes transmitted by the vehicle to users become
unsynchronized, making the vehicle unusable for navigation until ground intervention restores normal operation.
This upset occurs randomly on all GPS vehicles.

In addition to the above examples, there are also a number of less serious upsets which seem related to solar
activity. These include uncommanded resets of the on-board electromagnets and uncommanded reconfigurations of
the telemetry PCM encoder. Payload operation is not affected by these problems.

In summary, while no GPS space vehicle has been lost or permanently damaged due to solar related upsets,
there have been some close calls. In addition, navigation service to users has been interrupted on occasion due to
these problems. A clearer understanding of these phenomena is required to prevent their occurrence on future
spacecraft

5.3. Voyager's Power On Resets

The Voyager I spacecraft experienced 42 power-on-resets (PORs) within the Flight Data Subsystem (FDS)
during its passage through the radiation belts of Jupiter. The Voyager FDS is an on-board computer system
containing a volatile memory system. During the design of this system it was recognized that power line
undervoitage transients could cause malfunctions of the memory and hence uncontrolled computer operations. To
avoid this situation, a circuit was added which sensed the voltage and sent a command to start the POR sequence if an
undervoltage condition was detected. The power-on-reset sequence consists of stopping the processing, stopping the
internal FDS clock, reinitializing the computations if necessary, waiting a minimum period of time, and restarting
the processing if the undervoltage condition had ceased. Unfortunately in packaging this circuit for Voyager, the
circuitry which sensed the undervoltage condition was separated from the command receiver which initiates the power
down and power on sequence. This means that a wire connecting the undervoltage circuits and the command
receivers ran through the system cabling. Subsequent testing on the ground verified that noise pulses in this cable
bundle would produce the POR sequence seen at Jupiter. The sensitivity of the command receiver to pulses in the
cable bundle is seen below in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1. Sensitivity of Command Receiver to Noise Spikes

S.3.1. Effect of POR

Each time this happens a discrepancy of at least 175 milliseconds between the FDS clock and the spacecraft
clock occurs. So the original indications of a problem were slight but important differences in camera angles for the
pictures taken at Jupiter. This was eventually traced back to the scenario just outlined.

Attention now focused on the manner in which a noise spike could be generated to affect this cable bundle.
Many of the mechanisms known to produce noise pulses were investigated .- surface charging, thruster firings.
spacecraft mode changes by commands, velocity and wake effects, and single event upsets. None of these seemed
particulaly plausible; however, as seen in Figure 5-2, the unusual distribution of PORs conrelates amazingly well
with the high energy electron spectrum seen by Voyager 1.
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5.3.2. Environmental Correlation

Such a correlation indicated that the higher energy electrons were depositing enough charge within the
spacecraft in a short enough period of time to cause a discharge. Ground test with Voyager flight spare cable bundles
verified the occurrence of energetic electron caused noise spikes. Two classes of spikes were observed; some very
short pulses which resulted in about one volt across a 50 ohm impedance, and some very short pulses with
amplitudes near 100 volts. The higher voltages were due to short segments of wire that were inadvertently left
floating in the wire bundle. These floating wires could have been spares that were not used, or the lead wires left on
small connectors and not removed when the full number of connectors were not used for the bundle. Peak voltages
as high as 100 volts with pulse widths of 500 nanoseconds or less such as those observed in ground tests cannot be
ruled out for Voyager. Internal discharges such as these are thought to be the most likely cause of PORs on Voyager
1. The extremely harsh electron environment near Jupiter, shown below, (figure 5-3) makes internal discharging
particularly likely since cables in thinly shielded areas will see higher electron fluxes than they would near other
planets.

- Jupiter Stably Trapped Electron Flux Model

10 9 /E 0. 1 MeV

1-0, 10 8

. 10 7

E 1o E? 21 MeV

0
106

10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101112131415161718

Magnetic Shell Parameter, L (R )

Figure 5-3. Jupitcr's High Energy Spectra
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5.4. GOES 4 and 5 Anomalies -- Winfred Farthing, GSFC

The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite, GOES-4 was launched on 9 September 1980;
GOES-5 on 22 May 1981. The primary instrument, an atmospheric sounder, on both GOES-4 and GOES-5 is the
Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer (VISSR). This instrument observes the earth using the spin of the
spacecraft to scan in the east-west direction. A mirror is stepped to produce scans in the north-south direction. Thei
are eight channels of data taken in different spectra regions covering the visible and infrared regions of the spectrum.

Subsystems aboard GOES-4 and -5 have shown numerous instances of anomalous changes in state
corresponding to false commands. Table 5-2 covers a 15 month period for GOES-4 and a 6 month period for GOES
5. There were 27 anomalous commands recorded during that period, 14 on GOES-5 and 13 on GOES-4. The first
anomaly observed on GOES-4 (29 March 1981) was an uncommanded stepping of the VISSR mirror.
Simultaneously the gain in one of the visible channels (number six) had an uncommanded gain step. On 1 April
1981, the mirror again began uncommanded stepping. Ground magnetograms examined shortly after these anomalic
showed evidence of substorm activity, suggesting that these anomalies were environmentally induced. Initial
suspicions focused on surface charging as the cause of these anomalies. A search of the instrument for a site of
differential charging revealed that part of the VISSR second stage radiation cooler was ungrounded. The inner
member of this assembly was grounded through a wire which went into the VISSR electronics package. It was
proposed that charge built up on the ungrounded radiator until a breakdown occurred across the insulating epoxy
bonding the two parts together. The resulting current surge was then conducted through the ground wire into the
VISSR electronics. Tests performed on the GOES-5 spacecraft which at that time was awaiting launch at the easter
test range (ETR) confirmed that the radiator was indeed ungrounded. GOES-5 was modified to ground the radiator.
GOES-5 did not experience this particular command anomaly, but has experienced a number of "phantom
commaWs."
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Table 5-2. GOES 4 and 5 Anomalies

UNIVERSAL ECLIPSE COMMAND COMMAND
DATE iACECRAFT TIME TIME NUMBER(S) NUMBER(S)

3/29/87 GOES-4 11:42:00 08:32 TO 09:34 301/334 AND 302 STEP SCAN ON (PRIMARY
OR REDUNDANT COMMAND)
VISIBLE CHANNEL 6 GAt.
STEP

4/1/81 GOES-4 09:55:31 08:33 TO 09:34 331/334 STEP SCAN ON

4/1/81 GOES-4 10:10:22 08:33 TO 09:34 301/334 AND 302 STEP SCAN ON (PRIMARY
OR REDUNDANT CMD)
VISIBLE CH.6 GAIN STEP

4/13/81 GOES-4 09:03:17 NO ECLIPSE 331/334 STEP SCAN ON (PRIMARY
OR REDUNDANT CMD)

4/14/81 GOES-4 11:36:35 NO ECLIPSE 331/334 STEP SCAN ON (PRIMARY
OR REDUNDANT CMD)

4/17/81 GOES-4 08:38:22 NO ECLIPSE 331/334 STEP SCAN ON (PRIMARY
OR REDUNDANT CMD)

4/19/81 GOES-4 12:35:22 NO ECLIPSE 331/334 STEP SCAN ON (PRIMARY
OR REDUNDANT CMD)

4/20/81 GOES-4 14:35:22 NO ECLIPSE 331/334 STEP SCAN ON (PRIMARY
OR REDUNDANT CMD)

4/21/81 GOES-4 14:45:44 NO ECLIPSE 030 VDM HALF RESOLUTION

4/24W8• GOES-4 09:40:33 NO ECLIPSE 331/334 STEP SCAN ON (PRIMARY
-_ _OR REDUNDANT CMD)

4/28/81 GOES-4 08:36:27 NO ECLIPSE 331/334 STEP SCAN ON (PRIMARY
OR REDUNDANT CMD)

8/20181 GOES-5 08:21:53 NO ECLIPSE 301 CH. 7 GAIN STEP
(FROM 2 TO 3)

8/23/81 GOES. " 11:08:05 NO ECLIPSE 301 CH. 7 GAIN STEP
(FROM 2 TO 3)

3128/11 GOES-B 05:20:39 NO ECLIPSE 301 CH. 7 GAIN STEP
(FROM 2 TO 3)

6129/81 GOES-$ 10:17:01 NO ECLIPSE 301 CH. 7 GAIN STEP
(FROM 2 TO 3)

9/11/1I GOES-. 12:01:30 0426-0527 301 CH. 7 GAIN STEP
(FROM 2 TO 3)

9/12/17 GOES-5 10:47:33 0425-0527 301 CH. 7 GAIN STEP
(FROM 2 TO 3)

10/21/1 GOES-4 14:49:41 081,-0023 030 VDM HALF RESOLUTION

10/10181 GOESS 07:11:03 0421-0511 301 CH, 7 GAIN STEP
(FROM 2 TO 3)

10/10/81 GOES-$ 08:36:55 0421-0611 301 CH. 7 GAIN STEP
(FROM 2 TO 3)

10/11/i1 GOES-5 07:46:22 0423.0510 301 CH. ? GAIN STEP
(FROM 2 TO 3)
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Table 5-2. GOES 4 and 5 Anomalies (Contd)

UNIVERSAL ECLIPSE COMMAND COMMAND
DATE SPACECRAFT TIME TIME NUMBER(S) NUMBER(S)

10/12/81 GOES-5 08:57:35 0425-0507 301 CH. 7 GAIN STEP
--- ___(FROM 2 TO 3)

10/21/81 GOES-5 09:14:00 NO ECLIPSE 301 CH. 7 GAIN STEP
I __(FROM 2 TQO 3)

11/12/81 GOES-5 10:58:00 NO ECLIPSE 301 CH. 7 GAIN STEP
__ .... (FROM 2 TO 31
11/23/81 GOES-5 06:46:11 NO ECLIPSE 301 CH. 7 GAIN STEP

-- __ (FROM 2 TO 3)
11/23/81 GOES-5 10:58:36 NO ECLIPSE 301 CH. 7 GAIN STEP

I_ __II(FROM 2 TO 3)

11/23/87 GOES-4 12:10:16 NO ECLIPSE 331/334 STEP SCAN ON
d1

5.5. GOES-4 Failure -- contributed by Daniel Wilkinson, National Geophysical Data Centh

The Visual Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) on board the western Geosynchronous Operational
Environmental Satellite (GOES-4), failed at 0445 UT, November 26, 1982, as a series of intense storms descended
on the California coasL The VISSR maps the earth and its cloud cover day and night and allows the tracking and
forecasting of severe storm systems. This failure of the VISSR on board GOES-4 deprived weather forecasters of a
important means of tracking the nighttime progress of life-threatening storms as they moved across the Pacific.

The cause of this critical satellite failure is of great interest to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), operators of the GOES network. A study now in progress should resolve the rea.on for
failure and determine whether solar activity caused it. Figure 5-4 was prepared at the National Geophysical Data
Center in Boulder, Colo., in response to a call for information about the earth's space environment at the time of tU
GOES-4 failure.

All GOES spacecraft carry a Space Environment Monitor (SEM) instrument package containing an X-ray
sensor, a three-component magnetometer, and a particle detector. Together these instruments provide continuous
monitoring of the space environment at the satellite's altitude. SEM data from selected satellites are received and
processed for archiving at the Space Environment Laboratory in Boulder. When GOES-4 failed at 135 W longitudc
the reference satellite for SEM archival purposes was GOES-2, located at 108 W longitude. The proximity of the
two satellites suggested that their local environments were similar, and selected data from representative GOES-2
channels were reproduced for November 25-26, 1982.

The top frame of Figure 5-4 shows the prominent X4.5 solar flare reported by the Space Environment
Services Center at 0229 UT. Owing to the Intensity of the flare and the history of its associated sunspot region,
forecasters at that center immediately posted a proton event warning.

Close inspection of the middle frame shows that Indeed the fast, high energy protons in the 110.-500 MeV
range began arriving at the satellites approximately 45 minutes before failure, with slower protons arriving in

Squantity a few minutes after failure. Counts of electrons trapped at geostationary altitude. 6.67 earth rad-i, often shc
a quiet-time daily variation, a variation that produces lower electron counts in the UT morning than in the VT
evening. The electron curve does not drop to quiet-time values on the morning of November 26, indicating the
satellite environment contained a significant electron flux at the time GOES -4 failed. Lacking spectral information
for electrons, however, we can give no detailed interpretation of their importance.

The nmagrcomieters three field components are defined as follows: lip is parallel to the satellite spin axis
and is perpendicular to the satellitc's orbital plane; HE lies parallel to the satellite-earth line and points earthward; I1
is perpendicular to both lip and 11E. and points westward. No magnetic sionn activity was indicated when GOES-4
failed. Notw, however, the correlation etwoen the IH curves and the clectron curve.

This display of the SEM data does not determine the cause of the GOES-4 failure. It does nevertheless rad
the question of solar activity as a contributing factor. According to NASA Hcadquarters, theme are cwiendy 86
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surveillance and communications satellites in geostationary orbit, representing a U.S. investment in the tens of
billions of dollars. An investment of this size will eventually stir renewed interest in Solar-Terrestrial relationships.

[Sprce environment data from the GOES system have been archived continuously since July 1974 and are
available for sale through the Solar-Terrestrial Physics Division of the National Geophysical Data Center -- an
organization known internationally as World Data Center A for Solar-Terrestrial Physics. Inquiries should be
addressed to the National Geophvwical Data Center, NOAA Code E/GC2, 325 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80303
(telephone 303-497-6136).]
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5.6. Los Alamos Anomaly Studies -- contributed by Dan Baker,
Los Alamos National Laboratory

The Space Plasma Physics Group of the Earth and Space Sciences Division at Los Alamos National
Laboratory has available to ft data from a number of instruments in orbit. When investigating anomalies of
spacecraft, especially at geosynchronous orbit they often begin with the high-energy electron data at geosynchronous
orbit. Figure 5-5 illustrates how helpful such data are in identifying the ource of anomalies. In this case star
tracker upsets occur only on those occasions when the high energy flux exceeds a certain level. This indicates some
sort of internal charging anomaly (see Figure 5-5).

HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS
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Figur• 5-5. Electron Count Rate Versus Upsers

I5.8 Operational Impact

From an understanding of surface charging/discharging, internal charging/discharging, and SEU phenomena
gained from the previous chapters aiid the adverse effects these have had on operating space assets as discussed in the
previous chapter, it is clear that something must be done to avoid the adverse effects on space systems of the
environments responsible for surface and internal charging and single event upsets. Literally thousands of anomalies
have been experienced in recent years. Each succeeding generation of electronics has seemingly brought a higher
degree of susceptibility to the e phenomena than those before. This is not surprising bccauw the goal of improved
technologies is to "do miore with less," that is to make electronics faster, using less power, and controlling more.
This translates into having smaller amounts of charge representing more infornation than ever before. Thus,
smaller disruptions are more likely to disturb electronics. These anomalies will not disappear unless the scientific
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and engineering communities understand and allow for what is truly unavoidable, and avoid what can be avoided. In
the remainder of this chapter, the impacts due Io surface and internal charging/discharging and SEU will be discussed
along with operational techniques which are required for space systems which are not successful in eliminating
susceptibility to these problems. In general, of course, it would be better to have space systems which are
completely insensitive to the environment. Engineering for immunity will be discussed in chapter 7.

5.8.1 Surface Charging

The occurrence of charging on the surface of a spacecraft produces effects that can be divided into two areas:
(1) engineering problems due to discharges resulting from the surface charging, (2) the corruption of measurements
due to the charged surfaces.

Operational work-arounds for these anomalies include reloading memories, toleration of noisy data,
switchini, to redundant units, and restarting sequences. In cases where attitude control and station keeping are
concerned, it may require real time updating of atttude control commands. If the discharge rate is low enough this
may only mean an occasional correction. In some cases the discharge merely results in a "flutter" of the control
system which is automatically corrected when the system is updated automatically. Predictions of expected charginE
periods are helpful in this case so that the spacecraft can be monitored more closely during periods of expected
discharges. For example when a spacecraft enters or emerges from eclipse, surface and internal discharges are more
likely than during sunlit times. Periods of solar activity or solar flares are also times in which operational alertness
is essential for spacecraft with known susceptibility to environmental anomalies.

5.8.1.1. Engineering Concerns -- Discharges

The engineering problems in the power subsystem show up as transients on the power line, loss of power
if the plasma density in the.. gion of the solar cells ij too high, discharges on exposed high voltage electrodes,
damage to solar cell strictures and erosion of the regions near the discharge points, and reduction of the efficiency of
solar cells by the reattraction of contamination to solar cell covers. Most of those. -ffects result in a slow degradatio
of the system as the transients are typically damped out by the heavy f thering ol the power subsystem. In that case
a graceful degradation in the operations of the system occurs. When sudden diwharges or shorts occur in the power
system, however, the operator may have to power down and then power up the space system to restore the sys-tem u
a known operating position.

Communicatidos subsystems are affected by transients in the r.ceived or transmitted ;ignals. disturbtances c
destruction of sensitive electronics at the transmit and receive points in the systelm (especially those parts of the
electronics exposed to the environment in the receive or transmit anennas), power Loss due to iftnomena such as
- uitipacting which is related to surface charging through the plasma propeties of the ambient envirninent and thc
potential of exposed contacts in the communications system, and power loss due to the probhm., mentioned in the
power subsystem. In many ca.vs switching to a redundant system will restore normal operation to the system.
However, care mast be exercised if one part of the redundant system a,, been danaged or rsponds in an unusual
way. Careful planning before launch based on a detailed undcrstwiditig of the space system adJ reasonable ground
tests usually is needed for confident response to real-time space situations.

Attitude control, data proce,,ing and other subsystems ar= affected by surface charging and related
phenomena primarily through transient signals transmitted from the discharge sites through the cabling of the
systenm to the victim circuit. Most spacecraft built today rely in part on a Faraday shield design which tends to
provide good isolation between the electronics and the environment outside. Careful and complete IMC testing
usually eliminates coupling of transients caused bby surface charging to dte electronics inside the Faraday shield;
however, the requisite focd •iroughs and openings in the structure of dte sp.)wecraflt allow for ,,me trmnsmission of
transients Iroin die c~terior to the e!cctronics inside. Currents from one major pirt of the structure to anomther (for
example the spinning and d&,,pun parts of a communications spacecraft couple easily to electtonics inside the
spacecraft. Anytime a transient could be responsible for the observed anonialy, surface charging needs to be
considered as a possible cau.w. Promptly characterizing and rexpming such wijaxialies will help deternine whether
they arc environmentally caus;d or indicate another pwblenm.
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"5.8.1.2. Charged Surface Concerns

For some applications, only when a discharge occurs is there a concern. In other cases, the fact that a
surface or surfaces are charged is a concern directly. For example if you have an instrument that is attempting to
measure the low energy part of the plasma environment, even uniform charging of the spacecraft to some potential
with respect to the ambient environment will distort the flux of electrons available for analysis to the instrument.
Surfaces at different potentials with respect to each other and the space environment will further complicate the
analysis of the instrument measurements. The charging and discharging of surface elements as they are exposed to
the sun and shadow easily generate currents that can affect sensitive sensors or electronics. An earth sensor was
affected in this way on an early communication satellite (Wadham, 1986) even though there was no violent discharge
in the usual sense. The alternate charging and discharging of the sensor's body produced unwanted signals in the
sensor circuit. This is one reason that the sun-system-earth angle is interesting in diagnosis of anomalies. Any
periodic behavior in synchronism with spin periods or rotation periods may indicate this type of charging/discharging
phenomenon.

5.8.2. Internal Discharge

Internal charging/discharging presents a similar situation to that just described under surface charging,
except the point of charging or discharging is now located inside the Faraday cage, and is therefore more likely to
couple directly te the victim circuit. Thus a much smaller discharge in terms of total energy or charge is of concern
since the coupling efficiency is much greater. The mechanism is slightly different for internal discharges in that no
photocurrents are present. When transients or discharges are capable of producing the anomalous behavior under
investigation but rno surface charging exists, internal charging/discharging in lightly shielded cables or electronics
"should be investigated. Near earth internal charging events tend to be irregular both because the flux required to
produce them is usually present only sporadically, and because the time to discharge once the flux is present is a
random variable.

No anomalies have yet been attributed to internal charging without a discharge, but one can imagine a
particularly sensitive circuit where large volumes of charged dielectric influence nmasurements.

5.8.3, Single Event Upsets

Single event upsets (SEUs) always occur in the memory parts of integrated circuits. Whenever there are
mistaken commands or data, single event upsets am a possible cause. When single event upsets are susi•cted, the
lpots holding or proessing the anomalous data should be investigated to sce if any of those pars• involved are SEU
sensitive, First consult the tata on parts already tested by various organiz4tions. In general one would espect
SEUs to be a very randkom occurrence, However, there ar cases (solar flares, magnetic shielding, and heavy ion
radiation belts) which increase or decrease dte likelihood of SEUs. Once the pare' snsitivity is established, the
environment will determine the expected SEU rate, Any peculiarities in occurrence arm imnqprtat in distinguishing
the various possible cau.,s of an anomaly. Cycles in the occurrence of anomalies should be examnined for
operational cycles as well as environmental dependence. Sometimes certain activities are more sensitive to the
detection of an anowmly than others. Power cycling, data processing cycles, etc., can superimpose behavior on an
anomaly rate which has little or nothing to do with the environmental cau.e of the anomaly. It is especially
important in SEU investigations to understand the operational variables in determining the anomaly cause.
Operationally, once SEUs are known to be occurring, the usual procedure is to correct the mistaken bits of
information by reloading part or ill of the memory. Although not discussed in this text, single particles can cause
hardware failures. In evaluating a failure or anomaly, single particles froni cosmic rays or trapped heavy ion belts
neeA to be cmidemd especially Ls intgratd circuits get smaller and fasm.
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5.9. Obtaining Environmental Data and Reporting Anomalies

Environmental data is available through either the DOD or civilian groups listed below.

5.9.1. Air Weather Service

The Air Weather Service, through its staff weather officers and staff meteorologists, provides both real time
and historical data and analyses to meet the irquirements of any Air Force project. This is typically done through
Support Assistance Requests (SARs). If the data o" models are lacking, action can be taken to obtain the required
data or capability. In addition, customers are encouraged to contribute data from their systems to further enhance the
general database. A real time database of observed or suspected anomalies at the Air Force Global Weather Central,
based upon operators' reports not only encourages participation by others but also enhances the confirmations of
environmentally induced anomalies.

Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC) through AFGWC/WSE provides real time operational support
in both 24 hour center and tailored support modes. USAFETAC provides retrospective analysis for those programs
doing anomaly investigations with a long time history. Contact the appropriate military officers to obtain this
support.

5.9.1.1. Air Weather Service Support Organization,

The Air Weather Service support organization is organized into two groups, staff weather officers and staff
meteorologists.

5.9.1.1.1. Staff Weather Officers (SWOs)

SWOs are collocated with major Air Force cAmmands. For example, the HQ 4th Weather Wing stationed
in Colorado Springs supports North American Aerospacc Defense Command, Unified U. S. Space Command amd Air
Fore Space Command. Staff weather officers obtain data for operational use.

5.9.1.i.2. Staff Meteorologists

Staff meteorologivas (Su•ffmets) tire collocated with Air Force Syýt.wns Command Product Divisions and
Laboratories. For example Detachment 50, 2nd Wejther Squadron is located at Spacc Division.

Staff iwriciologists otain data to ass•t syste kdsignefs, dev•e•xrs, and engincers in overcoming
environmental !rblems. Staffwnets should be used eady in e•ch program so that the sys,.ims can be desiguix with
due consideration to cnvionznei•mally idulced atotaltei.

S.9.1-2. Real Time Monitoring System

Both guvni•.bad amd satellite dtta ti colieted at AF-WC. The actrtat data is collected in near real time
aid is availabkl.me thereafter. A dataax is ma•hmtained for a nowber of days at AFGWC before it is shilped to
USAF EnvinxewaWl Tchnical Application Center (USAFETAC) for Imnnaet st"o.ungt

-. 9.2. NOAA Space Environmnenai Laboratory -- Reporting Anomalies

The Spxce Environment Service Cente (SESC) provid&s a real tinme support an)d ftoecast service for
operations that are afftted by solar-gophysicai "ctivity. Their number (24 hours a day 7 days a w4ck) is (303)
497-3171. This is an evoiviog service, but ,,nticipate-, Ioviding real time data for anom•.-y investigations and near
real tinae data for up to one m(oth in the pa.t. It is coodinated with the National Gwophysics Data Center (bMow).
WVhe teportng an anomaly the following inforavtlon is typically asked for:
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Customer name, organization and spacecraft
Start and stop time of the anomaly
Location of the spacecraft
Any usual or unusual operations
Description of the anomaly
Any communications problems
Satellite local time, and Sun-vehicle-earth angle

"5.9.3. National Geophysical Data Center

The National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) supports retrospective data request and analysis. A
database of spacecraft anomalies is maintained at the Solar-Terrestrial Physics Division of the NGDC in Boulder,
Colorado. It includes the date, time, location, and other pertinent information about incidents of spacecraft
operational irregularities which are suspected to be due to the environment. These events range from minor
operational problems which can be easily corrected to permanent spacecraft failures. The data base includes spacecraft
anomalies in interplanetary space and in near-earth orbit. The majority of the data base comes from geostationary
spacecraft. About 1600 anomalies have been reported as of June 1987. The data base includes data from several
nations. The database is maintained on an IBM compatible personal computer in a dBase III type file. To
facilitate access to the information, custom software has been written to perform a full range of functions for
managing, displaying, and analyzing the contents. The Spacecraft Anomaly Manager (SAM) software has the added
benefit of
encouraging operators to report their anomali% in a uniform, ready-to-use format. Satellite operators can use SAM
to create a database containing only their anomalies and forward the data to NGDC (address in Appendix 3) on a
floppy disk for inclusion in the master archive,

Histograms of local time, and seasonal frequency show distinct patterns for spacecraft susceptible to static
chabge buildup and subsequent discharge. SAM includes functions to display anomaly collections versus local time
and season. The figures in Appendix 3 show these functions for the GOES satellite.

The data and software are curently available on two IBM compatible floppy disks for the nominal cost of
$30 per disk. Contributors of anomaaly data may obtain the discs on a data exchange basis.

5.10. Unreported Anomalies

hOne of the most truitful colatborations is between fhosc that study the cnvironlmnt and those operating
spacecrtaft in that envirtomet, MNom than providing engineers with etwential data needed to improve future designs.
it alerts operations to environincital cocerns and provides essential clues to uncrsztanding the environment itlf.
One of the hopes for this text is that it will bring together these two groups in ways that will advance the goals of
both groups. Unreported anomalics are a loss to both the spacecraft operators involved and to their larger
_ comunities. T1w effort required to report and analyze an anomaly yields a better u'dersunding of the accrafý its
operations, and the behavior of the envirn.tment, and sggensts better esnginering techniques Wor futue dtsigns.
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Chapter

6
Engineering for Immunity

6.1 Organizing for Success

This chapter presents the concepts needed to conduct a successful design and fabrication of a space system,
which properly considers the possibility of the environment inducing anomalies via surface charging or discharging.
internal charging or discharging and single event upsets. It is most desirable that any hardness or immunity
assurance plan be implemented at the very outset of the program. This alerts everyone involved with the program
that immunity to FSD, Internal Discharge and SEU must be considered in all appropriate trade-off studies.

There is no sure "Fix" for any one of these anomaly causing phenomcna. nor does a solution for one
necessarily piovide a solution for the other two. Such a cure-all does not currently exisi. However, there are
mitigation techniques, circumvention methods, and design approaches which can and am being employed to
minimize the deleterious effects of surface charging/discharging, internal charginrdischarging, trid SE U on satellito
systems. The timely adaptation of the practices and procedures outlined in this :hapwr can achieve this goal.

A successful assurancc plan begins at the inception of the program and is carried through every trade-off and
system design decision. The only sure fix for any anomaly producing phenometon is careful attention to the
phenomenon throughout the progranm. It may not be possible to simultaneously fix every problem, however the
early awareness of each phenomenon and careful consideration of its impact and importance enable a progranm to find
the engineering solutions which will best meet each program's unique needs. T11 recent experience of the dtsign of
the Galileo spacecraft illustate this point. When the parts for the attitude and control systom were first chosen,
single event upsets were not widely known or appreciated. Improvementls in die size and s1led of microelectronics
were driving microelectronic parts in the direction of increasing sensitivity to single event upsets. When this fact
became known, new pwrs woer required to meet both the old remquieemcts for nc•i•ory. yul dose radiation hardns.
speed, and the new requirement of SE.U hardnes.

The keystone of engineering for immunity is a well thought out immunity program. This programn will Nr
as individual as the design team and the project. Ihe plan should begin with the managenent SltucturC already in m,
by the de-sign team. By building oni the familiar management structure, environmen-tal design comsideration
responsibilities can be added to the apwropriate design grouiys, or cot centcrs as necessary. This makes immunity tc
environmental effects the same as any (Aher system problem. Consequently envirolnmenltal conccns will compete
with other con.iderafions at the design level, for the limited .esources in time. mloney, anld effort.

One way to organize a large system effort is to develop a series of project documents which spell out what
is going on. These not only relate the technical requirements and mehods of analysis. but describe the manner in
which various organizations within the parent organization operate. With die possible exception of a "skunk
works." all projccts need documents to know how to respod to requirement,;. "It's not what you don't know. but
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what you don't do" that determines the success of a program. Every Sunday morning quarterback knows exactly
what you should have done and why you should have known to do it. The trick is doing all the things you know
have to be done. Project documents can outline the plan for avoiding problems.

The key to getting all of the activities done which need doing in a complex undertaking is to put the
responsibility for each task with the person who can perform that task. It is important to tailor the task to fit the
players. All involved should understand what is required of them, how they are going to do it, and whom they are
going to give their results to.

Project documents if carefully thought out are one way to do this. It certainly isn't the only way, but for a
large project involving many people with finite capacities for remembering what they need to do, it certainly is a
good way to do it. (It certainly makes the job of finding out after the fact how things were done easier.) Project
documents codify requirements, and institutionalize operating procedures.

The assurance program is nothing more than making sure that the above process is thought through, and is
being followed.

In the table below (Table 6-1) are some documents which can be incorporated into system design and
planning thinking.

Table 6-1. GuidelineslMilitary Standards

High Voltag Standardo/andbooks

MIL-STD.1540 Test Requirements for Space Vehicles

MIL-STD-1541 EMC Requirements for Space Systems

DoD.STD-1686 ESD Control Program for Protection of Electrical and Electronic Parts

DoD Handbook 263 ESD Control Handbook for Protection of Electrical andi Electronic Paris

AFSC Design Handbook 1-4, Electromagnctic Compatibility

Problems can be thought of as having a cause, a medium through which the problem is tranrnitted and a
victim. ThV system aplpmach to eliminating problems is to look at each elmcnat of this path and decide what
combination of actions is required to eliminate the problem (w Figure 6-1). Requirements describe the threat.
Sometime~s the environment can be changed. For example, don'l lawunh during a Lurg solar flare, or, don't fly
through the radtion belts.



Environmental Like any other system

Problem

Environmental
Requirements,
Mission Goals medium of transmission

Systems Engineering,

Configuration Management

Victim

Electronic Design

Figure 6-. Cause-Transmission-Victim Chart

A number of possibilities exist in the configuration and system engineering areas to control the
tansmission of the environmental effects. The final line of defense is at the victim's level. For example the circui
design itself may be made immune to the effect. This approach, to make the radiation problem look like any other
system problem so that it could be attacked on all thre levels in a coordinated manner, benefits from the ideas of
the entire design team.

System and subsystem reviews prowide the program with the visibility to ascertain whether or not
immutity is being designed into the system. Reviews am convenient milestones for logging the acceptance of fth
hardness program and philosophy by the contruactors. Reviews tend to force specialists in the environment, haines,
technol,, y, &Ad the designers to work togcther to satisfy the system requiremcnts.

The reviewing process should be continuous in order to minimix the impact on scheduling and cost, The
timely disLovcry of a problem provides the most options for solhtion of the problem. Replacement parts. testing
praogrms, additional shielding, circuit redesign. and if requtird, s deviations all take lime, Hence ii is imUpomnt
tG closely review all systems for immunity to ESD, ID, and SEU oi a continuing basis.

Qulity Assurance (QA) must be an integril part of any iminmunityiAwrdncss program. This must be done u
dt fabrication site during the fabrication process.

When establLshing a parts reliability program the qustidon of immunity to ESD, ID, and SEU must now b
taken into account. Any approved piece parts list will have to show how dte manufactwcr rates each part for
immunity to anomalous upsets. In cases where this cannot be done. then dte con actor mut asess the ,ituatiot

* and inform the customer of how it will impact his pau reliability progauin.
Once the sysmcm is built and operating, it is too late tA) make design changec, but themr awe olerationtal

chInges ftha can pcrhaps improve a situation. To discover these operational changes it is ncct,%ary to undirstand
how the system works and was dcsigntcd, the environment the syptem is in, and the interaction of the environment
with dte syster.

Any anomalies experienced by a system shoold be reportd as sAxxo a% possible .so that future, systems can
avoid similar uituations, and other olirattw can berefit from your experience. ApeNdix 4 Ists groups which are
intmestcd in sharing ad coliccting anomaly data.
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6.2. Immunity to ESD

The phenomenon of charging has been discussed in chapter 2 and is fairly well understood. At first, a
simple-minded solution seems obvious; don't allow a charge buildup which can result in a subsequent discharge
(ESD) large enough to produce an anomaly to any spacecraft system. This of course suggests "grounding" all
potential sources for ESD. This is easier said than done, since there are so many interactions between the various
systems, sub-systems and structures that must be considered. In the guidelines that follow, a number of options are
presented.

6.2.1. Design Assessment

Use the NASA Charging Analyzer Program (NASCAP) or similar analytic technique to evaluate a given
design. This is to be done in a preliminary fashion to isolate possible discharge sites by computing charging
behavior for a few time steps (about one half-dozen 100 second time steps should be sufficient). The analysis of an
"as built," or "as planned" system is usually more than worth the cost of the analysis in insuring that the designers
actually do what they planned to do. Surface charging can be minimized by materials selection and re-evaluation.
The final choice of exterior materials must be an iterative process since both thermal and electrostatic requirements
must be considered. Qualification for electrostatic surface cleanliness should be conducted by analysis for both
substorm and average conditions. Testing can be limited to the determination of any unknown properties of
materials selected. As part of the charging analysis, the designer should evaluate the impact of possible surface
discharges on system performance. This can be done with one of the available coupling codes (e.g., SEMCAP).
This philosophy considers only surface charging and possible discharges. There exists also the possibility of
discharges due to the high energy particle charging of interior cables. This is discussed under internal discharges.

There are several excellent handbooks on spacecraft charging. Much of the material in this section is taken
from the handbook of Purvis, Garrett, Whittlsesy, and Stevens (1984), and Vampola. Mizera, Koons, Fennell, and
Hall (1985). Assessment begins with the determination of the environment, usually a worst case according to some
criteria. Then analysis using the environment helps locate the trouble spots in the design. This is followed by
trade-offs between the various materials, configurations etc. that arc used in the design vers the risks, costs. etc.
involved with the various options which can be used in designing the system.

There arc two forms of charging of concem in designing a space systean: absolute and differential. For
absolute charging, the satellite charges as a whole: the dielectric surface voltages are "locked" to the ground voltage.
"This type of charging depends on the capacitunce of the system ms a whole to free stace, und the plasm curuen% to
the spacecraft It occurs very roidly (fractions of seconds) during eclip.e charging events when the plasma current is
not balanced by the photocunrnt. and n•re slowly in the Sunlight. Differential clharging depends on the capacitae
of one pan of the sWccraft to ano•her and the relative curent beAween the two surftces. Differential charging
usually occurs slowly (minutes) om slacccraft in homogeneous isotropic plaisas. Differential charging results in a
difference in potential bctween one Iami o the spacecraft and another. Differential charging can change the abolute
charging level of the satellite by influencing trajoCIOnes near the ,pVXCraft body. In some intances a relatively
small patch of highly charged material will crewae a small potential hill in front of the rest of the spacecraft and
thereby prevent photocurenus froin escaping. In that case the entie accraft sinls to a very negative potential.
although the differential chasging is less than would be expected froni simple calcua tions igntring the barrier effect.

Satellite configuration plys a key role in charging behavior. For isotropic environmients, a spinning
satellite usually has a lower spactemaf potential (a few hundred volts) in sunlit charging events than one with large
are.as continually in the shade. A threcaxis stabilized satellite can have large negative spacecraft potentials (a few
thousand volts) in sunlil charging enviroments. Any shaded dileoctric can induce large differential voltages. For
both configuraikms differoitial charging is limited by the thretdimensional barrier effect. fit eclipse charging, Ote
voltage buildup is comtollcd by the sec-odary yield of the dielectrics, rathet than photo.mission. AniskoApic fluxe.s
coupled with the. peculiaritics of the spacecraft coefiguration may influence both differential and absolute clarging.

'The misniori of the satellite detcrnines the extent to which one must control charging interactions.
Nonscientific satllites typically don't need to control the absolute potential, aud their t ily conctrn is with
differential charging when it lead& to discharges which affect .aecraft opera~ion. It is importan to note thal lrgc
absolute charging levels can (through field emission from starp points) kead to di.charges and thwt be of vital
eng•wering oicern. Fo1r a scientific satcllitc absolut charging should be conwolled.
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In considering the mission, configuration, and both absolute and differential charging concerns, the worst
case environment usually determines the surface charging design. There is considerable debate on just what that
worst case is. Gussenhoven and Mullen (1982) suggested four criteria: (a) the measured
environment which produces the largest vehicle frame (ground) to plasma potential difference, ( b) the environment
which produces the largest differential potential between adjacent spacecraft surface materials, (c) the hottest plasma
environment encountered at geosynchronous orbit, and (d) the environment which causcs the greatest number of
satellite anomalies.

Chapter two described some recommended worst case charging environments which can be used in assessin
system sensitivity to surface charging

When a discharge occurs, charge is redistributed around the spacecraft. At one time investigators felt that
large areas of charged dielectric would discharge to space, i.e. a blowoff of charge from the body of the spacecraft.
Subsequent opinion (see Purvis et al., 1984) maintains that only a small portion of the charge actually leaves the
surface in typical spacecraft discharges.

Purvis, et al. (1984) recommend calculating the discharge transient parameters as follows:

Voltage: Use a square. wave approximation of the voltage transient, assuming the voltage pulse rises to th
equilibrium ground potential of the spacecraft, remains at that voltage for the duration of the voltage pulse, and ther
returns to zero.

Current: The current pulse is also approximated by a square pulse where the total charge is made up of twi
parts -- the charge that is lost to space, and the chat e that is redistributed within the dielectric.

Current to space: The charge lost to space is estimated to be

AQ1 - C1 Vol (coulombs) (6.1)

where C1 is the satellite to space capacitance (typically picofarads) and IV01 is the absolute va'ue of the satellite
ground voltage at time of discharge.

Currents in the Dielectric: Based on ground tesu with grounded substrates which give unrealistically high
transfer of charge to space, Purvis et Wl. (1984) recommend assuming that only I percent of the total charge storedi
the dieloctric surface is involved in this portion of the discharge process. This arbitrary assumption stresses the faci
that the dlscharge is limited to a small dielectric &ma Of this one pmc t. 113 is l to space and 2/3 remainson
the dielteic or neuruazs the poiizauon charge:

&Q2  KC2 I Av2 1 (cOulombs) (6-2)

S~what-

K o 0.003 Ls the fraction of total chargs olatoqa•ce

C2  is the capacitne acr w= t mll prtion of the ditlac•ic involved in th discharge

LAW21 is the absolute value of differuntial voletge at the discharwge ss just before the dieharge

iW total charge lasti

AQ = AQ. + AQ2 (coulombs) (6-3)

waWd the current pulse 4:
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The pulse width (At) is uncertain, but is on the order of tens of picoseconds. Experiments with grounded
substrates indicate that the maximum duration varies as the dielectric area from which charge has been removed.
Using this relationship, At can be approximated as:

At - 0.02(0.01 A)0-5 (psec) (6-5)

where A is the dielectric area in cm2.
Once the transient pulses expected have been estimated, coupling of the pulse to sensitive circuits can be

estimated. There are a number of EMC-type techniques available to do this. Most involve estimating capacitances
and inductances from one point to another within the spacecraft, and can be quite complex. Part sensitivity to
transients is also difficult to estimate, although methods are available for the persistent. Military Design Handbooks
on EMC as well as the Don White series of texts on EMC deal at great length with this part of the process of
assessing system sensitivity. The chain of the calculation is to start with the charging environment, estimate the
conditions at breakdown, estimate the resulting pulse amplitude and location, estimate the coupling to the victim
circuit, and (based on the victim circuit's sensitivity to the pulse) assess the system response.

By careful selection of the materials used in a spacecraft the ESD problem can be reduced or eliminated. For
example, the use of grounded conductive coatings and the avoidance of Teflon as an interior dielectric can go a long
way in eliminating ESD problems, However, thermal design considerations may restrict the choices available for
stufaces. Careful trade-off studies which weigh both the charging and thermal considerations are needed.

The best way to avoid differential charging of spacraft surfaces is to make all surfaces conductive and
grounded to the spacecraft structure. By conductive we mean conductive enough to equalize the currents expected
around the spacecraft. Usually the currents in space are small so a resistance which is fairly high by electronic
standards may be adequate. However, typical spacccraft surface materials such as Mylar, Kapton, Teflon, fiberglass,
glass, quartz, or other dielectric materials, do not usually meet spacecraft charging conductivity desires. In sonic
areas (areas adjacent to antennas operating at less than I GHz, or areas where material contamination or thermal
"control is critical) conductive coatings may be out of the question. In other caws indium tio oxide (ITO) coatings or
ohe techniques should be considered.

The following rcommendations are taken from Purvis i at., 1984.
"To discharge surfaces that are being charged by space plasn=s, a high resistivity to ground can be tolerated

because the plasma charging currents are. small. The following guidelines are recomnicadd:

'(1) Conductive materials (e.g., metals) must be groutuded to structure with the snalles ista nc possible

1R < A. . Di

where A Is the exposed surface area of dte cinductor in square centimeters.
"(2) Patially coinductive surfaces (eg., paints) plied over a conuctive substrate must have. a resistvity.

dticams product

n ig 2 x 109. il-Cm2

where r is the material remsistivity in ohio-centimeterl and t is the material thickness in centineters.
"(3) Partkilly conductivc surfwcs applied over a diekctric and grouwded at the edga must have "avtIal

resistivity such that

rh2
--- S 4 x 109. Q -ci"2
t

where r and t are ats •bove and h is the grezvest distance on a surface to a grund point, in cenimetera.
"Tlese guidelines depend on the particular geometry and appl4ication. A siniplilicd t of guidelines is

supphed for early design activitics:
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"(I) Isolated conductors must be grounded with less than 106 fi to structure.
"(2) Materials applied over a conductive substrate must have bulk resistivities of less than 1011 fl-cm.

"(3) Materials applied over a dielectric area must be grounded at the edges and must have a resistivity less
than 109 'ohms per square.' ('Ohms per square' is defined as the resistance of a flat sheet of the material measured
from one edge of a square section to the opposite edge. It can be seen that the size of the square has no effect on thi
numeric value.)

"These requirements are more strict than the preceding relations, which include effects of spacecraft
geometry.

"In all cases the usage or application process must be verified by measuring resistance from any point on
the material surface to structure. Problems can occur. For example, one case was observed where a nonconductive
primer was applied underneath a conductive paint; the paint's conductivity was useless over the insulating primer.

"All grounding methods must be demonstrated to be acceptable over the service life of the spacecraft. It is
recommended that all joint resistances and surface resistivities be measured to verify compliance with these
guidelines. Test voltages should be at least 500 V. Grounding methods must be able to handle current bleed-off
from ESD events, vacuum exposure, thermal expansion and contraction, etc. As an example, painting around a zen
radius edge or at a seam between two dissimilar materials could lead to cracking and a loss of electrical continuity
that location.

"By the proper choice of available materials the differential charging of spacecraft surfaces can be
minimized. At present, the only proven way to eliminate spacecraft potential variations is by making all surfaces
conductive and tying them to a common ground.

"Surface coatings in use for this purpose include conductive conversion coatings on metals, conductive
p-ints, wid transparent partially metallic vacuum-deposited films, such as indium tin oxide. Table 6-2 describes
some of the more common acceptable surface coatings and materials with a successful use history. Table 6-3
describes other commoti surface coatings and materials that should be avoided if possible.

"The following materials have been used to provide conducting surfaces on the spacecraft:

Table 6-2. Surface Coatings and Materials AcceAb for Spacecraft Use (from Purvis et ci.. 1984. p. 13)

Material Comments

Paint Work with manufacturer to obtain pabit that satisfies ESD conductivity requirements
(carbon bl&k) of Section 3.1.2 from Purvis, et al. (1984) and thermal, ahs . and other oncs

GSFC NS43 Has been used in some application whbee surface potentials ar no a problem
paint (yellow) (appentdy will noW dischg.)

Indium tir Can be used whee sm degree of tronpuny is neodeed must be prperly growudl
oxide (250 am) for use on tolar cells, optical wWar reflectora, and Kaon

Zinc o0,ho-titanate flossibly the most conductive whi•e paint; adhesion difficult without cardul attcaaion
pain" (white) to applicatimi Irocedums

loci)Tn Conductive conversion coatings of magnesium, aluninum, etc.. are acceptable

I I I I ll 1 I " II l l II I II I I I I I I I



Table 6-3. Surface Coatings and Materials to be Avoided for Spacecraft Use (from Purvis et al., 1984, p. 13)

Material 0*ý.'amlents

Anodyzc Anodizing produces a high-resistivity surface; to be avoided, The surface is thin and
might be acceptable if analysis shows stored energy is small

Fiberglass material Resistivity is too high

Paint (white) In general, unless a white paint is measured to be acceptable, it is unacceptable

Mylar (uncoated) Resistivity is too high

Tflon (uncoated) Resistivity is too high. Teflorn has a demonstrated long-time charge storage ability and
causes catastrophic discharges

Kapwn .'uncoaled) Generally unacceptable, due to hI4 gh resistivity. However, in continuous-sunlight
applications if less than 0.13 mm (5 mils) thick. Kapton is sufficiently photoconductive
for use

Silica cloth Has been used as anLonna radome, It is a dielctric. but because of numerous fibers, or if
used with embedded conductive mWterxits, ESD sparks may be individually small

Quarz and glass It is recognized that solar cell cover slides, optical surfaces, wid second-surface mirrors
surfas have no substituto3 'ai awe ESD acceptable. lhcir us. must be analyzed a•d ESD tosts

performed to determinc their effect on neighboring elect•onics

"M() Vacuum-metalized dielectric materials in the wonr of sheetr., (iV•-. •o ies, The mcton-substwe
co1 bluons include aluminum, gold, silver, #Ad Inconel on Knpi-a. Tt-No, Mylar. and fuwd Witca,

"(2) Thin, conductve ftont-surface coatings, speciafly indium tin oaxitd on fsed silica, Ka-•on, Tefkuli w
dwwccric $tacks

"(3) Conductive paints, fog (thin pait woaings), carbon-filld Teflon, wr carbon.tlk, poyest, on Kapton
(shlckd bLik Ksptom)

"(4) Conductive adhesi-vs
"*(5) Expsed vonductive face she•t materials (VrVJWpoxy oa metal)
*N6) EthdW avail grids or bonded (or hea canibcdd) meital meshes-o twicmdoa d,- tp1ýAac 6We tapes

BPecause of fth vwriey in the cx urgV~tkm and poier- t~ie fthe 11m. tcvuais. eiher- is a CW e~ding
vari•ty in the pptkicabe gsuu'daag wtrniques •a•. -s ific cixw% tw mol be akbt d k3t insur reliable in-flight
parfom"ac.

"nTu following practim have been found u.eul:

"(1) Coxtductive adk-sives .hould bc used to bnd iuird -sih-ca. iKqpon. and Tefkui wcond-surface mtm'w, to
conductive subsmtes Owa are groudled to sunitutc. If t•etubtkime• %s w4cwatdhucive., retal foil or witv FfirAl
links should be laminatd ii the adhes.-, and botted to numj. Oy(V •.dial solar rcflxtors (OSRS) with
omductiv- (ftomxel) back surfaes .'hkI be uved.

"(2) When cOn-hauve a1hcsWives ar .sd, the lorrg-tam Vutqily .if the niatwalk sys.em mutr bc vcxiflcd,
particulaly conductivity ii vacunm aftcr thermal Cycling, Compatibilify Iof the materials (Cepcially for epoXY
adhesive) in diffctcatial thermal c&ijwm , d kwig-atn resi.tame t galvanic corronion.

"(3) MNetalird TCflk. 41 pgti:ulatly sUcept6ibe to ckictmrtwic dia,:harge degradati(n. cvcn when grounck-d.
Av,'n using it. If thee is uoy .uth.utc for a specifi C•)4lCnaa.m, the effects of electromagneti interference (EMNI)
con1TmaLtot, and otical d mc-ho,,cal an erada iw mus be evaluated.
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"(4) Paints should be applied to grounded, conductive substrates If this is not possible, their coverage
should be extended to overlap grounded conductos.

"(5) Ground tabs must be provided for free-standipg (not bonded down) dielectric films with conductive
surface&

"(6) Meshes that are simply stretched over dielectric surfaces are not effective: they must be bonded or heat
scaled in a manner that will not degrade or contamin,¶e L.he surface.

"(7) There are several techniques for grounding thin, conductive front-swrface coatings such as indium tin
oxide, but the methods are costly and have questionable reliability. The methods include welding of ground wires to
front-surface metal welding contacts, front-surface bonding of coiled ground wires (to allow for differential thermal
expansion) by using a conductive adhesive, and chamfering the edges of OSRs before ITO coating to permit contact
between the coating and the conductive adhesive used to bond the OSR to its substrate.

"Grounding techniques for OSRs include chamfering edges and bonding or welding of ground wires.
Bonding down solar cell covers with conductive adhesive is not applicable. For multil'yer insulation (MU),
extending the aluminum foil tab to the front surface is suitable.

"If tde spacecraft surface cannot be made 100 pecent conductive, an analysis must be performed to show
that the design is acc-ptablk from at E.SD standpoint. Note that not all dielectric materials have the same charging
or ESD characteristics. 1 choice of dielectric materials can significantly affect surface voltage profiles. For
exarr'-le, it has been shown (Rcve" and Staskus. 1981) that cesium-doped microshect charges to much lower
potentA's uner electron iradiation than fused silica, and it therefoie may be p(rcfrrd as a s•'. arway cover slikd
material.

"An adequate analysis preceding the stlcction of nmaterials musm irt It:& spacecraft analysis to detemine
fsurace potetials and voltage gradients, spark discharge parameters (amplitude, duration, frequetncy contenl), and EMI

coupling. The cost and weight involved in providing adequat proction (by shielding and electrical redesign) could
tilt the balance of the trade-off to favor the election of the newcr, sXeemingly less reliable (optic.aly) clharge conttrl
materials that ar eumt reliable frm gs=pccraft charging, discharging, and ekectr;omnactic interferete IOxwtS of
view.

"T'he 'pwvn' materials have their own ens'., weight. avwaibility, variability, and farication effects. In
addition, wuweantntes relating to £pacecf aft charging effects Must be given adequate considrcation. Flight dtU have
shown ipparent optical degradation of swutdar, stable thera comtols matciahs (e.g., optical lar rlectors and
Tflon second-swiface mirrors) dta it far in cEC$S o ground ts pedtts, -an of which could be the iesull of
charge-crhanced at atlo of chuaSdcontaminants. In alddition. craWin spaccraft a•nmalies and (Aihuks way hAve
been IrWucd Wr avoded by using Cbaxge Cost rol m .AerialS.

"1SnIcAlly, ar 5n extecsive ef`r10 to have ncaty -all d1 the .Wa.ccaft swface cfnductive, th renainig
smnall patches of d•imtric may chwge to a gren differentil potential than a lagct -c-a of diclectric would. On the
saidowed sik of a spAcA a s0alI n. of diloctic m3ay be charged rvidly whin dte bulk of sdc spacecraft
ra•nts near n= potantial bccause of photosinsisom from sualit aut.

"A sp4mctt•a with lar.er pvutoins of diketric may have ne.tding electric fieds twbcau!e the dtclct•nc
diminishes the e ffctu f the phtocroisin roess. As a resltl, the sMaccraf't trutue p nial utay go tioic.
n egative and thu rcdc the differntiul voltatge ft-sVAn the dicktric and the p•a•c-crat.

"1 lemson to be leatred is that all dielectrics musm be cexmincd fov their diflecni6al churging. E[ch
dielectric regio £00us N115b asses&x for it~s breakdown %oWLaC. it1 ability ostorxe enargy. anWdw the ffect it caI ha3Ve on
neighorig elctonics (disi-lption or d.-vage) Vind surfa'es tcmion or contmni.atol).

"Otlh meanus to reuce. suface clhrging exist but are tnot well develo•(d and are not in comonittk uage.
One suggestAon for metallic uwrfAcs is an oxide coating with a high secotdary electuon )-ic. ThiA cocept. in a
NASCAP umtpute program simulation, ducd the a•solute charging of a •s•pxaaft dr•naically and reduced
differmentil charging of"•haded Kapton ,dightly. Any slected materialsh.dould be carefully analyrel to inwsuc that
they do no crcate prblems of their own and that they wwok as inwed ovJ theit ervice tiveC."

6.2,.I_. Grounding

Since ungniunded conductors w•hen they di.sch.arge pru.e lare curtrnt and volwgr tsaw cn• . all
cor.ducsing elents. surface and interior, should be tied t) a con-t-ton clectrical groud. nrthcr dtctidy ir through a
resistor. The following -deled inst-utioa.v on grouwdindi e-C from e the oc,"ft charging handboot of Nrvis.
etal. (1984).
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"All structural and mechanical parts, electronics boxes, enclosures, etc., of the spacecraft should be

electrically bonded to each other. All principal structural elements should be bonded by methods that assure a direct-
current (dc) resistance of less than 2.5 mil at each joint. The collection of electrically bonded structural elements is
referred to as "structure" or structure ground. The objective is to provide a low-impedance path for any ESD-caused
currents that may occur and to provide an excellent ground fr- all otner parts of the spacecraft needing grounding. If
structure ground must be carried acr ss an articulating joint or hinge, a ground strap, as short as possible, should
carry the ground across the joinL Relying on bearings to serve Ps a ground path is risky. Structural ground should
be carried across using slip rings dedicated to the structural ground path, some at each end of the slip ring set. The
bond to structure should be ach;eved within 15 cm of the slip ring on each end of the rotating joint, Slip rings
chosen for grounding should be away from any slip rings carrying sensitive signals.

"All spacecraft surface (visible, exterior) materials should be conductive in an ESD sense (section 3.1.2 of
Purvis, et al., 1984). All such surface materials should be electrically bonded (grounded) to the spacecraft structure.
Because they are intended to drain space charging currents only, the bonding requirements are less severe than those
for structural bonding. The dc impedance to structure should he compatible with the surface resistivity requirements:
that is, less than about 109 Ql from a surface to structure. The dc impedance must remain less than 109 Q over the
service life of the bond in vacuwn, under temperature, under mechanical stress, etc.

"All wiring and cabling exiting the shielded 'Faraday cage' portion of the spacecraft (section 3.1.3 of Purvis
et al., 1984) should be shielded. Those cable shields and any other cable shields used for ESD purposes should be
bonded to the Faraday cage at the entry to the shielded region as follows:

"(1) The shield should be terminated 3600 around a metal shielded back shell, which is in turn terminated to
the chassis 360' around the cabling.

"(2) The shield ground should not be terminated by using a pin that penetrates the Faraday cage and receives
its ground inside the shielded region,

"(3) A mechanism should be devised that automatically bonds the shield to the enclosure/structure ground
at the connector location, or a ground lug that uses less than 15 cm of ground wire should be provided for the shield
and procedures that verify that the shield is grounded at each connector mating should be established.

"The other end of the cable shield should be terminated in the same manner. The goal is to maintain
shielding integrity even when some electronics units must be located outside the basic shielded region of the
spacecraft.

"Signal and power grounds require special attention in the way they are connected to the spacecraft structure
ground. For ESD purposes a direct wiring of all electrical/electronics units to structure is most desirable. In
particular, one should not have separate ground wires from unit to unit or from each unit to a single point on the
structure.

"If the electronic circuitry cannot be isolated from power ground, signal ground may be referenced to
structure with a large (>10 kW) resistor. O:ice again, box-to-box signals must be isolated to prevent ground loops.
This approach must be analyzed to assi:e that it is acceptable from an ESD standpoint.

"In some cases it is necessaiy to run signal and power ground lines in harnesses with other space vehicle
wiring. This should be avoided where possible and limited where considered necessary. Excessively long runs of
signal ground lines should be eliminated."

6.2.1.4. Cable Harness and Routing

Cables form the most commc i coupling path from the discharge site to the victim circuit. Care should be
taken in the layout and bundling of caoles not to provide easy coupling from the exterior to sensitive circuits.
Filtering and careful documentation of the actual layout of cables will both help prevent anomalies and aid in the
analysis of any anomalies experiencc<, in space.

6.2.1.5. Faraday Cage Shielding

The key to providing immunity to surface discharges is the concept of a Faraday cage. Discharges, fields,
potentials, etc. outside the cage do not affect anything inside the cage. In practice, penetrations and non.i,,cal
materials compromise the behavior of an ideal Faraday cage, but the concept is still very useful. The spacecraft
structure, electronic component enclosures, and electrical cable shields should be used to provide an electrically
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continuous shielded surface around all electronics and wiring. The primary spacecraft structure should be designed as
an electromagnetic-interference-tight shielding enclosure -- a Faraday cage. This (1) prevents entry of space plasma
into the spacecraft interior, (2) shields the interior electronics from any radiated noise from discharges on the exterior
of the spacecraft. Generally shielding should provide 40 dB of attenuation or more for radiated electromagnetic fields
associated with surface discharges. A 1-mm thickness of aluminum or magnesium will do this if it is as free from
holes and penetrations as possible. The effect of penetrations to the shield can be minimized by feedthroughs,
meshes, and baffles where penetrations are necessary.

Although the metalization on multilayer insulation is insufficient to provide adequate shielding, properly
grounded thermal blankets can be used to increase the shielding effectiveness of the spacecraft. Aluminum
honeycomb structures and aluminum face sheets provide significant attenuation.

Some equipment must be placed outside the main body of the spacecraft, e.g., science instruments mounted
on booms. The cables exterior to the Faraday cage should be shielded to extend the Faraday cage to those electronic
enclosures exterior to the main body. Cable shields have been fabricated from aluminum or copper foil, sheet, or
tape. Shields should be terminated when they enter the spacecraft structure from the outside and carefully grounded at
the entry point. Braid shields on wires should be soldered to any overall shield wrap and grounded at the entrances to
the spacecraft. Conventional shield grounding through a connector pin to a spacecraft interior location should not be
used because this provides a convenient antenna. The unwanted pulse can be used to broadcast its signal within the
Faraday cage.

Care exercised with the shielding and cabling in the design of the spacecraft greatly increases the immunity
to surface and internal discharges.

6.2.2. Mitigation Techniques

Current limiting, filteting, and error detection and correction techniques can be used to mitigate the effects
of both internal and surface discharges.

6.2.2.1. Current Limiting

No matter how careful one is in the design of a system, it may be that pulses will appear on the inputs to
electronic boxes. The military has an extensive experience base from hardening electronics to EMP and SGEMP.
"The current limiting technique developed for tViose threats is also effective for both internal and surface discharges.

6.2.2.2. Filtering

Electrical filtering is a well known method of protecting circuits fromh discharge-induced upsets. The usual
criterion suggested for filter.ing is to eliminate noise below a specific time duration (i.e., above a specific frmqucncy).
On the Communications Technology Satellite (CTS), in-line transmitters and receivers were used that effectively
eliminated noise pulses of less than 5-pis duration. Other filtering concepts include diodes which clamp the peak
voltage below a preset value.

6.2.2.3. Error Detection/Correction

Providing error detection and correction software in the system is another way of designing in immunity.
This technique i., discussed in a little more detail under the topic of fault tolerance in the SEU section.

6.2.2.4. Plasina Contactors contributed by Tod Williamson .. Hughes Research Labs

A number of experiments have demonstrated convincingly that emitting a low-density plasma from an on-
board plasma source, i.e., a "plasma contactor," can offer protection of geosyncthronous-Earth-orbit (GEO) spacecraft
against both differential charging of exterior dielectrics and net charging of the spacecraft frame (Olsen, 1985, Cohen
and Lai, 1982, and Purvis and Bartlett, 1980). (The term plasma contactor was first coined by Mario Grossi of the
Harvard Smithsonian Institution.) This 'active" approach to electrostatic-discharge (ESD) prevention offers the
impo.,amt advantage of freeing the spacecraft designer from difficult thermalIESD trade-offs. In the case of Scientific
spacecrart, having a plasma contactor on board permits operation at local space-plasma potential, revealing charged-
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particle populations to on-board spectrometers that otherwise would be hidden by even small amounts of vehicle
frame charging. Plasma contactors are also used to serve two other applications: (1) lowering the electrical
impedance of electrodynamic tethers by making "contact" with the space plasma (Patterson and Wilbur, 1987, Katz
and Parks, 1985) and (2) clamping the potential of spacecraft that emit charged-particle beams close to space-plasma
potential (Burch, 1986).

6.2.2.4.1. Requirements for ESD Prevention

For ESD prevention, a plasma contactor must be capable of producing a sufficiently dense plasma in the
near vicinity of the spacecraft that the diffusion-limited flux of contactor-produced ions to a charged spacecraft surface
exceeds the space-plasma electron flux (assuming negative charging). For small spacecraft, this requirement can be
met with a simple hollow-cathode/keeper type of contactor, as was successfully demonstrated on ATS-6 (Olsen,
1985). Figure 6-2 shows the ATS-6 spacecraft and the effect of a neutralizer during a charging event. Notice that
the equilibrimn potential is near zero only during the charging event, and that both before and after the neutralizer
was on, the spacecraft was charging. Larger spacecraft (with more than a few square meters of surface exposed to the
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Figure 6-2. Neutralizer Discharge During Eclipse

-3-micronmp-per-square meter space-plasma electron flux) require larger ion currents than can be provided by the

hollow-cathode/keeper devices. To provide this additional ion-current capability, modem plasma contactors employ
small Penuing-typt discharge chambers to increase the fractional ionization of the weakly ionized plasma from a
hollow-cathode/kwper device. The operation of plasma contactors of this enhanced type is described in the next
section.
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6.2.2.4.2. Plasma Contactor Operation

The technology of plasma contactors is derived from an ion propulsion space flight and ground-life test
heritage. A plasma contactor system is shown schematically in Figure 6-3; it consists of a plasma source, a gas-fee,
system, and a power-processor/controller. The plasma source contains two distinct discharge regions: one between
the cathode and keeper electrode, and one between the cathode and anode. A magnetic field is imposed between the
cathode and anode, to maximize the number of collisions electrons experience before they reach the anode. The
magnetic field strength is adjusted so that the impedance that it presents to electron flow results in an electron enerv,
"(about 25 eV) that is favorable for ionizing collisions. The magnetic-field geometry is designed to produce a large
fra-ction of these ionizing collisions in the vicinity of the exit orifice, so that recombination losses on the discharge-
chamber walls are minimized.

PLASMA SOURCE XENON

GAS
SUPPLY
SYSTEM

POWER PROCESSOR/
CONTROLLER

SPACECRAFT
INTERFACE

COMMANDS

dc POWER TELEMETRY

Figure 6.3. Plasma Contactor

Plasma densities of the order of 1017 m-3 are characteristically produced in Penning-discharge plasma
sources. Since this plasma has a potential close to anode potential, ions leave the discharge plasma under the
impetus of the anode-to-space-plasma potential difference. The electrons that leave the source are those from the
high-energy tail of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in the discharge that are energetically able to overcome the
electrostatic barrier that is presented by the same potential difference. The greater electron mobility and larger
temperature (a few eV vs. 0.1 eV for the ions) overcome this disadvantage.
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The particular plasma source that is illustrated below, in Figure 64, was designed specifically for ESD
avoidance on GEO spacecraft. It operates on a flow of 0.5 standard cm 3 per minute (about 2.2 x 1017 atons/s) of

xenon gas and requires a total power of less than 10 W. For applications in which larger ion currents are neeu-ed --

XENON PLASMA

FiurPACESACCLM

for example, experiments in which charged-particle beams are ejected from the spacecraft (Raitt et al., 1982,
Obayashi, 1984) -- larger plasma contactors are available by straightforward modification of existing ion-thruster
designs. A 25-cm (anode diameter) ring-cusp plasma contactor that is capable of producing 4 A of ion current is
shown below in Figure 6-5. This plasma contactor design is based on an advanced xenon ion-propulsion system
(XIPS) which is being developed for station-keeping application on large communications satellites.
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Figure 6-5. 25-cm Plasma Contactor

(,7 2.4.3. Current Bias Relations

The ion current that is produced by a plasma contactor depends upon the potential difference between the
plasma source and the external plasma: it typically reaches a maximum when the source is a few volts above spa(
plasma potential. Figure 6-6 below shows a current-voltage characteristic of the SPACECLAMP contactor. The
measured floating potential is about 14 V. For ESD prevention, this small potential offset would be unimportan
on scientific spacecraft a bias power supply would be needed to establish a zero floating potential.
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Figure 6-6. SPACECLAMP Current

An interesting feature of die relationship measured between the current and the bias is that positive currents
above 2 mA are shown, while the SPACECLAMP contactor has a maximum ion production of I mA. The
additional current consists of clectron collection from the background plasma. The electron-cotlection capability,
which illustrates the bidirectional nature of the plasma-contacting process, is beneficial on spacccraft that actively
emit negative chm'ge.

For ESD prevention, a plasma contactor could be operated continuously, or it could be activated only when
a threatening envionmient is detected. Thc former option is obviously the simplest, but it carries a penalty in that
the gas tankage and plasma-source lifetime must be adequatc for the entire duration of the spacecraft service life.
While plasma sources similar to those discussed here have demonstrated lifetimes in excess of 15,000 hr, the longer
plasma-source lifetmes that w.uld be required by many contemporary spacecraft have not been demonstrated. The
alternative approach, of using instirumentation to detect a threatening environment or the onset of spacecraft charging
and automatically activating the-plasma contactor only when needed, is attractive because of its gas-, power-, ind
lifetime-sparing qualities. Available plasma comtactors am described in the appendix.

6.2.3. Methods of Circumvention

Sometimes, in spite of the best intentions, a sp-ce system is flown that has weaknesses, and is subject to
anomalies. In those cases, circumvention techniques can be developed to avoid real problems and to enable the
system to provide the service it was designed to provide. Circumvention techniques include redundancy, monitoring,
and operational changes to avoid, modify, or respond to the impact of an anomaly.

Many systems provide some level of redundancy in the hardware so that when one side of the system fails
or is upset, it can be turned off and a duplicate system turned on. This is an excellent way to circumvent anomalies
when the rate of failure or upset is not too) high. Operator or automatic action to switch from one redundant unit to
another is sometimes the best way to maintain a space system's capability.

Other times operator intervention involves a detailed undcrstading of the nature of the anomaly to perform
the proper eorrective action. Examples of this might be reloading a memory or resetting a switch to restore
operation.
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Some transients are never noticed. For example a star sensor which takes a number of readings on a star's
location and averages them before acting on the result might not be bothered by one extremely wrong data point due
to a transient. Designs which operate on average conditions or require redundant data from the environment are less
susceptible to upsets then ones which operate on single pieces of information.

Real-time predictions of the environment can beac-fit corrective operator action by predicting periods of
increased activity and hence need for alertness. Onboard monitoring of the environment can go even further in
alerting operators to the likelihood of upsets or anomalies.

6.2.4. Quality Control

Proper handling, assembly, inspection, and test procedures should be instituted to insure the electrical
continuity of the space vehicle grounding system. The continuity of the space vehicle electrical grounding system
of great importance to the overall design susceptibility to spacecraft charging effects. In addition it will strongly
affect the integrity of the space vehicle electromagnetic capability (EMC) design. Proper handling and assembly
procedures must be followed during fabrication of the electrical grounding system. All ground ties should be
carefully inspected and dc resistance levels should be tested during fabrication and again befoce delivery of the space
vehicle. A final check of the ground system continuity during preparation for space vehicle launch is desirable.

In addition to insuring that the spacecraft is assembled the way it was designed, careful documentation of
how it was built will help in the analysis and correction of any anomalies. This is especially true with cable layou
surface conductors, grounding, and other system aspects. Some manufacturers even recommend documenting by
filming the system in vadious stages of completion. In the repair of the Solar Max mission undocumented thermal
blanket spacers preventod the Solar Max mission capture device from working as planned (private communication,
N. John Stevens, 1986).

6.2.5. Cost-Effectiveness

The effects of designing in immunity for surface charging/discharging are:
1. Reduced operational costs
2. Reduced outages
3. Simplification of data analysis and hence reduced cost for data analysis or more data analyzed.
The effectiveness of the hardness approach implemented is highlighted for military space systems in the

ODAP reports; for NASA and commercial systems, incentive fees for performance or successful completion of a
mission highlight immune designs.

6.2.6. Subsystem Guidelines

In addition to the general guidelines given above, Purvis, et at. (1984) provide some specific advice for
subsystems In providing immunity to surface charging. These are given below.

6.2.6.1. Solar Panel Grounding

"Solar army panels and substrates should be electrically grounded to the structure. Solar array panels and
conductive sections of substrates und honeycomb should be grounded to each other with grounding jumnpers and the
entire network grounded to the space vehicle structure with less than 2.5-oil dc resistnce per joint. Deployable
panels on thrve-axis-stabilized vehicles can be grounded to the structure through slip rings where necessary. A
ground wire can be used to bond together each lateral strip or row of solar cells.

6.2.6.2. Solar Panel Fabrication

"Solar array panels should use materials and fabrication tecý,niqucs to minimize electrostatic discharge
effects. Solar panel back surfaces, edges, and honeycomb should be grounded conductors. Conductive black paint i
suitable for the rear surface of the solar panel. Solar panel cdges can be wrapped with grounded conductive tape. T1
front surface of the solar array consists of nonconductive cover slides and gals sometimes potted with nonconductiv
adhesive for electrical design reasons. The potting thickness should be the minimum required. The front surfaces c
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cover slides may be coated with a conductive, transparent coating of grounded indium tin oxide if required. Such
coatings typically reduce transmissions by 5 to 10 percent and are generally used when absolute charging must be
controlled.

6.2.6.3. Power System Electrical Design

"Power system electrical design should incorporate features to protect agunst transients due to electrical
discharge. Spark discharges from solar arrays should be anticipated, and the electrical design of the power system
just provide adequate protection. The following design practices will help in reducing the effects of such spark
discharges.

"(1) Clamp solar array wiring, preferably at the entry to the spacecraft Faraday cage, but definitely before it
enters the power supply.

"(2) If solar array wiring is not clamped at the entry point to the Faraday cage, shield the wiring from that

point to the power supply.
"(3) Use solar array diodes with forward current ratings that anticipate expected ESD transient currents.
"(4) Perform analysis and testing to verify the power system electrical design for survivability or immunity

to spacecraft charging effects,

6.2.6.4. Mechanical and Structural

"In addition to the general guidelines, the following specific guideline applies: Conductive honeycomb and
face sheets should be electrically fyouided to the structure.

"Aluminum honeycomb substructures require special consideration for electrical grounding. Techniques for
grounding conductive honeycomb and face sheets include rivets, copper wires, and metal inserts.

"Care should be taken to establirth ground tLs at several locations on the honeycomb structure and to
maintain ground continuity through all honeycomb parts and face sheets. For example, a recommended method of
using copper wires involves sewing the wires transversely at shallow inclination angles through the honeycomb
(making contact with several of the cell walls), The wires should be installed at maximum intervals of 30 cm across
the structure. Electrical inspection of grounding interfaces for honeycomb structures applies.

6.2.6.5. Thermal Blankets

"All metalized surfaces in multilayer insulation (MLI) blankets should be elotrically grounded to the
structure. Thn metalized multilayer surfaces should be electrically grounded to each other by ground tabs at 61e
blanket edges. Each tab should be made from a 2.5-ma.wide strip of 0,005-cm-thick aluminum foil. The strip
should be accordion folded and interleaved between the blanket layers to give a 2.5. by 2.5-cm contact area with all
smetalized surfaces and the blanket front and back surfaces. Nonconductivc spacer or mesh material must be removed
from the vicinity of the interleaved tab. The assembly should be held in place with a metallic nut and bolt that
penetrates all blanket layers and captures 2.0-cm-diameter metallic washers positioned on the blanket fri:t and back
surfaces and centered in the 2.5- by 2.5-cm tab area. The washers may have different diameters, with the inner
surface of the smaller washer recessed to insure maximum peripheral contact area between the interleavee foil strip
and each metalized blanket surface. The tab should be grounded to structum by a proven technique such as a wire that
is as short as possible (15 cm maximum) or conductive Velcro.

"The following practices should be observed during blanket design, fabrication, handling, installation, and
inspction:

"(I) Verify layer-to-layer blanket grounding during fabrication,
"(2) After installation, verify less than 10-41 de resistance between blanket and structure.
"(3) Close blanket edges (cover, fold in, or tape) to prevent direct irradiation of inner layers.
"(4) Do not use crinkled, wrinkled, or creased metalized film nmterial.
"(5) Handle blankets carefully to avoid creasing of the film or possible degradation of the ground tabs.
"(6) Ii the blanket exterior is conductive (paint, indium tin oxide, 'fog'), make sure that it contacts the

ground tab.
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6.2.6.6. Thermal Control Louvers

"Ground the blades of thermal control louvers. A fine wire with minimal torque behavior or a fine slip
brush can do the job with acceptable torque constraints.

6.2.2.7. Antenna Grounding

"Antenna elements should be electrically grounded to the structure. Implementation of antenna grounding
will require careful consideration in the initial design phase. All metal surfaces, booms, covers, and feeds should b
grounded to the structure by wires and metallic screws (dc short design). All waveguide elements should be
electrically bonded together with spot-welded connectors and grounded to the spacecraft structure. These elements
must be grounded to the Faraday cage at their entry points. Conductive epoxy can be used where necssary, but de
resistance of 3bout 1 0 must be verified by measurements.

6.2.6.8. Antenna Apertures

"Spacecraft RF antenna aperture covers should be ESD conductive and grounded. Charging and arcing of
dielectric antenna dish surfaces and radomes can be prevented by covering them with grounded ESD-conductive
material. Antenna performance should be verified with the ESD covering installed.

6.2.6.9. Antenna Reflector Surfaces

"Grounded, conductive spacecraft charge control materials should be used on antenna reflector rear surface;
Appropriate surface covering techniques must be selected. Applicable methods include conductive meshes bonded i
dielectric nmterials, silica cloth, conductive paints, or non-conductive (but charge bleeding) paints overlapping
groun conductm

6.2.6.10. Transmitters and Receivers

"Spacecraft transmitters and receivers (command line and data linc) should be immune to transients prylut
by electrostatic discharge. Trausniitter and receiver electrical design must be conpatible with the results of spaccc
charging effects. The EhMI environment produced by spscocraft electrustatic discharge should be addressed early in
design phase to permit effective electrical design for immunity to this environment. The transmitter, receiver, antd
antenna system should be tested for immunity to ESDs neuw the antenna feed. The repeaition rate should be selece
to be consistent with estimated arc rates of nearby m&ars.

6.2.6.11. Attitude Control

"Attitude control electronics packages should be insensitive to ESD transients, See Table IV (Purvis et
(1984), p. 16). Attitude contral systems often require sensors that are remote from electranics packages for Farads
shielding. This presents the risk that ESD transients will be picked up and conducted into clectronics. Particular
care must be taken to insure immunity to ESD upset in such cases.

6.2.6.12. Deployed Packages

"Deployed packages should be grounded by using a flat ground str, extending the length of the boom to
the vehicle structure. Several spacecruft designs incoqrprate dielectric booms to deploy payloads. The payload
electrical system may still require a common ground reference, or tte experiment nmy require a link to some 0lcc
potential reference. In these cazes it is recommended that a flat ground strap be used to carry t;.s ground tie to the
vehi.cle structure. Electrical wiring extending from the deployed payload to the sp)acecraft interimr must be carried
inside or along the dielectric booms. This wiring should be shielded and the shild grounded at the package end an
at the Faraday cage entrance.
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6.2.6.13. Ungrounded Materials

"Specific items that cannot be grounded because of system requirements should undergo analysis to assure
specified performance in the spacecraft charging environment. Certain space vehicles may contain specific items or
materials that must not be grounded. For example, a particular experiment may have a metallic grid or conducting
plate that must be left ungrounded. If small, these items may present no unusual spacecraft charging problems;
however, this should be verified through analysis.

6.2.6.14. Deliberate Surface Potentials

"If a surface on the spacecraft must be charged (detectors on a science instrument, for example), it should be
recessed or shielded so that the perturbance in surface electrostatic potentials is less than '0 V. Scientific
instruments with the need for exposed surface voltages for measurement purposes, such as Faraday cups, require
special attention to insure that the electrostatic fields they create will not disrupt adjacent surface charging or cause
discharges by their operation. They can be recessed so their fields at the spacecraft surface are minimal or shielded
with grounded grids. An analysis may be necessary to insure that their presence is tolerable ftom a spacecraft
charging standpoint."

6.2.7. Summary -- Surface Charging

A specific implementation of a surface charging might include the following:
1. Perform a spacecraft charging analysis to determine surface potentials, and notify designers of possible

arcs and their characteristics. Based on their thermal and electrical properties select materials which meet thermal
requirements, but have as high an electrical conductivity as possible. Utilize grounded conductive coatings wherever
possible. Ground conductive coating on optics. Cover any radonies with ESD.conductivc (resistivity < 1010 ohm-
cm) and ground coating. Test all non-standard materials for discharge characteristics.

2. Review bonding techniques and test to determine their current carrying capabilities. stablish grounding
requirements to insure a nuaximunm potential difference between any two points of the spacicraft of less than ten
volts. (Establish A maximum resistanlce between any two points on the spacecraft ground plane of less than 10
milliohms.) Use Faraday cage. construction for all baic spacccrtift design antd all electronic boxes. Bonid all
metallic and conductive structures together -- allow no ungroundcd conductors on the surface, Allow no surface
dielectric (resi'tivity> 1014 ohm-,m) with areas (0.5 cm2) which when discharged arc great enough to cause the

system a problem. All cables should be shieldod and electrically tied to structural ground. All electronic boxes have
low imtxdance (<2.5 raf) to structure. Thermal blankets are bonded to structure with aluminum bound straps.
"Thermally isolated structures must have at least two bond straps.

Typical Bond Strap Requitemcets:

BWAm Nwnlbe of GrowndstratI
<25 cm2  None
25 cm2 to 100 cm2  One-if a signal cable passes within 3 inches of tUe theroal

blanket; nonC otdWrwis.
100 cm2 to 9(X) cm2  2
900 cm 2 to 8000 cm2  3
i D00 to 1(X)00 cm 2  4
Each additional 8000 cm2  I additional grouwdstr.ap

3. Use special filtering of exposed circuits at the entry point into spacecraft. Provide a conductive path to
structure for all circuitry. lsolate primary and secondAy winding% of transfornicis, Ground radiation spxot shields.
Avoid Teflon as an interior or exterior dielectric. Use low pmas filters on interface circuits. Use as low a speed
logic as wossible. Provide a bleed path for trace areas > 3.2 cm- on circuit boards. Provide a bleed path for isoLated
wires > 25 cm long. Use SWMCAP to estimate coupling of discharge to cables. EMI filters should be modified
whet. circuit analysis indicates a problem. Where possible use a high voltage logic interface betwoen boxes to
incaWse noise level required to couplC into box.
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By attending to the surface design (I), the electrical grounding (2), and the circuit sensitivity (3) in a

systems approach, surface charging/discharging problems can be minimized if not avoided.

6.3. Immunity to Internal Discharges

The simplest way to design for immunity to internal discharges (ID) is to either prevent the charging from
taking place or dissipate any charge buildup in a manner which does not produce any upsets to circuitry.

6.3.1. Design Assessment

Assessing a system's susceptibility to internal discharges proceeds along a line parallel to the assessment
just described for surface charging. First, the environment is evaluated to determine the cwrent of penetrating
charged particles. Chapter 3 describes some of the environments of concern to internal charging. This information
is coupled with the material properties and configuration to determine the likelihood of discharges. Then the
characteristics of the discharge are estimated and the pulse is coupled to the victim circuiL The results of the
coupling are then compared to the sensitivity of the victim to determine the extent of the problem.

The principal environment of concem for internal discharge assessment is the penetating charged particle
"environment. This usually means high energy electrons. In chapter 4 it was pointed out that internal discharges
occur above a certain current level to the volume under consideration. This is because the charging rate is usually
balanced by a leakage rate of some son no matter how small. Charged particle transport codes typically can estimate
the total charge transported to a volume, and this number together with the capacitance of the volume indicates the
likelihood of a discharge. When the electric field exceeds 104 to 105 volt/cm discharges axe likely to occur. As
before fh geometry of the charge distributions plays a central role.. This is especially true for floating metal pieces.

Since internal dischargcs occur near their most likely victim circuits, the easiest And most conservativc
estimate of coupling is to con.id-,r direct injection of tM charge available into the sensitive circuit. Of course, this
wil not occur every time there is a disclarge. but this is the most likely way in which an ianomaly would be
introduced by internal discharging. Internal discharges tend to be vexy short (on the order of one nwwsmond or lea),
and except for floating metal, less tham o4e volt into a fifty ohm impedance elrcuiL Floating nmeal configerationt
have produced voltage of up to one hundred volts in laboratry tests.

The sensitivity of the victim circuit is crucal to understanding the reactien of a subsystem to internal
d&whargcs. With many of the circuits investigated so far it requires voltages on the order wf hundrcd, of millivolts
for oen the most sensitive circui, to respod. Typically tie nusint must produce ,oltas on the order of ft
circuit's operming voltage fw tens of nanoseconds to produce an anomaly. However the natural impedance-s and
caacwitancts in the circuit tend to stretch internal dscharges to ft point where they caw influenm circuitry especially
when large dischlarges occur.

Carful material selection can eliminate many internal charging problems. SomewhAt leaky materials may
provide very adequate electrical iailation in an electronics sense, but still provide good leakage for the charge that
might build up due to the small high energy cvrftnt which causes internal charging.

The first rMle is to make sure there are no floating conductors anywhere in the spacecrat. Anv loose
tuetalization s-hould be screened out of the design andi fabrication process. Chockpoinus should be established andi
closely monitored for such ungmunded mctal.

All cables should be shielded or grounded and/or current limiting devices employed in the circuitry. B1
careful that ungrounded wires ate not lt in a cable bundle. Somwtimes extra wirs %re placed in a bundle, with the
idea that they would eventually be used, and not removedl when they *,'re not needed in the final design. The easiet
check oa this type of oversight is at the connector. Every pin should be used or grounded. ,nmetimen each lead is
supplied with several inches ol lead wire so the toal amount of ungrounded wire could be significant for even a
single ungmunyde pin.

All circuit bWards should be fabricated in such a way as to be free of loose mcalizion wud/or ungrounded

pinus or connectors. Insgections for same should be made a routine fabrk-ation requirement.
Assigning to QC the task of monitoring the design rules decided oh by the system to eliminate internal

discharges is an effective way of asuring project management that every step decided on is actually taken. QC deals
with the "as built" status of the system, so any misapplied or forgotten steps arc more obvious. Careful instructioni
to QC will eliminate oversights and mistakes thrI soWetimcs result in an ID sWasitivc system.
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6.3.2. Mitigation Techniques

Altdough internal discharges tend to be much smaller than surface charges, unfortunately they occur inside
the Faraday cage, and therefore are not affected by the Faraday cage. However, internal discharges tend to be very
short, and thfrefore filtering techniques which discriminate against short pulse can be very effective. When the pulse
is "stretched" by the coupling mechanism, its energy content tends to be small, reducing the likelihood of serious
problems. Circuits designed to respond only to well controlled inputs also discriminate against internal discharges as
well as random noise.

Another approach to mitigating th, effects of ID type anomalies i- to design into each system/subsystem a
method of detecting any such upsets and an automatic means of self-correction. Parity checking, fixed program
checks ( programs that calculate a known answer using a known algorithm), and checks against a golden memory
have been used as error detectors. This technique would undoubtedly lead to increased cost and complexity But if
implemented at the beginning of a program the cost impact would be very small. Reuofiting such a technique
might be expensive. This points up the importance of designing for immunity from the beginning. In the
appropriate circumstance, error detection and comwdtion methods can be very effective. Fault toleant procedures arm
discussed under SEU immunity.

Oaboard system monitoring for any internal di.hatrges which might occur could be an integ-al paft of any
EDAC (electronic data and control) program. However, monitoring alone will serve no useful purpose. unlM it is
coupled with a procedure to mitigate the effects of internal discharges on satellite systems. Monitoring internal
discharges (perhaps detecting noise pulses, changes in status, or even charge buildup inside test stamples) only
prvides indications of the ratc of ID, and may not provide any indication of specific IT) caused upsets, although therm
should be a strong correlation whe,, sample4 over a sufficiently long tim N Monitoring can, however eliminate ID
as a Suspected cause when no correlation is found ov•e a long period. It .s probably easir to eliminate internl
dis ýhzs than to moanitor diem and react uppropriately.

6.3.3. Methods of Circumvention

For Waellite sytems which have not bm designed against ID type anomalies the•e aVe 0ric ipnal
procedur• s which can be implemented to work mround" th sm upwst and minilfiie their tystems impxit, T7he cxwt
derails of uch lw..edutes would have to be tailmred to fit et~c satellite's capabilitie, 4an the wsr's needs.

Cirumventing any upsets from imemal discharges by opwational methods• tctiefits f1*11 fvtl-tinw
predictive Information abutv the state of 'space wtathe(. Onboard mwito"s arc even more valuable in such cawse
because they give on the spot information about the actual enviroonm•nt the q craft is experiencing. The exact
ntwure of thesr ground based reqjXl ns will dcpend on an uWntanding of t.e .Otuse of the anmally WW the wac
sysnem. Once sasitive sub%ystems hav been kkantirM. the appolvriate resapon can be mawe.

It s•ees clear that the most aist--ffective way to enginei immunisy to internal di•charges into any
spaccraft is to build the hardware so that charge buildup and subequent intwWtal discharges do not occur. B,
%pecifying materials that do not build up large jxxotnIals. rquiring all metal to be grounded. and thocough EMC
t•sting and design. the source of internal discharges can be eliminated. The filtering and shielditn utod for .utface
discharge immunity generally contribute to intemal d6wcharge immunity as well but the main wua.k on this ptoblem
hu to be in climinating the source and reducing circuit scnsitivity.

6.4. Immunity to SKU

Single event upsets werc es'mntially unknown when electornics system% wtie made up of discrete
components. Modem electronic systems however are full of small low-powerd fast clectronics which are ".enstivc
to single particles. T1he capability and desirability of using vuch parts from a .ystem ipint of view make the
immunity engineering approh les amenable to a systems appr(ach than either of the other two aomalies we amv
discussing. For single eveot upsets, attention centuts on making the pan itself immune to StE.Us or a "%east
lowering its SEU r= to an acccpiabl level.
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6.4.1. Available Part Data

For single event upset immunity a program should start with an approved parts list. This list should limit
the number and types of parts available to the designers to accomplish the mission. If all of the parts on the
approved parts list are SEU free, there will be no SEU problem. Usually, unfortunately, the capability required to
perform the mission dictates that fast low powered parts be used. These parts tend to have non-zero SEU rates. So
it is very important to estimate early what the SEU rate for each part is and ask each system what SEU rate it can
tolerate. Since SEU testing of parts on the ground is a long and expensive trces.., a program should attempt to
t=-e advantage of the work of other programns in this area. SEU testing i- diýscussed in 6.5.3. Below are listed some
of the sources of SEU data which exist:

6.4.1.1. JPLNASA Ground Test Riadiation Data Bank

This data bank is bcxoming!i:'aputerized and is accessible by phone (Martin et al., 1986).
6A.1.2.IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science

ae4 4 =¢pcialty the December issue cz,.h year where the pmxcedings are repotd of the Nuclear Scie=n
_• i~~KR~ta" Effects oge .

6.4.1.3. Dfriamv Nuclear Agency (DNA) Hardness Assurance Advisory Committee

This group is a good sot=ce espc4 iall) vthen you a=e d" ; with military rqimrenmlets.

6.4.1.4. DASIAC

tDASIAC: D0*) 1ulear Infut nation and Analysis Center ownrated by Kamrnm Scienwe Tempo Divisimi,
816 State Strec, P.O. Drawer QQ, Santu 'PBlrba, California 93102. (805) 960-055). The Ekctr i
R"esXo Information Cealt (kRRIC) lha 1raiti datu on anwy pais.

6.4.1., Variouas MIL Specs

Defense Eloctnmics Supphy Comte (D UC) mintains a qualified pwa. list (QPtL). The MIL spocs relating
to how you slWukx test are in MIL.S-750 for zmicondum and ML-P-893B for Ws.

6.4.2 Programs for Devdoelplal SU Hard Parts

Whemr it is W4 possible to wklect hardened pans, then past Welection should be tuade %ith hatd= 1blity in
tnitid. Fkw example, extsience has shown that cerain pars can. through wchnology transfer. be a-daped to mmet
SEWl requirtmenwtri and gtill retamin their d"I",irab r chactfiwtcs. However', it should be nowed tha is is a pAh
which is both expensive and ri'Ay.

In purchasing aid st.ckpiling ptuts. always onnsirk proceil-ng control and riability. Manuracturers in an
Wffort to giv better $ervice to their cuskontc- and to increase thir e•fici~•cy cwninually *imrwove" their proceszet.
a.ml may inadvcertntly dq-rarcg radiation hardbes. in the pjxmes. Therefore, it iq not at all unreasonable to at lat
nnitot, avd perhaps even contol the, Irvies for the lawt of int eret to your program. One of tive techniques Wor
hardaing paes to SEs has been the tuse of Q-o"-couqlcd resistors in each RAM cell, as de"sribed in chpw 4.

6.4.3 Pauli Tolerant Solutlons

('rom viewgraphs of George Gilley (Aerospace) and Michel Sievrs (ail.Sfc TecluAhNogy Corp) -
DNA/DARPA SEVl Symps.ium. 20 Alpil 19113.)

Fault tolerance is a method which will allow the system to cointinue to operate as r-peciffed, even if faults
occur. Fault tolerance requires prkctive redundncy. ad auzmvu. ,auh dctcctui, i latr and tcv-cnr%.
Protective thtxlundncy awas• dta the .ysteen tunsi be capWble of switcbang betwvtci idemvdcu units which are
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protected from each other so that a fault in one does not propagate to the other, or inhibit transfer to the other. A
fault tolerant system must have a way to discover the fault, isolate where in the system the fault occurred and recover
from the fault.

Intelligent operators have historically provided an incredible amount of fault tolerance in systems which
they monitor and control. Recent efforts have been directed towards making the hardware itself, independent of the
operator, faut 'tolerant. Today most "fault tolerant" systems are ones which are presumed to operate autonomously
without operawor intervention. Indeed with the advent of missions/systems/parts which can suffer irrecoverable
damage in times shorter than the time required for data transmission to the operatoi, on-line autonomous fault
tolerance is needed.

Fault tolerance is based on good fault avoidance practice. Known fault susceptible parts or subsystems
should be avoided. Fault tolerance involves fault detection, fault diagnosis, and recovery. Fault detection can
involve operator action as well as on-line autonomous detection. Recovery can be either fully operational or in a
depraded mode.

On-line fault detection includes self-checking circuits, and various error codes. Historically Hamming codes
have been used in data transmission as errow' detection schemes. Many times error detection is coupled with error
correcting if the number of errors is limited, and the code not only recognizes an error, but specifically what the
correction is.

Diagnosis is invoked by the fault-detection scheme. It has the responsibility to isolate the-software,
hardware, or combinatton of software and hvrdware which has failed. Once isolated, the failed unit needs to be
replaced. There E•,- many stretegies available in the recovery phase. Standby sparing, system reset, retry, reload,
masking, safe shutdown, safe reduc.-d operation, or some combination of the previous modes arm all possible options
available to the system designer. But without a sprcific system and sp-cifi, missie, reairt-,nnts. it is difficult if
not impossible to cast a generic solution.

. Fault tolerance sometimes involves significant costs -- in both Kardwate and software. Ie useful
tk oughput of the systwo is aWso reduced as additional program exscution is normally required in fault tolerant
systems.

There ar a number of scheme. of hardwamr redundancy which allow fault tolerance: dual redundant, dynamic
redimdancy. rmconfiguration (rplaicement of failed componeAts with spaces), N.modu)ar redundant systems, And error
corecting codes. Each scheme tieds to be evaluated for its intended mission with regard to reliability, lifoeime, wid
cost. A fault tolerant system cunrt be effectively dsigned in an ad hoc way, it must be carefully thought through
so that each itam, spare, redundwit modulo, etc. PlAys a useful rolc in proteting the system from all possible faults.
"Each year the IEEE holds an "lntiertioual Symposium on Fault Tolerant Computing." This conference is an
excellent resourc- for imny aspects of fault tolewmt design. in addhtion there a•re a number of texts on lault tolerance,
reliable system design, and wlated topics which provida a great deal of detail on IM adv.ntages and disadvantages of
various schmes

6.4.4. Methods of Circumvention *. System Level

Follo wing the main line of immunity of SEUJ hrd paw. ttme awe several methmds which might possibly
help an SEU problem. Among ths amre watchdog timers, shielding, error detection and corraction at the systm
level (vvios kinds o: redundaat systems, voting schema, etc.), utd operational .%wkwmounds (memoy loads.
restarting, etc.).

For a low enough SItA rate, a tinier which expects a sigril from the computcr or retart. the system will
prevent errors from stopping procesing, althmngh the data iWWlf might be suspect. "Ine timing inteval is chosen so
Sthat no more than one emxr is expe,-ted during the timing interval.

Although shielding to attenuate the heavy ion or Itoton particle flux 4s not very effective for galactic
cosmoic rays it ca nmake a differn•-e for ,wer e-nergy teavy iokt wtwn tlhey can makc a significoi contribution to
the total SEW rate.

Alert ,oratts %ill tart, w cvetn reldod metnomies after _sup•ected SEUs are experiencod. For some
oprating spxecraft, nncmo'y reloads have tcconm tmnimon practicc to accot,"t for SU sensitive designs.

Ultimately, the project or syst de, signeu eliminaes SEUs using the mo.t cost.ffcctivc ways he can to
ens~ue:

1. Rcduction in outage times
2. Increased reliability
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3. Enhanced probability of mission success
4. Increased system lifetime.

The system designer's options range from SEU immune parts to fancy error detecting and correcting
circuits. The most cost-effective way of designing the system to be SEU immune will depend on setting priorities
for ensuring immunity, and for methods which are to be used in achieving that immunity.

6.5 Testing

The final step which proves that the complete system does not respond unfavorably to ESDs, IDs, or SEUs
is system testing. Extensive testing before launch helps assure the system will not experience any difficulty in
space. Testing is a check on the design, the workmanship, and the reliability of the system. Proper testing, coupled
with an understanding of the interaction of the space system with the environment, should give the system designers
and users confidence in the immunity of their system. Table 6-4 summarizes the testing :equired for a full analysis of
SEUssurface, and internal charging/dischaiging.

Tabie 6-4 Anomaly Testing Summary

Concern Test

"Surface charging Matial chaxcteriation:
aging teosts
Srfacesecondary emiion
-cphocoadotivity
nrliation indWvd conductivity
bat~.&=tering coefficient

Surface Dieharges EMC testing (general)
suf ace discharge testlng:
capacitive coupling

Mar raiaion

latwnial Dischargcs EMC tcsting (general)
iatcrial/ctmfigumatio testin~g

S • tletaik4 subsystem teting

SEU Testing Part chwfctfriza•ion
" Eotror simulation:

moftwarc testing
haNOware wta

On a fundamental level, determining the pam or material behavior is basic to undemuiding its r•sponw in
the environment. SoW integrated circuits coi.cenwd with SEUs, this means discovering the part's senritdvily to heavy
ions and prOtOns. .•o surface cOhaging, material testing determines the secondary emission yield, photoemission
chamrcteristics, conductivity, and aging characteristics of the mwierial s that charging calculations can be dime. For
both internal and surface discharges. matertal testing helps determine the proability awd the characttistics of the
dise6arge,
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6.5.1. Surface Charging Testing

Before any assessment of the charging state ofa space system, one needs to know the response to the
environment of the matorials used. For surface charging/discharging we will assume that the environment for the
system has been established by measurement and theory and includes a significant plasma environment. It may not
be clear at 0 lutset exactly what comprises a "significant" plasma environment. Material tests in the specified
environment ifil show whether the environment is "significant."

Muclh of the early characterization of spacecraft materials was done in simple vacuum chambers with a
rI =ncAnergci(e electron source at one end and the sample at the other end. Typically the sample was mounted on a
plate. that was grounded through a microammeter. In this way, the current leaking through the sample was measured.
Non-conzctlvrg voltage probes were passed in front of the samples to measure the voltage of the sample surface. By
varying the accelerating voltage on the electron gun from I to 30 keV, the material under test was characterized.
"Tests -'f 4 ts kind gave a good engineering understanding of the material properties, but not a complete scientific
analysis. DisCharges, if any, were the main objective of this type of experiment and were detected by sudden currents
through 1ie anmewer and by noting the change in voltage of the surface before and after sudden changes in the
currert. Matecials which did not discharge in an electron beam test at 20 keV with beam currcnt densities of 10
nA/cm2 were utsually deemed "safe" from a surface discharge point of view. Later Mizera et al. (1980, 1981), and
Mizera and Býyd (1982), based on SCATHA charging results, showed that low flux tests were also important. At
lower fluxes, the conductivity of the material is low enough to allow high charge accumulation on the samples;
while at highed fluxes, the radiation induced conductivity may allow sufficient charge to bleed off to prevent
dwiscarges.

Test facilities for engineering tests of this type have been developed at several aetrspace companies, NASA/
Lewis Ritscarch Center, JPL, and the Aerospace Corporation. Some of these facilities are very complete and allow
simultaneous exposure to electrons, ions, and ultraviolet radiation (Leung et at., 1981).

A nagging question that raises doubt for both photoemission and secondary enissison and, hence, the
charging process, is the passage of time. Both photocnisslon and secondary electron emission depend on the state of
the surface of the material and to some degree on the chemical nature of the material. Certainly the surface of the
material is influenced by the history of the material. Hemr the word "history" is meant to encompass all of the
events that happen to the material. Radiatim damage, thermal cycling, outgassing. and many other effects change
the condition of the material, and this whole process is referred to as aging. A full analysis of the charging of a
spacecraft includes the effects of aging. Although mosm analyses done so fur for spacecraft ignore aging effects. the
long missions now under consideration make aging concerns of nmre importaoce.

Another nagging question is the effect of the handling and processing of the material used on spacecraft.
Typical scientiflc measurements are made on carefully prepared pute samples so that the results are not Influnced by
any contamination. Although spaccraft matrialt arm typically cleaned and handled carefully, the detailed behavkio
can be diffuent from pure ntateiais, Fwor example, the seconary yield for pure aluminum and that for aluminum
with a thin oxide are different in detail. The buildup of the oxide layer can be observed as a change with time of the
secondary emiission of a pwre aluminum sample. Studies of thermionic emitters for cathode$ in electron tubes
showed wide vuriations depending on trace nlements or impurities in the material. Most spacecraft marial teas
have been done with *as feccived' materials, rather than specially pretwed ones. For this reason, it is sowetimes
deiable to perform sensitivity studics to detrmmine when variations in nterial propertics inipact
chargiagdischarging analysis.

6.5.2. Internal Charglin Testing

Testing materials for internal charging involves a simulation in which the charge deposited in the matcral
simulates the charge which would accumulate during the spacecraft's flight. Simulations have shown that it is
impotan to mpoce the rate as well as the total charge deposited for accurate results. Internal discharge tests
require penetrating clecuotis The electron range needs to be sufficiently deep to deposit charge in the region(s)
thought to be sensitive to discharge. The flux needs to be chosen so that the charge built up in the sensitive volume
is comparable to that expected on the mission. To meet both of these conditions may require long testing times on
2-3 M6V electron accelcraztv. When this Ls not acceptable because of accelerator scheduling an4d'o. cosLq, short
tests miglh be designed. Then one must a• ess the question of how conservative the test should be. For maternal
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charging, the higher the rate the more likely there will be discharges if the radiation induced conductivity is small.
An analysis of shortened engineering tests should include both the likelihood of a higher internal electric field due to
the high flux of trapped eleca-ons, and the additional loss of trapped electrons due to radiation induced conductivity.
Many of the tests for the Galileo spacecraft were done using moncenergetic beams and only simulated the total
charge deposited and the rate. Coakley et al. (1982) simulated the spectra as well.

Internal discharge tests can be divided into two classes, generic materials and spacecraft subsystems. The
materials investigated for the internal discharge monitor are examples of generic materials. Tests for Galileo and
other systems involved the irradiation of small pieces of hardware -- relays, specific circuit boards, small assemblies
of various kinds -- in which the tests served to show the behavior of that particular collection of things. Spacecraft
subsystem tests are very good engineering tests, and tend to underline the generic guidelines. For example generic
tests show clearly the danger of flying ungrounded areas of metal that are well insulated by good dielectrics such as
circuit boards. Specific subsystem tests revealed ungrounded metal areas which discharged. The advantage of
subsystem testing is of course that it shows not only if there is a discharge, but if that discharge makes any
difference to the operation of the subsystem. From a short term engineering point of view, it may be perfectly all
right for a discharge to occur, if it does not affect the operation of the system. Discharges over long periods of time
may degrade operations or even lead to failure. Testing subsystem by subsystem tends to be expensive, so that our
recommendation is for generic tests wherever possible. Generic testing permits the generation of design rules, which
can then be used to evaluate specific hardware to assure that it complies.

In chapter 4, the results of ground testing of a selection of internal discharging configurations and materials
were presented. The configurations were generally chosen to represent situations with one free surface, situations
bounded with groundoed-by-metal enclosures (cables, capacitors, etc.), and situations where metal volumes were well
insulated from ground. Those txperiments considered planar and cylindrical geometries. Real geometries are of
course more complex and may influence the detailed results. As usual, good engineering judgment is needed to
"detrmine the proper response in a given situatiom

6,3,3. Single Event Upset Testing

Recently single-event upset testing has become necessary. As steps ar being taken to address this issue,
d&signs are becoming leas susceptible to single event upsets. The work reported in the IEE-1 conference each July
(and reported in the Occctber i ssuc of Tranuuciow on Nwclear Science) has chronicled the progress this "aa in
td last few years.

Device sensitivity to single event upsets is generally believcd to be due to owe charge geneated along the
path a heavy ion takes thrugh a sensitive region in a device. This was discussed in chkqwtr 4. Modern electronics
has combined in a single chip many functions and elements. Therefore intelligent testing requirfe a careful
consideration of the device before the tesing actually begins. This can begin with a study of the device with the
pupose of identifying the bimtable elements in it which may be susceptible to upset. Once the•e elements are found,
hardware and software are needed to execise these clementm in a test to determine their .tate, so one can detcrine if
an SEU has occurred, If posible. it is good to allow only oNe SEU per reasurenment cycle. 111is allows
deliamiinat of the location of the SEU as one region may be more saesitive thn another. Some experimenterm

i use a "gold' paitern thai is stored in an idcetkal device with a refeience pattern installed to which the device under
tes (DUf) is continually compared. Th hardware for SEU testing is indicated in Figure 6-7. Key features of this
design were provision for vacuum and the turning of the parts to the incident beam to allow particles to eater the
sensitive region at non-normal incidence. Studies in which the temperature can be selected are also becoming
popular. Typical dam is shown ul canaan form it figure 6-8.
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Figum 6-8 Typical Parameziaion of SEUs. The two key paramtters for determining the SEU
rate at the threshold an the cross sectioa at large LET times path length. The actual

uross section as a function of LET tumes ptt length will give a mom realistic lower
value of SEU rate

The sequence of events in an SEU zest eds to be well thought ouL Experienced test dhectas have
thought through in adva•ce the pwpose and methods noeed to get dua for their pojocts a are able to a
flow of the expefntcnt to the proj*ct needs and the limits of the acceletor and Its schedule. Such a plan is
in Figure 69 or an early Galileo tat. Some of the early "aps insure that the beam is baeving as expected
rewsting a part known to be snsitive to SHU. Variations in voltage on the put allow examninaion of the-l
as a function of volutge. One would expect the thnstold to be lower for parts opa&d at low voltage. Thus
first test has the tu•rpst possibility of mcasuring SEUs a noma incidence, If none am observW, the agle o
beam with respect to the plane or the chip is varied to ncWma the "effctive LET through the sensitive rmg'
uputs occ readily, the search for the threshold continues by using lower LET particle. It is usually if.pon
obtain a cross section and a threshold for SEU ovcts so that the program can predict the maximum SEU fto
paticular mini. If possible it is highly draibe to d&enniine as ciearly as possible the charge collection
mechanism fth "seaitivc volume' as dci*e in chgpicr 4. his include an estianto of the thicknss
seasiivc iqion, md te umber of acativ regmims IAVlV id l the XsM
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Figure 6-8 Typical Paramterization of SEUs The two key parameters for determining the SEU
ne are the threshold and the cross section at large LET tines path leng. The actual
crmss section as a function of LE times path kngth will give a mo realisti lower

value of SEU rate

The SequeW e of events In an SHU test MWeds to be well thought ouL Experienced test dcctors have
thought through in advance the pwpose and methods needed to get dam for their po•ots and am able to dapt the
flow of the experiment to the projct needs and the Umits of the Ecclteator and Its schedule. Such a plan is show,
in Figure 6.9 or an early Galileo test. Some of the early steps insure that the beam is behving ai expected by
retesting a pat known to be sensitive to SEU. Variations in votage on the put allow examinaion of the threfh
as a function of voltage. One would expect die threshold to be lower for•tps qowatda low voltage. Thus the
fuvA test has tft argest possibility of measuring SEUs a normal incidene. If none are obseved, the aogle of tho
beam with respect to the pane of the chip is varied io Increw the "effective LET through the sensitive region. I
upsets occu• readily, the seurch for the threshold continues by using tower LET particles. It is ttually Iporttant I
obtain a ctoss ection mid a threshold for SEU events so that the prompr can predict the maximum SEU rtes for
particular mission. If possible it is highly desirable to d&ennine as clearly is possible the charge collection
mechnlism and the "sensitive volume as desmbed in chaptr 4. his Wnc1uWs an esti•ate of the thccless of the
aesitive w•ow Od the number of saive magioms lavolved inthe "tt.
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Figure 6-7 is a schematic representation of a test setup used to measure SEU sensitivity. Measurements are
performed in experiments using heavy ions, in which a uniform beam hits the device. One observes the upset cross
section as function of the energy loss of the particles. The upset cross section will be the number of upsets per
particle/cm2 hitting the device. This has units of area, so the term "cross section" seems appropriate. As the energy
loss of the particles is increased, the particles cross a threshold for upseL Above this threshold the upset rate
increases rapidly until all particles can deposit enough charge to cause upsets. At this point, the entire active area of
the device succumbs to upsets at a limiting cross section called a. The LET threshold L0 occurs when the charge
deposited equals the critical charge, so that L0 may be combined with an assumed collection depth (d) in calculating
the critical charge: Q a Lod.

Measurements of critical charge enable us to compare the sensitivity of various devices. This cannot be
done by comparing critical charges alone. Instead, the sensitivity is stated in terms of upset rate in a reference
envlronmenL The upset sensitivity can be calculated as a function of the geometry and the critical charge.

A full pus characterization is designed to obtain an upset cross section versus LET. Two key experiment
parameters are a high LET (for example -300 MeV kypton with an LET -35 MeVcm 2lmg) cross section and the
threshold LET for the onset of SEU. If the most ionizing beam used does not induce upsets at an angle up to 700

imm dte perpendicular, it is reasonable to assume there will be no upsets in interplanetary space.
It is worth noting here that the angle of the test beam, part bias, clocking parameters, and pattern

configuration ao important variables for all tests. The selection of ion species (usually krypton, argon, oxygen,
neon, and carbon) and their energies dictate what the LET of the beam is. Because of the increased path length of
oblique beams in the sensitive volume (those beams impinging at an angle 0 with respect to the perpendicul), the
effective LET threshold is often found by varying the beam angle, according to the relation

LET(effetive) a LETion) secant B for 0 5 60 degrmes

If a calculation of SEU rates for a known envitomena is mquired, then boIh LET thretold and high LET cross
section datsa a reqired.

The ro of one or two MeV/amu heavy ions is vewy short (a few microns). so the tests arm covxluctl In a
vacuum and the device lids are emoved. In applying test results for parts where the wsia e volume is bwneath
pssivation and other layers, it Is Important to acxount for the energy anW LET changes that occur bI geutig to the
sensitive volume. Tesu with paricles which stop in or beforo the sensitive volume are suspecL

V>udiems of temperatucm variations am becoming in integral pant o SBU testing. Any system expected to
operate as a tanperatue significantly higher than 2 should, as a minimum, compe the effects of tcmnpoatuxu for
a sected number of WmS A diffeaence in applid bin does have a ptotound effect on SEU reponse. Fat soft
ear" testinf pam at a lower bias me mos suscepble to upset: r Lachup tting the oppotfte is true. Clock
rates have a noticeabMe (but nat enomom) effect on SEU rat. The pattern conraWoion usualy does not affwct the
SEU rogmse except occasionally near the LtT dt hold.

Pmon teats we a stauightfoward variation of heavy ion wsing. Usually mtct, higher fluxes anx fluenccc
in tarms ofputctesm 2 are niird in pro testing, wi•ss direct ionition by protons in the wensitive region can
cause upseu. In those came. poon s along the most sensitive direction are desired, with beam with ufficient
range to crMa the seasitive •olume.

Onef the beam mquiarements and the Wpopriaie ,nx&rator have been scWwd for meeting the dmird test
objectives. it is time to implement the test. The beam line ffnm the itradiation source is co4lirt and Aied with
a vacuum chAmber. Usually the test chamber is locatd remoty (e.g., behind sieding walls) frow the
te rkoune and dosimetry elecwu s. A teMt boad and a beam scintiloa/photruhiplier asscmbly locamd in we
vauum cham we used to monitor and align the beam.

Teasmtrige fom slow mual countinj of individual upsets to sophisticated comput video displays
depicting uptees positioned according to their boation on the chip. Current systems will have millisecood e6.cuoic
reset capability, a variety of pttern configlwsdons (e64., checkerboard. all ones, all zeros), provisions for testing
seprazte subsebs of complex devices (e4., flAS r•e&W• IM) laches, etc.), vatiale bias capobility, variable dock
fquenclm etc. Scmo t=st will a!9o have =spatu-c cono and automaw kegv4 of bit flips and beam
IMMOVCne
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The test boards are designed to hold several devices under test (DUTs), drivcrs, buffers, and detection
electronics (e.g., a comparison test of a DUT response with that of an unixadiated reference device). The boards are
mounted in such a way as to permit translational motion (selection of devices) and rotation (to change beam angle of
incidence) without requiring the vacuum in the chamber to be broken.

-iihe beam dosimetry for the requisite low ion fluxes (103 to 106 ions/cm 2/s) utilizes a scintillator to count
each ion. The beam may pass through a very thin (microns) foil whose thickness is chosen to give the proper light
amplitude to correspond with the beam's LET, or it may pass through an annulus which permits pan of the beam to
stream unimpeded onto the DUT while the outer portion is stopped by a thick scintillator. The light is then piped to
a photoinultiplier tube (PMT). A discriminator is used to reject all noise pulses and pass all pulses caused by the
beams. Certain limits arm imposed on the maximum beam intensity to prevent saturation of the PMT. In addition,
beam control will include procedures for measuring ion energy and establishing beam uniformity.

A number of facilities have been used in SEU testing. Table 6-6 is a typical list. Usually tests with heavy
ions are done rust and if necessary proton tests follow.

Table 6-6. Test Facilities

Machine Location Typical Particles

88" Cyclotron U.C. Berkeley 0, Ar, Kr. 4 MeV/nuc
BEVELAC U.C. Berkeley Fe I GeV/nuc
Van de Graff Caltech l41. 0
Cyclotron NRL or U.C. Davis < 50 MeV p•roons and nutions
Cyclotron t1aVard Univ. 130 MeV protons
Cyclotron Indiana Univ. 400 MOV protons
TRIUMPH British Columbia 400 MeV protons
CERN Switzland 600 McV protons
SIN Switzerla! 590 MCV protons
AGS test beam Brokhv vA 4 GeV protons

Tests using radioactive Californium can alo provide valuable insight into the senitivity of parts (Reicw.
1986, Mapper c at.. 1985, tllandford and Pickel. 1985, Stephen, 19844a.b). Californium tests take advantage of the
stpctrum of high wergy heavy ions resulting from Califonsium's sponmicous fission.

-. $.4 How Many Tests Are Enough?

Since SElls occur relatively raely, it is imperant to understand the stattic" involvCd in their
voewrsuttment. Test time car be very expensive ad the number of actal SEWs induced in the devices under tcst
(DUT) quite small. Statistical vvriatkons play an imponta role in stting the safety margin between the *average
devicciesponse and the design point. Variations ctan be characterd by two cl•wsss.

I. The distribution within the population. This is due to the physics of the parts and procc,"ing, etc. and
represents a fundanmntal limit for the part and trespnse. Safety margins cn smaller ir the
population distrbution is narower.

2. The uncertainy in our knowledge of the population distribution is due to the limits on the size of the
test sample.

Both varnaions are important and play a role in deermining the sampling philo.oy of a pgram. For
example, limiting the population to a single manufacturer. a single code lot. or selected diffusion lots •rsiulLs in
=distfibutiont which one would expect to be well defined with small standard deviations. This is why single buy%
with careful screening arm used in programns where high avsurance is neecdd. Large samnpling from such a vontrolkd
distribution should result in the smales variation from both the population diuibution and the uncertainty in our
knowledge.
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To esWimate the mean and standard deviation of a population, one makes a series of measurements. Based
on a series of N measurements the mean is estimated by

1 n=!
Mean= M =-q ,x(n)

n=M

with a standawd deviation estimated from

n=l
variance = ={M-x(n)

2

Many times, especially in textbooks, the true population is assumed to have the form of a normal distribution with
a precisely defined mean and variance (not the stadard deviation is the square root of the variance)

PO,)dy = (C)-(x(n)M)2/21Gdx

2 x 7

For other situations, other distributions (e.g. exponential. gamma. Weilbull. otc.) may be more appropriate. So
although most examplks amssme a normal distribution, one should remain alert for data which violate this
asuwip4lon.

64.S. EMC Tests

Testi•g for surface discharges and himmal dischauges Is best dowe in conju-ti*on with staiduard ENIC teosing
ard evaluatin. Surwace and inemaj discharges reptresnt a spocic source of rdit d wAd monductd nOi which the
system mutm toleowe in onrd to perform. Normal EMC procodur.s Such a those in the EMC n4Jboo should be
followed. When systems or subsysms ar# wted they need to exexise all of tlh* modes, and should be configured
so that the mstup dos not dtuceli•mu tld• tat -uld an occur ih th real situation.

Ideally subsysemm testing is identical to that of the normal environmental qualification tet:
(I) Sub*.t the spacecah to a specified eavironam that is repro tative of tt expected plus any

engiecming margins.
(2) Have a design qualificatao test squence tha exmw s all clements of dth hardtwvae. and all mDxes of

the system,
(3) Es•blish a flight qualification and flight acceptance philosophy.

Some pmgams have a epamte qualification model which it tested to the full extent and duration cnvOnmenis (plus
margins), white the flight hardware is tested only to the full levels but not to the full duration. This ins•res the
design is adequate (the qualificaon test) and that t•h vwokmanship is adequate on the actual flight -ware (flight
Wceptance). In othe cases, only one sot of hardware will be built and one must weigh the desirability of eatsive
ground tesing with the possibility of ovcr-testing or stur•ing the flight hardware so that it fails it) flight. When
there is only one piece of hardware for both qualirication and flight, the test are fer~end to a% prowoflig4 tless.
Generally ox tensively tested hardware (cven if i i h had to be rcpaired) has performed batter than inwaJNitcly t-.ed
hardware. One. flight systems program mtnagcr at JPL has commenwAd that he has never wen a qm€waft fai in
Rlight due to exc ive ground test%. but he hai s-vn flight failture due to inadequate ground testing.

In space, the flight spacvaft witf he electrically isolated from ground and o-bantde with elctron, ion, and
extreme ultraviolet radiaitio levels. Sysc mis should ope'ate without upwi thiougbout this phas•. Such an
"-'wironment could be simulated on the grunJ, but the costs in facilities. -chedule. and enginccring would be high.
Therere. spacecraft charging te.ts imually take the form or a.'scssing unit or spgacw raft immunity to Clectrical
discharge tianients. The appopriae dischargc sources are bas on separa estates of discharge pranve
(location, duration. frequency. ard amplitude).

Arc dischauge tes;L are both simple to do and useful checks on the cloasue of the Faraday shield design.
Even in case whenm discharges are. not expected to occur, radiatod cnqgy fro•t por-abi arc discharge tisrtrs
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povides a quick, convenient EMC.type check-out during systems testing. Injected and capecitdvely coupld tes,
however, should be carefully planned and executed. Comparisons of predicted versus actual arc discharge
characisics and tested versus predicted response comple the verification of the system, and piepaur operators for
my anomaly investigations required iri the future.

ESD test techniques are not well established because: the system itself dictates what the pope: test should
be, each system response is influenced by so many details, and the arc source itself is stochastic. It is important,
""thereore, to understnd the various parameters which affect arc generadon and coupling to the system. A spacecraft
with a completely conducting exterior surface should not experience any surface dischages. Discharge testing on its
surface therefore would not be approWiat however, verifying the soundness of its Faraday shield for external somces
(e.g. lightnng) wish an arc discharge radiating enetgy might be very appropriate. Some of the important
considtaMIons in designing discharge tests am

(1) Spark occurence and locadon:
a) Will the expected environment cause dischrges?
b) What kinds of discharges am expected? (te types of discharges one. might expect ar

described below.)
c) What ar the return current paths?

(2) Chatrization of discharge regki:
a) What ae the tsAgroumd radited fields or wturd currents?
b) Whatu athe ma, tth ick and the dieltricstregth of t maral?
c) What is 0 tal charge involved in the event?

(3) ChatalWtioof discharge:
a) Wha is the eakdown voltage?
"b) What is the cur•t or voltage wave form: n time, widih. l time. and rat of rise
c) What is the imp,,da)xeof discharge?

(4) Chatuization oa oul to Vacraft
a) Wha is he locaon of dLugw dcow gofh of e di w dwV to qch cafLl
b) How is the discharg source VualdeW
C) %hat is the reM ltur (a Cm oupled curren?
4$ What arte, IMPOWsbl vicim circuit?

In toe for(th question we are concered with exactly how the diWae cent flows albut th VwccmW How is
ftiedischarge ouopled io the rs o the sfaceraft? Posible answ ar.: capacitivdy, 4ductvety, at ftwog

dirctly nc ed cductivc pax$s). hages cmw in differet* vwn•:& Te •,ve b colorfdly
dewribed as b• woff. pa vh4lvuh. and W over In btowoff, chage is eleased to .w from the wfc of t•e
dischuagt Eventually charge bolance is achievedt. initAlly there is net flow of charge away form the•acc t
body. This cau cueu thrughout
the entire suctmae of the spcecnft. Bkwoff is uimula• by etups in which the rtum cwet from the dishag
is fit away from the injection point or t.e couped • At Arge c -apac•ively coUpled diLswchge siniudli U
which the caMaU ad the saccraft both use t te at Eaity ground might be used to smuLa t k• of

NrihAhrought are small breakdowns whic sometimes leave a ssmal punctur In the dielctri. Curretsa
flow frim the appd chrige to iUs Lm charge on the other se of the dietctric. Except for die toeay cadiaz
away from the bmkdowin thaee are no large crent flows oMside the iNda egim of the Pch-lvotgh.
Punch4tmougw a simulawd by the radiated wision of a selkfConralnd dischtge. This type o smlao is gowx
for surface &dhag taws a quick EMC test. Usally the radia•'d cniisson has no effect on a spacrft uerdet
there is a serious fault ; its immunity so lectrag ui noise, Jiotve. even thoth punch-thughs t ivcs

e no eapeced twbe ip&m., and are sm obz4 they pprndy car iStgae w owfdhges wih are
more likely to cause prolems for sp syfl.

lahovses occur wben the charge on the suface nuaeuulis its image charge eithe through a pach-thugh
or umn an ed&e. FUhsven involve a large surface area rd thetofe WVrg vl chasgo, Since fthi charge is
moving aboku large cwmes can be inducd in other parts of the sRaccraft This typed dischrge is simai•d by
specifi cuum p@6 throgh or wound the spacecraft. For example. if an antenna Ls expected to discharge along an
edge, the asumed curem pt r-ight involve the atenna. the amtena mast. and the spacccaft body. A large metal

eer psalleling the amana might simuhla the charge buildp. ad this "cap might be rfdrnc td a grwAa
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for both the metal sh•t and the antenna, at the base of the antenna. The discharge would then be assumed to short
out the metal shmee to its ground, allowing curents to flow from the antenna structure to the base of the antenna,
with possible coupling to the main spacecraft body.

Each region and discharge mechanism needs to be evaluated individually. For example, one might begin by
estimating the capacitance, C, of the region of concern using the surface area, diclectric thickness, and dielectric
constanL If one then assumes the breakdown occurs across the thinnest part of the dielectric, the dielectric strength
of the material provides an estimate of the breakdown voltage (punch-through). In other cases, the breakdown at an
edge (flashover) might be assumed. For an edge breakdown, the breakdown of a vacuum might be more appropriate.
Te total eergy involved in the discharge is estimate by

-- E = V2 (&. 6)
e 2

where C is the capacitance and V is the voltage.
Experinents in the laboratory have detennined that peak current in the discharge scales as the square rot of

the ara involved in the discharge. Flashover discharges occur with rise times on the order of the distance over which
th flafOver travels divided bf,- one thivo of the speed of tight. Blowoff discharges involve the capacitance to free
space and velocities oCa plasma cloud on the order expected by electrons acler-ated by the electric field just befoce
b-ajkdown. The variability wen experimentally in the magnitudes and durations of discharges suggests that the same
region mAy discharge i more than one manner. and/r that sevwnd different regions ac involved in dis•harging,
Vampola et id. (1985) have summarized their results from meawrd discharges on the SCATHA spVecrft. A total
of 77 pulses occurrd oA 35 sxparate days. which included both turface "charges and intenal discharges. Some or
the mewase urface chnigiig pulse far excaoed the reWonse of the, puLse monitor to the Military S dadad 1 541
(MIL-STD- 154 1) ".- pukt& This implics that uA i aplicaton of MIL-ST.- 1541 may riot provide adequate
testig of a gmac System.
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Figure 6-10. Typical DisargiNs
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Since a discharge of any kind is compared to a lightning stroke, Figure 6-10 tMardiguian, 1985) compares
the energy content as a function of frequency for several of the mere popular discharges, including surface and
internal discharges.

Michel Mardiguian (1985) points out that an ESD or surface discharge simulator does much mor; than just
explore the weakness of the s) 3tem to static discharges. He states, "Although the ESD test cannot prewnd to replace
the traditional method, the wideband field which flashes produce all at once reveals many of the same weak spots that
classical EMI tests explore:

1. improper circuit board layout -- poor or missing decouplings, long runs far from their return trace, etc.
2. missing or loose ground connections
3. uncontrolled ground loops and parasitic capacitances
4. improperly terminated cable shields and poor connector bonding
5. shield discontinuities, etc.

Even more, an ErD tst is usually very simple t' run and is often ideally suited to field testing."
The MIL.ST•D-1541 arc source is available in seve-al commercial versions and is easily made in an EMC

lab, It can be used as a general EMC tool, as well as the specific surface charging simulator discussed below.
Military Standard 1.541 (MIL-STD-1541) describes an arc source which is commonly used. The schematic

and usage instruc ions extracted from MIL-STD-1541 are presented in Figure 6-11. The arc source is easily
manufactured and provides some of the paraneters necessary to simulate a discharge event. The only adjustable
parmueter for the MIL-STD- 1541 arc source is the discharge voltage. The rise time, pulse width, and tail time are
more or less constant. The discharge vohage is varied by adjusting the discharge gap and, if necessary, the dc supply
to the discharge capacitor. The peak cument and energy vary with the discharge voltages. Ihis permits some degree
of flexiP " ity in planning tests, but no, enough to cover all circumstances.

MII-STD 1541 Test Configuration

0-600 VDC Power Supply
Slkfl 0.1F

• ~~5000•i

signal generator to,*
drive relay at one
pulse per second

Breakdown voltage is
Turn ratio of 100, determined by gap
approximately 50 pF between carbon
distributed capacitance electrodes

Figure 6.11 MIL-STD-1541 Test Configuration
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A flat.plate capacitor is useful in several circumstances. A flat-plate capacitor can be used to approximate
flashovers or blowoffs on thermal blanket areas, calibration targets, or nonconductive paints. The flat-plate capacitor
permits a wide spread discharge to simulate the physical path of current flow. This can be significant where cabling
or circuitry is near the area in question. Also, the large size of the capacitor acts as an antenna during discharge and
thus produces significant radiated fields.

Several parameters can be varied: the area, the voltage on the plate, and the dielectric thickness. These
affect the capacitance, the discharge current, and the energy. The discharge voltage of the flat plate can be controlled
by using a needlepoint discharge gap at the plate's edge, calibrated to break down before the dielectric, or some sort of
switching circuit. This also affects discharge energy.

Rather than build a capacitor using the spacecraft as one plate, regular capacitors can be used to simulate the
charge buildup in a givea area, or regular capacikrs can be used to supplement the charge stored on a flat plate
arrangement, However, some capacitors have a high internal resistance and will not provide the fast rise times and
peak currents.

Although in nature the occurrence of discharges is a random process, testing requires repeatable and
controllable discharges. Switches we used to achieve repeatable and commandable discharges in some testing. The
types of switches used in discharge testing range from spark gaps to electronics. A wide variety of switches are
""vailable to initiate arc discharges. At low voltages, semiconductor or mechanical switches can be used. The
problem with mechanical switches is their "bounce." A bounce of the contact may result in non-uniform pulses; in
some cases two or more discharges will be generated in a few milliseconds. Mercury-wetted switches can alleviate
this problem somewhat.

The MIL.STD.1541 arc source uses a silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) to initiate the spark activity on the
primary of a step-up transformer. The circuit is designeO to produce a high voltage at an air spark gap on the
transformer's secondary. The gap then breaks down, Initiating the discharge.

For high-voltage switching in air, a gap made of two pointed electrodes can be used as the discharge switch.
The tips are placed toward each other and adjusted so that the distance between them corresponds to the desired
breakdown voltage. In air, this calibration is typically I mmAV. The gap should be tested and adjusted before the
test. A two parallel gap system Is useful when the breakdown voltage is to be varied during the test. One gap is set
for the maximum discharge voltage allowed and fixed; the second gap Is then vauied as the test progresse. Since the
gaps ame in parallel across the high voltage, the b.rekdown voltage of the system is determined by the lower
breakdown voltage of the two gaps. Ila fixed gap acts as a safety gap peventing discharges from exceeding the
maximum btrakdown voltage sred. Calibrated gas discharge tubes can also be used as the safety gap, or when
only fixed beakdown voltages wie to be used in a test. Discharge tubes have faster rise times than needlepoint
breakdowns in Wir, and are very eatable. Their large dimensions maked tem better radiatrs' of cletcromagnctc
nois• than simple air gaps.

A discharge ixoduces a wide spectrum of radiated electomagnictic energy. Discharges from any source can
affect the operation of a spacecr Discharge tubes or needlepoint gaps are effective In producing a wide spectrum of
radio noise to verify the ianunity of a system to RP interference and to chock the susceptibility of scientific
instru•ents.

To simulate blowoff or (lashover events, current must be injected directly into locatios on the spacecraft.
One way to do thie is to use a point on the spaccft as one electrode in the breakdown gap. When planning this
type of test, the spacecraft surface can be protected by a temporary metAllic fitting at the. locadon of the discharge
test. This ta is more severe than the radiated test, but better simulates the actual current injectitm at the discharge
point. Depending on the return path u5ed for the discharge gap this type of test simulates an* evewt which places
either large current flow about the spaecraft or poly fairly local Currents.

As described earlier, blowoff events can be simulated by metal plates or foil placed over the region of
concern. Using any of the methods aicady discussd, the capacitor made up of the plate o foil as one side anJd the
spacecraft as the other is dLscharged and the resiting zrnvuc•u' currents induced to verity the immunity of the
system,. As with tests using the qpteciaft as one electrode in a spark gap, te.%s which %&e the spazecraft as one plate
of a capacitor depend crucially ont htw the return currnt flows. Catssinp that fl.w to "mnverse the entire length and
breadth of the spaxcruft is vcry dilferent from a test in which the return path is as short as possixble and confines
currents to the aea local to the foil. A number of current paths need to be considered and dilfecrcnt parts of the
Sspawecraft system need to be tested, A too renote return path may ovcrtest the system, while a too short and local
path may un drctst tOe system. Ie=e again, a &d Qtkd understwnding of your qyswin i nhc enviromunent must be
used to design and implement mnc test.
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For internal charging and local surface charging concerns it occasionally is prudent to expose the subsystem
of concern to penetrting electrons directly or to an energetic plasma. Such tests should be carefully designed not to
oveistress the subsystem, not to allow the measurements of the anomalous behavior to be the cause of the
anomalous behavior, and yet to prove the subsystem will operate when exposed to the environment For example,
Leung and Robinson (1982) tested a number of Galileo subsystems and components for internal charging effects. In
some cases, the results of these tests removed concerns which would have required considerable redesign effort.

System level testing involves large crews of people, costly facilities, a significant fraction of the funding,
and is the first and last time the entire system is realistically exercised before launch. System level testing provides
the most reliable determination of the expected performance of a space vehicle in the environment

For surface charging concerns, discharges at the system level should duplicate the coupling paths which will
be important in space. However, both internal discharges and SEU tests at the system level are difficult to plan and
carry out Therefore, surface and internal discharge testing may require testing on a representation of the spacecraft
before exposing the flight spacecraft, to insure that there will be no inadvertent overstressing of flight units.

A detailed test plan must be developed that defines test procedures, instrumentation, test levels, and
parameters to be investigated. Test techniques will probably involve current flow in the spacecraft structure. Tests
can be conducted in ambient environments, but screen rooms with electromagnetic dampers arm recommended. MIL-
STD-l 541 system test requirements and radiated electromagnetic interference testing are considered to be a minimal
sequence of tests.

-''he spacecraft should be isolated from ground. Instrumentation must be electrically screened from the
dLwrge test environment and must be carefully chosen so that instrument response is not confused with spacecraft
response. The spwAcmaft and instrumentation should be on battery power to avoid ground loops. Complete
spacecraft teleme" y should be monitored. Full functional tests, if possible, are good. Voltage probes, current
probes, M and H shield curent mopitors, and other sensors should be installed at critical locations. Sensor data
should be transmitted wit- fiber optic data InKs for bes results. Oscilloscopes and other monitoring instruments
should be capbl" of resolving the expcted fast response to the discharges (9250 MHz).

The test levels sho'4ld De detemined from analysis and test of discharging behavior in the substorm
environment. Purvis al. i(984) rcmaend full level testing, with test margins, for structural, engineering, or
qualification models of slccr,$t 'lMe test measurmAents (structural currents, harness transients, upsets, etc.) no the
key system respo..es that are to be usm! to validate predicted behavior. Some manufactuim redtce test levels for
flight hardware to avoid ovrstressiiag anything. It can be argued that there have been more in-flight failures due to
irsufficient testing than ovcaeistin, aithough thomgh dveklipment testing gives one confidence in hotening or
lessening flight-unit ting.

6.53.1. Tests Desipued Specifically for Surface Charging

Surf=a, discharges have teen bW,-4rsome to spacecraft design••rs for a long enough period so that test
pr=-tl~es ar being dexeioped. Below is the section on syste-i tsting for surf•ce charging effect from Purvs et aI.
-(194). This is followed by an abrtract of the test acttally done on INTELSAT VI by Tucker (1987). ESA is
currnly carying out exparinents to va!,. o its model respori to surface dLiharges (Granger Wad Ferrante, 1987).

"Spacecraft testing is generally performed in the same fashion as unit testing; a tw puan of the following
sort is typical:

'(i) The MIL.STD. 1541 Adiated test ii applied around the entire spacecraft.
"(2) Spark currms from the MIL-STD-1541 arc souroe arm applied through spacecft structure from

launch vehicle attachment points to dia6 onally opposite comers.
"(3) ESD currents are passed down the length of booms with cabli-3 routed alomg them (e.g., sensor

booms or power bow,.). Noise pickup into cabling Pnd circuit disruption arc monitored.
"(4) Special tmsis arm devised for swal situations. For exwunple, dielectric regions such as quartz second-

surface mirrors. Kapt(n thermal blankets. •ad optical viewing windows should have ESD tests
applied on the basis of their prctlkted ESD characteristics.

"The spacecraft ESD testing rot,figuration ideally simulates a 100 percent fligh•.like condition. This may
be difficult becaane of th- foNowing considerations:

"(I) Desire for ESD diagnostics in the spacecraft
"(2) Nonfunctioning power system
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"(3) Local rules about grounding the spacecraft to facility ground

"(4) Cost and schedules to completely assemble the spacecraft for the test and later disassemble it
"(5) The possible large capacitance to ground of the spacecraft in its test fixture

"(6) ESD coupling onto nonflight test cabling
"To obtain more information about circuit response than can be obtained by telemetry, it is common to

measure induced voltages due to the ESD test sparks at key circuits. If improperly implemented, the very wires that
access the circuits and exit the spacecraft to test equipment (e.g., oscilloscopes) will act as antennas and show noise
that never would be present without those wires.

"Two approaches have been used with some success. The first is using conventional oscilloscope probes,
with great care. Long oscilloscope probes (3 m) were procured from Tektronix. For the circuits being monitored, a
small "tee" breakout connector was fabricated and inserted at the connector nearest the circuit. Two oscilloscope
probes were attached to each circuit's active and return wires and the probe tips were grounded to satellite structure in
the immediate vicinity of the breakout tee. The probe grounds were less than 15 cm from the probe tip. The signal
was measured on a differential input of the oscilloscope. Before installation, the probes were capacitively
compensated to their respective oscilloscope preamplifiers, and it was verified that their common-mode voltage
rejection was adequate (in short normal good practice). The two probe leads were twisted together and routed along a
metal structure inside the satellite until they could be routed out of the main chassis enclosure. They were then
routed (still under thermal blankets) along the structure to a location as remote as possible from any ESD test
location and finally were routed to the oscilloscope. The oscilloscopes were isolated from building ground by
isolation transformers. Clearly, this method permits monitoring only a few circuits.

"A second method of monitoring ESD-induced voltage waveforms on internal circuits is the use of battery.
powe"ed devices that convert voltages to light-emitting diode (LED) signals. The LED signals can be transmitted by
fiber optics to exterior receiver devices, where the voltage waveform is reconstructed. As with the oscilloscope
probes, the monitoring device must be carefully attached to the wires with minimal disturbance to circuit wiring.
The fiber optic cable must be muted out of the satellite with minimal disturbance. The deficiency of such a
monitoring scheme is that the sending device must be battery powered, turned on, and installed in the spacecraft
before spacecraft buildup and must operate for the duration of the test. The need for batteries and the high power
consumption of LEDs severely restrict this method.

"Another proposed way to obtain circuit responDs information is to place peak-hold circuitry at key circuits,
installed as described above. This method is not very useful because the only datum presented is that a certain peak
voltage occurred. There Is no evidence that the ESD tea caused it, and there is no way to correlate that voltage with
any one of the test sequences. For analysis purposes, such information is worthless.

"Spacecraft using solar cells or nuclear power supplies often must use support equipment power supplies
for ground est activities and, thus, am not totally isolted from ground, In such cases, the best work.around is to
use an Isolated and balanced output power supply with its wires routed to the spacecraft at a height above ground to
avoid stray capacitance to tround. The power wires should be shielded to avoid picking up stray radiated ESD noise,
the shields should be groumkd at the support equipment end of the cable only.

"To simulate flight, the spacecraft should be isolated from ground. Normal test practice dictates an
excellent connection to facility ground. For the purposes of this test a temporary ground of 0.2 to 2 M11 or more
will isolate the spacecraft for the purposes of the ESD test. Generally, 0.2 to 2 MCI, Is sufficient 'grounding' for
special test circumstances of limited duration and can be tolerated for the ESD test.

"Often testing is done in the most compact form possible. attempting to interleave several tasks at one time
or to perform tasks In parallel. This practice Is incompatible with the needs of ESD testing and mus be avoided. A
thermal vacuum test, for example, is configured like the ESD test, but has numerous (nonflight) thermocouple leads
penetrating from the interior to the exterior of the spacecraft. T1,hese leads can act as antennas and bring ESD-caused
noise into satellite circuitry, where it never would have been.

"If stray capacitance to facility ground is present during the ESD test, it will modify the flow of ESD
curnents. For a better test the spacecraft should be physically isolated from facility ground. It can be shown that
raising a i.5-m-diameter spherical sotellite 0,5 m off the test fltooing reduces the stray capacitance nearly to that of
an isolated satellite in free space. A dielecitic (e.g., wood) support structure can be fabricated for the ESD test and
will provide the necessary capacitive isolation.

"One method of reducing ESD coupling to and from the spacccraft on nonflight test wiring is the use of
ferrite beads on all such wiring."
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6.5.5.2. INTELSAT VI Tests

On the INTELSAT VI spacecraft [Tucker, 1987], battery powered sensors, optical fiber links, and high
speed single shot recording equipment were combined with lumped element circuit models to design a test simulating
surface discharges. The bandwidth of the optical link was suggested by the predictions of the lumped element
model. Optical links are required to avoid direct coupling of the discharge energy into sensitive regions of the
spacecraft via cables used only to instrument the test. Sensors and their optical transmitters were located at points of
interest about the spacecraft. The discharge source was chosen to be an 18.5 kV pulser with an effective capacitance
of 60 picofarads, delivering a 10 millijoule pulse. The pulser was placed at different locations to explore the
system's sensitivity to discharges. Over 166,000 pulses were injected into the INTELSAT flight model to test the
design and validate the lumped element model of the spacecraft. The measured results agreed well with the
predictions of the lumped element model. The measured responses at various locations have characteristics whichindicate where discharges are occurring. If voltage and current sensors were flown on the spacecraft, analysis using
the lumped element model would be very useful in monitoring the spacecraft health and response to the environment.

The key to good tests is adequate modeling prior to testing. Adequate modeling maximizes the information
obtained in testing, and assures the system that over-testing/stressing will not occur.

In applying the discharge source, Figure 6-12 care needed to be taken with the switch initiating the
discharge. (Air gaps have been used for MIL-STD- 1541, but repeatability is sometimes considered a problem.)
INTELSAT VI testers chose instead to use a triggered source. A triggered spark gap was selected because of its
short rise time and good repeatability. In the Hughes injector, a high voltage source was used to charge up a 60 pF
capacitor. The energy on this capacitor was then discharged through a triggered spark gap to the spacecraft. With
this test setup, the rise time of a typical discharge pulse was 7 ns. The high voltage used in the tests ranged from 6
to 18 kV; the injected energy ranged as high as 20 mJ. A simplified schematic of the Hughes INTELSAT VI arc
source is shown in Figures 6.12, 6-13, and 6-14.

INTELSAT Arc tester

- -- 1 kilohm 100 to 10-600 VAC resistor coil
Adjustable (50 pFSupply (0p

Supplydistributed
capacitance) discharg

One pulse per I- points
second trigger
generator

Figure 6-12. INTELSAT Source



Direct Injection Test to Various Points on Spacecraft

0-60 o voC10o 1o o
supply relays13 coildistd

FAand (50 pFac

Onepulse t 5to caacitance)

per secsignal discharge"' il=,

generator,. . •lI

Figure 6-13. INTELSAT IV Tesl s

6 to 18.5 KV -[

._ Murata

EG& 
DHS-20-181

GP-92

trigger r

Figure 6-14. 1INTESAT VI Trigger (after Tucker. 1987)

6.3.5.3. Tests Designed Specifically for Internal Charging

Since internal charging is a large effect where it occurs and is small outside of the box, it is difficult to
provide a test which will produce large enough signals inside the box without overstressing components outside the
box. For this reason most internal charging experinents are done at the subsystem level. Perhaps small controlled
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arc sources coupled to test control by fiber optics and monitored with fiber optic coupled sense circuits will allow
accurate internal discharge tests at a system level in the future.

6.6. A Final Word

The analysis, testing and monitoring needed to eliminate internal discharging surface charging/discharging
and single event upset caused anomalies is available. There are many different approaches which can be adapted to
each program.
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Appendix

2
Glossary

iI

A index
A daily index of goonvgnetic activity derived as the avcragc of the eight 3-houwly a indices.

a Index
A 3-hourly 'equivalent amplitude" index of lcal geomagnetic activity. Va" is related to the 3-hourly K
index accord•ag to the following wale:

V 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
a 0 3 7 15 27 48 80 140 240 400

absorption
The disipation of radio wave energy into heat. As a wave pisi thrngh an iouiwd medium, it forces frw
elcetoms to osCillate (poitive ions arc mich les •obile and can be igssue). Corltsons with [•nck(W in

the mcdium convert wa•v energy into hea. In the Onophete•, this proress Is most effictive a D frgion
altitudes, where the produc of fre " ion deity ad collisional frequncy s a maxuwmi. (Also e
attenuation.)

active region
A region on th sun where tansient features (such as sunsipts. page.•. filauoinc , uvJ flares) ate obsceovd
TheeW featumes ar• Cracwized by hance"nts of ft local Sowr e feld.

AE index
A gomagaenetkc Inex of the aurml electrojet, which mesures the maximum range of excursion (bath
positive and negative) from quiet levels; measured at a given universal time by sinog the combined da
from a worldwide ring of high-latitude magnetic obseavatores. AU (A uppcr) refers to the greates positive
deviation from the quiet time reerence arid AL (A lower) to the most tegative. By derFintion AE - AU-
AL, AO rOW. s to the mean of AU and AL AO x 1/2(AU + AL).

AFGWC

Air Force Global Weather Central: the fkicate= center operated by ft Air Force at OffuU AFE. Nebraska.
It monisiros and forecast both autosphewrc vatht ad the SpC eavironmenL
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Alfven wave
A transverse wave in magnetized plasma characterized by a change of direction of the magnetic field (rather
than a change of intensity). An Alfven wave travels with a speed CA(2) = [B2 /(4nmn)]J/2, where B is the
magnetic field strength, m is the mass of an ion (proton in plasma of ionized hydrogca), and n is the
number density of ions (which in a singly ionized plasma equals the number density of electrons). The
Alfven number in a plasma moving at speed C is C/CA, the analog of the Mach number in a neutral gas.
For average conditions in the solar wind. CA = 50 to 100 km/s. The bulk velocity of the solar wind
typically exceeds 300 km/s and is thus "superalfvenic," as well as supersonic.

angstrom
A unit of length equal to I x 10- centimeters. Used chiefly to express short (optical) wavelengths.

anomalous propagation
The propagation of radio waves through the atmosphere along a path different from that expected as a result
of the normal 4/3 radians curvature caused by standard tropospheric refraction. Less bending than normal is
known as subrefraction. More bending than normal includes superrefraction, ducting. or trapping.

Ap Index
An averaged planetary A index based on data from a set of specific stations. The official Ap index is
determined at the Institut fur Goophysik at Gottingen, F.R.G.

Indices that iwovide a linear measure of the level of disturbance of the planetary geomagnetic field. Ap is a
24-hour index, and ap is a 3-hour index. Both indices range from 0 to 400, (Als s K. Kp. and Kmn.)
The following descriptive terms apply to both ap and Ap:

0- 6 Quiti
7- 14 Unsettled

15 -29 Active
30 - 49 Minor Stocm
50 or higher Major Storm

apogee
"the point on the pwh of an earth-t.Wtrg uatllite fanrthe fron the earth. The general temnn or W y planet
iS a:oaIpis. Apsis is the point in an wbit which is either (arthem or closexsto th ceter oi atuxteion.
Aphli- ' is the fartil point for conmes from the sui.

Appleton anomaly
Two w= ofonhAnctd F Region ck-won density centered at .20 and -20 depria gmagnetic latitude, and
etending in ltoal time from noon to midnight, Theit origin is a horixotal ula,40X of free electrons by
high altitude winds. from which the electrons arc produced ovet equatorial latitudes (b' solvar radiation) and
ovtr aurotral Latitudes (by particle precipitation), Also known a ýsubequatMial ridges" they are
chartuicrited by strong hormi al ectran denity gradimnt a;d thus amr a %,xrc 4 "non.great cirtle
prpagtion., They arc nost disinctive near the equinoxes ,,daverage levels of geomagnetic activity.
During high geomagnetic activity the rdgeS t"nd w merge into a single ridge o~vr the equator. Near the
summer and winter sostgices a singke. broad ridge is found in the winte; hanisphere midlatitudea, a
plieiwwo caled the Wimet Anonily."

attenuation
This trm includes all power Wls", esxpvincod by a radio wave. Aboi"on is only one compont of
atteaualion, Otlher COmtDp10CfLS inchtdc: free sgc- o•ms due to •eam •swcadin%. beamn fV- kdfocusing
(for exam& power loss in a duct is small),tr tt loss. etc. (Alo see abw ;oti.)

AU
Awonomical wit: the nmea caidi-st disa•c. 1.496 x 1011 Aetes (214.94 sar radii).
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aurora
"Sporadic radiant emission from the upper atmosphere over middle and high latitudes. Precipitating charged
particles (electrons and, to a lesser extent, protons) are guided by the earth's geomagnetic field into the
higher latitudes. These particles collide with atmospheric gases, which become excited or ionized. When
the atoms and molecules rctum to a normal energy state, electromagnetic energy (radio, infrared, visible, or
ultraviolet radiation) is emitted. Auroras are most intense, and are observed furthest equatorward, at times of
geomagnetic storms.

auroral electrojet
An electric current that flows in the auroral zone at E layer altitudes. It is most intense during geomagnetic
disturbances, and ultimately owes its origin to a convective motion of charged particles in the magnetotail.

auroral oval
A roughly elliptical area in which aurora may be occurriug at a particular time. The auroral activity is
generally most intense, and extends furthest equatorward, in the midnight sector (since the precipitating
particles causing aurora come from the magnetotail). An ovai band around each geomagnetic pole ranging
from about 75 deg magnetic latitude at local noon to about 67 deg magnetic latitude at midnight under
average conditions. It is the locus of structured auroras and widens to both higher and lower latitudes during
the expansion phase of magnetic subotrms,

auroral zone
A roughly circular band around either geomagnetic pole, over which auroral activity is most often seen.
The band's center lies about 23 degrees of latitude from the geomagnetic pole, and has a width of about 12
degrees.

auroral zone absorption (AZA)
During a geomagnetic storm, ultraviolet and x-ray auroral emissions in the E Region can cause an increase
in the electron density of the underlying D Region. The result is an increase in absorption of radio signals
transiting the auroral zone. (Also see D Region,)

autumnal equinox
The equinox that occurs in September.

Bartel's rotation number
The serial number assigned to 27-day rotation periods of solar and geophysical paraneters. Rotation I in
this sequence was assigned arbitrarily by Bartel to begin in January 1833, and the count has continued by
27-day intervals to the presont. (For example, rotation 2000 began on 12 November 1979, rotation 2030
on 30 January 1982.) The 27-day period was selected empirically from the observed recurrence of
geomagnetic activity attributed to corotating features on the sun. The sun has a rotation period (as seen
from the earth) of 27.27 days; therefore, solar longitude slowly drifts with respect to the Bartel rate. Solar
rotation serial numbers do not coincide with Bartel rotation numbrs because of this difference in rotation
rate and also because the initial solar rotaion serial numbtA" was assigned (by Carrington) to begin on a
different date.

bow shock
A collisionless shock wave in front of the magnetosphere arising from the interaction of the supersonic
solar wind with the earth's magnetic field.

butterfly diagram
A plot of observed sunspot latitude versus time. This diagram, which resembles a butterfly, shows the
tendency of solar active regions to drift from high to low latitudes during a sunspot cycle.

C event
(See solar flare.) The least energetic type of solar flare, as defined by the peak x-ray emission observed in
the 1-8 angstrom band. For a C event, peak emission is between 1.0 and 9.9 x 10-3 crgs/cm 2/sec. For
example, C5.3 means peak emission was 5.3 x 10-3 erglcnm2/scc. (AI.o see N1 and X cvcnts,)
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c9 index
A daily index of geomagnetic activity derived from the daily Cp index. The index ranges from 0 to 9, 9
representing "most disturbed."

Carrington longitude
A system of fixed longitudes rotating with the sun. Carrington longitude is widely, but imprecisely used to
mean heliographic longitude. (See solar coordinates.)

chromosphere
The layer of the solar atmosphere lying between the photosphere and the transition region and the corona.
The chromosphere is not visible to the naked eye, but is the source of the strongest absorption lines in the
solar spectrum including hydrogen and the H and K lines of calcium, and is the source of the red
(chromium) color often seen around the rim of the moon during total solar eclipses.

conjugate points
Two points on the earth's surface at opposite ends of a geomagnetic field line.

continuum storm (CTM)
General term for solar radio noise lasting for •ours and sometimes days, in which the intensity varies
smoothly with frequency over a wide range in the mewr and decimeter wavelengths.

convection
The bulk transport of plasma (.)r gas) from ono place to another, in response to mechanical forces (for
example, viscous interaction with the solar wind) or electromagnetic forces.

coordinated universal time
"By internmaional agreement, the local time at the prime meridian, which passes through Greenwich,
England. Therefore, it is also known as Greenwich mean time. e sometimes simply universal time. There
are 24 time zones around the world, which arm labeled alphabetically. The time zone centered at Greenwich
has the double designation of A and Z. Especially i6 the milituay commtunity, coordinated universal time is
often rcferenced as Z or ZULU time.

corona
The outermt lay"r of the solar atmosphre. A gaeatly exwnded region of low, &dsiy and high
temperature, the corona extends far out into iraneuty spac. beco)ing the •olar wind.

coronal hole
A region of low density and open magnetic field lines in the, lAr corona., Holes may arsist fix -wveral
months, and are a primary source of the high speed solar wind streams obsorved ,ear the earth. As stch,
they arm closely Melatd to the occwi•'f.os = rocmraet gottagritc storms,

corp'uscular radiation
Sect "partculato radialion.'

corrected geomalnetic coordinates
The spheric-al "eomagn•t-. cooMIN ,a'" systom is basd on approximating •t earWis xtual magnetic field
by a c•erued dipole (bar magnet). A slightly better fit with the actual field is achieved if the dipolc axis is
offst from the earth's center by about 450 kilometers toward a location in the Pacific Ocean (I 5.6N.
150.9E). ThLs "eccentric dipole" axis intects the surf-ae at 8IN, 95W anl 75S, 120E. The non-
spherical, corrnwted geomagnetic co rdiate syswm is b=4e. on this eccentric dipole. (Also sw; gcomagnetic
co.rdinates.)

cosmic radio noise
Radio waves from •wxctmutial sou• c,
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cosmic rays
Very high energy particulate radiation which permeates interstellar space. Cosmic rays are measured at the
earth's surface by a "Neutron Monitor," an instrument capable of detecting secondary neutrons produced by
collisions between cosmic rays and atmospheric gases. "Galactic cosmic radiation" originates outside the
solar system, and is modulated by solar activity. During periods of high solar activity, counting rates on
neutron monitors fall (known as a Forbush decrease), due to an increase in the shielding effect of the
disturbed solar wind and geomagnetic field. (See "rigidity" for more explanation on the shielding of
particles by a magnetic field, as well as the discussion in chapter 2 on single particle motions and Stormer
orbits. "Solar cosmic rays" are produced by the most energetic solar flares; in these instances, counting
rates c•t neutron monitors are observed to rise (known as a "ground level event").

Cp index
A daily index of geomagnetic activity obtained from the Ap index. The range of Cp is 0 to 2.5, 2.5
representing the most disturbed.

critical frequency
The limiting radio frequency below which radio waves are reflected by, and above which they penetrate
through, an ionized medium (such as an ionospheric layer) at vertical incidence. Also known as the
"pla&qna frequency."

CRRES
Combined Release Radiation Effects satellite.

cusp(s)
In the magnetosphere, two regions near magnetic local noon and approximately 15 deg of latitude
qu' )rward of the north and the south magnetic poles. The cusps mark the division between geomagnetic

field fines on the sunward side (which are approximately dipolar, but somewhat compressed by the solar
wind) and the field lines in the polar cap that are swept back into the magnetotail by the solar wind.
"Cusp" implies conical symmetry iround the axis of the bundle of converging (Northern Hemisphere) or
diverging (Southern Hemisphere) field lines. In practice, "cusp" and "cleft" are often used interchangeably,
However, "cleft" implies greater extension in longitude (lOcal time) and hence a wedge-shaped structure.

D region (D layer)
A daytime layter in the ionosphere between about 50 and 90 kilometers altitude. During solar flares, the D
layer may be enhanced and lowered by an increased flux of xray radiation from the sun. The D layer is
responsible for most radio wave absorption. Major "absomtion" events include: short wave fades (SWF),
auroral zone absorption (AZA), and polar cap absorption (PCA). The same physical process causes the
dissipation of radio wave energy in each evnt. However, the events differ by the source of the ionizing
radiation, location, and time scale:

SWF Flarc X.Rays Sunlit Ilemisphro Tens of Minutes

AZA Electtms fruin the, Magnetotail Auroral Zones Hours

PCA Flare Protons, Polar Caps Hours- Days

declination
(1) The angular distance of an a.tronomical body north (+) or south (-) of the celestial equator, (2) In
geoMnignetic applications, the angle betwcen true north and the horiruntal conipoert of t1he local
gcomagoeic tield.
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differential flux
The differential flux j(E) denotes the number of particles of energy E per unit energy interval, per unit area,
per unit time, per unit solid angle of observation, passing through an area perpendicular to the viewing
direction. It is approximately obtained from the count rate of a physical detector measuring the flux of
particles between energy E and E + dE, geometric factor G, and solid angle of view dW through the
relationship

C
= (G * dE * dW 8 dt)

where C is the number of detector counts in time dt. This approximate definition assumes that the flux is
isotropic, constant over the energy range of the detector channel, and time-independent over the
accumulation time dL

differential rotation
Refers to the variation of solar rotation rate with latitude. Low solar latitudes rotate faster (about 13 degrees
per day) than high latitudes (about 10 degrees per day).

dipole equator
The dipole or "dip equator" is defined by where the earth's magnetic field lines are inclined zero degrees to
the earth's surface. The dip equator does not correspond exactly to the "geomagnetic equator," since the dip
system includes local variations in the near earth magnetic field. The dip poles, known as the "North, or
South, Magnetic Poles (NMP, SMP)," are where magnetic field lines are inclined 90 degrees to the earth's
surface. They lie a considerable distance from the geomagnetic poles. (Also see geomagnetic coordinates.)

LaL LQAL

NMP (dip NP) 76N 101W
Geomagnetic NP 79N 70W

SMP (dip SP) 66S 141E
Geomagnetic SP 79S 1 10E

DMSP
Defense meteorological satellite program. A series of high inclination, low altitude spacecraft designed to
monitor wcawer and the near carth space envirownent (especially in the auroral zones).

Doppler shift
A displacement in the observed frequency of a radiated signal caused by rkative nmutim between an emitter
and a mccivcr.

DSCS

A military communicatiots satellite.

DsO index
A geomagnetic index describing variations in the equattoial ring curmt. It is comrputed from the li.
compowants at approximately four near-equatorial stations at hourly intervals. At a given time, the Dst
index is the average of a ,,ann time variation over all longitude,. An index of 50 is ctmsidered significant,
and an index of 200 or more is ausociated with middle-latitudc auroras. The refeirenc ovel is chonn to be
stati cally zaro on internationally designated quict days.

E region (E layer)
*The ionospheric region betwccn 90 kikimeter altitude and about 120 to 140 kilometers. At night this layer

4rmtually disa,•pxa•, excc at auroral latitudes (wlher it is partially maintained by precipitatng particles).

eccentric dipole
See "convccd gcokgniaetic coordiatews."
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ECEMP
Electron Caused Electromagnetic Pulse is a term used to describe internal charging and spacecraft charging
discharges. It is sometimes used in the limited sense of discharges on cables and circuit boards inside the
spacecraft.

ecliptic
The great circle made by the intersection of the plane of the earth's orbit with the celestial sphere. (Less
properly, the apparent path of the sun around the sky during the year.)

EDP
Electron density profile: the variation in the density of free electrons with altitude. It represents a vertical
sounding of the ionosphere.

electrojet
(1) Auroral: A current that flows in the ionosphere in the auroral zone driven by magnetospheric
convection. (2) Equatorial: A thin electric current layer in the ionosphere over the dip equator, driven by
the dynamic action of westward electron motion at about 100 to 115 km altitude.

EMI
Electromagnetic interference.

SEP
Energetic particle data are provided by a series of geostationary satellites operated by the Air Force.
Electrons ranging from 30 keV to 2 MeV, and protons from 50 keV to 150 MeV. are measured.

ephemeris
An astronomical almanac listing solar coordinates and the positions of the sun and other heavenly bodies at
regular intervals in time.

equatorial electrojet
An ionospheric electric current at E region altitudes (between 100 and 120 kilometers), centered over the
"dipole equator" and roughly 10 degrees latitude in width. It is driven by the dynamic action of a daytime
westward drift of free electrons across geomagnetic field lines.

equinox
One of the two points of intersection of the celestial equator and the ecliptic. The sun passes through the
vernal equinox on about 21 March and through the autumnal equinox on about 22 September.

erg The cgs unit of energy (1 erg = I x 10-7 joule).

ESD
Electrostastic discharge (ESD) covers any brevA~down. The "static" is misleading as a discharge is hardly
static. ESD is used for everything from discharges produced when people contact metal objects after
crossing a wool rug to high voltage breakdowns. ESIs need to be eliminated in the manufacturing as well
as the operation of spacecraft. This text deals only with ESD produced by environmental charging. In the
manufacture of elecronics. .ES-s from the people assembling the pas•s due to charge buildup on their
bodies have been known to daymge parts. hle tern ESD covers all of these effects.

EUV
See extreme ultMviolet.

e V

Electron volt. A unit of energy (I cV = 1.602 x 10- 19 joule). 1U- kinctic ectergy acquired by an electron
accelerated through an electrical poWential diffenancc of one volt.

extraordinary mode
One of the two modes of propagatiot of electromagnetic waves in a magnetic plasma. For propagation
along the direction of the magnetic field, it is the mode for which the electric vector rotates in the samine
sense that an electron gyrates about the field. For propagation perpendicular to the magnetic field, the
electric vector oscillates pxrWdcul" to the ;rimary niagnctic field. (Sec also ordinary mode.)
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extreme ultraviolet
A portion of the electromagnetic spectrum from approximately 100 to 1000 angstroms in wavelength.

extremely low frequency (ELF)
That portion of the radio frequency spectrum from 30 to 3000 hertz.

F layer trough
An area of depleted F region electron density often found in the night sector just equatorward of the auroral
oval. There is a particularly steep horizontal electron density gradient between the trough and oval, which
causes "non-great-circle propagation" and focusing of radio waves.

F region (F layer)
The ionospheric region between about 130 and roughly 1000 kilometer altitude. The F region is
responsible for most of the refraction suffered by radio waves as they transit the ionosphere. It is subdivided
into the P2 and the F1 regions. The P2 layer is usually the densest (in terms of electron density) region of
the ionosphere and persists throughout the night. The F1 layer, often thought of as a ledge in the "electron
density profile" at the bottom of the F layer, occurs only in daylight.

F10.7
The solar radio flux observed at a wavelength of 10.7 cm (2800 MHz) by the Ottawa Radio Observatory at
1700Z daily (local noon). Normally reported in "solar flux units" (1 sfu = 1 x 10-22 webers/meter 2hertz).
The variation of the 10.7 cm radio flux is closely associated with enhanced thermal radiation from "active
regions" and thus the overall level of solar activity.

F10.7 bar
The 90 day running mean value of the 1700Z Ottawa F 10.7.

filament
A mass of relatively high density, low temperature gas suspended in the upper chromosphere or the lower
corona by magnetic fields. It is seen as a ribbonlike absorption feature against the solar disk. (Also see
prominence.)

flare
(1) A sudden, short-lived brightening of a localized region in the solar chromosphere. Flares nearly always
oct~ur in the plage of an active region, and are usually only visible in monochromatic light. They are
classified according to area (0,1,2.3,4) and brightness (FINB). and/or by x-ray intensity (CMX). The
x-ray classification scheme is as follows:

C event- The least energetic type of solar flare, as defined by the peak x-ray emission observed in
the 1-8 angstrom band. For a C event, peak eminsion is between (1,0 and 9.9) x 10-3 erg/cm 2/sec. For
example. C5.3 means peak emission was 5.3 x 10-3 erg/cm 2/sxc.

M event. A moderate solar event as defined by an x.ray burst with a peak emission between (1.0
and 9.9) x 10-2 erg/cm 2/scc.

X event -A major stlar flare, as defined by an x-ray burst with peak emission in excess of 1.0 x
10-1 erg/cm2/sec, For example. X3.5 means the peak emission was 3.5 x 10-1 erg/cm2/sec.
(2) A sudden eruption of energy on the solar disk lasting minutes to hours, from which radiation and
particles are emitted. Flare classification is based on size at the time of maximum brightness in H-alpha.
One square degree is equal to (1.214 x 104 km)2 = 48.5 millionths of the visible solar hcmlspherc.

fluence
Time integrated flux.

flux
The amount of something (protons, x-rays, radio energy, etc.) pasing through a specified area in a given
tinme period.
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fmin
The minimum reflected frequency observed by a vertical incidence (VI) ionosonde. It depends on the
electron density in the ionosphere (mostly D layer), ionosonde power and sensitivity, and the amount of
radio noise. (Also see LUF.)

foE
"Critical frequency" (for the ordinary or "o" wave) of the solar (ultraviolet) produced E layer. It is the
highest frequency returned by that layer at vertical incidence, and thus provides a measure of that layer's
maximum electron density.

foEs
"Critical frequency" (for the ordinary or "o" wave) of the sporadic E layer. It is the highest frequency
reflected by that layer at vertical incidence, and thus depends on enhancements in the E layer's electron
density caused by non-solar sources (such as particle precipitation, wind shear, or meteor ionization).

foF2
"Critical frequency" (for the ordinary or "o" wave) of the F2 layer. It is the highest ordinary wave
polarization frequency returned by that layer at vertical incidence, and thus provides a measure of that layer'es
maximum electron density. (Also see MUF.)

forbush decrease
See cosmic rays.

Fraunhoter spectrum
The system of dark lines due to absorption in the solar and terrestrial atmospheres, superimposed on the
continuous solar spectrum.

gammagamm A unit of magnetic field strength (I gamma = I x 10.5 gauss = 1 nanotesla). The average surface strength
of the geomagnetic field is about 1/2 gauss, while the average strength of the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF) is roughly 6 x 10"5 gauss (or 6 gamma).

gauss
A unit of magnetic induction named after Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855) who first developed a method
for accurately determining the absolute value of a magnetic field. In 1838 Gauss expressed the earth's
"magnetic field in a sphercal harmonic seris, the coefficients of which are called Gauss coefficients, 10
104T.

geomagnetic coordinates
A system of spherical coordinates (geomagnetic latitude and longitude). The system is based on
approximating the actual magnetic field of the earth by a centered dipole (bar magnet) field. The axis of the
dipole passes through the earth's center, but is Inclined abuut I I degrees to the earth's rotational axis.
Intersmtion of this axis with the earth's surface defines the Goomagnetic North Pole (at 78.5N, I IOE).
(Also wee cenmcted geomagnetic coordinates and dipole equator.)

geomagnetic cutoff
oThe geomagnetic cutoff is a measure of the rigidity (soc rigidity) required to penetrate the earth's magnetic

field to the given location. The geomagnetic cutoff was First estimated by Stormer in 1930 using a dipole
approximation for the earth's magnetic field. He showed that the cutoff, that is the rigidity, of a particle
external to the earth's magnetic field required for it to reach the carth's surface at a given latitude and
longitude was:

r i g i d i t y = P ,, .( _o . . . . .

Icos cos X)]2
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where P is the rigidity in GeV!ec for positive particles, r is the radial distance from the dipole center in earth
radii, X is the latitude in dipole coordinates, and is the angle which the trajectory makes with magnetic
west.

geomagnetic elements
The components of the geomagnetic field at the surface of the earth. These elements are usually denoted
thus in the literature:

X - the northward component

Y - the eastward component
Z - the vertical component, reckoned positive downward

H - the horizontal intensity of magnitude N1(X 2 + y 2)

F - the total intensity 4(H 2 + Z2)

I - the inclination (or DIP) angle, tan-i (Z/H)

D - the declination angle, tan-1 (Y/X)

However, in SESC use, the northward and eastward components are often called the H and D components,
where the D component is expressed in gammas and is derived from D (the declination angle) using the
small angle approximation so that the D component = H (the correct horizontal intensity) multiplied by D
(the declination angle, expressed in radians).

geomagnetic field
The magnetic field observed in and around the earth. The intensity of the magnetic field at the earth's
surface is approximately 0.32 gauss at the equator and 0.62 gauss at the north pole (the place where a
compass needle points vertically downward). The geomagnetic field is dynamic and undergoes continual
slow secular changes as well as short-term disturbances (see geomagnetic storm). The geomagnetic field
can be approximated by a dipole field, with the axis of the dipole offset to the earth's rotational axis.
Geomagnetic dipole north is near 78.3N, 69W (near Tnule, Greenland).

geomagnetic local time
Time as measured in the geomagnetic coordinate system. Geomagnetic local time at a location is computed
from local midnight on the basis that 15 degrees of geomagnetic longitude is I hour of time.

geomagnetic storm
(1) A widespread distubance of the geomagnetic field. A stormn is normally defined as being in progress
when the ap index is 30 or higher. A geomagnetic storm results when an enhanced suream of solar plasma
strikes the magnetosphere, causing a disruption in various electric currents in the magnetotail. Sporadic
geomagnetic storms are caused by particle emissions from solar flares and disappearing filaments (also
known as eruptive prominences). Recurrent geomagnetic storms are cau.'ed by discontinuities in the solar
wind associated with Solar Storn Boundaries in the IMF, or high speed particle streams from coronal holes.
In general, recurrent storms are weaker, show a slower onýet, but last longer than sportdic storms.

(2) A worldwide disturbance of the earth's magnetic field, distinct from regular diurnal variations. A storin
is precisely defined as occurring when the daily Ap index exceeds 29.

Minor geomagnetic storm: A storm for which the Ap index was greater than 29 and less than 50.
Major geomagnetic stormn: A s&rm for which the Ap index was greater than 49 and less than 100.
Severe geomagnetic storm: A storm for which the Ap index was 100 or more.
Initial phase: Of a geomagnetic storm, that period when there may be an increase of the middle-

latitude horizontal intensity (H) (see geomagnetic elements) at the surface of the earth. The initial phase
can Wlst for hours (up to a day), but some storms proceed directly into the main phase without showing an
initial Phase.

Main phase: Of a geomagnetic storm, that period when the horiontal mapnctic field at middle
latitudes 1s generally decreasing, owing to the effects of an increasing westward-flowing magnetosphrce
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ring current The northward component can be depressed as much as several hundred gammas in intense
storms. The main phase can last for hours, but typically lasts less than I day.

Recovery phase: Of a geomagnetic storm, that period when the depressed northward field
component returns to normal levels. Recovery is typically complete in one to two days, but can take
longer.

geosynchronous
Any equatorial satellite with an orbital velocity equal to the rotational velocity of the earth, and thus a
period of 23 hours, 56 minutes. Geosynchronous altitude is near 6.6 earth radii from the earth's center (i.e
35,782 kilometers, 22,235 statute miles, or 19,321 nautical miles, above the earth's surface). To also be
geostationary, the satellite must satisfy the additional restriction that its orbital inclination be exactly zero
degrees. The net effect is that a geostationary satellite is virtually motionless with respect to an observer
on the ground.

GOES
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite: A series of satellites designed to monitor weather and
the near earth space environment. They provide observations of energetic particles and x-rays, and are
operated by NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration).

GPS
Global positioning satellite.

gradual commencement
The commencement of a geomagnetic storm that has no well-defined onset. (See also sudden
commencement)

granulation
The tops of small scale convective cells, seen in the sun's photosphere, which are responsible for the
mottled appearance of the sun as seen in white light.

ground level event (GLE)
A sudden increase in secondary neutrons measured by a ground based "Neutron Monitor." GLEs are
important as indicators that a very energetic solar flare has occurred and a PCA event and geomagnec stor
are almost certain to follow. (Also see cosmic rays.)

group speed
The speed (vg) at which energy (or information carrying signals) travels; always less than the speed of igt

dow

where o) is the angular frequency, and k is the wave number (2n over fth wavelength). For light waves, 0
relation between o) and k is

c k

whre n isthe index of ,•raction and c is the specd of light So,
C

[n9 + w)flN

(Also see phase speed. When the index of refraction does not depend on c, the phase vckxoity and the go
velocity arc the sanm numcrical value.)
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H alpha line
An absorption line located at 6563 angstroms in the red end of the visible electromagnetic spectrum. Most
chromospheric features, such as solar flares, are normally observed at this wavelength. (Also see
monochromatic light.)

hertz
A unit of frequency equal to one cycle per second.

HF
High frequency. The 3-30 MHz radio wave band. Normally used for long distance communication by
refraction in the F region of the ionosphere and reflection from the D layer in the ionosphere.

high-speed stream
A feature of the solar wind having velocities that are about double the average solar wind values. The
densities of high-speed streams are less than for average solar wind. High-speed streams are believed to
originate in coronal holes.

homologous flares
Solar flares that occur repetitively in the same active region, with essentially the same position and with a
common pattern of development.

IAGA
International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy.

IC
Integrated circuit.

ID
Internal discharge&

IDM
Internal discharge monitor.

IGRF
International Geomagnetic Reference Field.

IMF
Interplanetary magnetic field. The magnetic field carried with the solar wind. The IMF originates with the
large scale photospheric magnetic fields found on the sun's surface. (See Chapter 2 for further explanation.)

integral flux
The integral flux J(E) is literally the integral, with respect to E. of the differential flux j(E); hence its name.
It denotes the number of particles of energy equal to or greater than E per unit area, per unit solid angle, per
unit time, passing through an area perpendicular to the viewing direction. It is obtained by integrating the
differential flux with respect to energy, or, given a detector that counts all particles of energy equal to or
greater than some threshold energy E, with geometric factor G and solid angle of view dW, it is obtained
from

C
J(>E) C(GdWdt)

where C is the number of counts in time dt.

Inversion line
See neutral line.

ion-acoustic waves
Longitudinal waves in a plasma arc similar to sound waves in a neutral gas. Amplitudes of electron and ion
oscillations are not quite the same, and the resulting Coulomb repulsion provides the potential energy to
drive the waves.
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ionosonde
An instrument used to produce a sounding of free electron density in the ionosphere. Short pulses are
transmitted, usually at vertical incidence (VI), scanning in frequency from about 1 to 20 MHz over about a
five minute cycle. Delay time between pulse transmission and echo reception is recorded as a function of
frequency. Such a plot is known as an ionogram. The ionogram can also be labelled with virtual height
and free electron density. Virtual height is the apparent altitude of reflection assuming pulses travel at light
speed. The group speed times half the delay time equals the virtual height. Free electron density (in #/cm3)
is equal to the critical frequency (fo, in kilohertz) divided by nine, squared; i.e., Ne = (f0,9) 2.

ionosphere
That portion of the earth's upper atmosphere where ions and electrons are present in quantities sufficient to
affect the propagation of radio waves. Normally, the ionosphere extends down to about 50 kilometers
altitude, but at certain times and locations it reaches even lower. Variations of electron density with height
led to the subdivision of the ionosphere into the D, E, and F regions (or layers).

ionospheric storm
(1) A disturbance in the ionosphere which may follow a geomagnetic storm. During an ionospheric storm
the free electron density in the F2 layer is typically enhanced for a few hours, the,i becomes depleted for up
to several days.

(2) A disturbance in the F region of the ionosphere, which occurs in connection with geomagnetic activity.
In general, there are two phases of an ionospheric storm, an initial increase in electron density (the positive
phase) lasting a few hours, followed by decrease lasting a few days. At low latitudes only the positive
phase is seen. Individual storms can be quite varied and their behavior depends on geomagnetic latitude,
season, and local time. The phases of an ionospheric storm are not coincident with the initial and main
phases of a geomagnetic storm.

'PP
Ionospheric penetration point. The geographic point over which a radio wave passes through an altitude of
350 kilometers while in transit between a ground station and a satellite.

K, KpKm
A 3-hour dimensionless quasi-logarithmic index that provides a measure of the level of disturbance of the
geomagnetic field. Without a subscript, the index refers to the deviation of the most disturbed horizontal
component relative to an assumed quiet day curve for the recording site. The K index ranges from 0 (very
quiet) to 9 (violently disturbed). The "p" subscript denotes a planetary, as opposed to a single station,
index. Kp is generated in Gottingen, West Germany, based on the K index from 12 or 13 stations
distributed around the world. The Kp index has been derived routinely since 1932. GWC estimates Kp and
A indices using data from six North American stations. The Kp index ranges from 00 to 90, with 27 one-
third unit steps (00, 0+, I-, 10, 1+, 2-, etc.), (Also see ap, Ap.) Km is similar to Kp but based on a more
symmetric global array of stations.

Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability
A mechanism often invoked to explain phenomena at the mugnetopause (and sometimes the plasmapausc),
especially the observed magnetic pulsations. The quasi-laminar flow of two magnetized plasmas on
opposite sides of the surface that divides them (for example, the magnctopause) can develop into turbulent
flow within a few proton gyroradii of the boundary if the number density and the relative velocity of the
two plasmas are high enough to meet certain conditions. The microinstabilities that develop within one
proton gyroradius of the boundary transfer momentum across the boundary, thus giving rise to the
equivalent of a tangential viscous force. Meanwhile, larger turbulent cells *rolling" off the layer because of
this friction can be the source of circularly or elliptically polarized tagnetic pulsations.

LEO
Low Earth orbit.

LET
Linear enrgy transfer.
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limb
The edge of the solar disk, corresponding to the level at which the solar atmosphere becomes transparent to
visible light

limb darkening
For certain solar spectral lines, a lessening of the intensity of the line from the center to the limb caused by
the existence of a temperature gradient in the sun. At the center we see to much deeper and hotter layers
than we do near the limb, where our line of sight enters the solar atmosphere at an oblique angle.

lobes
Two regions (north and south) inside the magnetotail separated by the neutral sheet.

LUF
Lowest usable frequency. The lowest frequency that allows reliable long range HF radio communication by
ionospheric refraction. It is a function of D region absorption, transmitted power, receiver sensitivity, and
other equipment parameters.

M event
(See solar flare.) A moderate solar event as defined by an x-ray burst with a peak emission between (1.0 and
9.9) x 10-2 erg/cm2/sec. (Also see C and X events.)

magnetic bay
A relatively smooth excursion of the H (horizontal) component (see geomagnetic elements) of the
geomagnetic field away from and returning to quiet levels. Bays are "positive" as H increases or "negative"
as H decreases.

maguetogram
A plot showing the amplitude of one or more vector components of a magnetic field versus space or time.
Solar magnetograms are a graphic representation of solar magnetic field strengths and polarity.

magnetometer
An instrument used to record the strength and orientation of the geomagnetic field as observed at a particular
point on, or near, the earth's surface,

magnetopause
The boundary surface between the solar wind (with its embcddWd interplanetary magnetic field) and the
earth's magnetosphere. At the maaetopaus, the pressure due to the magnetic field and particles of the
earth equals the pressure (magnetic plus particle) of the solar wind. In p'actical terms, the magnetic field
pressre of the earth equals the particle ircssum from the solar wiu as ts" are the dominatteerns in the
reladon.

magnetopause current sheet
An electric current sheet that more or less coincides with the magimtopaus.

magnetosheath
The region between the bow shock and the magnetopause. This region is characterized by a very turbukit
plasma. Along the sun-earth axis, the magnetosheath is about two earth radii thick. As the solar wind
passes through the bow shock on the day side. its velocity becomes subsonic. Aklog the flaks of the
magnetopas it is supersoic.

magnetotall
The portion of the magneto.qphre in the antisiolar direction. In the magnetotait, geomagnetic field lines are
drawn out to great distances by the flow of the taoar wind past the earth. The magnctotail is divided into
two lobes. In the north lobe, nmagnetic field lines are directed toward the earth; while in the touth lobe,
they are directed away. These two lobes are separated by a relatively narrow neutral plam•ashcet of hWt.
dense plasma. High currents can flow in the plasma separating the two lobes. ThiX allows the magnctic
field u) "rcverso" in this region.
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Maunder minimum
An approximately 70-year interval during the 17th and 18th centuries when practically no sunspots were
observed on the sun.

MeV
Million electron volts: A unit of energy (1 MeV = 1.602 x 10-3 joule).

MHz
Megahertz: A unit of frequency equal to a million cycles per second.

monochromatic light
Pertaining to a single wavelength or, more commonly, to a very narrow band of wavelengths.

MUF
Maximum usable frequency. The highest frequency that allows reliable long range HF radio
communication by ionospheric refraction. It depends on the of F2 (or equivalently, the F2 region
maximum electron density) at the control point and the angle of incidence with which a radio wave enters
the ionosphere. Frequencies higher than the MUF do not suffer sufficient ionospheric refraction to be bent
back toward the earth, i.e., they are transionospheric.

nmultipath
Implies a radio wave splits and follows several paths to a receiver. Since the paths may be of different
lengths, the arrival time and phase via each path will differ. The result may be intermittent fading an"/or
rifor.ente of the signal received.

NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

NASCAP
NASA Charging/Analyzing Program.

neutral line
A Ike separating solar magnetic fields of oppesite polarity. Neutral line analysis of an active region
indicates its magnetic complexity and flte producing potential. Neutral line is a misleading tenn, since it
implies no magnetic ticd. Usually a strong fnoid is present, but it is parallel to the sun's srfue (a
transverm- field), rather than poqcndicular (a kxigitudhial field). A more acurwat tem for a neutral line is
an inver-sion line.

neutral point
A px'it( of .•terr mgrwic (kld within the nuagntoail of the earth.

neutral sheut
"1he bounday separating the mthwc ad a othc A lobes in the moagv'WNaiL In this rgion the magntikc
fiewd evers in ith nmasatowiL

"net Do u oltor

Aot ittwtnme-al ued for grouid biwd dctoion of ,ý-ovxvy nemtrons producd during collskot bWi•in
cosnat fays and atrnoghcrkc tooleculcs orsatms.

N (i I)1C

National G•opysical Data Cerner.

Pon-.reat-clrcle propagation
Radio waves tend to pmxpagatc along the shomest distancc between two points on the eitih, a great c6i'le
path. Horinotal gradient, in ioniophcric ciectron density will causx. refrctin ýi a aheiotwal pla"C,
resulting in non-great-circl prxopgation. Seting horzontal gradientii are a.sociatod wOi the equatotmwda
boundary of the auroral oval (esqecially in the night sixtor), the subequatorial ridgfs, and thu 5ise
tminator. (Also see F layer trough.)

N5SDC
NaioW Spxce Science Data Cente.
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ordinary ("o") wave
The presence of the earth's magnetic field in the ionosphere causes a linearly polarized radio wave to split
into two circularly polarized components. Tese components rotate in opposite senses, an ordinary ("o")
and an ext.aordinary ("x') wave. The "o" wave deviates less than the 'x" component in propagation
characteristics from what is expected in the absence of a magnetic field.

ordinary mode
One of the two modes of propagation of electromagnetic waves in a magnetic plasma. For propagation
-lofig the direction of the magnetic field, it is the mode for which the electric vector rotates in the opposite
sense that an electron gyrates about the field. For propagation perpendicular to the magnetic field, the
electric vector oscillates parallel to the prixary magnetic field. (See also extraordinary mode.)

particulate radiation
Radiation consisting of particles, specifically atomic particles such as protons (hydrogen nuclei), electrons,
neutrons, and alpha particles (helium nuclei). Also known as corpuscular radiation.

PCA
Polar cap absorption. An anomalous condition of the polar ionosphere where HF and VHF (3.300 MHz)
radio waves are absorbed and LF and VLF (3-300 kHz) radio waves arm reflecold at lower altitudes than
normal. PCAs generally are associated with major solar flares. PCAs begin a few hours after the event and
reach a maximum within a day or two of onset. Some energetic solar flakes emit streams of protons, which
can gain direct access to the polar caps via cusps in the magnetosphere. Bigh energy (mostly 5 to 15 MeV)
protons will penetrate to D layer altitudes before colliding with atmospheric guses, and causing an increase
in ionization. This increase in fCee electron density causes a cxrresponding increase in absorption of HF
radio waves transiting the polar caps. A PCA event is defined by the amount of absorption of cosmic radio
noise at 30 MHz seen by a riomncw; at Thule, Grcenland. 1The PCA thrshold is about 2 dB of absorption at
30 MHz for daytime and 0.5 dB at night. This threshold allows for additional ionization caused by solar
ultraviolet radiation, In practice, PCAs arc taken to be simultaneou4 with proton events. Tr spolar W.IiO
paths may be disturbed for days or weeks following a proton e•vnt, (Also see D region.)

penumbra
The gray ponkrn of a sunpot that may .irround the black umbra. It is the pcrtion of a spW wheto
magnetic fields arw les intcn.e, causing the t4pveiture (and dtus Wightness) of the sukp to be clowe to
that Of the ovvral photosiAacre.

perigee
The point in an orbit of cA,9 awxoh to eath. A nme g-nea•l tean us•d for amy lf.iet is periapsis.

perihelion
,hat point on t I of a m-orbiti body ucxe to the sun.

pha spe i'
The sived (vp) at w4ich a wave patwm moves

k

Ir4r radio wavs. v-p = c/u, w-hre c a .pc.d of light in a vacuum and n = index of rmfraction. In
1matWr, fht phase Wed can be more than c, ,ince it iv ncntially atrealn al Co cept, uot a pnysical

quantity like group speed. If the ph speed alwo dcpen•d on the frquency a a %ave., the mrna al is said to
be dispersi-e (for exampto. the ioose is a dipersive medium). (Also see group Vee and refrti,)

photosphert
The visible smc or the su as we in whiL, tight. it is the hWcion of umx%

pitch angle
The angle betwee the vvlocity vector of a charged pAicle and the dir=6ion of the, amwawt filu nesc field,
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S~plage-- g A region in the solar atmosphere where chromospheric plasma is concentrated by intense magnetic fields.
Plages are denser, hotter, and brighter than the overall chromosphere. Nearly all flares occur in the vicinity
of a plage.

plasma
An ionized gas, i.e., a gas composed of ions and free electrons.

plasma frequency
The characteristic frequency of free plasma oscillations. An electron travels away from an ion until its
kinetice g is overcome by the Coulomb attraction, and it falls back. The frequency of this oscillation
is given by f = 4rne 2/m, where n is t~ie local plasma density, e is the charge of an electron, and m is tie
electron mass. See. critical frequency.

plasma sheet
A sheet of hot (high energy), dense plasma running down the center of the magnetotail. The plasina sheet
normally remains beyond geosynchronous orbit, except when it is forced inward during geomagnetic
disturbances. (Also see magnetotail.)

plasmasphere
A region of cool (low energy), dense plasma surrounding the earth. It may be considered an extension of
the ionosphere. Like the ionosphere, it tends to corotate with the earth. The inner Van Allen radiation belt
lies in the plasmasphere.

polar cap
The area poleward of the auroral oval within about 20 degrees of the geomagnetic poles. It is susceptible
to direct bombardment by high energy solar particles deflected by our geomagneic field and guided in
through cusps in the magnetosphere.

polar cusps
Funnel-like features in the magnetosphere over the noontime sector of the auroral oval.

polarimeter
An instrument used to measure the total electron 'wontent (TEC) along a path between a ground station and a
satellite equipped with a VHF beacon, preferably geostationary.

polarization
The polarization of an electromagnetic wave is defined aw the plane of vibration of its electric field. An
electromagnetic wave is a transverse wave consisting of an electric and a magnetic field. The two fields
oscillate in phase, but are perpendicular to each other and to the direction of propagation. Polarization is
defined in terms of the electric field because the existence of point electric charges (and lack of point
magnetic charges) means the electric field will interact more strongly with matter than will the magnetic
field.

pore
A very small sunspot without a penumbra.

* prominence
A mass of relatively high density, low tempe,'ature gas suspended in the upper chronosphere or the lower
corona by magnetic fields. It is seen as a bright, ribbonlikc cr.ission feature against the dark of space
above the solar limb.

proton event
By definition, the measurement of at least 10 protons/cm s ster at energies greater than 10 McV, by ta,
primary SESC geosynchronous satellite. (See polar cap absorption.)

p "oton flare
Any flare producing significant fluxes of greater than 10 McV protons in the vicinity of the earth.
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pulsation
A rapid flucttuzion of the geomagnetic field having periods from a fraction of a second to tens of minutes
and lasting from minutes to hours. There are two main patterns: Pc (a continuous, almost sinusoidal
pattern), and Pi (an irregular pattern). Pulsations occur at magnetically quiet as well as disturbed times.
Pcs are grouped, according to their physical and morphological properties, into five categories:

Pc I (periods 0.2-5 s) may occur in bursts (pearls), or in consecutive groups of pulsations with
sharply decreasing frequency.

Pc2 (periods 5-10 s) do not seem to be physically related to PcI or Pc3.
Pc3 (periods 10-45 s) occur over a wide range of latitudes.
Pc4 (periods 45-150 s) are also known as Pc II or PcO.
"Pc5 (periods 150-600 s) are sometimes called giant micropulsations.

Q Qe
The Q index is a 15 minute index of geomagnetic activity intended for high latitude (auroral) stations. Q is
the largest deviation scaled from the undisturbed level for the two horizontal components. This differs from
the K index, which is scaled from the largest relative difference. The range of Q is from 0 to 11. The 15
minute periods are centered at HH:00, HH:15, HH:30, and )H:45. The re!ation between the deviation in
gammas and Q is given below.

Qde ngzmgas

0 <10
1 10 to 20
2 20 to 40
3 40 to 80
4 80 to 140
5 140 to 240
6 240 to 400
7 400 to 660
8 660to 10D
9 1000 to 1500
10 1500 to 2200
11 >2200

Qe -Q is an index used to specify the size of the auroral oval. Theoretically, Q 2K1, - 0.35. Qe is an
estimate of what the Q index would have to be to account for the observed extent of the auroral oval as seen
by DMSP optical or particle sensors. Qe ranges from about -4 to +12.

quiet day curve (QDC)
&,peclally in connection with die components of the geomagnetic field (see geomagnetic elements), the
trace expected in the absence of activity, The K index and Q index are measured froo deviations relative to
the QDC

rid
"A unit of absorbed radiation dose. equal to dte radiation that imparts to the absorbing material 100 ergs of
energy per gram.

radar aurora
Radar retumr reflectvd by ioniz4ation caued by particle procipitution in or near the auroral oval. The
strength of radar autoral rctwrns is aspect depcrd01L

radiation belts
110 region of Zhe inagnetosI)hcm roughly 1.2 to 6 earth radii aoove the equator in which charged particles
N(eectroas with energies -0, 1 to 500 MeV, and truce quantities of heavier ions) are truppled by the
geomagnetic field. The outer boundary is near the magnetopause on the sunward Wide (10 earth radii under
normal quiet conditions) and at about 6 earth radii on the nightside. The nightWdc boundary s ill-deflined
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because of the phenomenon of quasi-trapping, whereby particles that are trapped in the outer part of the belt
on t~e sunward side, when carried by their arift motions to the nightside, can become temporarily untrapped.

radio burst
A sudden, transient enhancement of solar radio emission over background levels. Usually associated with
an active region or flare.

radio emission
Emission of the sun in radio wavelengths frcxn centimeters to decameters, under both quiet and disturbed
conditions. Some patterns, known variously as noise storms, bursts, and sweeps, have been named as
described below. These types of emissions are subjectively rated on an importance scale of I to 3, 3
representing the most intense.

Type I. A noise storm composed of many short, narrowband bursts in the metric range (300 -50
MHz) of extremely variable intensity. The storm may last from several hours to several days.

Type II. Narrowband emission that begins in the meter range (300 MHz) and sweeps slowly (tens
of minutes) toward decameter wavelengths (10 MHz). Type II emissions occur in loose association with
major flares and are indicative of a shock wave moving through the solar atmosphere.

Type ITH. Narrowband bursts that sweep rapidly (seconds) from decimeter to decameter wavelengths
(500 - 0.5 MHz). They often occur in groups and are an occasional feature of complex solar active regions.

Type IV. A smooth continuum of broadbanl bursts primarily in the meter range (300 - 30 MHz).
These bursts are associated with major flare events beginning 10 to 20 minutes after the flare maximum,
and can last for hours.

RAM
Random access memory.

Rayleigh-Taylor instability
A fluted or ripple-like instability that can develop on a surface and propagate along it. This instability is
often invoked to explain phenomena in the ionosphere and magnetosphere.

reconnection
A process, important in systems of magnetized plasmas, by which differently directed field lines link up,
allowing topological changes of the magnetic field to occur, determining patterns of plasma flow, and
resulting in conversion of magnetic energy to kinutic and thermal energy of the plasma. Reconnection is
invoked to explain the acceleration of the plasmas that arm observcd in solar flares, magneic substorms, and
elsewhere in the solar system.

refraction (ionospheric)
,onosipheric radio wave refraction is a change in the direction of propagation due to passing obliquely
through the interface between two areas of differing frec electiron density (and thus index of refraction).
Since the amount of bending also depends on the frequency of dte radio wave. the ionosphere is said to be
dispersivt. For a given angle of ticidence, highe- frequencies arc ben less than- lower frequencies.

refraction (tropospheric)
Tropospheric radio wave refraction is a change in the direction of propagation due to passing obliquely
through the interface between two areas of differing pressure, temperature, or moisture content. Since the
amount of bending does not depend (to any significant degree) on the frequency of dte radio wave, the
troposphere is said to be non-dis'wisive. Below the VHF band. the index of refraction in air is very close to
that in a vacuum (i = 1), and we can ignore troPOsphcric refraction compared to ionospheric rcfrnction.
However, ionospheric refraction deercais with increasing frequency. In the VIF band, both are coinparatle
in magnitude; while in dte UHF and suplr high frequcticy (SHn) bands, tropogghcric refraction dominates.

relativistic
Particles with sufficient enwegy to move at speeds which arc an appreciable fraction (10 percent or nuor) of
the speed of light.
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REM
Roentgen equivalent man. The dose of ionizing radiation equal to the absorbed dose in rads multiplied by
the total quality factor for the radiation concerned.

RFI
Radio frequency interference. For example, interference caused by a solar radio burst.

rigidity
A measure of how emsily a particle is deflected by a magnetic field. It is the momentum per unit charge. In
gaussian units it is pc/Ze. If a particle of momentum p is directed towards a uniform magnetic field, its
equation of motion in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field will be:

& _o mv 2  Zev
t =c(VxB) r =- CB

this is simply r = (pc/(Ze)) * (1/B), that is, the penetration of the particle into the magnetic field is
inversely proportional to the strength of the magnetic field and directly proportional to the momentum per
unit charge in the parentheses. That expression (pc/(Ze)) is termed the rigidity of the particle. Using the
normal relativistic relations between kinetic energy and total energy and momentum the rigidity can be
expressed as

rigidity =A
(Ze) 4(T2 + 2m~c2 T)

where T is the kinetic energy of the particle per unit mass., and m,c2 is the unit mass rest energy. In
general, the rigidity is a useful concept when the mt.a•r force on a particle is the magnetic field because the
equation of motion can be expressed as the time rate of change of the rigidity being the cross-product of the
unit vecto in the direction of the rigidity and the magnetic field.

The integral proton spectrum of a flare. can be expressed as an exponential function of rigidity
rather than a power function of energy. That is

,0>)-00 eCxp -P-P

where ft is the total proton fluence for the event (protons ixr cm2) and P is the rigidity. P0 is a
characteristic of each individual flare. A typical number for PO might be 100 MV.

ring current
A westward electric current tmat flows above the gcomagnetic equator. it i6 located in the outer Van Allen
radiation belt. 1he ring current is produced by the drift (eastward for electrons and westward for protons) of
tnalped charged lariclcs. This drift is superimtosed on the spiraling motion of particles as they bounce
btwoen conjugate points. The ring current is greatly enhanced during geoniagnotic storms by the injection
of hot plasma from the magnetoail.

riometer
Relative ionospheric opacity meter. A monitor used to record the strength of high frequency cosmic radio
noise received at ground level. A decrease in power represents an increac in ionospheric opacity or
absorption. Riomcters can detect short wave fade (SWF). auroral zone absorption (AZA). and polar cap
absorption (PCA) events. (Also see D region.)

RSTN
Radio Solar Telescope Network. The system of stuaiiardirxcd, coniputer.cootrolled solar radio tclescopes
operated by the USAF. Standard froquencies monitored art 15400, 8800,4995, 2695. 1415,410, and 245
MHz. Additionally, a sweep frequency interferoinetric radioncter (SFIR) monitors the 25 to 75 MHz land.

SCATIUA
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Spacecraft charging at high altitudes.

scintillation
A rapid, random variation in amplitude and/or phase of an electromagnetic signal (usually on a satellite
communication link). Scintillation effects tend to decrease with increasing frequency. Scintillation is
caused by abrupt variations in electron density anywhere along the signal path, and is positively correlated
with "Spread F' and (to a lesser degree) with "Sporadic E." Like Spread F and Sporadic E, it shows a clear
minimum in frequency of occurrence and intensity at mid-latitudes. At low latitudes, scintillation shows its
greatest range in intensity, with both the quietest and most severe of conditions being observed. At high
latitudes, its frequency and intensity are greatest in the auroral oval, although it is also strong over the polar
caps.

SE Asian anomaly
See South Atlantic anomaly.

SEMCAP
Specification and Electromagnetic Compatibility Program.

SEON Solar Electro-optical Observing Network. An acronym for the combined SOON-RSTN observatory

network operated by the Air Force.

SESC
Space Environment Services Center. The forecast center operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) at Boulder, Colorado. It is the civilian counterpart of the Space Environmental
Support Branch, Air Force Global Weather Central, Offur AFB, Nebraska.

SESS
Space Environmental Support System. A blanket acronym referring to all components, both military and
civilian, of the real-time solar geophysical monitoring and forecasting network.

SEU

Single event UpsL
QFIR

Sweep frequency interferometric radiometer. An instrument used to monitor solar radio enmisions in the 25
to 75 MHz band. lodio bursts in this band are produced by particle streams moving through the solar
corona. Type 1I and IV bursts are causd by proton sreams. Type III and V burtAs by elctron streamus, and
Type I busts by trapled electrons.

SFU
Solar fluX unit. A measure of emittLd radio energy flux equal to I(r22 waltjwinctcr2 ther. It is the standard
unit for reporting s-lar radio background flux and bursts, notably F10,7.

shock
A discontinuity in pressurc, density, mud particle vviocity. propagating through a comnpressible fluid or
plasna.

short wave fade (SWF)
An abrupt decrease of radio signal trwength observed at frequencics above a few megalthrtz over Imng
transtmission paths in the sunlit hemisphere. An SWF is due to itcreased absorption in the lower
ionosqfere as a wsult of incrma.ed ioniation. The incrcased ionizatiaon is caused by enhanced x-my radiation
wccompanyisig many solar flares. An SWF is one type of suddco ionop•h•ric disturbance (SID). (Also see
D region.)

smoothed sunspot number
An average of 13 momthly RI nwunbers. centered w thc mouth of concern. 1`hc Ist and 13th mo-ths arc
given a wcight of 0.5.
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solar constant
The total radiant energy received vertically from the sun, per square centimeter per unit of time, at a
position just outside the earth's atmosphere when the earil is at its average distance from the sun.
Radiation at all wavelengths from all parts of tie solar disk is included. The solar constant's value is
approximately 2.00 cal/cm2 mrin = 1.37 kW/m 2 = 1.37 x 106 erg/cm2s, and varies by 0.1%.

solar coordinates
Specifications for a location on the solar surface. The location of a specific feature on the sun (for example,
a sunspot) is complicated by the fact that there is a tilt of 70 15' between the ecliptic plane and the solar
equatorial plane, as well as a true wobble of the solar rotational axis. (Only twice a year are the solar north
pole and the celestial north pole in apparent alignment.) Consequently, to specify a location on the solar
surface, three coordinates (p, B0, L4)) are used to define a grid. Daily values for the coordinates at UT
(universal time) are listed in the Astronomical Almanac, published annually by the U.S. Naval
Observatory. The terms used to refer to the coordinates are defined as follows:

P-Angle (or P): The position angle between the geocentric north pole and the solar rotational
north pole measured eastward from geocentric north. The range in P is ±26.310.

B0: Heliographic latitude of the central point of the apparent solar disk; also called the B-angle.
The range of B0 is ±7.23*, correcting for the tilt of the ecliptic with respect to the solar equatorial plane.
Example: If (PB) = (-26.210, -6.540), the heliographic latitude of the central point on the solar disk is -
6.540 (the north rotational pole is not visible) and the angle between a vertical to the ecliptic and the
projection of the north solar rotational pole onto the disk is 26.210 to the west.

L0 : Heliographic longitude of the central point of the apparent solar disk. The longitude value is
determined with reference co a system of fixed longitudes rotating on the sun at a rate of 13.20/day (the mean
rate of rotation observed from central meridian transits of sunspots). The standard meridian on the sun is
defined to be the meridian that passed through the ascending node of the sun's equator on 1 January 1854 at
1200 UT and is calculated for the present day by assuming a uniform sidereal period of rotation of 25.38
days.

Once P, B4 , and L10 are known, the latitude, central meridian distance, and longitude of a specific
solar feature can be determined as follows:

Latitude. The angular distance from the solar equator, measured north or south along the meridian.
Central meridian distance (CMD). The angular distance in solar longitude measured from the

central meridian, This position is relative to the view fronm earth and will change as the sun rotates;
therefore, this coordinate should not be confused with heliographic positions that are fixed with respect to
die solar surface.

Longitude. The angular distance fr(xo a stadwandd ntidian (01 heliographic longitud), ,casured
"from cast to west (1)" to 3609) along the wn's equator. It is computed by combining CMD with the
longitude of the central meridian at the time of the obsrvation, interlplating betwca o•p ctiris val=es (for
0000 UT) by using the synodic rate of moar rotation (27.2753 days. 13.20 per day).

solar cosmic rays
Itigh energy particulate radiation cniuttd by extremely ecngetic solar flates. pmrfcrd noImnClthure Ig
SPE, (Als swe cosmic rays.)

solar cycle
The approximately I I .year quasi.prioXhdic Variation in frCquclicy Mi number of solar active evcLns. EsA•uapwtS
of features ot indices that show su.h variations are Oth .,p, ninber. plagen , flaroes, atl the 280)-MHz
radio omnisiA. The polarity pattern of dte magnetIc flhows an aJVFOxitfate 2.y-car valiutin.

solar flare
See flare.

solar maximum
Thn month(s) during the slar cycle when thew. - m can\ 'esn of monthly averag sunipot mubn rwache-
a naxinwum. iUt miot rec solar maximnol occurred in Dccembet 1979.
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solar minimum
The month(s) during the solar cycle when the 12-month mean of monthly average sunspot numbers reaches
a minimum. The most recent solar minimum occurred in June 1976.

solar rotation rate
(1) Synodic: 13.390-2.70 sin2 0 per day (0 = solar latitude).

(2) Sidereal: 14.380.2.70 sin2 0 per day. The difference between sidereal and synodic rates is the earth
orbital motion of 0.9850 per day.

solar sector boundary (SSB)
Boundary between large scale unipolar magnetic regions on the sun's surface. SSBs are the origin of sector
boundaries in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), which separates regions of opposite polarity (either
toward or away from the sun). A sector boundary in the IMF is normally narrow, being convected past the
earth in minutes or hours, compared to days to a week or so required for passage of the sector itself.

solar wind
An extension of the sup's corona into interplanetary space. The solar wind is a low density (about 8
ions/cm3 and 8 electrons/cm3 at I AU) plasma expanding at near sonic speed (300 - 900 km/s) outward
from the sun. These parameters vary considerably with time, but are consistent with gross charge quasi-
neutrality. The ionic constituents are chiefly protons with a small (--4%) percentage of alpha particles. The
solar wind carries wave and density structures, and an embedded interplanetary magnetic field (IMF).

SOON
Solar Observing Optical Network. A system of standardized, computer-controlled solar optical telescopes
operated by the Air Force. The telescopes are capable of objcctivc white light and H alpha observations.
Spectrographic observations can also be made, to include obtaining magnetogrnis of individual active
regions.

South Atlantic anomsaly
"Like the SE Asian anomaly, a region of highly variable F region electron density. The earth's actual
mageic field is bost approximated by a diporl (bar magnet) field offset from the earth's center by about
450 kilomeWs toward the Pacific Ocean. The geomagntic field is symmetric with respect to this eccentric
dipole, so the altitude at whi0h one enaounters any given valua of magnetic flold strength will be a
m•tlmum over fe Atlonfic and a maximum ovwr die Pxcific. The result is that trapped panicles in the
ptaspheae cwn mom emsily be preeipitawd in thee locations, increasing the degree of ionization at F
region altitude. (Abu se cormrtd Seag ticwr ordinams.)

,pacecraft eharging
A tem which encopasss all of the charging Cftocti on a (91c3 SI 't due t) tthe Cvironment in spWC..
Occasiokally this twn is ud ia a im0 lmited scse of surface zharging.

SPE
"* Sol& partictc event,

SPO
Sys4em Progrwo Otrwe.

S . ~~sporadic E ~-
T1ranisit. loI.dized patche: of relatively high electro' dca.ity occutring at E layer altitudes. Sporadic, 1 is
i4-pendent of the mgular solar (ulhmvi(.t1) woduc-d E lhycr, At high latitudes. EL is related to ft auroral
clectrojet, is mo.s common at nighl. and sthows little .",soal decnwdcnce. At midlatitudes, &q is related to
wind s•iai and metctr it noi7,ion, aid is not commomn in the ,sumnmr dayti-ae. At low bltitudi•s, Es is
related to the equatirial cecutne, is most commonu during the daytimc, and shows little weasonal

spray
Chrosnospheic mnacrial cjcletd from a solar flarc with .uffaiccnt velocity tVhU much of it can cscape the
stun. (Also s=, surge.)
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spread F
Small scale inhomogeneities in the free electron density gradient at F layer altitudes. Two types of spread F
are identified and named after their appearance on vertical incidence ionograms: frequency and range spread
F. Spread F is most common at high and low latitudes, with a clear minimum in frequency of occurrence
at the middle latitudes. It is primarly a nighttime phenomenon.

SSN
Solar sunspot number. The Wolf, or relative, daily sunspot number (R) is an index for the degree of
spottiness on the sun. It is based on the number of sunspot groups (g) and individual spots (s): R = k (log
+ s). The k is a subjective correction factor to allow for the difference in observatory equipment, observing
conditions, and observer tendencies. Sunspot number is the most frequently used index for the general level
of solar activity.

SSNe
Effective solar sunspot number. A daily index used by Air Force Global Weather Central as a measure of
the average state of the ionosphere with respect to ionospheric climatology. It is unrelated to the number of
sunspots visible on the sun. The larger the effective SSN, the greater the degree of overall ionization in the
ionosphere.

STS
Space Transportation System.

subequatorial ridges
See Appleton anomaly.

substorm
A full cycle in auroral activity, from quiet to highly active to quiet conditions. During a substorm, auroras
are at their brightest and the auroral oval widens and extends equatorward. A geomnagnetic storm can be
thought of as a sequence of one or more substorms typically 1-3 hours in duration and separated by 2-3
hours. Each substorm corresponds to an injection of charged particles from the magnetotail into the aurural
oval and the ring current. The initial substorn is caused by the arrival of a shock front in the solar wind
(which may be the result of a solar sector boundary, high speed stream fro~m a coro4al hole, or a mass
ejection from a flare or disappearing filament). Subsequent substorms are produced by irrgularities in the
post-shock plasma. (Also see geomagnetic soiri.)

sudden cosmic noise absorption (SCNA)
A sudden decrenas in the signal strength of cmic radto noise. SCNA Li caused by increased D region
ionixation due to enhanced x.my radiation f'om a solar flare. SCNA is one type of sudden IonVhc
disturbance.

sudden enhancement of atmospherics (SEA)
A sudden inctease in the intcnsity of low frequency (LO) radio noix. SEAs are cauwd by improved D
region LF relectivity. which accompanics canha.ed ionization pmduced by solar flare x-rays. As a result of
th•s improved reflectivity. atrosphieric signals (au•oqtsheics) generated by diant thundcruonns artriýv
with amplitudesi greater than nomtal. SEA is one type of sudden ionospheric disturbawce.

sudden enhancement of signal (SES)
A sudden increase in the strength of very low frequncoy (VI-') signals frmo a distant radio tratin,,itter.
Signal entwremntof this type atc due to the tane phc~nocna as the audden eiancemcnt of
atmosphcrics (SEA).

sudden frequency deviation (SFi))
A small, abrurp change in the ffoquency of a high frcquency (!n) radio wave received frron a dkitat
transmitter. SM's are caused by increacse in the FI and F regions ioaization resulting ftom enhanced solar
flare x-ray radiation. As the amount of ioniation in the F) and E regions increascs, the exact altitude fromn
which a pfrticular radio wave is refracted loweas. The changing altitude cause.s a Doppler shift in the
frequency of the received signal. SllDs arc one type of sudden ionospheric disturwtc, and the only one not
related to incrcae D region kioiz•ki A2.
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sudden Ionospheric disturbance (SID)
A large, sudden increase in the amount of ionization in the ionosphere (especially the D region) over the
entire sunlit hemisphere of the earth. SIDs are caused by enhanced ultraviolet and/or x-ray radiation emitted
during a solar flare. SIDs include a number of ionospheric effects: sudden cosmic noise absorption
(SCNA), sudden enhancement of atmospherics (SEA), sudden enhancement of signal (SES), sudden
frequency deviation (SFD), sudden phase advance (SPA), and short wave fade (SWF).

sudden phase advance (SPA)
An abrupt shift in the phase of a low frequency radio signal received from a distant transmitter. Solar flare
x-ray radiation causes increased D region ionization, which in turn causes an effective lowering of
ionospheric reflection heights. The resulting change in path length is responsible for a phase shift. SPA is
one type of sudden ionospheric disturbance.

sunspot cycle
A quasi-periodic variation in the number of sunspots. The cycle exhibits an average period of I I years, but
may be as short as 7 or as long as 17 years.

sunspots
Relatively dark regions in the solar photosphere. Seen in white light, they appear dark because they are
cooler dhan the surrounding photospheric gases. Sunspots are characterized by strong magnetic fields,
which are mainly perpendicular to the solar surface. Sunspots normally occur in magnetically bipolar
groups.

surge
A stream of chromospheric gas ejected outward along magnetic field lines, but which eventually returns to
the surface. (Also see pray.)

TEC
Total electron content. The total number of free electrons in a unit area column from the ground to a height
well above the level of peak ionization. Commonly measured by a Faraday rotation polarimeter. TEC may
not be equivalent to the actual column electron content vertically over a station, since the polsrimeter
measures along a slant path to a geostationary satellite, and responds only to the elec•on density below
about 1000 kilometers.

ultraviolet (UV)
Twt pan of the elccuonwgnutic specutum between 50 and 4000 angstrons.

umbra
The dark core in a sunito. It is the portion of a .unWpot where magnetic fields arm most intense, causing
the temprature to be coolest (about 3900 kclvin) co.parcd to the overacl photosphere (6000 kelvin). (Also
ste penumbra)

Van Allen radiation bells
Magnmtspheric regions of stably wappq d charged panticles Near the eath, the geomagnetic field is strong
and field lines a closed. As a result, tf enrgy associated with mag•etic flclds dominazes particle kinetic
energy, and we find a region of stable partkle trpping. Ouside the radiation belts, th geomagnetic field is
Swcaker and f(ed lines are more dist.nded or open, and so particle kinetic energy is the controlling factor.
The disribudon of protons led to a divLsion of the region of stable trapping into two belts. The inn.r Van
Allen belt has a maximum proton dersity nea 0 kilometers altitude; it is pan of the p masn here and
corotates with the earth. Inner belt frmoos are moaly high energy (MoV mrage) and originate from the
decay of seondary neutrons cre4We during collisons betwen cosmic rays and upper atmnospheic particles.
The outer Van Allen belt has a maximum proton density nrea 16,000-20.000 kilometers altilude. Outar
belt protons 3m lower engy (about 200 keV to I McV) and come from the solar w' W.

vertical height
See innooe.
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VI ionogram
Vertical incidence ionogram. A plot of critical frequency (or equivalently, electron density) versus delay
time (or equivalently, altitude) obtained by a vertical incidence ionosonde.

white light (WL)
Sunlight integrated over the visible portion of the spectrum (4000-7000 angstroms) so that all colors are
blended to appear white to the eye. No significant contribution from any one spectral line (or element
emitting light) is implied.

white light flare
A major flare in which small parts become visible in white light. This rare continuum emission is caused
by energetic particle beams bombarding the lower solar atmosphere. Such flares are usually strong x-ray,
radio, and particle emitters.

winter anomaly
F region electron densities in the winter hemisphere middle latitudes (40 to 50 degrees) are enhanced by as
much as a factor of four over the summer hemisphere. The phenomenon is strongest neaw solar maximum,
and hardly noticeable near solar minimum. The anomaly is caused by the horizontal transport of free
electrons by high altitude winds from where they are produced (by solar radiation) ihi rte summer
hemisphere. (Also see Appleton anomaly.)

Wolf number
An historic term for sunspot number. In 1849, R. Wolf of Zurich originated the general procedure for
computing the sunspot number. The remrd of sunspot numbers that he began has continued to this day.

X event
See flare. A major solar flare, as defined by an x-ray burst with peak emission in excess of 1.0 x 10-1
ergs/cm2/scc. For example, X3.5 means the peak emission was 3.5 x 10-1 "rgs/cm 2/sec.

x-ray flare class
Rank of a flare based on its x-ray energy output. Flares arc classified by the order of magnitude of the peak
burst intensity (1) measured at the earth in the i to 8 angstrom band as follows:

Peak Flux, I to 8 angstrom band

Class (in W/m2) (in el gs/cjn2s)

B I< 10- 1 < 10-3

C 104"1<< 10-4 10"3  I< 10-2

M 10-5 S I < 10-4 10-2 I< 10-1

X I ?10-A I a 10-I

x.ray flare termination
The criteria for conskdering an x-ray event to be terminated are as follows:

Class X events: Tcmeinwe when event decays to less than 5 x 10 W/m2 and rmeains stable (se
below) for at least 4 continuous minutes, or decays to less than M I regardless of stability.

COaw N1 events: Terminate when event decays to less than C5 (5 x 10-6 W/m2) or event rcachs
112 peak and remains stable for at leas1 4 minutes.

Clas:s C events: Terminme when event decays to 1/2 peak.
(Stable = change of less than 0.1 unit in 4 minuts when I-rain avcrages are used.)
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Zeeman effect
The name applied to the behavior of certain spectral lines in the presence of a strong magnetic field.
Briefly, the lines split into three or more components of characteristic polarization: circular if the local
magnetic field is parallel to the line of sight, and linear if the field is perpendicular to the line of sight. The
amount of splitting is proportional to the strength of the field.
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Appendix

3
Models and Committees

The Space Environment. Anomaly, and Radiation Effects Committee (pronounced searz/k) is an a:l ho-
cornuittoe of civilian and DoD members designed to:

1. Facilitate the identification of environmentally inuJuccd problems on splac'craft,
2. Educate the satellite user community concerning -pacccraft cnvironnentaily caused anomalies, and
3. Promote the geneadon of handbuoks spocirfatioas. and test proccdures for use by the entire satliw.%

community.
Current members am Dr. 1. H. Allen. Dr. Peter (, Coakley, (iry Heckman. Dr. Jack Quinrn. Ui Thoums CASwell,
Dr. William N, Hall, Dr, Paul R. fligble. Dr, James I. Veuc, Dr. Paul Robinson Jr., tr. Jason Wltkcnfeld, L. CoL
Georgc DaWvapon. Li. Colette de It BaIfe, N. John Stevens. E. D. Zaffcry. and R. Ptutu.

A3.1. NASCAP Predictions -- M)yron Mandell, S-Cubed, San Diego, CA

NASCAP (NASA Charghig Analyzer Program) is a thce4iicn~ional computer co-e which can be used to
study etctumstatic cha"ging of mcccutwlr surfacs.- It wA devvloped for NASA wid the Air lkm by the SCubed
LVivisioi of Maxweli L.boatories.

A3.1.1. Geometrical Modeling

NASCAJP is a ibrc.dimetuional Finite cekiient cdxle. Finite element mcatts that thOe am sevcrol basic
g&.nicuical entities which can be combined to represent a geometrically complex object. In the ca.e of NASCAP,
elemental volumes are taken to be cubes or specific variants of cubes. Elements comprising the spacecruft can be
described in terms of cube-. wedgte, cylinders, and other shapes. Clowe to the surf•e of a satellite, the re•olulion is
typically ot) the order of ten centimetems. Typical spacecraft dimensions are on the order of a few meters, and the
electrostatic sheath enveloping a charged ,acecraft may be non-spherical for wvcral spacocraft radii. In order to keep
computer suore requirehntcs and running time rasonably small, an approach of nested recwanguLbr grids was
developed for NASCAP in which the inner region has high resolution (say 10 cer.inetrs) and the outer region may
be as Lrge as required to include enough space to adequaely represent the sh:ath, as well as to iclude long booms
which may extend from the spacceraft. NASCAP accomplishc. this by successive nested grid regions. The
spacecraft model must fit within the inn (most detailed) grid bouniday. exo* thai thin booms may cxtend along
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grid lines into die out', grids. Figure A34l illteire dio *oapkita of gtommcy possible U Sang thecse ttchasqua.
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A3,11 MIftaeri.l Propefllcs Used in Mtodeling

N ASCAP~s gexnetrical niodd.ig aft la-,ai Nrinxni onai maf -qv~czur ' itw lian wtwn 1ke Sa~f ace.
maknc~ls cm~ vuzy ovat the surface, iji the spncft. 11x m~atriai Pmo~aws will WeP determine the cluugesuic (if
each uuface mia and, thorefort. ft hw st~ of ftheenr ei Among the maitcnzi propmries usai by
NASCAP wc wcoidasy crwssio ft~cu"".vuan bulk and wdxfcdew c~.uca1coduuvatis.
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A3.1.3 Calculatloo

NXASLAP calculation. s poeeod in a sfiet f timet.ps. During c-h utinlew tLket Curren to each iuwfWC
cell and the resultant Volage is LIcakvaled. FiMe, the curunts to tie sIrface are calculatd basW on t1h twertia
ditribution on ad Aout the ,.=cra t frown lhe prevtous 6nvmestep. Then, the chargestates of he surfaces- awl
surrounding .sace are calculated ftorn the poentials of the surfaces and the charging currents. l-iialy. the Pt.ntials
ae uqUtod MVAd on the charge di• •uti.uis, and the boundary co•dh•'ts (charge state Of .Me ccraft) All
twmessc% are asxsiled i-Static during a tinesip.. i.em, pla.na wave cffect ate ignored. The user may etrfom• a
timulatiOn with shoAm trmesteps (millisec(onds to about a s•coad) to obin accurate charging dynamics, or wi long
finws.tei (a second to a minute) to achieve •.cady state in a minimum number of times.•ps.

Calcauwons may be done for Maxwllia•, double Maxwvllian, or direcdy input data mrewenting t•e vpace
pla•-ma environment, or for Iaborato environments constsing of ccar(in and ion beams. Nomally. the high
viegy pencuating elecirmis are not reiresented in NASCAP. which has no &eta,,s on the irtta " .s-.Iu.t, t
spcecraft. Intera cliarging is usually trea• outde of NASCAP.

NASCAP prebticoios of a .pa ceraft (FR'e Ai-3) in eclipse su-Ldnly c aicounienng a magnaw•teric
substogm 4tow atmolule posentials of ab. . n kihvom. deS.loptnp. on the surf--e of the •aellitc in •b•ut (Me
.oduxl. Figure A3.?- . th sp'2 .dwe z . mn-al U.v •.ur'nt s a functio of time. Here e have asue•d a
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Figure A3-3. Simple Spacecraft Configurauon Assumed

Maxwellian en ironment with electron temperature and density of 15 keV and 0.7 per cm3, and ion temperature and
density of 20 keV and 0.6 per cm3. If we were to continue this calculation for several minutes, we would sce
differential charging develop on the spacecraft due to the presence of different surface materials.

During sunlight, in the same environment, a potential difference of a few kilovolts builds up between the
sunlit and shaded portions of the spacecraft over a period of several minutes. Figure A3-4 shows the minimum and
maximum potent' ds on the spacecraft surface as a function of time. While this calculaUon was done for a stationary
spacecraft, the sr ne type of charging will also take placc on a spinning spacecraft, since such satellites normally
have some surfaces which are always shaded. Figure A3-5 shows the potental distributions in space about the
spacecraft for the above two calculations.

A3.1.4. NASCAP Conclusion

The NASCAP code is useful for predicting the nature and magnitude of electrostatic charging on a spacecraft
due to plasma effects. This information should be used to minimize the likelihooO ind/or effect ef electrostatic
discharges. NASCAP can alsu be used to determine the effect of charging on science instruments attempting to
measure the plasma environment. NASCAP will be particularly useful in positioning instruments where there is
minimum perturbation of the environment which the instrument is tryiqg to measure.
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NASCAP can be obtained by contacting NASA/Lewis Research Center. or the S-Cubed Division of
Maxwell Laboratories.

A3.2. Environmental Models

A3.2.1. NASA

In 1964, a program, jointly sponsored by NASA and the USAF, was begun at The Aerospace Corporation
[or the express purpose of constructing model environments of geomagnetically trapped particles. This work was
under the direction of Dr. James I. Vette. The first model environment was published in 1966 (Vette, 1966),
Volume I, Inner Zone Protons and Electrons. This initial model covered protons in the energy range 5 McV to 300
MeV, divided into four energy bands, and electrons with energies ranging from 0.3 MeV to 7.0 MeV. These maps
were labeled API, AP2, AP3, and AP4 foi protons and AEI for electrons. The letter "A" stood for aerospace, "P"
for protons and "e" for electrons. This nomenclature has continued over the years even though the work was
transferred to NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center around 1967. Subsequent models and/or updates of models were
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published under the NASA SP-3024 format up through Volume VII, dated 1971. Since that time, the models have
been published under the cover of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC), but sequentially numbered up
through current models AP8 and AE8.

A3.2.2. AP8

The proton model AP8, Trapped Proton Environment for Solar Maximum and Solar Minimum, is, and has
been, the scientific community accepted proton model since it was first published in December 1976, as NSSDC
76-06. The purpose of this document is to provide a new computer-accessible model of the stably trapped proton
flux with energies between 0.1 and 400 MeV.

The need for this new model arose from two main factors. First, to cover this approximate energy range, it
was previously necessary to use the four separate models designated API, AP5, AP6, and AP7. Each of these
models was derived independently, and this resulted in significant discontinuities in the energy spectra. Second, new
data had become available that indicated a need for improvement in the earlier models in certain regions of space.
Particularly useful in this effort were the data sets from the OV3-3 and Azur satellites.

Because most of the data used in generating AP8 were acquired around the solar minimum period 1964, this
version is designated AP8MIN, epoch 1964. AP8MAX differs from AP8MIN only for altitudes less than about
1000 km and for L values less than 3.0 Earth radii.

A3.2.3. AE4, AES, AE6, AE7, and AE8

The AE4 model of the outer radiation zone electron environment was published in 1972 (NSSDC 72-06).
The inner zone electron model, AE5 was also published in 1972 (NSSDC 72-10). Both of these models were for
solar maximum time periods. A model of the trapped electron population for solar minimum, both inner and outer
zones, was published in 1974 (NSSDC 74-03).

In May 1976, NASA published the AE6 electron model (NSSDC 76-04). This model was intended to
provide estimates of mission fluxes that spacecraft would encounter in the 1980 solar maximum time period and is
an inner zone only model. In the previous solar maximum model, AES, for the epoch 1967, the inner zone electron
fluxes contained a substantial contribution from the Starfish event of July 1962. These artificial electron fluxes
continuously decayed and then became insignificant after about 1970.

The AE7 electron model (outer zone) grew out of the uncertainty in the electron population above about 2
MeV. Data sets from experimental satellites with energies above 2 MeV were very sketchy and required
extrapolations in order to cover the outer zone, at least out to the geosynchronous (L = 6.6) orbit. After many years
of debate and data analysis, NASA introduced an "interim" outer zone electron model called AEI-7. The "I" stood for
interim; there were two versions, a high and a low, hence, the terms AEI-7Hi and AEI-7Lo. These models, while
never documented, were distributed to the user community around 1977 and became the outer zone electron design
criteria foi many satellite programs between 1977 and 1987, even though NASA model AE8 has been in existence
since 1984.

AE8 was introduced to the user community, on an as requested basis, around 1984. It has a maximum and
a minimum version to reflect the solar cycle and, more importantly, this model covers the trapped electron
environment over the en!ire magnetosphere, not just the inner or outer zone.

Orbital integration comparisons between AEI-7Hi and AE8 have been made for several representative orbits
and the results show that in the 3 to 5 MeV energy range the differences are dramatic. For example, in a half-
synchronous (12 hour) orbit and in a low altitude polar orbit, the AEI-7Hi model yields electron fluxes which are
higher than the AE8 model by about 2 orders of magnitude at 5 MeV, and about a factor of 8 higher at 3 MeV.

Because neitl.cr AEI-7 nor AE8 have been officially documented nor published by NASA, it is easy to
understand why there is still some uncertainty among model users as to which electron environment should be used
in the design of a spacecraft.
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R.G. Pruett (1980) concluded that the AEI-7 electron environment predicts total doses which are higher than
dosimeter measurements by factors of 3 io 6 in the NTS-2 orbit (half-synchronous). Even though the NTS-2
dosimeter data were accumulated over a one year time span, it was not a solar maximum year, and the AEI-7 model
is predicated on solar maximum storm time enhancements in the electron environment. Even so, it is suggestive of
an environment somewhat less severe than the AEI-7 model would predict.

It is hoped that the long term, wide ranging environmental data sets from the CRRES program will permit
the construction of a more accurate electron and proton model environment; not only construction of models which
are time and space averaged, but dynamic models which are capable of handling environmental needs over short times
(hours to days).

A3.2.4. Orbital Integration Codes

Coincident with the development of model environments, it was recognized that programs to perform
orbital integrations of the electron and proton fluxes would also be required. Hence, an Orbital Flux Integration
(OFI) code was developed at GSFC. Over the years, a large, sophisticated, and complex OFI system evolved. Three
such computer codes were ORB, ORP, and MODEL.

Program ORB is a simple orbit-generation and B-L conversion program used for generating orbit tapes
which are used with program ORP to obtain orbital integrated fluxes. ORB is a FORTRAN IV program for IBM
machines. It exists in two versions, both sharing a common MAIN program. The two versions, respectively 1 and
2, contain a Brouwer orbit generator and a Lydane orbit generator. The Brouwer generator is more suited to orbits
with eccentricities greater than 0.1, while the Lydane generator is better suited to less eccentric orbits.

Program ORP simply takes the ORB output tape of any B-L orbit and combines it with the MODEL
program(s) to perform orbital flux integrations.

Program MODEL is a series of data sets containing each of the NASA trapped particle environments such
as AP8 and/or AE4, AE8, etc.

Documentation on MODEL and ORP is contained in NSSDC 72-I1.
There are other computer programs which perform orbital integrations of either electrons or protons such as

the Short Orbital Flux Integration Program (SOFIP). This code is documented in NSSDC 79-01, published in
January 1979.

A3.3, AFGWC

The Air Force Global Weather Center and its officers provide environmental support within the DoD. See
appropiate military offices.

Sources of real-time databases include:
(1) NOAA - Space Environmental Laboratory

Space Environmental Services Center
325 Broadway, Boulder, Colorado 80303

(2) Christopher Balch (303) 497-3171 (24-hour and 7-day/week line)
(3) Gary Heckman
(4) AFGWC/WSE

Sources of historical databases incilde:
(I) AWS -- USAF/ETAC
(2) Joe Allen and Dan Wilkenson

National Geophysical Data Center
325 Broadway, Boulder, Colorado 80303
(303) 497-6215
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A3.4. NGDC

Spacecraft Anomaly Data and Software
National Geophysical Data Center
Solar-Terrestrial Physics Division

A database of spacecraft anomalies is maintained at the Solar-Terrestrial Phy3ics Division of the National
Geophysical Data Center in Boulder, Colorado. It includes the date, time, location, and other pertinent information
about incidents of spacecraft operational irregularities which are suspected to be due to the environment. These
events range from minor operational problems which can be easily corrected to permanent spacecraft failures. The
database includes spacecraft anomalies in interplanetary space and in near-earth orbit. The majority of the database
comes from geostationary spacecraft. About 1600 anomalies have been reported as of June 1907. The database
includes data from several nations.

The database is maintained on an IBM-compatible personal computer in a dBase-Ill-type file. To facilitate
access to the information, custom software has been written to perform a full range of functions for managing,
displaying, and analyzing the contents. The Spacecraft Anomaly Manager (SAM) software has the added benefit of
encouraging operators to report their anomalies in a uniform, ready-to-use format. Satellite operators can use SAM
to create a database containing only their anomalies and forward the data to NGDC (address below) on a floppy disk
for inclusion in the master archive.

Histograms of local time and seasonal frequency show distinct patterns for spacecraft susceptibility to static
charge buildup and subsequent discharge. SAM includes functions to display anomaly collections versus local time
and season. Figures A3-6 and A3-7 show these functions for the GOES satellite.

The data and software are currently available on two IBM-compatible floppy disks for the nominal cost of
$30 per disk. Contributors of anomaly data may obtain the disks on a data exchange basis. The NDGC contact is
Dr. Daniel C. Wilkinson, NOAA Code E/GC2, 325 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80303, (303) 497-6137, (FTS)
320-6137, Telenmil: JHALLEN.
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Figure A3-6. Monthly GOES Statistics
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Figure A3-7. Loal Time GOES StUstics
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Appendix

4
Available Sensors and Detectors

This Appendix lists instrumentation which has been developed to measure the environment or monitor
anomalies. It is hoped that future programs will use these or similiar instruments for local, real-time monitoring of
their spacecraft and environments. Contributions by instrument developers and investigators to this section are
welcomed.

A4.1 CRRESISPACERAD Experiment Descriptions

M. S. Gussonhoven ct al. (1985) descnbe in sonic detail the compliment of instruments ready to fly on the
CRRES spaccraft. The SPACERAD experiments are shown in Table A4. 1

Table A4.1. SPACERAD Experiments

F, sbum Agem,

Microelectronics Charteristics NRL/ATC/FSTiTelenctics
Internal Discharg,. Monitor AFWL/AFGL/JPL
Total Dosc Dosii. cter AFGL/•'•anetrrcs
MOS Dosimeter (Total Dose) NRL
High Energy Electron Spcorometer AFG1iPawanetrics
Med. Energy Electron Spectroietcer Acro4c
Med. Energy Electron/Proton Spoctrometer AFGIjAerw ace
Low Energy Plasma Analyzer AFCLIEmminanuel/Mulard
Relativistic Proton Detector Acrosoce
Proton Switches Aebomqicc
Proton Telescope AFGL/ljmmntuel/MIT
Ion Composition Spectrometer Aerospacc/Max Planck
Low Energy Ion Comp. Spectrometer Aerospace€LASL
Heavy Ion Telescope Acrospacc/LASL
Fluxgatc Magnctomnctcr AFGL/Schonstedt
Scareh Coil Magnetometer AFGL/U. of Iowa
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Thermal Plasma Probe AFGL/U. C. Berkeley/Analytx/Regis College
Passive Plasma Sounder AFGLAJ. of Iowa

It is highly recommended that those seeking experiments to fly include the CRRES instruments in their
evaluations.

A4.2 SOPA Detector (Synchronous Orbit Particle Analyzer)

supplier
Richard Belian, (505) 667-9714, Los Alamos National Laboratory, P. 0. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
New Mexico 87545.

purpose
-The SOPA is a charged particle analyzer for space use. It measures fluxes of energetic electrons,
protons, alpha particles, and other ions in a satellite's locale to monitor the space environment.

method of operation
The detector consists of three solid state telescopes "looking" in three different directions relative to
the spacecraft spin axis. Each telescope consists of a thick back detector. 3000 micrometers, and a
thin, 4 micrometers, front detector with a collimated 12° field of view.

advantages/uniqueness of instrument
The SOPA is designed to monitor electrons from 50 keV up to -2MeV, protons from 50 kcV up
to -50MeV, and alpha particles from 500 keV up to 1.3 MeV. It also monitors carbon, nitrogen,
and oxygen ions uniquely and all particles with Z > sulpher and all particles with Z > strontium
above certain energies. Finally, the SOPA has a very high resolution E by dE/dx capability which
provides a AEDI -&.D2 matrix.

results
Particle identification and energy.

weight
S-11.5 lb does not include data handling electronics.

size
7" x 12" x 6"

power
4.0 watts

commands
On/off; PHA nmdc select, separate cabic/disable fur each of the six solid state actw i: in-flight
calibirte.

output data
Particle identification| and energy rate clitwanls, pulse height pairs for E by dEldx.

special features
High time resolution; protons. cltronm, nid alpha particles for all three telescopes are sampled
every 0.640 seconds. High energy resolution (10 electron channels, 12 proton channels, and 5
carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen channels). Thre AEDI-AED2 nmtrix is 1024 x 1024 channels
covering -0 to 60MeV on each axis.

A4.3 Plasma Spectrometer

supplier
Samuel J. Bame, (505) 667-5308. (FrS) 843-5308, Los Alhnos Natioxal Laboratory. P. 0. Box
1663, Los Alanos, New Mexico 87545.
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purpose
The Plasma Spectrometer is a detector system used to monitor the plasma environment
surrounding its host satellite to evaluate the effect of the environment on spacw.raft systems and
other instrumentation onboard. The measurements can be used to determine the spacecraft
charge potential. Electrons and ions are measured from I eV to 40 keV over -94% of the 4i space
surrounding the spacecraft.

method of operation
Plasma particles that enter a curved plate electrostatic analyzer are bent into six channel electron
multipliers (CEM) by use of decaying voltage waveforms on the analyzer plates. Making use of
the spacecraft spin, electrons and ions are detected in six polar angle ranges extending between + 701
and -70*, and in 24 azimuthal angle ranges scanned during one spacecraft rotation. Individual
energy sweeps arz divided into 40 energy intervals.

advantages/uniqueness of instrument
This instrument is designed to measure both electrons and ions with one lightweight package in
order to conserve spacecraft resources. Both particle species are detected in a single analyzer by
means of a unique voltage switching of the CEM front end bas. The sensor package, including
power supplies, but without its logics system (composed of three cards), weighs 7.3 pounds and
uses 3.5 watts. A simple modification, which includes the logic cards in the package would
increase the weigh by -1.5 pounds.

results
Full time monitoring of the plasma environment of the sgxcecraft and the spacecraft charge level.

weight
<8.8 pounds

size
Fits within a 6" x 6.5' x 12" volume, including logic cards.

power
4,0 wats. including logic&.

commands
Oof; four mode selocts; CEM high voltage level selects; four power supply on/offs; calibrm

output data
The output data count matrices of electrons and ions composed of counts at 40 energy levels from
CEMs measured in 24 energy swe•ps during a spacfcrt revolution. Vwrious combinations such
as integration over the six CEMs w te•lonAcring e . -uts-sampl can ba used to reduce
bit rate requiret•s.

special features
Ions and ekctunmi fr•m I eV to 40 kcV arc measured using one lightweight package containing a
single electrostatic analyzer aml one set of channel clecmmon multiplims. Fuure models areb
developed which will allow comprelhensiv measurements to be made over mogt of 4x spaw from
a 3-axis stabilizcd qwmccraft.

A4.4 Puts* Monitor

supplier
Dr. tarry C. Koons, (213) 336-6519. The Acrospace Corporation. P. O. Box 92957. Los
Angele. California 90009.

description
The Pulse Analyzer nmasures the amplitude of electromagnetic emissions in the time domain from
14 is to 16 ms. The mcasurements are made on four sensors: (I) a loop antenna ao)und the space
vehicle command distribution uait, (2) a wire in a typical space vehiclk cable bundle, (3) an
external short dipole antenna, and (4) a digital command line to the Pults Analyzer package. The
p-imary objective is to verify that electrical diwharge, arc occurring on the vehicle. Secondary
objectives arc to measure the puse amplitudes and shapes produced by the dischargcs The ,4nai
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processor may be switched by ground command to any subset of the four sensors. It then steps
automatically through the selected sensors, monitoring each in turn for 16 seconds. When a signal
exceeds the threshold, its amplitude is sampled 16 times to determine the shape of the pulse. The
16 samples may be spaced logarithmically or linearly. The minimum spicing is 14 ns. There are
eight commandable options. The amplitude is measured by a bank of 245 discriminators -- 12
positive and 12 negative. The range of the voltage measurement is 5 mV to 2 V. The signal from
each sensor can be attenuated to place it within this range. The voltage threshold, timing
sequence, and auentuation can be independently set for each sensor. The instrument is cvmmandcd
by a 22-bit serial digital command. Only the seven least significant bits of the command re used.
One pulse shape measurement is made each 1/2 second. In addition, there are four countev, which
count the number of times in one second that each of four preselected thresholds are exceeded,
There ae also three analog housekeeping measuremnts which monitor power and temperature.

weight
2 kg

size
9"x 1O"x 2"

power
10.9 watts

data requirements
256 biLsisec

A4.S SSPM

supplier
Dr. Harry C. Koons. (213) 336-6519. 7Ue Aerospace Corporation, P. O. Box 92957, Los
Angeles. California 90009,

description
The Satellite Surface Potential Monitor (SSPM) meaesures the charging potentials and currents
associated with plasma interactions with typical !pacecral nmaterials. The SSPM measures the
(rmnt surface potntial of an isolated samige of matrxial by directly measuring the back surfwc
voyage. Eah sample is swioundcd by a gold frame which is grounded to chassis. Behind the
center of each sample is a vibrating reed ek ý troarect which has :wn calibrated to give the front

ds• c potential from a mmaurnwnt of the back surface potential. Cutrent through the samp4C is
measured by a high impedwnc c krorecter. Each samplo is 44xoximatcly 6 inches squatrc.

weight
3.3 kg

size
13 x13' x2

power
4 waits

data requirements
96 bits/•c

A4.6 Id Plasma Analyzer

supplier
Dr. J. F. Fknncll. (213) 336-7075, The Aerospace Corporation. P. 0. Box 92957. Los Angeles,
California 90009.
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description
The 2d Plasma Analyzer is a toroidal design which measures electrons and ions over 180' L,-) 5,'
in a plane, depending on the configuration used. The field of view is fan shaped aiad, twn a spinning
spacecraft, will provide a three-dimensional measurement of the plasma distributions. The energy
range covered is 50 eV to 30 keV and the geometric factor is on the order of 103 cm2 sr keV. The
supporting digital electronics and satellite interface (DPU) is in a separaic package.

weight
5 kg for sensor, 2.3 kg for DPU

size
26 x 21 x 25 cm, DPU 26 x 21 x 8 cm

power
12 watts

data requirements
2275 bps

A4.7 ID Plasma Analyzer

supplier
Dr. J. F. Fennell, (213) 336-7075. The Acrospace Coporation, P. 0. Box 92957. Los Angctcs,
California 90009.

description
The unidirectional Plasma Analyzer is a self-contained unit which measures electrons and ions in
the energy range 50 cV/q to .ýO kcV/q within a 20" x 201 field of view. T1e s,.sor, alwalog, and
digital lectronics. plus the satewlit, interface. ure coauained in one pkc.geo.

weigtht
4.5 kg

slae
26x21 x 17ecm

power
6.5 W

data requirements
300 bps

AA.R Internal Discharge Monitor

supplier
Dr. Paul Robinsum Jr., (818) 354-3882, Jet Propulsion abotkauory. 400 Oak Grove Drive.
Puadena, California 91109.

purpose
The pupose or the Iternal lt)isharge Monitor (1DM) is to detect and r-owd div.churg.s in samplit1
that buiki up a charge due to penetrating rodiation. E-,h sample is eAcosed in its owu RF-dtght
minibox so that the instruincti itms not dtct transientls other than those from the iample. There.
is a thin cover which allows mot high ctrgy clecuons to pcnetatc. but cshudks low emgy
panicles.

method of operation
A nanosecond response time cvent dctocx megisters which sample in the oample tray of 16
samples dischatged. Resxults are telemetered dowin at a v•ry slow rate. IDM was originally designed
to fly on CRRES. which is well instrumented to allow con'elation of dischargs with the
environment.

advantagesluniqueness of instrument
This instrument does not Tecord very many false events. This is due in part to the careful isolation
of each sampic. Samples should be chosen for the mission. Fur example, typical materials from
the spacecraft itself could be flown along with well calibrated materials from previous flights.
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results
Results are discharges for each sample as a func~on of time. The threshold trigger can be crudely
set.

weight
38 pounds for 16 samples

size
12.5" x 10.875" x 9.675"

power
10 watts

data requirements
2 bps; commai& orift. ati.intuaw each channel, calibrate; output data: sample which discharged.
S/C clock.

special features
Future ,u-.-td, will include a high szes digitizer to captur pulse height and shape information.

A4+.1 iMDS: An Automatic Plsaa-Contactor System for Spacecraft Potential Control

supplier
Ben Shwuaan at the Air Force GCecphysics Laboratory, (617) 377-3991. or Ron Robson at Hughes

osvasrch Ubormories, (213) 317-5391.

summary
"The Rlight Model Discharge System (FMDS) is a unique spacecraft.chauiing-comtvA system which
automatically monitors environmental purwnctts that indicate the develcnaem of a charging
hbrard am! activates the SPACECLAMP plasma source to Ixoct the spackcrit in the event a
ard is deectec. FINDS is intmeded for -eii on gcsyrhtnus.Eanh orbit (GLO) sontccnft

introduction
As desuribe4 i4% (mptet 7. it hs bcen detuonstratcd that the oiration of a small onhoard pla•ma
utwmc, c-alkd a pt.ana coawt or, can prxvent sipacccnft chargig,. thereby a-v-iding lASt) ha•-•ri
and afftoirding new potentim.t-4 capability to sicintic spmcocaft. To employ a plasmo
.onUtactW) ill lnjUiC". hoiwever tcquiic. s either that the $plauia contactor Iv ojntwd continuotsly
for the life of td.e sq•xc•a, ow that soam for- of ckc•t•ric initrligei-e, be adde to enable dhe
sysae to detenmine when the cooiactor sould be a-tivatcd, The fomwr (cominuousA-o0nthio)
appruach tequims both utuseccssly inative tankag, of the p4%s"a cotacw4 working gas and an
unnoetsaly liong prlwa-contactur lifetime. The lttr (itelligem-sste-m) appmoach offers
substantl dvtitagos nom only of reducd unkage and opca ing-life-time requirerme. btA aLso of
olpatonaW flexibility and autonoy. In this Appendix. we briefly de-swribe the design and
operating chaucteristics of the intelligent .spxccrft.charging contro system being built at Hughes
Resth Lab~oratory (Conltract No. F19628.43.C 0143). Thie systym is called the flight Model
.ischarge Systm (AIDS).

Figwe A4t-1 sows a bloick diagram of theR I- DS, and Pigurc A4-2 shows its physical
la-Ukt The systemt consist% of a Hughes SPACUCLAMP plauna contactor, which providei: te
swface- and fmane-neuualizing flow of low-energy plasma; a numbe of wnmss. which meuie
envirotmental pmolnie.; and a micmjwoccc-or.ba--d conuovlte, which iucqrwcts the s•e;t" data to
identify the preuenc. of a charging hanard mid operate• the plama contacuiw dukoujh its a•s•wcatcd
power supplies and ga.s-fced sYstem. This idea was deicribed in Cbaq r 7; here we desc"ibe the

WtSm ConUoller. atd operation of the RMDS.
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Figure A4-t. SPACECLAMP Block Diagrau

A4,931 F"MDS Environmental Sensors

The secri catried on M DS me similar (with the exception of the transient pulc monitor (TPMX which
is a new, novel dosign) to ptoven intunitcnt that %re carried on fth SCATHiA (?-. t) sIpWNraft but they 1Mve
tess resolution and g&utr simplicity. They Weludo electrostaic ion and elrcuo enrgy ,alyzcrs (iWSA ad CESA,
respecdvely), two sWUMce poud nionitors SPMs, and a TPM. The functims of dwo inmnunloe. aue listed in
Tabie A4.02.

n i gsterotypical charging event, tme se~unct of events might be as follows: (1) na ..4ntlc mitsto~m
develops. with the auwldnt injection of highbencrgy electons into the locale of theq .tyic rt; (2Q sutftw dirtrics
charge; (3) the spacecart (ame po•wial goes negative; and. (4) arcing begins on the s pacictrst sm. Refnciog to
Table A4-2. 0t is clew tt there is a ownto.-uno c"rreSpondmnc between this chasin of twas Od crphitils of
the i.strummni. present in the FNIDS: each instrufnfiCAi cL4a blc of detecting •vcn conc-sponling to a particula
phaue or the dvclopment of the charging emmen. IV. oC1SA detemt the change in th elktoWU ,-04"rgy emufn

mresponding to the hoa.clcctimr injection that identifirs the beginning oi the charging htamd. 1Uh SPMs, which
m=oaur the pwmmial of isolatd diel.cuics re.lafivo to frmc poaial., det differential ch-Argng. The t.SA can
dvett firnte charging because no ions will be
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Figure A4-2. FMDS Layout

present in he "imrobe region' or h•t spoctm with ne"rgies below that corexsponding to dh
frame poential. Finally, the TPM Identifies surface arcing by measuring the amplitude of
electrical tanaics both inside and outside the Faraday cage of the spmccz If two signals are
drme•-oncident. W the ousitde iigr has Wlrge anowde, it is juwgd to be fte signature of an
ESD eve•.

Table A4.2. FMDS tnunwzjime FWuntions

-_IL• PrnperI, Measured C arJvg IuagJ

CeSA Electron energy spectrum Substoim onset
iWSA Ion eegy spectrum Speceraft charing
SPM Poential of isolated dielectric Difftcreial chagin
TPM lcti rowld isde Wd outswe szcrlft Surface ESD
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A4.9.2 FMDS Controller

The FMDS controller is a microprocessor-based device that serves three principal functions:
(1) it processes instrumental data to decide when a charging hazard is present,
(2) it turns the SPACECLAMP plasma contactor on and off as required, and
(3) it provides telemetry data to the spacecraft and accepts and executes commands received from the

spacecraft.
The FMDS controller normally operates in a 4-second cycle, during which it acquires data from all of the

instruments, executes algorithms to determine if a charging hazard is present, assures that the plasma contactor is in
the desired operating mode, sends telemetry to the spacecraft if it is requested, and looks for commands being sent
from the spacecraft. In this automatic mode, FMDS is completely autonomous, requiring no spacecraft or ground
activity to protect the spacecraft from charging. A number of other modes are also available, which include the
capability for manual operation of the SPACECLAMP plasma contactor from the ground.

Commands to the FMDS controller are used to change the operating mode., to power instruments up and
down or mask them off from consideration in the charging algorithms, to change decision points and thresholds in
the charging and SPACECLAMP-control algorithms, and, if desired, to rewrite the algorithms themselves. This
command capability affords tremendous capability to fine-tune FMDS operations while it is in service on orbiL

A4.10 Concluding Comments

FMDS is a unique charging-control system which automatically monitors environmental signals that
indicate the development of a charging hazard and activates the SPACECLAMP protective device in the event a
hazard is detected. (SPACECLAMP is capable of ignition in less than a secodt; it is shut down after a preset time
period if there is no remaining evidence of a charging environtcn)

A
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